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Abstract 
 

This research examines complaint calls in the public healthcare setting to 

address claims that some service users have been dissatisfied with Trusts' 

handling of complaints. Rather than apply a traditional social scientific 

method, this research takes an interactional approach to analyse real 

recordings of initial telephone encounters between complainants and call 

handlers. This has permitted a detailed examination of the interactional 

structures of complaints handling calls, displaying systematic features and 

recurrent phases of activities across the dataset. 

This empirical study is based on a collection of telephone recordings gathered 

at Health and Social Care Trusts throughout Northern Ireland, amounting to 

over four and a half hours of naturally occurring data. Each recording was 

meticulously transcribed and analysed using an inductive method known as 

Conversation Analysis (CA) which takes as its core concerns, sequence, and 

action. Using the CA toolkit, the data reveal some valuable insights into 

complaining in institutional talk and show how the norms and values of the 

institution emerge in and through the talk as systematic features.  

The findings from this research provide unique and detailed understandings 

of how the complaints handling call progresses. Beginning with call handler 

methods for eliciting the complaint to the complainant's production of the 

experience as a narrative account, through to institutional business where a 

distinctive syntactic offer format emerges as the call handler orients to 

problem-solving. 

In examining how talk is formulated in this domain, it will be possible to 

produce outcomes that provide linguistically informed contributions to Trusts 

for future call handler training.  Overall, this work contributes to knowledge 

by providing original research on an interactional environment on which little 

was previously known. Furthermore, it will provide a basis on which to build 

future research in this distinctive institutional setting. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 Setting the scene 
 

1.0 Introduction 

Each year, the five Health and Social Care Trusts in Northern Ireland handle 

in excess of four thousand complaints collectively1. Most recent figures from 

the Northern Ireland Public Services Ombudsman indicate that approximately 

three hundred complaints are escalated for further investigation, which 

suggests a level of dissatisfaction with Trusts' handling of complaints 

(NIPSO, 2020). There has been widespread recognition that Trusts need to 

improve their complaints handling services and as a result, they have been 

streamlined to provide clear standards and guidelines across services (DOH, 

2019). 

While policies and procedures have been rationalised to reflect increased 

expectations, little attention has been paid to improving communicative 

practices. In this chapter, I will start by broadly examining literature in the 

public domain that highlights this need in section 1.1. This will consist of 

annual complaints reports published by the various HSC organisations and by 

the Ombudsman, which locate communication as problematic. As the initial 

complaints handling encounter itself is situated in communication, with many 

complaints being made to dedicated complaints departments by telephone, it 

would be useful to take an interactional approach to examine current 

practices, using the methods of Conversation Analysis (CA). In section 1.2, I 

will examine the conversation analytic literature on complaints in both 

mundane talk and institutional settings with a view to uncovering how they 

are accomplished. As research on complaints handling in the public 

healthcare setting in Northern Ireland is extremely limited, there is a need to 

provide understanding of the initial interaction to produce strategies that can 

potentially be applied to service improvement. 

 
1 Total figure compiled from latest complaints reports (NHSCT, 2019; WHSCT, 2019; 
BHSCT, 2020; SEHSCT, 2020a; SHSCT, 2020a) detailed in 'Province-wide trends in the 
nature of complaints' section below. 
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1.1 NHS complaints - A contemporary issue 

In this section, I will discuss the emergence of complaints handling as a 

modern-day problem for a service established to help re-build post-war 

Britain. The ethos of the National Health Service (NHS) was that the needs 

of everyone should be met, it would be free at the point of need, and service 

would be provided based on clinical need rather than ability to pay. However, 

the nationalising of hospitals inevitably meant that healthcare became 

politicised, government directed, and thus disposed to criticism (NHS, 2017). 

Since its inception in 1948, the NHS has gone through many reforms in a bid 

to maintain its promise of providing a quality public health service for all – 

irrefutably a challenging task. The impetus on improving policies and 

procedures around communication with service-users, however, has emerged 

as a modern-day issue. Many amendments to standards and guidelines have 

been devised and implemented over the past seventy years in a bid to improve 

and modernise the service. Despite the general public’s apparent fondness of 

the NHS, it has been laid-bare to chronic criticism and woes from various 

quarters. A seriously flawed infrastructure and funding inefficiencies are 

often cited as the source of all its ills. Traditionally, little blame is ever 

consigned to the frontline staff who are generally commended for their efforts 

in taking care of the nation’s health. 

Being funded from public taxes makes the NHS accountable to those it serves, 

therefore it is understandable that expectations have increased over time. 

Today’s service users expect a high level of service and increasingly regard 

the NHS as an entitlement, not a privilege, with a consensus that not all 

expectations are being met. Dissatisfaction in any organisation or indeed at 

any level of daily life, leads to complaints. The NHS is certainly not immune.  

In 1991, the NHS Patient’s Charter sought to recognise patients as customers 

with 'rational expectations' and rights. This inevitably, and quite reasonably, 

gives service users the opportunity to complain about unfulfilled expectations 

or poor service. In healthcare provision, poor service can and does have real 

human costs. It is therefore beneficial that institutions hear complaints and 

more importantly, learn from them to ensure that a negative event should not 

recur. 
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The Department of Health initiated a more ‘corporate-style’ complaints 

system across England and Wales, with emphasis being put on early, local 

resolution. The NHS Complaints procedure was first implemented in 1996 in 

a bid to respond strategically to patients’ concerns; and to create learning 

opportunities. This managerial style of complaints handling ruled that 

complaints left unresolved at local level would be dealt with by complaints 

managers, prior to review (if remaining unresolved) by an independent lay 

panel. The review process offers a voice to service users to express their 

concerns fully and frankly. According to Allsop and Jones, however, this 

process revealed, “an uneasy compromise between a complainant's right to 

an independent, fair and impartial review and managerial principles that 

emphasised resolution and learning” (2008, p.238). 

In the late 1990s, the new government's vision for a modern NHS was 

published in the government White Paper, ‘The New NHS: modern, 

dependable’ (Nuffield Trust, 2017). This was followed by a flurry of reports 

in which the service came under scrutiny for poor care (Learning from 

Bristol), and inequalities (The Acheson Report). A report by MP Ann Clywd 

concluded that the NHS had borne witness to 'a decade of failure' and there 

were widespread calls to revolutionise complaints handling (Triggle, 2010; 

Torjesen, 2013). 

Further re-modernisations, most significantly ‘The NHS Constitution’ in 

2009, led to the establishment of clear rights and responsibilities for both 

patients and staff; setting out patients’ right to complain, ‘If things go wrong’ 

(NHS, 2017). The Care Quality Commission (CQC) was created in 2009 to 

maintain standards as an independent regulator of health and adult social care 

throughout England; and recommends a consistent approach across trusts 

(CQC, 2017) 

Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust Public Inquiry (The Francis 
Report) 

Momentous reform originated from the findings of a public inquiry, requested 

by the then Secretary of State for Health, Andrew Lansley, into the failings 

of Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust. This inquiry succeeded an 

earlier one, also chaired by Robert Francis QC, and was deemed necessary to 
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further probe what were described as shocking failures of care throughout the 

trust. In his speech to the House of Commons in June 2010, Mr Lansley stated 

that radical changes were needed above the level of structures and procedures, 

“It is about a wider shift in culture – putting patients at the heart of the NHS 

and focusing on the things that matter most to them” (The National Archives, 

2010).  

The Francis Report, which was subsequently published in 2013, highlighted 

a succession of mistakes, mal-practice, and disregard for safe practice. There 

were allegations that a fear culture which had arisen not only facilitated but 

encouraged staff to overlook appalling care; with insinuations that nobody 

was prepared to listen, let alone respond effectively when complaints were 

made. Thus, Francis recommended that complaints management, which had 

hitherto been noticeably flawed, needed to be more transparent and that 

patients should be empowered with information (The National Archives, 

2013; Benwell and McCreaddie, 2017; NHS Digital, 2017). 

The CQC’s 2014 publication, 'Complaints Matter' reports on qualitative 

research into complaints in the NHS as recommended by Francis (CQC, 

2014). There is a clear indication that complaints need to be taken more 

seriously with a specific case for greater attention being paid to the narrative 

of complaints, rather than just quantifying complaints. A common theme 

replicated in complaints research before and after the Francis report, and 

indeed an area that the institution is constantly working to improve, is that the 

NHS needs to “listen harder and learn more from complaints” (Tingle, 2010). 

It is evident that the NHS has not had a trouble-free history, and its unique 

standing and sheer enormity of service provision suggests an equally 

turbulent future. Its supporters claim that with public support and sufficient 

funding and administration, it can once again be the envy of the world. 

Crucially, complaints should be viewed as opportunities to learn (Lancet, 

2013) and should be shared rather than concealed to prevent repeats. 

According to a General Medical Council (GMC) Report in 2013, complaints 

against doctors more than doubled in the UK between 2007 and 2012 which 

suggested a worrying trend (Lancet, 2013). Interestingly, it also showed that 
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many service users did not know how to make a complaint which alludes to 

an 'opaque complaints process' and increased litigation (Tingle, 2018). It is 

clear then, that complaints handling still proves a difficult challenge for public 

healthcare providers, with specific conflicts inherent to its core values and 

obligations of putting service users’ needs first. 

It is not surprising then, that failures in communication are frequently cited 

and embedded into complaints (PCC, 2019), and although these are generally 

more easily remedied, there is still a sentiment that they should not have 

happened in the first instance. Crucially though, recognition of sympathetic 

and proper handling of complaints as an acquired skill further enhances the 

case for communication training that relates specifically to the environment 

in which it is to be deployed. 

Since ‘communication’ and ‘staff attitude’ commonly arise at the heart of 

complaints, more research into addressing difficulties around communication 

is necessary. While the term ‘communication’ engulfs myriad mechanisms, it 

is also a subjective matter for individuals as to what they may deem 

‘sufficient’ communication. For the NHS, it is difficult to assess the extent to 

which individual service users want, need, or expect to be kept informed; to 

clarify the patients’ expectations of communication for any given event. 

Moreover, staff who are essentially under extreme pressure may be 

misinterpreted as having an 'uncaring or dismissive attitude' towards patients 

and their families who themselves may be at their most vulnerable (PCC, 

2016). 

Many studies and reports on complaints recommend improvements to staff 

training on complaints procedures. Gillespie and Reader of the London 

School of Economics (LSE), and in collaboration with some NHS Trusts, 

devised a Healthcare Complaints Analysis Tool (HCAT). This tool can be 

used by all staff – clinical and non-clinical – to support the analysis and 

accumulation of information relating to problems that service users 

experience. The idea is that institutions can develop their own ‘early warning 

systems’ for identifying failures, and these systems can act as a ‘catalyst’ for 

shared learning (Gillespie and Reader, 2016). 
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As standard policies and procedures for managing complaints have been 

introduced nationwide, there is the added complexity of considerable 

variation in practice across trusts in regions of the UK. Nonetheless, all are 

aware that complaints handling is a matter of concern, with pledges by 

organisations to significantly improve (Triggle, 2010). As the current study 

will be evaluating data gathered from trusts in Northern Ireland, it is 

necessary to turn to the policies and procedures that guide practice around 

complaints handling in the Health and Social Care Trusts in Northern Ireland. 

I should add that it is difficult to find independent literature specifically on 

complaints handling in Northern Ireland, with many research studies 

pertaining to 'the NHS' as the overarching institutional care provider for the 

UK. With that in mind, many of the reports that I have consulted are produced 

by trusts themselves, but with further independent evidence provided by the 

Ombudsman for Northern Ireland and the Patient Client Council (PCC), a 

patient advocacy service. 

Northern Ireland: The Health and Social Care Trusts (HSCT)  

In Northern Ireland, unlike in the rest of the UK, health and social care is 

structurally integrated2. The Department of Health3 (DOH) is responsible for 

combined healthcare and social care services which are commissioned by the 

Health and Social Care Board (HSCB) and delivered through five Health and 

Social Care Trusts (HSCT) who are responsible not just for primary and 

secondary care but also community and social care, which may be 

commissioned directly by the Trust. This is relevant to this project as the calls 

to the complaints team may be about social care commissioned by the Trust. 

The five hospital trusts are Belfast Health and Social Care Trust (BHSCT), 

Northern Health and Social Care Trust (NHSCT), South Eastern Health and 

Social Care Trust (SEHSCT), Western Health and Social Care Trust 

(WHSCT) and Southern Health and Social Care Trust (SHSCT). They are 

responsible for managing a number of facilities within their geographical 

area, such as hospitals, day centres and community HSC services. While each 

 
2 Although the structural integration does not necessarily translate into an integrated 
experience of care for service users. 
3 The DOH is regulated by the Regulation and Quality Improvement Authority (RQIA), an 
independent non-departmental public body. 
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trust may have marginally different complaints procedures, they are required 

to adhere to certain standards and guidelines set by the Department of Health4 

in 2009. To facilitate a streamlined service throughout all HSC organisations, 

the guidelines were implemented with aims to promote early, local resolution 

and opportunities for shared learning and improvement.  

The Health and Social Care (HSC) Board in Northern Ireland effected an 

action plan of recommendations outlined in the ‘Complaints in the HSC 

Evaluation report’ (2010). This included raising awareness of ‘how to make 

a complaint’ and informing service users of improvements that have been 

made to a service in view of their complaint outcome. Improved methods to 

regionally disseminate learning from complaints suggests that HSC Trusts 

have “a clear focus on learning and pro-active engagement with patients” 

(HSCB, 2010).  

An updated complaints procedure was implemented by the Department of 

Health in April 2019 entitled 'Guidance in relation to the Health and Social 

Care Complaints Procedure'. Its purpose is to set standards to which all HSC 

organisations should operate to effectively monitor their complaints handling 

arrangements (DOH, 2019). It states that "Complainants should be 

encouraged to speak openly and freely about their concerns" and should be 

"treated courteously and sympathetically". In relation to responding to 

complainants, the guidance stipulates "Early provision of information and an 

explanation of what to expect should be provided to the complainant at the 

outset to avoid disappointment and subsequent letters of complaint" (2019, 

p.40). 

Official guidelines state that patients/service users who wish to make a 

complaint are encouraged to approach the department or service provider 

directly, however, this is often difficult as it may involve confronting the 

target (s) of the complaint. All patients are entitled to make a complaint, either 

by telephone or in writing, to the appropriate complaints department of the 

corresponding trust. Contact details are widely available on each trust’s 

 
4 The Department of Health was formerly known as Department of Health, Social Services 
and Public Safety (DHSSPS).  
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website, and on individual premises which offer healthcare services, such as 

hospitals and GP surgeries. Information is also accessible through patient 

advocacy services such as the Patient Client Council (PCC) which was 

created in April 2009 as part of the HSC reform in Northern Ireland (PCC, 

2019). Guidelines state that it is preferable that complaints are reported within 

twelve months, although there is some flexibility on this stipulation. For 

uniformity, it is a requirement that all trusts are required to acknowledge 

complaints in writing within two days of receipt, and that this 

acknowledgement letter should contain an expression of sympathy or concern 

regarding the issue that led to the complaint (DOH, 2019). A full written 

response should follow within twenty working days subsequent to 

investigation. Guidance states that responses will be "clear, accurate, 

balanced, simple, fair and easy to understand", and that all issues raised in the 

complaint will be addressed (2019, p.70). 

Understandably, some complaints are much more complex than others, 

possibly requiring investigation by multiple directorates, which is a more time 

consuming and involved process. In such events, trusts are obligated to write 

to the complainant to account for any breach of the standard twenty-day 

period. Individual trusts appear to have a certain amount of flexibility in how 

they implement official guidelines, for example, how they maintain records 

of complaints and methods of information gathering5. Following 

investigation, dissatisfied service users have the option of escalating their 

complaint to the ombudsman for independent review (NI Direct, 2017; 

NIPSO, 2017), should they so wish. 

The Northern Ireland Public Services Ombudsman 

The Northern Ireland Public Services Ombudsman (NIPSO) is responsible 

for investigating complaints about various public services in Northern 

Ireland. Section 5 of the 2015-16 Annual Report of the NI Commissioner for 

Complaints states that health and social care complaints6 remain the most 

 
5 This will be discussed further in chapter 2. 
6 Relating to a number of Providers, Boards and Organisations (for example, Regional 
Health and Social Care Board, Business Services Organisation, Health Service Providers - 
GPs, Dentists, Pharmacists, and the PCC) that come under the remit of HSC, with the vast 
majority of complaints to HSC Trusts (NIPSO, 2020). 
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significant area of public sector work for NIPSO at 45%, amounting to 80% 

of their total workload (NIPSO, 2016). However, this figure has reduced 

slightly to 41% in the year 2016-17, 42% in 2017-18 (NIPSO, 2017; 2018) 

and 40% in 2018-19 (NIPSO, 2019). The most recent report for 2019-20 

shows a more significant decrease to 36% (NIPSO, 2020). Complaints should 

only be escalated to the ombudsman where all attempts to resolve them have 

been exhausted through the trust’s internal complaints procedure. Therefore, 

a full investigation should already have been implemented by the appropriate 

trust prior to any approach to the ombudsman. 

In the 2015-16 reporting year, the ombudsman expressed concern at the 

length of time taken by trusts to respond to requests for information from her 

office. She stated that by this stage, all information should be readily available 

and questioned whether all trusts were fully compliant with the principles and 

guidelines set out by the DHSSPS document 'Complaints in Health and Social 

Care: Standards and Guidelines for Resolution and Learning'. However, the 

2017 report suggested a “notable improvement” in responses, for which the 

ombudsman commended trusts (NIPSO, 2017, p.27). 

Additionally, the 2017 publication reported that the Ombudsman’s office was 

to establish a Complaints Standards Authority (CSA). This service would 

implement new complaints handling procedures across all public services and 

would be modelled on the Scottish service. This suggests that efforts to 

improve complaints handling is widespread across public services in the UK 

and is evidently an issue that the ombudsman is keen to address (NIPSO, 

2017). 

Province-wide trends in the nature of complaints 

This section will examine the nature of complaints received by each trust 

before turning to the PCC findings. This will elucidate a trend in problematic 

areas that are reported as needing to be addressed over several years. The 

figures quoted initially are based on the most recent reports available at the 

time of first writing, and updated figures include those available for each trust 

as of October 2020. They are extracted from reports published by trusts (as 

required by the DOH) to declare official statistics on formal complaints and 
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are available on their individual websites. I have found that the publication of 

various reports differs across trusts with variation in titles and availability of 

documents. Most recent complaints data for three7 of the trusts now appear in 

annual reports that incorporate 'Compliments and Complaints', reflecting a 

'service user feedback' rather than 'complaints' only perspective. 

I should clarify at this point that a distinction exists between formal and 

informal complaints, and this appears to be a matter for individual trusts and 

cases. An informal complaint may arise from a communication with staff, 

including complaints staff, that is dealt with on the spot or necessitates further 

enquiry on the complainant's behalf, but which they do not wish to pursue 

formally at this point. Pending initial enquiries, the entitlement to pursue a 

formal complaint remains (DOH, 2019). In contrast, a formal complaint is 

logged officially by the Complaints Manager of each trust and is included in 

the official reporting of numbers. Since informal complaints are not captured 

in the official figures, there is some concern around under-reporting and that 

consideration should be given to a system that reflects more accurate 

reporting (WHSCT, 2019).  

My dataset comprises instances of both formal and informal complaints, and 

how they emerge as one or the other is often observable in the interaction. 

Call handlers may either (1) offer the option of a formal or informal process, 

(2) handle all complaints formally, or (3) reach a mutual decision to initially 

take an informal route. In the latter case, this outcome arises naturally from 

the interaction itself and the encounter is treated as an enquiry rather than a 

complaint. The complainant is advised that they may then decide to switch to 

the formal process. 

I will now discuss complaints handling facts and figures for each trust based 

on reports published on their individual websites. This begins to highlight 

areas of similarity in trusts' implementation of policies and processes (for 

example, complaint acknowledgment letters), but also points to some 

 
7 Belfast, South Eastern and Western HSC Trusts. 
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differences which will account for features arising in the interaction (for 

example, formal or informal processes). 

Northern HSC Trust (NHSCT) 

In their Annual Complaints Report 2013/14, the NHSCT state that 783 

complaints were made relating to 830 issues8. The most complained about 

issues were treatment and care, staff attitude and behaviour, and 

communication and information to patients. One hundred percent of 

complaints were acknowledged within the stipulated two-day period, and fifty 

eight percent of complaints were responded to within twenty working days. 

The trust claims to promote learning from complaints and state that staff 

training was delivered across the trust (NHSCT, 2014). 

Subsequent reports (2017-189 and 2018-1910) state that there has been little 

change with regard to the most complained about issues but includes figures 

for how complaints are received. Most are received by email (40% in 2017-

18; 47% in 2018-19), letter (29% in 2017-18; 27% in 2018-19) or online form 

(30% in 2017-18; 23% in 2018-19); with very low percentages reported for 

telephone/in person complaints (1% in 2017-18; 3% in 2018-19). This can 

partly be attributable to the trust’s direct promotion of online communication 

via their website where no telephone number is supplied11 but it is possible to 

complete and send a service user feedback form. This is the preferred method 

of communication and has significantly reduced the number of telephone calls 

as a method of reporting (NHSCT, 2018; NHSCT, 2019). Not all trusts 

provide the information reported here and it is interesting that service-users 

are being directed away from reporting via telephone. This tailored approach 

indicates yet another variation in how trusts may choose to implement 

complaints procedures while adhering to official DOH guidelines. 

 

 
8 A complaint may include several issues typically relating to the same event. 
9 The report for 2017-18 states that 807 complaints were received by the Trust. 
10 The report for 2018-19 states that 750 complaints were received. 
11 Of course, service users may still reach the complaints department via the Trust's main 
telephone switchboard. 
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Southern HSC Trust (SHSCT) 

The SHSCT 2015/16 Annual Quality Report states that 1163 formal 

complaints were received, with a similar trend to the Northern Trust in 

relation to most complained about issues. Most notable from the 2017-18 

report is the name change from 'Corporate Complaints Office' to 'Service User 

Feedback Team'. It is claimed that this should encourage service users to 

share all types of feedback whether positive or negative. The Trust received 

674 complaints in the 2018-19 financial year and 734 in 2019-20 (SHSCT, 

2016; 2018; 2020a). 

South Eastern HSC Trust (SEHSCT) 

A total of 772 complaints were received by the SEHSCT, raising 1079 issues 

according to their Complaints Annual Report, 2016/17. Again, most 

complaints related to the same topic areas as other trusts. As a result of their 

findings, the trust sought to undertake a review of policies and procedures, to 

implement a staff survey, and revise their complainant survey in the year 

2017/18 (SEHSCT, 2017). 

Figures for 2017-18 show a similar number of complaints were received 

(765), raising more issues overall than in the previous year (1141). The most 

complained about topics remains unchanged for this year and similarly for 

2019-20. The Compliments and Complaints Annual Report for 2019-20 states 

that the Trust commissioned staff training on effective complaints resolution 

skills. It should be noted that this training is restricted to effective letter 

writing skills and not verbal communications (SEHSCT, 2018; SEHSCT, 

2020a). 

Western HSC Trust (WHSCT) 

The 2015/16 Complaints Annual Report from the WHSCT lists the number 

of formal complaints as 452, raising 828 subjects. Again, treatment and care, 

staff attitude and behaviour, and communication and information to patients 

were the primary areas of complaints topic. The 2017-18 report indicates little 

change to either the number of complaints (461) or the topics raised. An 

interesting observation published in the Compliments and Complaints Annual 
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Report 2018-19 relates to 'informal complaints'. This states that these are 

service-users' (and their families) concerns that are "not captured centrally" 

(2019, p.3) and may lead to under-reporting. The number of official 

complaints for 2018-19 is recorded as 444, which given the large 

geographical area covered by this trust is relatively low (WHSCT, 2016; 

2018; 2019). 

Belfast HSC Trust (BHSCT) 

Finally, the BHSCT Complaints Annual Report 2016/17 states that they 

received 1747 formal complaints. Although this figure initially seems 

considerable in comparison to other trusts, the BHSCT is in fact one of the 

largest healthcare providers in the United Kingdom. With the addition of 

length of time for treatment and appointments, the trend for complaint topics 

prevails. The Belfast Trust actively promotes the necessity for staff to aim to 

resolve issues at department level, and further state that they intend to 

increase collaborations with other organisations such as NIPSO and the PCC 

(BHSCT, 2017).  

Updated figures in the 2017-18 report12 indicate that the number of 

complaints relating to staff attitude and behaviour had reduced, but that this 

nature of complaint still features as needing to be addressed across many 

complaints. The Complaints and Compliments Annual Report for 2019-20 

recorded 7012 compliments and 1646 complaints, with 26% of those relating 

to communication/information and 17% to staff attitude/behaviour (BHSCT, 

2018; 2020). 

A broader view of complaints is provided by independent agencies such as 

the Patient Client Council (PCC) as they are informed by the public about 

their healthcare complaints. The Patient Client Council - Complaints Support 

Service (PCC-CSS) provides independent advice and support to the public on 

a diverse array of issues within the services offered by the HSC Trusts. 

 
12 This is the most recent complaints report available on the Trust's website at time of 
writing, October 2020. The Trust's Annual Report 2019-20 mentions that the total number 
of complaints received for the financial year was 1,624 (page 50). No details relating to 
nature of complaints are published in this report. 
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Patients may avail of their free advocacy and advice service at any stage of 

the complaints process (PCC, 2016).  

Patient Client Council - nature of complaints 

In the Annual Complaints Report 2015-16, the PCC states that treatment and 

care, communication, staff attitude, assessment of care, waiting times and 

complaints handling are the most frequently complained about topics. A 

remarkable insight is that 7.1% of complaints received by the PCC relate to 

trusts’ handling of complaints signifying a need for further investigation 

(PCC, 2016). Interestingly, this draws a parallel to the ombudsman’s report 

for 2015-16 which flags complaint handling as a significant issue of concern 

(NIPSO, 2016). Other challenges to trusts’ handling of complaints include 

lack of communication whilst the complaint is ongoing, staff attitudes, the 

‘defensive culture’ to complaints, formality of face-to-face meetings, length 

of time to receive an outcome, lack of apology to the complainant, and fear 

that complaining could impact future care (PCC, 2016). These issues suggest 

that the entire complaints journey is problematic and a wider change in culture 

is needed to improve patient experiences. 

The 2017-18 report from the PCC indicates a decrease in complaints about 

staff attitudes, and a lower number of complaints handling issues13 (PCC, 

2018). The latter may be partly explained by the Ombudsman’s specific 

interest in this issue which may have brought the matter to the fore for trusts. 

Treatment and care, staff attitudes and communication remain the top three 

areas of complaint in the 2018-19 report (PCC, 2019).  

Overall, the PCC have shed light on dissatisfaction with trusts’ handling of 

complaints, rather than about their complaints processes. A significant issue, 

they determine, was failure to address all concerns raised by patients in their 

initial complaint. This might suggest that the initial reporting of the complaint 

is problematic from a communicative perspective, and that clearly needs to 

 
13 The PCC Annual Complaints Report for 2018-19 does not specify complaints handling in 
section 5.3 'Complaints by nature of complaint' as found for the 2015-16 reporting year. 
There is a single reference to complaints handling as a nature of complaint on page 32. 
This case study relates to a complaint about an emergency ambulance and would 
therefore not be dealt with by a hospital trust but by NIAS (PCC, 2020). 
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be addressed. Complainants making their preliminary call to the complaints 

department to tell their story are engaging in an activity that typically involves 

extended and multiple turns at talk. Therefore, it is possible that some salient 

points in relation to the complaint may get lost in the interaction. The 

complaint handler’s task is to gather sufficient facts to enable further 

investigation by the appropriate directorate, while simultaneously managing 

the heightened emotion that often goes alongside complaining (Benwell and 

McCreaddie, 2017). What can be explicated from the ‘complaint about the 

complaint handling’ is that something may be going awry in the interaction 

of the initial call, necessitating more robust research in this environment. 

Conclusion 

Complaints handling in the public health service is a unique setting as the 

NHS is regarded as a ‘national treasure’. Never has that been more apparent 

than with the 2020/21 COVID-19 pandemic. While the government works to 

remind the public of the uniqueness of the service, and stress that it must be 

protected; many households across the United Kingdom overtly display their 

support for the NHS and its 'key workers' in the midst of a health crisis. 

Nonetheless, complaints are both inevitable and enduring. With some HSC 

trusts informing (potential) complainants via their websites that 

investigations will be 'significantly delayed' while staff prioritise frontline 

health and social care work (SEHSCT, 2020b), or that only 'high priority 

complaints' will be reviewed during the pandemic (SHSCT, 2020b), a surge 

in complaints may follow once 'normal' service has been restored. 

The healthcare literature reveals that trusts have recognised the need to 

improve and sought to implement policies to learn from complaints. 

Noticeably, some variation exists in how trusts implement complaints 

handling procedures, for instance, preferred means of receiving complaints or 

options to record as formal or informal. Fundamentally, they have begun to 

embrace sharing valuable lessons with each other and with the general public. 

Service users should feel satisfied that they have had the opportunity to 

provide all necessary information about the nature of their complaint in order 

that it may be investigated fully. They need to be reassured that their 

complaint is being taken seriously and treated with appropriate empathy and 
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concern (Benwell and McCreaddie, 2017). However, institutional policies 

and procedures may have been prioritised above the inherent centrality of 

language, and research is needed to show the interactional structures of 

complaint handling. It is not inconsequential that communication and staff 

attitude (during care) feature profoundly in the nature of complaints - this 

suggests that ubiquitous improvements to policies and procedures are not 

fully addressing the issues at hand. The Belfast and South Eastern Trusts 

claim to have taken measures to improve the efficacy of their staff’s written 

responses by implementing training workshops, indicating an 

acknowledgment of the benefits provided by enhanced communication 

training; but acknowledge that there is more to be done (BHSCT, 2017; 

SEHSCT, 2017). It is also noteworthy that some trusts have incorporated 

language changes to promote a shift from the perhaps negatively perceived 

'complaints' to the more neutral 'service user feedback'.  

To build upon complaints communication research and to endeavour to 

address the trends, closer inspection of complaining discourse will be much 

more revealing of how complaining 'gets done'. From reviewing the available 

literature, I propose that a more refined, systematic language-based approach 

to examining complaints data is necessary. One which truly addresses the 

narrative of each individual complaint at micro level, revealing the most 

successful interactional strategies deployed by both the complaint recipient 

and the complainant. An interactional approach to complaints handling in the 

HSC Trusts in Northern Ireland will add to the existing findings from a small 

Scottish study (Benwell and McCreaddie, 2017) and reveal additional 

nuances. This could provide insights into how best to apply the findings from 

empirical and scientific research to enhance call handler training and improve 

future interactions for all participants. 

1.2 Complaining in interaction 

Participants at talk tacitly adhere to a participation framework and 

normatively conduct their talk with respect to the identity of their co-

participant (who is talking to whom). It also considers what or whom is being 

talked about, and in complaining discourse this makes relevant whether a 

complaint is direct or indirect. Talk is therefore overwhelmingly influenced 
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by the social context in which it is situated, and the nature of the speech 

exchange system in progress; for example, talking with friends about an event 

versus describing the same event in a courtroom where talk is heavily 

constrained. Talk is central to how we construct and present our social 

identities, and through it, we can maintain the normative preference for social 

solidarity or even breach it if we so desire. Therefore, if participants at talk 

are tacitly framing their talk in a situated way, then we as analysts can 

explicate participants’ own orientations and, in the words of Garfinkel, 

attempt to work out some “very preposterous problems” (1996, p.5).  Our aim 

is to figure out what exactly is being done by talking in a particular way, and 

to consider CA’s fundamental question –why that now?  As pioneering work 

in CA has shown, talk is orderly and systematic and talk that deviates from 

normative patterns is observable and meaningful (for participants and 

analysts alike). Previous studies show us how talk gets done with respect to 

settings, participation frameworks and so on, therefore I am interested in 

discovering what distinguishes ‘institutional talk’ (IT) from ‘everyday talk’ 

(ET) (or mundane talk), and where it is analytically relevant to make these 

distinctions. The first step in examining CA’s complaint literature is to 

discover how complaining is accomplished in everyday talk with a view to 

uncovering recurrent features, practices, and reproduced activities. I will then 

turn to institutional studies to discover how the concerns and exigencies of a 

particular setting work to shape the interaction. This will provide a foundation 

on which to observe complaints in the public healthcare setting. 

As Heritage and Robinson (2011) explain, ET exhibits many more pervasive 

and general practices of interactional rituals which differ from the applied 

domain (IT), “where the effort is to determine the efficacy of interactional 

practices in shaping some outcome” (2011, p.31). Everyday talk is different 

from institutional talk in the sense that it is more than vernacular conversation 

but less than all talk-in-interaction; and IT is a setting where particular forms 

of talk-in-interaction develop. These are observably shaped as specific 

practices that facilitate accomplishment of institutional activities. Therefore, 

everyday conversation is generally less restrictive whereas institutional talk 

is transparently oriented to participant roles and institutional goals because 
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some ‘business’ is being conducted. Evidence points to talk in institutional 

settings as being quite heavily constrained, and I pointed earlier to the 

example of courtroom interaction as being one of the most highly restricted 

settings. 

Research shows that many interactional practices span across speech 

exchange systems, for instance, repair14. Such practices are ‘systematic’ and 

occur irrespective of extrinsic factors such as gender or socioeconomics. A 

common strategy for making complaints is the use of extreme case 

formulations (Pomerantz, 1986), which are not unique to any specific speech 

exchange setting. Drew and Walker (2009) state that complaints are ‘co-

constructed’, that is, that participants in interaction build upon talk which 

evolves from a ‘complainable’ matter into an explicit complaint. In everyday 

talk, where interaction is not strictly tied to a specific setting or goal, 

participants have more freedom and agency regarding their assertions but may 

be restrained by personal allegiances (Laforest, 2002). Contrastively, in 

institutional talk (in which most talk in healthcare settings is positioned), the 

interaction can be more specialised (Heritage and Clayman, 2010). For 

example, in doctor-patient interaction, the doctor’s turn “what can I do for 

you today” opens up a space for the patient to present their symptoms 

(Heritage and Robinson, 2006; Heritage and Clayman, 2010), as shown in the 

example below. 

Extract 1.1    Heritage and Robinson (2006, p.92) 

1   DOC:   What can I do for you today. 

2          (0.5) 

3   PAT:   We:ll- (0.4) I fee:l like (.) there's something  

4          wro:ng do:wn underneath here in my rib area… 

 

The design of the doctor's turn at line 1 invites immediate presentation of the 

medical problem without restraining the response and allows the patient to 

speak freely and on his/her own terms. It is through the context of setting that 

the response is fitted to the question, specifically that the problem being 

 
14 An explanation of repair can be found in chapter 2. 
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presented is 'doctorable' and worthy of medical attention. This response type 

is therefore tied to the primary-care setting. 

Complaining in an institutional setting is tied to inferences, participant roles, 

task-oriented goals, and constraints on participation (Drew and Heritage, 

1992). Therefore, by studying the same social action but within different 

situations, we can gain insights into the nuances of how actions are 

accomplished in various settings. The sequential and interactional 

consequences of design type is key to applied research. 

In the section that follows, I will address the CA literature where the focus is 

on complaining in (mundane) everyday talk.  

Complaining in everyday talk 

Early work on complaints in the field of CA can be attributed to Jefferson’s 

(1984; 1988) studies on troubles-telling, which Pillet-Shore (2015) describes 

as a more general term that draws upon complaining in the vernacular sense. 

Jefferson reflects on Sacks’ analysis of ‘big packages’ or long sequences of 

talk, and she describes the candidate sequence or ‘package’ of troubles-

telling. Troubles-tellings have less negative valency than explicit complaints 

but share some features such as the need for multiple turns and extended 

sequences. Some notable features of complaints are, negative observations 

(Schegloff, 2007b), extreme case formulations (Pomerantz, 1986), use of 

laughter (Holt, 2012) and reported thought (Haakana, 2006). Drew (1998) 

shows how complainants use direct reported speech at the climax of a 

complaint narrative, often alongside idiomatic expressions. Therefore, there 

are specific features that can be used by complainants to make a complaint 

explicit and make it recognisable as a complaint for the recipient. 

Interactional researchers have long considered the complexities in defining 

‘complaints’ as they appear similar to other more general terms, for example, 

troubles, moaning, accusing, bemoaning, or whinging (Edwards, 2005; 

Robles and Parks, 2019). In fact, Pillet-Shore (2015) goes as far as to say that 

complaining in talk-in-interaction defies formal definition. She argues that 

the significance for us as analysts is in recognising that complaining actions 

are interactional phenomena that are managed by participants, either 
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implicitly or explicitly, alongside or embedded in other activities, and over 

extended sequences of conversation. This means that whether or not an 

activity is defined as a complaint or otherwise is of less import than how 

participants locally manage the talk. It is evident from the literature that the 

term ‘complaining’ can be subjective, and I agree that this is a matter for 

participants rather than analysts.  

These observations were explicitly addressed by Schegloff (2005) who argues 

that as researchers of social interaction we should be attentive to 

complainables rather than focussing solely on explicit complaints, since 

complainables are recognisable in interaction. He states that they can inform 

interaction without an overt complaint ever coming to the interactional 

surface which makes 'complainability' analytically relevant. Schegloff (2005) 

describes how participants use various linguistic devices to show tacit 

orientations to complainability, such as complaint pre-emptions (eg. sorry), 

complaint pre-emptions in openings (eg. did I waken you dear), and 

complaint pre-emption in other initiated repair (eg. pardon or excuse me). He 

adopts the phenomenon of complainabilty to illustrate the requirement for 

scholars to furnish “analytic tools for understanding a much broader range of 

human conduct than that implicated in the subject matter of social problems” 

(2005, pp. 473-474). In other words, our CA toolkit permits a broad analysis 

which provides robust evidence in progressing our understanding of ordinary, 

but complex, social actions and considers complaining as a recognisable 

social action in talk.  

For ease of reference and more importantly, since my data are drawn from 

explicit complaints handling telephone calls, I will adhere to the description 

‘complaint’ in my discussions but with the understanding provided by my 

discipline that concerns belong to participants alone and not to me as analyst. 

While all encounters in the dataset are initially oriented to as overt 

complaints, they may be managed informally as enquiries rather than explicit 

formal complaints. This distinction projects variation in how the interaction 

will move forwards towards potential resolution, with accountabilities and 

obligations of various institutional roles being made relevant through offers 

to assist. 
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Complaining is a way of taking a stance towards someone or something, and 

is usually negative (Schegloff, 2005; Pillet-Shore, 2015). Stance, according 

to Schegloff (2005) is the embodiment of values in interaction and through 

complaining, participants manage social relationships and enact morality 

(Pillet-Shore, 2015). By displaying a stance towards someone or something, 

interactants are making their thoughts and morals publicly available and 

usually must account for them. Through complaining, a previously private 

experience of some trouble is transformed into a public interpersonal 

difficulty (Emerson and Messenger, 1977) and once made explicit, remedial 

work may become necessary as participants work towards restoration of 

social harmony (for example, apology, remedy, or account). However, taking 

account of 'complainables below the interactional surface' (something alluded 

to) and the availability of resources to pre-empt complaints, remedial work 

can potentially precede an explicit complaint or prevent it from surfacing to 

the fore of the interaction (Schegloff, 2005). However, it is possible that many 

immediate remedial actions are more consistent with complainables in 

mundane talk, rather than institutional talk where some actions are restricted, 

and more specifically in direct complaints as opposed to indirect complaints. 

I will now discuss both types of complaints as described in the CA literature 

on mundane talk. 

Direct complaints, according to Dersley and Wooton (2000), occur where the 

complaint is directed at and relates to, the currently addressed party, in other 

words, the complaint recipient. In the following excerpt provided by Pillet-

Shore (2015), party guest Gabe produces a direct complaint to host Brad 

about the inadequate directions to his house. 

Extract 1.2       Pilet-Shore (2015, p.3) 

1    Brad:   Oh hi. It’s: (.) Ga:be what’s his [name. 

2    Gabe:                                     [hYou know, 

3    Gabe:   hYou didn’t tell me they put up new ho:uses?=an’ 

4            changed thuh way i:n.=So .hh I kept driving 

5            around* 

6            ((*stops talk because he drops soda bottle))… 

7    Glenda: Who wants soda,= 

8    Dick:   =heh heh 
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9    Gabe:   Yeah. .hhh! Um >I so I< kept driving ar:ound on 

10           ro:ads.=I went- (.) places I didn’t know. 

This example demonstrates a light-hearted direct complaint, and additionally 

illustrates the problematic nature of defining a complaint as argued earlier, 

since it could be described as merely moaning in relation to a minor 

inconvenience (driving around searching for the house). Notice that Brad’s 

lack of uptake displays his orientation to Gabe’s remark as not requiring a 

complaint type response, for example, apology, remedy, denial and so on.  

In contrast, Dersley and Wooton (2000) discuss complaint sequences within 

antagonistic argument. They describe how direct complaints have two 

preferred denial responses - either outright denial, also known as ‘didn’t do 

it’ or, ‘not at fault’. Both are preferred since an outright denial is produced 

without delay but a ‘not at fault’ denial, even if marked by delay, can still 

deny culpability while acknowledging the terms of the complaint. This 

permits recognition of a misdemeanour while denying personal responsibility 

for it. ‘Not at fault’ denials produced by the complainee in second position 

can be met with third position turns by the complainant which can either 

increase acrimony or, potentially diffuse hostility and work towards restoring 

harmony. They illustrate how the complainer may take a more influential role 

in directing the trajectory of the sequence through a third position response. 

These denial responses (in respect to their preference agreement), contrast 

with earlier CA literature which suggests that the preference for agreement is 

reversed during arguments. Bilmes’ (1988) study provides insights into 

participants’ activities where a complaint leads to difficulties in settling 

differences which may or may not be resolved through remedial work. 

One explanation for the prevalence of remedial work in ordinary talk is 

considered in Laforest’s (2002) pragmatics study of complaint sequences in 

family interactions, where maintaining the bonds of social cohesion is a 

particular priority. Laforest (2002) found preferential patterns that she claims 

are partially related to the intimacy of the participants. Dissatisfaction can be 

expressed more candidly among participants who share close bonds, and 

complaint recipients are more likely to reject the complaint while avoiding 

argumentation. Laforest’s interest was in observing the constraints related to 
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face threatening acts, given that participants have a mutual investment in the 

ongoing relationship. She also argues that those in close relationships can 

complain more implicitly since shared norms allow mere allusions to 

complainables to be received as complaints, then responded to accordingly. 

However, in such relationships, there is also a prevailing desire to safeguard 

close ties and ultimately restore social harmony which may restrict some 

activities (Laforest, 2002).  

Structurally, direct complaint sequences may follow the trajectory of 

adjacency pairs which is not a typical feature of indirect complaints. 

Schegloff (2005) exemplifies the adjacency pair structure of direct complaints 

which canonically take the form: - 

First pair part:        Mention of complainable 

Second pair part:    Fitted response 

Third position:       Uptake of response 

 

Extract 1.3          Schegloff (2005, p.456)                       

1    Norm:    Hello:, 

2    Bonnie:  H’llo Daddy? 

3    Norm:    How’re you doin. 

4    Bonnie:  .h Okay. [hh 

5    Norm:             [Goo:d. How w’z your uh (0.3) camp. 

6    Bonnie:  .h Oh. ‘t w’z fun. 

7    Norm:    Good. When didyih get back.  

8    Bonnie:  .hh u:hm. Yesterday afternoon, hh (0.3)  

9             [not afternoon, it w’z more evening.  

10   Norm:    [( )  

11   Norm:    Oh yeah. How long were you away,  

12   Bonnie:  tch .h for: four days, hh  

13   Norm:    Is that right.  

14   Bonnie:  Yeah.  

15            0.7) 

16   Bonnie:  .hh[h 

17   Norm: ->    [We were uh I- I wasn’t sure you’re gonna  

18             call, so we were in bed ( ) yihknow ( .) 

19   Bonnie:  .hh Oh I’m sorry.= 

20   Norm:    =Oh that’s alright, we’d just gone to bed a few 
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21            minutes ago. No problem. 

In this extract Norm’s daughter Bonnie telephones her father at night, and the 

complaint sequence begins at line 17 through to the end of the extract. Norm 

states that he has received Bonnie’s phone call while already in bed thereby 

invoking the possibility that Bonnie has intruded by wakening him. Bonnie’s 

response at line 19 is an apology, one of the typical responses in direct 

complaint sequences, followed by Norm’s response uptake (Lines 20-21) 

which mitigates any transgression and thereby alleviates any complainability. 

This example provides evidence for the preference for maintaining social 

harmony, seen particularly in third position as Norm explicitly expresses a 

low entitlement to Bonnie’s apology in stating that they had ‘just gone to bed 

a few minutes ago’ and were therefore not yet sleeping (Schegloff, 2005). 

Other studies examine indirect complaints where an absent or co-present (as 

overhearer) third-party is being complained about. In these interactions, the 

recipient is not morally accountable for the offense which comprises the 

complainable, therefore, these types of complaints can follow different 

trajectories depending on whether the response is affiliative or disaffiliative. 

Affiliation is broadly conceptualised as agreement with a speaker’s evaluative 

stance, whereas alignment relates to structural matters and agreement with 

the proposed activity or action (Stivers, 2008; Stivers et al, 2011). Affiliative 

responses are "maximally pro-social when they match the prior speaker's 

evaluative stance, display empathy and/or cooperate with the preference of 

the prior action" (Stivers et al, 2011, p.21).  

As a complaint is not necessarily a first move but can be drawn from prior 

talk which alludes to a complainable (Schegloff, 2005), recipients may 

display their stance prior to a complaint becoming explicit. This preceding 

work enhances the prospect of affiliation with the complaint since the 

complainant has already gauged the recipient’s viewpoint without overtly 

complaining.  

Affiliative responses to complaints are typically, apologies, remedies, offers, 

second stories, sympathy, agreements, matching assessments, co-complaints, 

and acceptances or partial acceptances. Affiliative responses tend to extend 
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complaint sequences and may even blur the roles of complainant/complainee 

(Heinemann and Traverso, 2009). Crucially, affiliation in indirect complaints 

may be projected in one of two directions, which are either agreement with 

the complainant or affiliation in the form of sympathy for example, with the 

non-present or co-present target of the complaint. Drew (1998) describes how 

indirect complaints require this explicit moral work since they are built over 

a series of turns, and the relevant next action is affiliation. 

Disaffiliation is generally done by disattending, denial, rejection, excuse or 

account, counter-complaint, and blame. Disattending a complaint is typically 

done through topic change (Pillet-Shore, 2015) or asking a factual question. 

Recipients may disaffiliate with a complaint to prevent the sequence from 

expanding and thereby preclude the complainant from occupying the floor. I 

discussed explicit denials earlier in the section, as described by Dersley and 

Wooton (2000), as ‘didn’t do it’ or ‘not at fault’. 

Maynard (2013) shows how an aligned15 response may be pursued by ‘I 

mean’ prefaced utterances (IMPUs) as a defence mechanism in complaint 

sequences. Where complaints are resisted by recipients, complainants can 

employ IMPUs which work to preserve a complaint, as illustrated below. 

Extract 1.4          Maynard (2013, p. 203)            

1    Emm:   Bud couldn’t e:ven eat his breakfast. He o:rdered  

2           he waited forty five minutes’n he’a:dtuh be out 

3       there tuh tee off so I gave it to uh: (.) Karen’s: 

4           liddle bo:y. 

5            (0.7) 

6    Emm:à  ((swallow)) I mean that’s how bad the service was 

7            .hhh (.) It’s gone tuh pot. 

8    Lot:   °u–Oh*:::° (.) e– [Y_e_:_:_ a h . Ye< ] 

9    Emm:                    [°But it’s a° beauti]ful igo:lf 

10           i°c*ourse.° 

11           (0.9) 

12   Lot:    Oh: ye:ah gee: 

 
15 Stivers et al (2011) define an aligned response as one which cooperates structurally with 
the design and action of the prior turn. 
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Emma’s complaint is formulated in lines 1 to 4, followed by a 0.7 silence as 

Lottie fails to display uptake of the complaint. Emma then pursues a response 

by continuing with her expressions of dissatisfaction prefaced by ‘I mean’ at 

line 6, before using an idiomatic expression at line 7 ‘It’s gone to pot’.  This 

illustrates the way in which complainants can deploy idiomatic expressions 

as explicit devices which work to legitimise the complaint and move towards 

closing of the complaint sequence (Drew and Holt,1988). 

As indirect complaints often emerge through extended sequences and are co-

constructed (Drew, 1998; Drew and Walker, 2009), they depart from the usual 

system of turn allocation (Sacks et al, 1974) and the typical adjacency pair 

format of direct complaints. Drew (1998) argues that indirect complaints 

display three general features. First, they exhibit a bounded character in that 

they have a distinct topic which features from announcement through to the 

introduction of a next topic ("You know I-I- I'm broiling about something") 

(1998, p.304). Secondly, complainants explicitly formulate the behaviour of 

a non-present third-party as being at fault ("Oh: hello Lesley, (.) still trying to 

buy something f'nothing") (1998, p.307); and thirdly, complainants overtly 

condemn that person through expressions of moral indignation that may 

display affect (^He dra-ih-he (.) took the wind out'v my sails c'mpletel(h)y") 

(1998, p.309). Draw adds a cautionary note with regard to "indignation at 

one's own treatment" which forms the 'hallmark' of complaints, 

"The very existence of conflict and schism in social life depends 

on the possibility of there being alternative and competing 

accounts of the same social event (…in so far as any grievance is 

ours and the fault the other's)" (Drew, 1998, p.322). 

We can see, therefore, how complaining in everyday talk is a social activity 

and a method by which speakers enact morality. Matters of participation 

framework (who complains to whom) and the relevance of affiliation bear 

considerably on how complaints emerge and recipiency is accomplished. The 

next step is to examine the literature on complaining in institutional settings 

with a view to explicating how this gets accomplished in more constrained 

settings. My interest lies in whether complaining in a specialised setting 
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displays the same characteristics as complaining in everyday talk, or if 

institutional relevancies influence the talk, and in what ways. 

Complaining in institutional talk 

A complaint is commonly defined as an expression of discontent where 

typically some party or organisation is responsible for a transgression 

(Heinemann and Traverso, 2009), and these difficulties are brought to the fore 

(Emerson and Messinger, 1977). As I mentioned earlier, the definition of a 

complaint is somewhat more complex for interactional analysts, but the lay 

term provides a foundation on which to build. Where some person is 

identified as having transgressed, the other party may require some sort of 

remedy or resolution to the problem. The requirement for this remedial work 

in direct complaint encounters is a matter for participants and the type of 

activity underway. On occasions, it may not be necessary for the recipient of 

an indirect complaint to engage in remedial work due to absence of personal 

accountability. On the other hand, the participant delivering a direct 

complaint may require substantial, and immediate, remedial work from the 

recipient as they are the party deemed accountable for the transgression which 

initiates the complaint in the first instance.  

The issue of providing a remedy is significant since the data for my study are 

explicit complaints in the public healthcare setting. They comprise telephone 

calls made by service users whose expectations have not been met, who have 

an explicit complaint about previous treatment or care, and who typically 

require some form of resolution or assistance. Remedial work could entail an 

apology, an acknowledgement that their grievance is legitimate and 

actionable, and/or a positive change to a specific service area. These calls 

comprise complaints where the call handler is not personally responsible for 

a transgression, although a margin exists for a direct complaint to arise within 

the interaction16. However, while the call handler cannot be personally held 

 
16 Particularly regarding time spent waiting on the line for the call to be answered. The 
trust that operates a dedicated complaints telephone line report that CHs occasionally 
deal with callers' complaining discourse in this respect as preceding the main business. In 
these cases, the call handler may be held personally accountable in the moment but could 
call upon institutional motivations (such as being engaged with another caller) to mitigate 
any blame. This is secondary to the reason for calling and is not of concern to this study as 
no such encounters were recorded.  
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to account for the wrongdoing, his/her role as representative of the morally 

accountable institution means that the direct/indirect distinction is not clear-

cut. This is relevant for the interaction and is also made relevant within the 

interaction by various methods. One such practice is explicit acknowledgment 

that the recipient is personally blameless, with some complainants going 

further still and issuing a compliment to the call handler. An example of this 

from the dataset is, 'it's nothing personal to do with you cause you seem like 

a lovely person'.  

Previous CA research has identified that responding to complaints is a 

problem for participants. Whereas remedial work may not always be relevant, 

complaints are response relevant nonetheless, and this institutional setting 

requires call handlers to delicately attain an equilibrium between 

acknowledging the complainant’s stance and safeguarding the institution. 

Therefore, maintaining this delicate balance can be a quandary for call 

handlers in this setting. On the whole, many people do not want to be seen as 

being 'unreasonable patients' which may result in reluctance to complain 

(Benwell and McCreaddie, 2017). They are also aware of the need for future 

care and can feel restrained by the need to present as ‘reasonable’ and that the 

complaint is sufficiently constructed as to appear warranted. Conversely, 

access to satisfactory healthcare provision is an entitlement for all citizens. 

We are reassured that our national health service is available without charge 

when required, and as a nation, it is our most valued public service. These 

factors are not characteristic of institutions in the private sector who are 

generally contenders in a competitive market where excellent customer 

service should be a prerequisite. This fundamental difference in entitlement 

and service makes public healthcare a distinct setting, and one where specially 

adapted strategies for dealing with difficult communicative practices, for 

example, complaining, are required. 

The CA literature on mundane complaints strongly suggests that there is an 

expectation for affiliative responses (Drew and Walker, 2009). However, 

affiliation is deemed a restricted activity in institutional talk and may be 

withheld to avoid agreeing with a stance that might impair the institution 

(Ruusuvuori and Lindfors, 2009; Holt, 2012; Ekström and Lundström, 2014; 
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Weatherall, 2015; Feo and LeCouteur, 2017). Many studies state that 

professionals respond to embedded complaints by adopting a neutral stance, 

and this neutrality is typically regarded as normative in institutional settings 

(Ruusuvuori and Lindfors, 2009; Pino and Mortari, 2013). 

In their study within a Therapeutic Community for people with a diagnosis of 

mental illness, Pino and Mortari (2013) examine indirect complaints and 

demonstrate that the setting warrants particular responses. Their data show 

that recipients of complaints about a non-present third-party did take a stance, 

sometimes overtly disaffiliating. They argue that it is the delicate setting that 

makes these responses relevant since counsellors (complaint recipients) must 

defend against any possibility of being implicated in actions which could 

harm clients. 

However, Benwell and McCreaddie (2017) argue that a lack of affiliative 

responses leads to escalation of complaints in the healthcare complaints 

handling setting. They suggest that neutral responses such as repetition, 

reformulation, or distancing from complaints (Mandelbaum, 1991/92) may 

conflict with complainants’ normative expectations of affiliation. In their 

data, complaint call handlers are seen to respond in ways similar to both direct 

and non-direct complaints, seemingly occupying an 'ambiguous space' 

between mundane and institutional talk. This corresponds with call handlers’ 

opposing roles of being answerable to the complainant where the ‘natural’ 

response to some troubles is agreement and empathy, alongside their 

institutional role which is associated with neutrality and fact-based 

information gathering.  Benwell and McCreaddie (2017) have glossed this 

setting specific feature as 'patient vs institutional affiliation'. As my data and 

those from this study are comparable, my findings will be particularly 

interesting in this respect. 

In another setting where complaining is the main institutional business, Feo 

and LeCouteur (2017) claim that recipients can avoid affiliating with speakers 

while remaining aligned to the business at hand. In their study of calls to a 

men’s relationship helpline, they claim that counsellors (call recipients) do 

not affiliate, nor do they move away from the complaint since speakers pursue 
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affiliation in its absence. Rather, they present ways in which recipients can 

produce responses that attend to the business at hand: - minimal 

acknowledgements, re-interpretations, bright side formulations and 

refocussing the locus of the complaint. Their paper discusses the latter three 

of these responses and they show that while they do not align with the caller's 

stance, they work to reframe the complaint. This presents some difficulties 

due to caller's pursuit of affiliation which then impedes the institutional task 

of problem solving (the reason for call). An important point that Feo and 

LeCouteur (2017) emphasise is that although a move to problem solving must 

be initiated at some point, it must not occur too soon as this could be seen as 

disregarding the complaint. 

Heinemann (2009) shows how complaints in a home help setting can assist in 

building relationships with co-workers. Her data demonstrate that caregivers 

not only affiliate with each other's complaints about the care recipient, but 

they also co-produce complaints in the care-recipient's presence. This adds 

another aspect to the direct/indirect distinction as an indirect complaint is 

typically not made in the company of the complaint target. Heinemann notes 

that caregivers always affiliate with each other when discussing the care 

recipient's transgressions but reject any complaints from the care recipient 

that target their colleagues. She suggests that "caregivers are guided by their 

institutional roles and value professional loyalty" (2009, p.2448). However, 

to do so they are treating the complainant as a 'non-ratified participant'. 

Complaining in this way, Heinemann (2009) claims, serves to deflect 

difficulties that could later arise as official complaints against themselves or 

their colleagues. By presenting a unified front, caregivers display that it is the 

behaviour of the care recipient that has breached some norm, and not 

themselves.  

In contrast to ways in which caregivers side with each other and against their 

care-recipient, Jansson et al's (2017) study of multilingual encounters in a 

residential nursing home found that cheerfulness and intimacy was used to 

move away from trouble implicative situations with care-recipients. 

Caregivers' anticipation of complainablity in residents, with whom they have 

intimate knowledge, permits them to make light of the situation and has a 
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"unifying effect" (2017, p. 28). These studies point to institutional roles as 

creating and strongly influencing the behaviour of participants and the social 

activities in which they are involved.  

Ruusuvuori and Lindfors (2009) describe the functions of complaining in 

mainstream and homeopathic healthcare settings, and how they may serve 

different institutional tasks. In mainstream general practice consultations, it 

was seen that doctors do not affiliate with patient's complaints about other 

mainstream practitioners. This avoids reinforcing a stance that could be 

detrimental to the institution and the profession. Contrastively, in 

homeopathic visits, complaints about mainstream practitioners were 

responded to affiliatively as a means to build rapport and trust with the 

alternative approach. Again, this study highlights ways in which the implicit 

motivations of the institution work to influence responses to complaints. 

Whether embedded complaints are allowed to rise to the interactional surface 

or not, and whether responses are affiliative or not, they are mobilised to 

accomplish an institutional task. 

According to Pino (2018), a practice for undermining direct complaints in a 

therapeutic community is to draw upon the questionable morals of the 

complainant themselves. By invoking past transgressions of the complainant, 

the recipient (and complaint target) can elucidate the incongruence of the 

complaint thus undermining it. In so doing, there is no display of stance 

towards the transgression nor denial of it. While doubt can be raised on its 

moral strength, the factual aspect is not questioned. It is noted that this can 

only be successful amongst interactants with close knowledge of one another, 

and this alludes to the delicate balance of morality and social order. 

Complaints in customer service encounters have been examined by Kevoe-

Feldman (2018) (electronic repair facility) and Orthaber and Márquez-Reiter 

(2011) (public transport company). Orthaber and Márquez-Reiter's (2011) 

work on complaints to a Slovenian public transport company suggest that the 

information gathering phase of a call should be delayed until the complaint 

has been heard. This aligns with Márquez-Reiter's (2005) claim that 

complaining takes priority over institutional activities. This was found to 
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apply whether complaints are the main goal of the interaction, or they emerge 

as a consequence of a declined service request.  

As previous studies have shown, complaints become recognisable as they 

emerge collaboratively (Schegloff, 2005; Drew and Walker, 2009; 

Ruusuvuori and Lindfors 2009; Traverso, 2009). On the other hand, 

Ruusuvuori et al (2019) have shown that recipients can create direct 

opportunities for complaining about non-present third parties. Based on data 

from workplace appraisal interviews they show that managers use 

interactional resources to facilitate complaining through initiating the action 

that starts the complaining sequence. Displays of shared epistemic access and 

cues about affective stance work to accomplish joint understanding of 

complaining activity. The degree to which this is accomplished depends on 

the type of initiation. Initiations that are more focussed (containing shared 

information) lead directly to complaining but those that are less focussed 

require further elaboration to enable joint understanding. Furthermore, by 

initiating negative issues managers are legitimising the "morally accountable 

activity of complaining" (2019, p.59). 

Therefore, CA studies in institutional talk indicate that complaint responses 

are contingent on particular relevancies of the institution itself. Whereas 

'professional neutrality' may be preferred in some settings, it has been found 

that withholding affiliation can be detrimental in others, specifically, 

healthcare complaints handling. In this environment, particular sensitivities 

permit call handlers to display empathy, and in fact, this is encouraged under 

official guidelines as stated in section 1.1 (DOH, 2019). The role appears to 

fit ambiguously between affiliating with the complainant while representing 

the culpable institution, as argued by Benwell and McCreaddie (2017). This 

also has implications for the distinction between direct and indirect 

complaints, and as the authors have suggested, may show that this setting 

permits responses that exemplify both institutional and mundane talk. This 

review has also flagged that certain institutional activities, for instance 

information gathering and problem-solving, must occur at relevant points in 

the interaction. The research indicates that in some settings, complaining 

should be prioritised over institutional activities (Márquez-Reiter, 2005; 
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Orthaber and Márquez-Reiter, 2011), and that moving too soon to problem 

solving can be viewed as disregarding a complaint (Feo and LeCouteur, 

2017). These and other concerns motivate the empirical questions to be 

answered in relation to healthcare complaints handling. 

1.3 Conclusion and research questions 

In this chapter, I began with a brief journey through time since inception of 

the NHS to contemporary visions of the service. Throughout the decades, 

there has been an escalating requirement to improve services across the board 

- from the highest levels of patient care to a need to rectify wrongs. Whether 

regarded as rights, needs, or privileges, increased expectations inevitably lead 

to dissatisfaction and subsequent complaints. 

Unequivocally, there is a requirement for improved complaints handling 

across trusts in the United Kingdom. As initially reported by Francis (2013) 

and reiterated by the Ombudsman in Northern Ireland, there is a need for 

institutions to open up to learning from negative experiences and to harness 

this to improve service. Whereas the HSC Trusts in Northern Ireland have 

already responded to recommendations to improve, none of these relate to 

spoken interaction at local level. While some trusts have agreed a need to 

improve communication skills, these mostly relate to practical writing skills 

and hence, talk in interaction has been neglected.  

This chapter has pointed to complaints in various institutional settings, for 

instance, relationship helplines (Feo and LeCouteur, 2017) customer service 

(Kevoe-Feldman, 2018) and calls to a public transport company (Orthaber 

and Márquez-Reiter, 2011) to name a few. Benwell and McCreaddie's (2017) 

study on complaints handling in the public healthcare setting is based on a 

small corpus of calls recorded in a Scottish trust. Having reviewed the initial 

findings from this study, there is a clear benefit to studying the initial 

interactions between complainants and complaints departments. Furthermore, 

there is a clear gap in the CA literature pertaining to this specific setting and 

the Scottish study has begun to reveal the types of valuable contributions to 

be made from these findings (also Rhys et al, 2017; Rhys et al, 2018 based on 

the Scottish dataset). By taking a conversation analytic approach and 
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examining my own corpus of first interactions in fine-grained detail, I can 

begin to answer the research questions of this thesis. These questions will be 

addressed in the four analytical chapters that follow. 

1. What are the recurrent activities that make up the overall structure of these 

calls as 'single encounters', and how are they organised? (See chapter 3). 

2. How do call handlers and complainants collaboratively facilitate 

production of the complaint? (See chapter 4). 

3. How do call handler responses orient to problem-solving and accomplish 

the institutional task; and how are turns designed to be responsive to the 

demands and limitations of the context? (See chapter 5). 

4. How do call handlers negotiate closing down complaint implicative talk in 

order to progress the business of the call, and ultimately, close the call? (See 

chapters 5 and 6). 

The next chapter is focused on methodological issues and the approach to data 

analysis that will be used throughout this work to address the research 

questions.  
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CHAPTER 2 

 Methodology 

2.0 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, I discussed how the issue of complaining has become 

relevant to the NHS in contemporary society. It was claimed that not only do 

service users expect and deserve a high level of healthcare provision, but 

increased expectations of optimal service provision overall have led to 

increased dissatisfaction. An examination of the CA literature found that 

studies on complaining in institutional talk span many settings, but few relate 

to institutions' handling of real complaints. No research exists that examines 

the phases of activity of the healthcare complaints handling call, and the ways 

in which each phase is systematically accomplished as a joint activity through 

to call closure. Thus, a gap exists in relation to this specific setting which this 

thesis aims to begin addressing. 

In this chapter, I will consider methodological issues and explain the 

transcription practices and key analytical concepts of my chosen framework. 

I will argue that CA is best fitted to studying the natural interactions presented 

herein, before considering some issues that have been debated recently within 

the discipline that may influence future work in the field. Finally, I will 

discuss the intricacies of NHS Research Governance and explain the 

difficulties I encountered as an 'outsider' throughout the approval process. 

Ultimately, I was privileged to gain access to this setting from an insider 

perspective; to access recordings of real-life interactions as if they were 

unfolding in my presence. I will begin by providing an understanding of CA 

as a methodological approach. 

2.1 An introduction to Conversation Analysis 

The chosen methodology is Conversation Analysis (CA) which examines the 

complexities of social interaction, in situ and as it happens. As conversation 

analysts, we study phenomena that occur naturally within a piece of talk and 

are therefore noticeable as concrete evidence of what is going on in the talk, 

rather than being concerned with the researcher’s abstract ideas of what could 

be going on. This is an alternative approach within communication research 
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where traditionally the use of interviews, questionnaires, surveys or focus 

groups would be employed to collect research data. The intention is not to test 

a theory, but rather to examine talk in a less restricted way in order to observe 

what naturally takes place. This allows us to study behaviour in talk more 

‘naturalistically’, rather than to ask questions of how people believe they talk. 

By approaching complaining discourse in this way, it is possible to observe 

the data while minimising pre-conceived ideas of either the participants or the 

researcher. We describe the talk as ‘naturalistic’ as participants are aware of 

the research activity that is taking place, that is, the talk is being recorded. 

However, there is no researcher input in the talk itself. This is as ‘naturally 

occurring’ as possible, without additional bias. 

My interest is in understanding the social organisation and conduct of activity 

phases of complaints handling calls. My dataset consists of a collection of 

recordings of telephone calls made to trusts' complaints departments. Each 

recording has been analysed using the analytic tools of Conversation 

Analysis. These analyses relate to practices in the talk, for example, how we 

orient to misunderstandings in talk (repair), how we form our utterances (turn 

and preference design) and overall sequence organisation. In CA studies, we 

are interested in reflexive practices, which means that we are concerned with 

the speaker’s and recipient’s turns at talk which function together as 

adjacency pairs. A response shows a recipient’s understanding (or lack of 

understanding or even misunderstanding) of what has gone before. In CA 

studies, we use this ‘next turn proof procedure’ as evidence for what is 

happening in the talk, and view turns at talk as the ‘building blocks of 

intersubjectivity’ (Heritage and Clayman, 2010).  According to Heritage and 

Clayman (2010), we can observe how talk is ‘context-shaped’, which is to 

say that turns at talk are produced with an orientation to prior talk; ‘context-

renewing’, as each turn projects a subsequent turn by a next speaker; and that 

with each turn the participants are displaying an understanding of a prior 

action. These shared social activities are normatively produced and provide a 

foundation for CA’s methodology. 

To assist in the analyses and to represent the talk, I have created extremely 

detailed transcripts of recorded data which follow the Jefferson transcription 
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conventions17, widely used by conversation analysts (Jefferson, 1989; ten 

Have, 1999; Hepburn and Bolden, 2017). We use signs and symbols to 

capture and represent not only what was said, but to illustrate aspects of 

delivery. This provides us with visual access to features such as tone of voice, 

volume of speech, laughter or crying; also, to the sequential positioning and 

temporality of the talk (for instance, we can represent overlapping talk). It is 

important to emphasise that the recording remains key to the analysis, having 

been revisited and revised throughout the analytic process. This accounts for 

the need to maintain anonymised audio recorded data indefinitely, as we often 

need to re-listen to a recording to check for accuracy or when the suggestion 

of a new phenomenon has arisen.  

Transcribing for CA research 

Conversation Analysts record interactions as they occur in situ, temporally 

and sequentially (Mondada, 2013). It was of course the ability to record audio 

that motivated Sacks’ early work, and present-day audio and video recording 

has afforded analysts a technology that was unavailable when Sacks first 

began to work with naturally occurring talk. A decision can be made to record 

only audio, or to video record interactions which allows the analyst to engage 

with a host of multimodal features such as gaze, gesture, and body movement, 

subject to the positioning of cameras. As this study relates to ad hoc telephone 

interactions where the complainants cannot possibly be identified in advance, 

then audio recording is the only viable option for a balanced observational 

approach. In this section, I will briefly discuss why we need a method for 

optimising the process of transcribing talk into written form, and the ultimate 

value of reanimating talk (Hepburn and Bolden, 2017). 

Our job as analysts is to study recordings and produce accurate analyses, 

based on what we hear, using only our CA toolkit and the wisdom of the 

literature. Accurate, micro-detailed transcripts are fundamental to producing 

authentic analyses as they represent the delivery of talk and not merely the 

words verbatim. To linguists, the common nuances of naturally occurring talk 

such as pauses, restarts and non-lexical items, are deemed defective in their 

 
17 See Appendix A for an explanation of transcription notations. 
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performance. To cognitive scientists, such features could be examined to 

elucidate a member’s psychological state. For a conversation analyst, 

capturing these micro features of talk are vital to understanding the 

interaction, and provide evidence of what is occurring from the viewpoint of 

members only; that is, participants’ concerns. Whereas an orthographic 

transcript provides the words uttered, it cannot typically deliver discerning 

features which may contribute to mutual understanding of the interaction. To 

illustrate this, Hepburn and Bolden (2017, p.2-3) provide an example of a 

newspaper article which can be said to mislead readers regarding an 

interviewee’s response to a controversial question.  On examination of the 

video-recorded interview, it is possible to create a detailed transcript which 

evidences that the printed interview was technically misleading and wholly 

inaccurate. Thus, to orthographically record the words spoken without 

consideration to their temporal or sequential features, conceivably exposes 

them to being taken out of the context in which they naturally occurred and 

facilitates misrepresentation. 

To reanimate talk we adopt transcription symbols which express specific 

meaning about delivery. Devised by Gail Jefferson, these sophisticated 

methods assist us in demonstrating that we can position talk as a vehicle for 

social action and understanding. Together with the original recording, 

transcripts are developed to create a data-driven analysis based on the world 

as it happens. One which we can study and re-visit at our own pace and share 

with others. Some of the features that a CA transcript can capture are as 

follows:- 

Timing and sequencing – overlapping or latched talk, silences (gaps and 

pauses), tempo, cut-offs, stretched sounds and so on. 

Speech delivery - Intonation and prosody, pitch, volume, and the subtleties of 

articulation. 

Non-speech sounds - laughter, aspiration, voice quality, crying and other 

sounds. 
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By applying these symbols accurately and taking care not to misrepresent the 

talk by overloading the transcript, we can bring written words to life and use 

a transcript to reanimate a social interaction to understand its machinations. 

However, some criticisms of CA’s transcription practices have surfaced from 

beyond the field, for example, the likelihood of producing different versions 

of a transcript which are intended to represent the same recorded data. 

Jefferson (1983; 2004a) responds to critics claims that some transcripts are 

difficult to read or that they resemble 'comic books', making speakers look 

stupid, by locating 'pronunciation particulars'. She argues that by studying 

these details, it is possible to locate interactional phenomena, and to eliminate 

them would be a loss of 'fruitful' data. It is acknowledged within the discipline 

that different analysts may transcribe the same extract of data with slight 

variation, but this is not generally regarded as obstructive. Disparities are 

warranted by the analyst’s specific interest in the talk and the nature of 

evidence necessary for the practice under analysis. It may be that a particular 

analyst has more experience in phonetics, and that person is trained to identify 

levels of intonation more succinctly than another. This leads to the ability to 

incorporate software in developing an analysis which is used to analyse sound 

and produce visual representations such as spectrograms which show the rise 

and fall of speech patterns. 

Crucially, in perfecting a transcript we are already beginning to develop an 

analysis (Hepburn and Bolden, 2017), and this process is susceptible to the 

undulations of thoroughly working through a piece of data and 

comprehending its complexities. To respond to criticisms of our transcribing 

processes, I set forth the CA tradition of participation in group data sessions 

where data are shared, discussed, and explored.  In this way, we can deliberate 

alternate analyses and flesh out differences to increase our own learning and 

develop the field. Data sessions, alongside conference presentations and 

workshops account for our requirement to ethically retain anonymised study 

material indefinitely, while permitting the data a renewed analysis in years to 

come. 
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An overview of key analytic concepts in CA 

The lectures of Harvey Sacks (published posthumously in 1992) provide 

CA’s first glance at an ordering of sequences. He provides some exchanges 

from telephone conversations recorded at a psychiatric hospital, and 

introduces us to the methods by which exchanges occur as ‘units’, for 

example, 

(1) A: Hello 

B: Hello 

(2) A: This is Mr Smith may I help you 

B: Yes, this is Mr Brown       (Sacks, 1992) 

With these short exchanges, Sacks demonstrates that in (1) A’s ‘Hello’ is a 

unit, and the responding ‘Hello’ is a fitted response, provided in a particular 

conversational slot as to form a sequence. Equally, in (2) A's turn provides 

the appropriate slot to provide a name in return. Such sequences display the 

orderliness of talk with observations grounded solely in the actions of 

participants, which is fundamental to the CA approach. This early work on 

paired actions was expedited in the ground-breaking paper by Sacks, 

Schegloff and Jefferson (1974), ‘A simplest systematics for the organisation 

of turn-taking for conversation’. This paper is considered a seminal piece in 

CA’s foundational research, and through it we are introduced to the notion of 

‘adjacency pairs’ - a ‘basic unit’ which operates as a resource for sequence 

construction. Adjacency pairs exhibit these particular features: - 

1. Composed of two utterances 

2. Each utterance is produced by different speakers 

3. Adjacent positioning of parts, that is, one after the other 

4. A relative ordering of parts is evident ie. second follows first 

5. Pairs are related ie. typed as to fit together in a sense-making way eg. 

greeting-greeting and question-answer. 

Simply put, A speaks and then B speaks. Speakers convey their understanding 

of the prior turn by producing a matching second, and should they fail to do 

so, this is marked and noticeable within the interaction. Adjacency pairs and 
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the locally managed turn-taking system form sequential patterns that 

conversation analysts take as a starting point for analysis (Sacks et al, 1974).  

The authors depict a model of turn-taking based on empirical observations of 

ordinary conversation, as follows: - 

           1) Speaker change recurs 

         2) One speaker at a time 

         3) Overlapping talk should be brief 

         4) Transition from one speaker to the next should contain no gaps or 

   overlap 

         5) Turn order is not fixed, but varies 

         6) Turn size is not fixed, but varies 

         7) Length of conversation is not pre-specified 

         8) Content of turns is non-fixed 

         9) Relative distribution of turns is not pre-specified 

       10) Number of speakers can vary 

       11) Talk can be continuous or discontinuous 

       12) Turn allocation techniques are utilised 

       13) Various turn constructional units are utilised 

       14) Repair mechanisms exist (Sacks et al, 1974, p.701). 

‘A simplest systematics’ thus consists of two components plus a set of rules 

for turn-taking. The turn constructional component and turn-allocation 

component relate to units for constructing a turn and techniques for turn-

allocation respectively (Clift, 2016). Schegloff (1996; 2007b) describes turn 

constructional units (TCUs) as units18 which can constitute a possibly 

complete turn, and on completion, can make transition to next speaker 

relevant. TCUs should be syntactically, pragmatically, and prosodically 

complete as to project a suitable transition relevance place (TRP) at which 

speaker change may occur. The rules are ordered as follows: - 

1. At the initial TRP of an initial TUC: - 

 
18 Units can be lexical items such as sentences, clauses, phrases (Clift, 2016). 
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a) Current speaker selects next 

b) Next speaker self-selects 

c) Current speaker continues 

2. Not 1(a) or 1(b) then 1(c); and the rule set reapplies at next TRP and 

recursively until transfer is effected (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 

1974, p. 704). 

The turn-taking system is built upon conversation as the basic form of speech 

exchange, but as other speech exchange systems exist, then they are 

observably transformations of the basic system. Conversation is referred to as 

"one polar extreme on the linear array, and ceremony as possibly the other 

pole" (1974, p. 730). At some point on this continuum is the talk associated 

with the complaints department – invariably an institutional setting. This is 

markedly tied to participants’ goals where we observe shared normative 

orientations towards turn-taking (Drew and Heritage, 1992). For example, if 

we refer again to Sacks’ (1992) exchanges of calls to a suicide prevention 

centre, he identified that callers resisted giving their name. One such strategy 

for this is illustrated with the production of ‘I can’t hear you’ in (3) below, as 

the caller (B) fills the slot for giving his name with repair by assuming a 

difficulty in hearing. This displays an orientation to the norms of turn-taking 

while successfully accomplishing the goal of not providing a name.  

(3) A: This is Mr Smith may I help you 

      B: I can’t hear you 

      A: This is Mr Smith 

      B: Smith   (Sacks, 1992). 

As Clift (2016) comments,  

"The common-sense observation that there are places where 

things get done (such as giving one's name at the beginning of a 

conversation) and that, beyond these places, 'it may prove 

problematic' in turn led to the possibility that in fact I can't hear 

you was the deft solution to the problem of having to avoid giving 

one's name in response to the proffering of another's while not 

being seen to avoid doing so" (2016, p. 43). 
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When the basic adjacency pair structure is inadequate in accomplishing the 

interactional task, there are various slots for expansion. These slots can arise 

in a variety of positions, before and after the base FPP and the base SPP. 

Schegloff (1980) describes the practice of 'pre-pres' where speakers project 

an impending action, for example, 'Can I ask you a question?'. These practices 

are described as preliminaries as they precede the main action, which in this 

example would be the question hinted at in the preliminary. Speakers 

collaboratively build sequences, perform actions and display their 

understandings of actions through turn-taking, adjacency pairs and expansion 

of adjacency pairs.  

‘The turn-taking system is the meeting point of grammar and 

social organisation; it is the means by which speakers regulate 

their own participation in, and through, time with each other, unit 

by unit' (Clift, 2016, p. 139). 

Through these various practices, speakers fulfil another important feature of 

conversation known as preference. This phenomenon relates to ways in which 

talk is constrained designedly to maintain social solidarity, to pursue 

affiliation and to ensure progressivity. Schegloff (2007b) emphasises that 

preference is little to do with inner thoughts and desires but is concerned with 

the systematic bias in designing our turns at talk to receive agreement and to 

avoid trouble which can halt the interaction.  

Trouble in conversation, for example problems in hearing, speaking, or 

understanding that halt progressivity, is dealt with by participants by a repair 

mechanism (Schegloff et al, 1977; ten Have, 1999). Repair is classified in 

terms of who initiates and who completes a ‘repairable’ or trouble source 

(Clift, 2016). ‘Self initiated’ (SI) is by the speaker, and ‘other initiated’ (OI) 

by the recipient, and the repair itself can be ‘self repair’ or ‘other repair’, 

resulting in four types categorised as SISR, SIOR, OISR or OIOR. When a 

recipient initiates repair this is generally done in the next turn by a ‘next turn 

repair initiator’ (NTRI) such as ‘what?’ or ‘huh’. Drew (1997) calls such 

utterances, open class repair initiators as they do not specify the trouble 

source directly.  
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These are some of the core concepts which CA has uncovered, and which will 

be developed as I present the analyses of my own data in future chapters. In 

the next section, I will frame the study and examine some wider 

methodological issues and possibilities for the direction of CA. As some of 

these methods are extraneous to my own work, I present them as a broader 

debate of how CA responds to other problems. 

2.2 Positioning the study 

As the ultimate goal is to explicate the interactional resources and general 

competences that participants orient to in complaining sequences, CA is the 

most appropriate methodological approach for this research. It is a distinct 

method of study known as interactional research in which language is studied 

in its own right, as it occurs. CA is an alternative to standard qualitative and 

quantitative methodologies traditionally applied to research in the social 

sciences, as it aims to capture only participant perspectives. Traditional 

qualitative methods, while used as a means for exploring and understanding 

human and social problems, may lead to interpretations of the data from an 

analyst’s perspective; while quantitative approaches observe and measure 

information in numerical terms (Creswell, 2009). According to Bryman 

(2012), quantitative research would not be a fitting method for this type of 

study as quantifying does not examine the complex issues of the social world 

which are of interest here. Furthermore, Goodwin (1981) suggests that 

statistical methodology in the social sciences “provides a rationale for not 

engaging in detailed analysis of particular cases”, which is overtly 

problematic for conversation analysis (1981, p.79).  

CA takes a micro-analytical approach, and it is through this fine-grain 

analysis that CA research can uncover the structures of talk-in-interaction that 

would not be possible through adopting conventional research methods. It can 

reveal the role of language in interaction better than any other methodology. 

Underlying this approach is a theory that the sequential organisation of 

interaction expresses dynamic social context and meaning, and fundamental 

to this is how participants orient to interaction (Heritage, 2005). The focus is 

on observable patterns of behaviour and not on the analyst endeavouring to 

interpret what is in participants’ heads. 
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Our interest is in "that and how" an action is accomplished (Garfinkel, 1967, 

p. 29). For instance, how members orient to particular structural formulations 

and lexical choices, and not in ‘why’ they do so. To ask ‘why?’ would take 

CA beyond its jurisdiction of micro study, to a psychological realm of macro 

enquiry. That is not intended as a criticism of psychology or introspection per 

se, but rather an example of analytical constraint in harnessing CA; and to 

introduce the micro/macro debate amongst multi-disciplinary users of CA. 

Micro versus macro 

The nature of CA’s epistemology is to reject analysts’ phenomena in favour 

of members’ phenomena. We discard the traditional social scientific 

viewpoint of ‘reification' which places social structures and social dynamics 

above and beyond interaction thus regarding them as independent of 

members’ practical actions. Rather, we regard social order as being 

constructed by members’ activities; we could say that we ‘talk social order 

into being’.  

CA studies are committed to a highly empirical, inductive, micro-level 

analysis of talk-in-interaction. However, it would be absurd to then claim that 

CA is anti-theory because our concern lies only with what is before us. From 

empirical work, theories are fashioned, evolved, and applied to inform further 

evidence-based study. The analytic constructs of CA, fundamentally our 

‘toolkit’, derive from the ground-breaking interactional work of Harvey 

Sacks, Emanuel Schegloff and Gail Jefferson. Additionally, over fifty years 

of research has grounded CA as an established research discipline in real-

world contexts, with no place for theoretical conjecture. 

With roots in sociology, Sacks developed an interest in Goffman’s study of 

interaction which he (Sacks) fused with Garfinkel’s new approach 

‘ethnomethodology’. Garfinkel’s observation that members of society orient 

to normative, sense-making phenomena, puts micro-level at the far end of a 

continuum with macro-level as its antagonist.  

However, some contemporary work in CA has been criticised for migrating 

along the continuum, from a micro to an ‘excessively macro’ approach. Much 

of this work lies in the realm of institutional talk, in which the current study 
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is situated. Methodological debate has arisen in whether CA is defying its 

ethnomethodological grounding in favour of analyses overly biased towards 

traditional social science, that is, macro-level. Some studies that are branded 

with this ‘heretical’ approach (Stivers, 2015) are concerned with category 

work, which many analysts (Fitzgerald, 2012; Stokoe, 2012) argue can be 

invoked without impairing sequential work; sequence and action being at the 

analytical core of traditional CA. Stokoe and Smithson (2001, p.217) suggest 

that “culture and common-sense knowledge” are crucial components in 

macro studies, which CA fails to acknowledge by fundamentally dismissing 

macro issues. Rather than being pre-determined, some macro categories 

emerge through the interaction. Thus, where participants invoke categories, 

and orient to them as such, then CA is a useful tool for making claims. 

Whilst the data for this study are rich in categories and identification 

formulations, this relationship between micro and macro will not feature in 

the current research and I will revisit this discussion in chapter 7.  

I will now consider some more contentious issues within the discipline, 

beginning with quantification which a growing number of conversation 

analysts judiciously embrace through the more informal realm of coding. I 

will examine some studies where coding has been effectively used to develop 

healthcare interventions - an area of applied CA that is relatable to this 

research (as is the coding of phenomena). I should clarify that I am not 

applying quantitative methods to my own work but endeavouring to discover 

what could be lost or gained for conversation analysis if we were to embrace 

a broadening of our methodological perspective.  

Quantification and coding in CA 

Attitudes to quantifying in CA range from “sceptical to hopeful” (Haakana, 

2002, p. 229), however, a recent claim by De Ruiter and Albert (2017) 

proposes that if CA were to engage with experimentation as it is used in 

human sciences, we could further inform ourselves through quantification. 

This has traditionally been a controversial area within CA, and although the 

discipline has been criticised for ignoring statistics, the problems identified 

in the literature serve as a warning against straying beyond our analytical 
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toolkit (Goodwin, 1981; Schegloff, 1993). I will begin by addressing the 

somewhat sceptical viewpoint of the authoritative Emanuel Schegloff. 

Conversation analysts often adopt quantifying terms such as ‘commonly’, 

‘recurrently’ and ‘regularly’ by way of informally counting instances of 

practices, while avoiding issues of frequency and distribution (Schegloff, 

1993; Heritage, 1999; ten Have, 1999). Schegloff (1993) states that the 

statistical term used in social sciences is 'significance', and quantitative 

analysis is used to licence the significance of empirical claims. He argues that 

‘one’ is also a number that is both quantifiable and significant, but not always 

enough to warrant an element of orderliness in talk-in-interaction. However, 

where parties in an interaction orient to a practice that has been commonly 

understood, then that occasion is evidence of its effect, and thus, of its 

significance. Furthermore, ‘one’ will be shown to be a very important number 

in CA research as it is often from one exception that a more refined analysis 

will surface. 

In reflecting on quantification in conversation, Schegloff (1993) cautions that 

shrewdness is necessary lest we manipulate phenomena into artificial forms. 

He states that to claim that something occurs ‘x out of y times’ or ‘n% of the 

time’, is to reduce it to denominators; and is potentially threatening to CA’s 

method. When we are counting instances of a practice, we must take care to 

observe the environments of occurrence as well as environments of possible 

occurrence; to adhere to what is analytically relevant because it is 

organisationally related in the context of the interaction. Thus, if we are to 

count instances with the intention of transforming them into categories that 

can be examined for frequency, we must first identify and describe them in 

terms of sequence and action.  

Schegloff illustrates the need to identify the structural features of 

conversation first since it is crucial to locate any potential ambiguity. This is 

succinctly illustrated by Schegloff (1984) using a single case analysis 

demonstrating the import of an initial sequential analysis: - 
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Extract 2.1      Schegloff (1984, p.28)               
1     B     An's- an ( ) we were discussing, it tur-  

2  it comes down, he s- he says, I-I-you've talked 

3  with thi- si- i- about this many times. I said, 

4  it come down t’this:= 

5 B =Our main difference: I feel that a government, 

6  i- the main thing, is- th-the purpose a'the 

7  government, is, what is best for the country. 

8 A Mmhmm   

9 B He says, governments, an' you know he keeps- he 

10  talks about governments, they sh- the thing that 

11  they sh'd do is what's right or wrong. 

12 Aà For whom. 

13 B Well he says- [he- 

14 A          [By what standard 

15 B That's what- that’s exactly what I mean. he s- 

16  but he says… 

 

A’s turn at line 12 'for whom' is syntactically formed as an interrogative which 

is linguistically unambiguous and seemingly unproblematic. B's 

understanding then is that A is asking an information seeking question and 

begins to produce an answer. However, A then interrupts B at line 14 once 

enough of B’s response has emerged to indicate this stance. The sequence 

unfolds revealing that B has incorrectly understood 'for whom' as a question 

rather than as an assessment to be agreed with, which A attempts to clarify at 

the earliest opportunity in the sequence. Therefore, A’s turn at line 14 was not 

merely an interruption but a practice to facilitate progressivity of the talk by 

calling a misunderstanding to a halt before it fully surfaces. Now, B 

understands the prior turn as an assessment to be agreed with (rather than a 

further interrogative as the grammatical form may suggest), producing 'that's 

exactly what I mean' in response (Schegloff, 1984).  

 

Schegloff (1984) provides a detailed analysis of this extract, however, I use it 

here to elucidate the importance of explicating a preliminary sequential 

analysis and establishing an understanding of form and function. This is key 

if the analyst is to identify the types of actions that various linguistic features 

are performing, as opposed to extracting features based on form alone and 
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coding them as x. As we examine large collections of data to study multiples 

of single instances, then, “quantitative analysis is, in this sense, not an 

alternative to single case analysis, but rather is built on its back” (Schegloff, 

1993, p.102). 

  

Schegloff’s (1968) exemplar case against quantifying is an examination of a 

large collection of telephone openings that could be scrutinised for some rule 

that showed how participants began their interaction. This study (which pre-

dates the turn-taking paper by Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974) 

adumbrates early turn-taking rules that one party speaks at a time, and the 

formula for speakership follows an ‘abab’ specification. Schegloff’s (1968) 

concern was to address how the ‘a’ and ‘b’ roles (where ‘a’ is first speaker 

and ‘b’ is second) are allocated when the talk was not yet underway. As the 

‘abab’ sequence makes each turn ‘sequentially dependent upon the previous 

one’, Schegloff’s interest was in discovering “the ways in which coordinated 

entry by two parties into an orderly sequence of conversational turns is 

managed” (1968, p. 1076). His initial distributional rule for first utterances 

was that “the answerer speaks first”, and he discusses the processes and 

constraints postulated by this rule. However, he discovered one case from his 

collection of 500 police telephone calls that did not conform to the 

distributional rule. He sought to build an analysis that was “both 

particularised and generalised” (Hutchby and Woofitt, 1998, p.95), that is, 

that each particular instance could be accounted for individually but would 

also fit an overall ‘generalisation’ of some interactional pattern or device. 

This analytic attribute is rudimentary to conversation analysis and is 

pervasively ethnomethodological. Rather than dismiss a case that does not fit 

a rule as ‘deviant', conversation analysts instead aim to further explore 

anomalies in the data. This is rather different to the bedrock approach of 

traditional quantitative analysts who may simply reject outlier cases as 

irrelevant and redundant to the question under scrutiny. 

Schegloff (1968) describes how in all but one of the entire collection, it was 

the ‘called’ who spoke first in telephone interaction. The exception is as 

follows: - 
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(Police make call) Receiver is lifted, and there is a one second pause 

Extract 2.2  (Schegloff, 1968, p.1079)   
1    Police:      Hello. 

2    Other:    American Red Cross. 

3    Police:    Hello, this is Police Headquarters… er,  

4                 Officer Stratton 

  

To fit the distributional rule, the called should have spoken first. However, 

rather than analyse the deviant case to account for it as a single occurrence, 

which Schegloff suggests “would constitute an ad hoc attempt to save the 

distributional rule” (1968, p.1079), he sought to re-examine the entire corpus 

to devise a more robust description of the distribution rule.  Consequently, he 

re-analysed the distributional rule for telephone openings not as 'answerer 

speaks first', but in terms of adjacency pairs and specifically a 'summons-

answer sequence'. Conditional relevance19 requires that the response to a 

summons is an answer. The initial ‘hello’ by the caller is thereby a repeat 

summons initiated by the official absence of a response to the telephone ring, 

rather than an opening greeting.  

Schegloff’s (1968) sophisticated answer to a problem which emerged from a 

large corpus of data, led to a refinement of his initial synopsis. This study 

skilfully exemplifies CA’s insistence on rigorous description of empirical 

patterns which can arise from one case but are capable of robustly accounting 

for an entire collection. Thus, had Schegloff‘s focus been on quantification, 

this would have detracted from considering a deeper analysis which 

transpired from a ‘deviant’ case.  

In his work on interaction between speaker and hearer, Goodwin (1981) 

articulates similar concerns regarding statistical analysis. He examines 

naturally occurring talk containing restarts (a fragment plus a coherent 

sentence) to discover whether they fit the rule, “a speaker should obtain the 

gaze of his recipient during the course of a turn at talk” (1981, p.57). Based 

on Sacks’ (1992) observation that speakers not only want to occupy the floor, 

 
19 By conditional relevance of one item on another, this means that given the first, the 
second is expected. Upon non-occurrence of the second, it can be noted as ‘officially 
absent’ (Schegloff, 1968, p. 1083).  
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but that they require a captivated audience, Goodwin was observing how the 

rule functioned with respect to gaze and restarts at turn-beginnings. He 

summarises how previous work on phrasal breaks in utterances is abundant 

but that there are varying perspectives: - linguists define phrasal breaks as 

‘defective performance’ while others attest to cognitive difficulties internal to 

the speaker. Goodwin’s interest is in the collaborative interactional work by 

both speaker and hearer as instrumental to the production of phrasal breaks 

by one participant (speaker). However, he goes on to explain, 

“One frequent request that has been made by readers of this 

analysis who are not themselves conversation analysts is for some 

quantitative measurement of the processes being investigated. I 

myself consider quantitative methodology not only premature but 

inappropriate to the type of phenomena here being investigated” 

(Goodwin, 1981, p. 77). 

He provides some ‘quantitative description’ in the chapter to account for his 

work to persons from other research disciplines, while clearly of the 

viewpoint that statistics are no substitute for an in-depth analysis. His analysis 

finds that restarts are one technique for gaining a hearer’s gaze, and that some 

instances of ‘not gazing’ were shown to be a resource for ‘searching’ rather 

than disengagement. 

Goodwin (1981), in alignment with Schegloff (1968), suggests that merely 

counting instances of the phenomenon cannot account for its significance. A 

deeper systematic analysis is necessary if we are to understand the 

characteristics of face-to face interaction, and how they operate to exhibit the 

speaker’s efforts in producing coherent sentences for the recipient. 

While the aforementioned studies observe methodological restraint, some 

statistical studies can be described as encouraging. Ford and Thompson’s 

(1996) evaluation of syntax, intonation, and pragmatics as a more apposite 

means of projecting turn completion, is one such work. Their claim contrasts 

with the traditional linguistic view that syntax is the best predictor of sentence 

completion. Their methods are consistent with traditional CA, and the data 

comprise audio-recordings of twenty minutes of naturally occurring talk 
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transcribed to CA conventions. Research findings are presented in tables and 

charts, with discussion; and point to a suggestion that further research could 

develop a more precise description of how these three aspects of a turn 

constructional unit embody such projectability. Whereas this study is 

stringently aligned to conversation analytic methods, it is how the three 

qualities of completion combine and work in relation to each other that 

effectively assigns a “statistical treatment”, according to Heritage (1999, 

p.70). 

Further adding momentum to the plea for quantification is Gail Jefferson’s 

research on silences in interaction. Jefferson (1989) undertakes a methodical 

CA approach to research which commanded additional methods to 

substantiate her findings. She sought to provide evidence for an unmotivated 

noticing that periods of silence in conversation adhered to a possible metric, 

which she termed a 'standard maximum tolerance'. This noticing was 

substantiated by close examination of 320 cases and is an exemplar in 

illustrating how numbers are crucial in establishing the nature of an 

interactional practice (Heritage, 1999). This study provides evidence that a 

period of silence of approximately one second was normatively oriented to in 

conversation through assiduous scrutiny of data encompassing varying 

lengths of pauses. Its basis is an observation that there was an interactional 

relevance to the duration of silences between turns and that it was a systematic 

feature of interaction, after which time one of the participants would begin to 

start some sort of ‘resolutional activity’ (Jefferson, 1989).  

Having committed to examining a larger collection of transcripts to study this 

phenomenon, Jefferson conceded that ‘statistical procedures’ would perhaps 

produce a more fruitful conclusion. She describes how she worked both 

“interactionally and statistically with the candidate phenomenon” (Jefferson, 

1989, pp. 180-181), and from her study of silences emerged the possibility of 

a much more dynamic account for occurrences of other intra-sentence 

materials such as in-breaths, pause-fillers, stammers, and the like. This 

exemplar of combining CA methods with statistical measures elucidates a 

remarkable interactional feature and appears to be one of a few fruitful mixed-

method studies in CA to date.  
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I now turn to Jefferson’s study on laughter in ‘male-female’ interaction 

(2004b), which uses distributional data as a launching pad to examine the 

undercurrents of ‘outlier cases’ (Heritage, 1999). Such cases are especially 

important to conversation analysts since in contrast to traditional scientific 

research where outliers (distant observation points) are cast aside for their 

lack of fit, we draw upon our ethnomethodological underpinnings and value 

‘deviant cases’. Garfinkel (1967) devised breaching experiments to 

demonstrate members’ practical reasoning in everyday interaction by creating 

departures from ‘taken-for-granted’ social expectations. In doing so, he 

showed that it is only “in breaches of a normative pattern that the strength of 

a norm becomes visible” (Speer and Stokoe, 2014, p.58). This is fundamental 

to CA work as although we are searching for and explicating order in 

interaction, a single ‘deviant case’ can force a revision of the initial analysis 

and provide a more refined description of the phenomenon under 

investigation (Hutchby and Woofitt, 1998). I refer again to Schegloff's (1968) 

study where a rigorous examination of a single deviant case yielded a more 

robust analysis of an entire collection of 500 telephone calls. 

Jefferson (2004b) took the methodological decision to approach her data case-

by-case quantitatively, and then qualitatively. Her curiosity emanated from a 

noticing that when a male laughs, a female will join in the laughter; but when 

a female laughs, males will not join in. Jefferson formulates this 

distributionally as “Xs do A, Ys do B” (Jefferson, 2004b, p. 119). She 

describes how she was intuitively in complete agreement with this 

observation made by Don Zimmerman, during a conference talk in 

Philadelphia. However, two other delegates (Pomerantz and Schegloff) were 

highly critical of Zimmerman for firstly imposing analytical categories (male-

female) on as yet undescribed members’ categories: and secondly, for 

presupposing such activities prior to any analytic work20.  

Jefferson (2004b) examined 63 cases but found that her initial intuition did 

not hold, and the results of her quantitative approach were somewhat 

problematic. This necessitated a qualitative analysis of the data which yielded 

 
20 A return to the aforementioned micro-macro debate, discussed here and in chapter 7. 
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an orderliness – what she refers to as an ‘index’ where her noticing is 

sustained. Exceptions to index cases were further analysed and she proposed 

that in her data, laughter correlated to troubles-telling where participants 

could be 'troubles-resistant’ or 'troubles-receptive'. Jefferson explains that it 

was necessary to review her ‘index’ and ‘exception’ cases in terms of 

receptiveness and resistance. Specifically, that males (or Tarzans) exhibit 

‘laugh-resistance’ and females (or Janes) exhibit ‘laugh-receptiveness’. 

Troubles-talk is an environment which denies this orderliness, moreover, 

there may be a hierarchy where laughter ranks below troubles-telling (2004b). 

In acknowledging an acquiescence to stereotyping, Jefferson (2004b) argues 

that examining the exceptions on a case-by-case basis resulted in supporting 

the initial stereotype. A cautionary note supports the claim that to only 

perform a quantitative analysis, that is, to assemble all instances of ‘male-

female’ laughter and count them, is “altogether too simplistic” (2004b, p. 

131). The ‘bonus’ findings from these studies are therefore compatible with 

the stances of Schegloff (1993) and Steensig and Heinemann (2015), that 

quantifying can reveal additional qualitative research questions.  

As mentioned previously, rather than quantifying many conversation analysts 

develop coding techniques to apply their research to institutional settings. 

Coding in CA research generally takes a more nuanced approach to 

quantifying, to lessen the risk of reducing complex human conduct to simple 

codes. More recently, coding has been employed to develop interventions in 

institutional settings such as GP surgeries (Sikveland et al, 2016), mediation 

(Edwards and Stokoe, 2007; Stokoe, 2015; Stokoe and Sikveland, 2016), 

telephone helplines (Hepburn, Wilkinson and Butler, 2014; Woods et al, 

2015; Moore, 2016), and doctor-patient interaction (Drew et al, 2001; 

Heritage et al, 2007). 

The forerunner for this novel approach in CA was a study on generating 

applause in political speeches. By combining CA methods and formal coding, 

Heritage and Greatbatch (1986) employed the rhetorical devices of 

‘contrastive pairs’ and ‘three part lists’ as identified by Max Atkinson. By 

paying attention to position, composition, and action they show that it is 
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possible to claim the occurrence of a practice ‘n% of the time’ and to 

summarise in a results table. This exemplar of mixed-methods research 

provides us with a plethora of possibilities for CA findings, making headway 

while maintaining integrity. However, there are difficult decisions to be made 

in coding social interaction which have not gone unnoticed. 

Stivers (2015) suggests that coding social interaction is completely viable, but 

we need to be sensitive to the methodological distinction between formal 

coding which is mostly a top-down process, and CA which is profoundly 

bottom-up. She reiterates Schegloff’s concern of ‘what counts?’ as an 

occurrence of the target phenomenon. To code effectively we should be aware 

of three limitations which Stivers (2015) lists as (i) imposing hard boundaries 

– how do we decide what action a turn is doing when it is unclear? (ii) freezing 

the analysis in order to develop a coding protocol and (iii) using mixed 

methods where it is not appropriate to do so.  Successful coding would entail 

being as rigorous as possible and keeping close to the surface features of the 

talk.  

Steensig and Heinemann (2015) are more wary about coding and argue that 

studies which produce coding-based results should not be presented as CA 

work. In response to Stivers (2015), they maintain that such results would be 

more beneficial to prompt new qualitative questions rather than being 

published as final conclusions. They allude to the limitation identified by 

Stivers’ (2015) of imposing ‘hard boundaries’, which concurs with the 

viewpoint of Schegloff (1993); and evidence this with Stivers and Enfield’s 

(2010) attempt to apply a coding scheme to question-response sequences in 

conversation. Even in the presence of a robust coding scheme, some answers 

in the study “were clearly sitting between a yes and a no but had to be coded 

as either a yes or no” (Steensig and Heinemann, 2015, p 21) (emphasis in 

original). The authors concede that their code is not perfect and welcome 

improvement and refinement to their 'initial attempt' from other researchers. 

I will now turn to the real-world application of empirical findings and 

illustrate how CA can utilise coding to inform healthcare policy and practice. 
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Using CA research for healthcare interventions 

Institutional settings are particularly receptive to real-world, applied use of a 

CA approach to interventions (Antaki, 2011). Interventionist CA generally 

works in conjunction with meticulous coding techniques and is intended to 

be persuasive rather than manipulative; that is, to encourage rather than 

control. As participants are typically able to resist ‘coercive’ grammar, 

conversation analysts are not themselves changing behaviours by 

manipulation but are able to present methods that lean towards a specific 

response type that best achieves a particular social action. The aim is to sway 

participants towards some outcome that will be beneficial to them. 

This is illustrated in an exemplar by Heritage et al (2007) in which they 

devised a study in the United States to test an intervention regarding primary 

care patients’ unmet concerns. Under investigation was how one word can 

make a difference in a consultation where a patient has more than one medical 

concern. By examining the question design in relation to negative or positive 

polarity of the words ‘anything’ and ‘something’ respectively, they found that 

negatively framed questions elicit a negative response and positively framed 

questions elicit a positive response. Therefore, to ensure all health-related 

matters are addressed in one visit, doctors should ask, “is there something else 

you would like to discuss today?” The benefit of these results to physicians 

and patients alike are that medical concerns are addressed at the earliest 

possible opportunity. The intervention was tested experimentally with 20 

physicians and 224 patients seeking acute care.  

Heritage et al (2007) present their findings in statistical terms using the 

variables of ‘some’ intervention, ‘any’ intervention and the number of each 

patient’s pre-visit concerns. They describe that in relation to the ‘some’ form, 

the incidence of patients’ unmet concerns significantly reduces, illustrating 

that sometimes the training manual can be wrong. This study illustrates the 

benefits of CA to “identify communication strategies that are effective, 

teachable and beneficial” (p. 1432), and consequently apply them to real-

world contexts. 
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Similarly, Sikveland et al's (2016) study of telephone calls to receptionists at 

General Practice (GP) surgeries in the UK found that ‘patient burden’ 

contributed to overall dissatisfaction. Simple strategies such as offering 

suitable alternatives to callers when they telephone for an appointment were 

effective in achieving positive outcomes for service users. Where it is possible 

to present efficient solutions that are grounded in empirical evidence, CA is 

well placed to lead the way.  

If changing words can change outcomes, then we are in prime position to use 

'the natural laboratory' to show what works well in social interaction. Rather 

than generalising, CA can provide concrete recommendations to practitioners 

on effective interactional methods that fit the specific practice. What 

ostensibly works best in one situation may not necessarily be as effective in 

another. For this reason, CA’s stance is naturalistic which motivates the use 

of recordings of naturally occurring talk as the interest lies in, “the 

endogenous organisation of social activities in their ordinary settings: it 

considers social interaction as collectively organised by the co-participants, 

in a locally situated way” (Mondada, 2013, p.33).  

Conclusion 

CA’s interest has always been in concrete actions and not abstract structures. 

We are concerned with members’ resources for going about their everyday 

business rather than driving an analysis based on our own reflective 

processes. Therefore, we rely on participants' actions and not analysts’ 

introspection, as is central to linguistic enquiry in semantics and pragmatics 

where applied research embraces experimentation. Semantic studies on 

lexical quantifiers such as ‘some’ and ‘every’ require cognitive functioning 

which forces us to accept as true, conditions that we may otherwise reject. If 

we are to move towards methodological pluralism, then we must be faithful 

to CA’s integrity. 

With respect to quantifying and coding in CA, I turn to ten Have who asserts, 

“Issues of how frequently, how widely, or how often particular 

phenomena occur are to be set aside in the interest of discovering, 

describing, and analysing the structures, the machinery, the 
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organized practices, the formal procedures, the ways in which 

order is produced” (1997). 

As shown in the studies by Goodman (1981) and Schegloff (1993), and in 

concurrence with Heritage (1999) and ten Have (1999), it is not merely a case 

of identifying the significance of x, and then counting it. First and foremost, 

we need to be certain of what x is accomplishing or making relevant as a next 

possible action, as evidenced in the interaction. Yet, if we can use CA to 

satisfactorily inform the coding protocol from the outset as ascertained by 

Heritage et al (2007) and Sikveland et al (2016), this could perhaps strengthen 

the validity of the findings and potentially unveil new research questions. 

Moreover, the practical application of CA findings to real-world interventions 

has emerged as a robust method, and one that perhaps could apply to this 

research (with careful consideration). Coding, then, is perceived as CA's 

solution to addressing wider problems while remaining true to its origins - 

that a sequential analysis should not be overlooked. 

I will now move to a reflection of the practical issues necessitated by the 

study. These relate to obtaining NHS and HSC research governance approval 

and subsequently, recruiting HSC Trusts and setting up on their sites.  

2.3 Reflecting on the NHS research governance approval process  

The original study design anticipated a rather uncomplicated process of 

approaching the five local trusts and recruiting them as collaborators. It was 

expected that by recruiting all five trusts, we would gather a flavour of each 

region of Northern Ireland and the linguistic variations therein. Furthermore, 

collecting data at five separate sites would expedite the collection process. 

However, my experience with the NHS research governance approval process 

was lengthy and quite complicated, resulting in significant delays in data 

collection and gaps in the originally proposed dataset21. 

The process was approached cautiously, recognising that studies must prove 

that they are ethically sound in their design in addition to being feasible and 

constructive for the organisation. Initial contact commenced in early 2017 

 
21 This refers to third-party calls and call openings. 
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with an introductory letter addressed to the head of each complaints 

department. Early responses to the proposed study were essentially positive 

but with a caveat regarding gaining consent to record telephone calls; and 

concerns were also expressed vis-à-vis my alternative (or rather, unknown) 

methodology. The main practical obstacle appeared to be that HSC Trusts did 

not routinely record telephone calls in the complaints departments and were 

concerned at creating a potential confidentiality risk by so doing. These risks 

pertain to the personal identifiable information that would be embedded in 

the conversations. When a service user telephones to discuss their healthcare 

encounter, they are invariably required to convey personal and often delicate 

information (for example name, address, and date of birth) about themselves 

and their personal healthcare experience. It was evident from the beginning 

that the study protocol needed to be particularly stringent with respect to 

matters of confidentiality and data security. 

Furthermore, I initially encountered widespread misgivings relating to my 

methodological framework since CA is relatively unfamiliar. I often had to 

promote its virtues and the possible benefits to trusts in permitting access to 

their telephone calls, despite CA’s standing as an established and respected 

research tradition. As most research in the healthcare field is traditionally 

qualitative or quantitative work, I had to illuminate my approach of research 

in social interaction and the fundamental requirement of studying recordings 

of naturally occurring talk. In this respect, I defer to Schegloff‘s (1993) 

succinct summary of the advantages in using real telephone data for studies 

in social interaction: -  

1. Such data permit the analyst to listen repeatedly thereby capturing 

what would otherwise be lost. 

2. It compels the analyst to orient to the relevance of context ie. the 

specific setting in which the calls are taking place. 

3. There is no analytical deficit in matters of embodiment since 

participants themselves do not have ‘visual access’ to each other. 

NHS research governance approval is a two-tier process that requires a main 

NHS Research Ethics Committee (REC) to give permission to HSC Research 
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and Development (hereafter referred to as R&D) offices to proceed locally. 

An electronic application must be made to the NHS/HSC Research Gateway’s 

Integrated Research Application System (IRAS) to first gain approval from 

the REC via the Health Research Authority (HRA), and secondly, from the 

local R&D offices. Prior to submitting a formal application, it was necessary 

to identify contacts within all five trusts who might assist me in establishing 

a best approach towards a favourable research governance opinion. These 

links were acquired as a result of my initial correspondence whereupon some 

trusts had directed me straight to their R&D offices. Ultimately, I would 

require a local collaborator in each trust and these early associations were 

fruitful in this regard.  

The first face-to-face meeting was with a contact at Trust A in late January 

2017. This proved a valuable experience, illustrating first-hand that the 

organisation recognised the need to address complaints handling more 

broadly, and that they were prepared to consider (albeit tentatively) a study 

with an interactional approach. I was advised to approach the Patient Client 

Council (PCC) to frame the research as more patient centred, and 

subsequently, more affiliated to the NHS/HSC’s own locus on patient and 

public involvement (PPI). Correspondence with this trust was subsequently 

directed to the R&D office as my contact believed that there would be many 

research governance issues to be addressed. This unexpected departure from 

the initial enthusiasm was perhaps the first suggestion of institutional 

resistance, and certainly an indication that the local trusts were proceeding 

cautiously. 

A telephone conversation with the complaints services manager of the PCC 

(an independent advisory service, as discussed in chapter 1) was encouraging. 

The discussion included some anecdotal evidence of the defensive nature of 

NHS/HSC Trusts, and a hint that I may experience some opposition in my 

role as an external researcher unaffiliated with the NHS. Overall, my study 

proposal was met with interest, positivity, and endorsement from the PCC.  

I began to complete the electronic application on the IRAS system in early 

2017, and simultaneously applied to the University ethics committee. The 
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process of completing the questions on the IRAS form was quite arduous 

since the system is used for all NHS research both non-clinical and clinical. 

A set of filter questions is initially completed to narrow the scope and 

eliminate irrelevant questions. My responses had to be precise and 

informative, and in language suitable for laypersons. There were several 

supporting documents to be drafted alongside the detailed study protocol. 

These are as follows: - 

1. Consent form for staff participants  

2. Participant Information Sheet for staff 

3. Instruction sheet for call handlers 

4. Participant Information Sheet for patients. 

Additional documents were later created as deemed necessary based on the 

study design; for instance, a ‘three stage consent process22’ for which the trusts 

requested a script to guide call handlers in inviting complainants to participate 

in the study.  A list of frequently asked questions was created so that call 

handlers would feel confident in responding to callers' requests for further 

information on the research, this too was submitted for REC approval. 

University ethical approval from the School of Communication filter 

committee was received in August 2017 with recommendation to proceed to 

NHS ethics. This allowed me to finally submit the IRAS application that I 

had been working on for some months. It was the conclusion of the HRA that 

due to the low risk of the research, a proportionate review from a REC would 

be the most suitable route to approval. The next stage was to apply to local 

HSC Trusts to gain their approval for a multicentre study. The first step in 

this process was to nominate a lead trust that would guide the study design by 

producing a Global Governance Report and disseminate study documents to 

all five centres. Next, I required a local collaborator (LC) at each site. As 

 
22 There was some debate between the various trusts as to the wording contained within 
the script, as of course it had to fulfil an obligation to informed consent while needing to 
sound natural for those who would avail of it. The fourth and final version of this document 
satisfied all trusts and was eventually approved and incorporated as an official supporting 
document. A version can be found in Appendix B. 
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mentioned earlier, I had instigated contact with the trusts at the start of the 

year and so I approached those persons who had agreed to converse at that 

time. Three of these contacts were managers of their respective complaints 

departments, and two held positions within a trust governance department. 

Although not a premeditated decision, this provided an effective blend of 

knowledge and experience from two departments that were crucial to 

propelling the study forwards. The official application to the Research 

Gateway was submitted in September, and although this was simultaneous to 

the ongoing REC application, the local process required REC approval before 

it would be considered. Towards the end of September, the London-Surrey 

REC sub-committee offered a provisional opinion which stated that approval 

would be forthcoming pending some minor amendments and clarifications. 

Once these stipulations were met, a favourable opinion was received in 

October 201723. 

In attempting to clarify some issues raised by the trusts, a conference call style 

meeting was held with the five local collaborators (or an appropriate 

representative) in late October 2017. It was at this meeting that the decision 

to exclude third-party callers was put forth. The chief advocate of this 

suggestion was the LC at Trust A who noted that such calls would be 

problematic since the caller could not provide consent on behalf of the service 

user. In many circumstances24, the trusts themselves would require written 

consent from the service user to whom the complaint relates and would 

generally not investigate complaints until consent was supplied. I put forth an 

argument to defend the inclusion of these calls, but the decision was later 

made to exclude them. 

A further issue arose around seeking a solution to recording practicalities on 

site. This was eventually solved via a simple device (Re-Tell) that connects 

to the telephone and digital recorder. It was anticipated that the study would 

begin in February/March of 2018 and last for approximately one month, 

 
23 REC Reference number 17/LO/1610. 
24 Except for certain circumstances, for example, where a parent/guardian is calling on 
behalf of their child; where the former service user is deceased; where the caller has legal 
powers to represent the service user. 
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although it would be difficult to predict the number of participants (both call 

handlers and complainants) and thus, the final number of recordings. 

Meanwhile, the lead trust had begun to assess the study’s feasibility and 

collaborated with the Information Governance (IG) offices of all five trusts. I 

was informed that the major issue concerned our proposal to record calls from 

the moment the telephone was answered, thereby capturing call beginnings 

on the recording. We recognised in advance that this may be problematic and 

had attempted to justify this in the application and protocol which stated that 

many CA studies on call openings provide empirical evidence which 

highlight the importance of capturing these early interactions. In initial 

consultations with stakeholders25, there was some concern expressed that 

recording should not begin until the caller had been invited to take part in the 

research study and provided agreement to participate. This follows a line of 

argumentation that recording before consent may cause additional upset to a 

complainant who may already be distressed or emotional. I presented the 

argument that people are now accustomed to being informed that their call 

may be recorded for training/monitoring/research purposes and therefore, 

callers may not necessarily object. This was presented alongside evidence 

from Speer and Stokoe (2014) that suggests callers are better able to make an 

informed decision during or at the end of a call, since they are better 

positioned to know what material was recorded.  

Overall, the recording of sensitive interactions for research purposes is 

regarded as valuable, provided that appropriate safeguards are in place to 

protect participants. The lead trust concluded that to do so ethically would 

necessitate installation of a pre-recorded message on the complaints 

departments’ telephone lines to inform callers of the research study prior to 

being connected to the call handler. On consideration of both the financial 

costs required to establish a system with a pre-recorded message and the 

technical difficulties involved in screening out excluded calls26, it was 

 
25 Refers to discussions with various trust representatives, and a telephone conversation 
with the head of ORECNI (Dr S McGrath) who advised me on the overall feasibility of the 
study. 
26 Specifically, third-party calls and children under the age of 18.  
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mutually agreed that it was not feasible to capture call beginnings on the 

recordings. Although forfeiting call beginnings was disappointing, 

acquiescence was, again, my only option. 

After consultation with the University’s research governance department, I 

submitted a substantial amendment to the REC in March 2018 which 

accounted for the lead trust’s recommended changes. It was deemed 

necessary to submit an official amendment as some supporting documents, 

such as participant information sheets, had to be altered. REC approval was 

given in April, with the multi-centre study local R&D approval process 

progressing to the next stage which was the production and circulation of the 

global governance report created by the lead trust. The lead trust issued 

approval in May, followed by a favourable opinion from Trust A's research 

governance committee. Changes in circumstances in Trusts B and C meant 

that the roles of local collaborator were re-allocated, initiating further delays 

with governance approvals as some documentation had to be re-submitted. 

Approval from Trust D was delayed by internal matters (staff absences) but 

was issued in mid-September.  

A second substantial amendment was submitted for the REC’s consideration 

at the end of August 2018. This change reflected a practical issue with the 

digital recording devices which was raised on my initial visit to Trust C (as 

discussed below). The amendment suggested using devices without a 

password protection feature to remove the recording delay which was created 

by enabling this facility. Prior to submitting the amendment application, I 

consulted with all trust R&D offices and complaints departments to ensure 

there were sufficient security procedures in place on each site to reconcile this 

decision with the REC. Ultimately, as this amendment could potentially be 

viewed as a security downgrade, it was my responsibility to provide 

appropriate justification and reassurances. REC approval was granted without 

delay with the lead trust categorising the amendment as band C. This allowed 

the amendment to pass without any further intervention or delays. 
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Data collection on multi-centre sites 

During the course of this research, it has been found that although there are 

official DoH guiding principles for complaints handling which must be 

adhered to, there is some variability in the practical implementation of these 

policies throughout individual trusts. These variables include the bands (or 

pay grades) of staff who answer complaints calls, preferred methods of 

receiving an initial complaint, and methods of recording complaints. 

Responsibility ultimately rests with the Chief Executive of each trust, 

therefore delegation of roles is conceivably different across regions. Through 

my researcher status, I was able to gain some insights into these procedures, 

however, this privilege was only gained once I had achieved research 

governance approval. Prior to physically visiting sites to recruit staff 

participants and set up study recording devices, I was rather purposely ‘in the 

dark’ as an outsider. This harks back to the cautionary note issued by the PCC 

spokesman regarding the defensiveness of the organisation. 

In the next section, I will briefly describe the physical setting up of the study 

along with my observations on how each trust varies in procedure, while still 

adhering to official policies on complaints handling.  

    Recruiting participants 

Although I had not anticipated it since all trusts had given approval to 

collaborate in the study, once on site I observed some resistance from some 

staff members to taking part in the study. Having had many months of 

communication with the LCs and even some staff from the complaints 

departments, I had been confident that reluctance to participate would derive 

from either the trusts themselves who would subsequently not agree to 

collaborate, and/or complainants who did not wish to participate in the study 

when invited to do so during their complaint call. I had not predicted the level 

of resistance, whether due to burden or fear (which I cannot comment on any 

further as this was not overtly discussed due to ethical concerns regarding free 

choice), which ultimately resulted in further delays in data collection. As a 

result, I have experienced significant delays in obtaining data which resulted 
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from reluctance to communicate information to me which, I suspect, was due 

at least in part to my outsider status.  

    Setting up on site 

Trust A – Progress at this trust was slow in terms of attempting to set up the 

study, despite gaining early approval from their R&D office. Communicating 

with my LC was quite difficult, conceivably due to her senior role in 

governance. She had informed me that I should wait to hear from her since 

two complaints staff members were on sick leave and the study could not 

proceed until staff shortages were reconciled. With hindsight, I could perhaps 

have suggested appointing a less senior LC with fewer responsibilities, but 

the impression from this trust was not sufficiently optimistic as to pursue this 

possibility. Ultimately, the study did not proceed on this site as all my 

attempts to resume communication proved fruitless. 

Trust C – The study commenced on 26th June 2018 with two consenting 

complaints call handlers. It was initially observed that the password function 

on the digital recorders may prove frustrating for call handlers since it delayed 

the start of recording. I was also mindful that it may result in loss of valuable 

study data since the call handlers’ primary goal would be to engage with 

callers and attend to the institutional activity, rather than the distraction of 

attending to the recording device27. 

I was invited back to the trust in August to recruit two further participants 

who handle complaints calls in a separate office. Following a second research 

governance amendment in September 2018, I then returned with two 

replacement recording devices which were set up in both offices in 

anticipation of starting the data collection process, as of that date, no 

recordings had been made. After many months of receiving progress reports 

which testified to internal problems of staff shortages and the like, the LC 

decided it would be best to end the study on site as it seemed likely that no 

data would be collected. Therefore, I received no data from Trust C. 

 
27 Set up on this site began prior to the second amendment, and it was at this visit that we 
flagged the potential problem of password protection on the recording devices. 
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Trust B – The study commenced on 13th August 2018 with recruitment of 

one call handler and a potential second who, at that time, was on long term 

leave. The procedure here is somewhat different as complaint calls are re-

directed from the clerical staff who answer calls, to the senior complaint call 

handler. During the call, the call handler would make concise written notes 

for the purpose of composing a ‘true record’ which would be typed as a 

'transcript' and posted to the complainant for approval. The complainant may 

amend this document as necessary and add any issues which they or the call 

handler may have omitted during the telephone conversation. It must be 

signed and returned to the trust to begin the formal complaint process, at 

which point the twenty-day timeline for investigation will commence. Should 

the complainant not return the document, a reminder is sent by post. 

Subsequently, if the complainant does not return the form or contact the 

department, the complaint is marked as not proceeding.  

I returned to the complaints office in October 2018 to recruit the second 

participant who had since returned from leave; and to connect the new 

Olympus voice recorders so that recording could begin when participants 

were ready. 

In early February 2019, I revisited to collect the first set of three recordings 

that had been recorded by the initial participant but then received notification 

that she would be taking long-term leave from April 2019. The LC on this 

site informed me that it would be best to end the study due to this change of 

circumstance. I returned to collect the study materials and one further 

recording which brought the total to four. 

Trust E- The study commenced on 15th August 2018 with one participant. I 

was informed that it had been decided internally that only staff of band 4 and 

above would participate in the study. This was due in part to staff shortages 

and recruitment of short-term agency staff who filled the lower grade 

positions. Complaint calls are received by clerical staff who then transfer 

potential formal complaint calls to my study participant, the complaints call 

handler. I obtained a signed consent form for one call handler, having been 
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informed that the other qualified staff member was currently on long term 

leave.  

I returned to the site in October 2018 with the Olympus voice recorders and 

discovered that my sole participant was now on long term leave, but the other 

had returned and agreed to participate. There had been internal changes to 

staffing in the department which subsequently delayed recording. However, I 

revisited in February 2019 at the request of the complaints manager who 

advised that staffing problems had been rectified and she was happy to 

proceed with the study in collaboration with her new team of complaints staff. 

I recruited three call handlers and it was agreed to run the study for the month 

of March, to be reviewed after that time. It was anticipated that a small 

number of calls would be recorded (approximately 5), since they did not 

typically receive many complaints by telephone. 

It was finally agreed that I should revisit the site to collect all recordings 

collected to date, and to end the study in June 2019. I discovered that nine 

audio files had been recorded in total. However, two of the recordings were 

invalid internal calls and two others were excluded. In total I collected five 

valid complaints calls from Trust E that were recorded by two call handlers. 

Trust D – Trust D’s complaints department is considerably busier than those 

of the other trusts, with a large volume of complaints calls received each 

week. Unlike the others, Trust D operate a dedicated complaints telephone 

line which is managed on a rotation basis by the department’s administrative 

staff. When unmanned, a recording service is activated and complainants may 

leave their details to receive a return phone call. There are several complaints 

managers in the department some of whom also operate ‘on-call’ shifts. 

I visited the department at trust headquarters for the first time in October 

2018, since the approval process had been delayed internally. I met with a 

variety of staff, managers, and administrators to introduce the study with the 

expectation of leaving with signed consent forms. However, I sensed 

reluctance from the administrative staff (the potential participants) as they 

were wary of being additionally burdened by partaking in the study in 

addition to their already demanding workload. I left with an understanding 
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from my LC and one of the senior managers, that they would meet with the 

staff to encourage participation since the trust was keen to collaborate and 

ultimately benefit from my findings.  

After many communications with the department, I was finally able to revisit 

in March 2019 to recruit one willing participant. I was hopeful that data 

collection would prove fruitful since the existence of a rota system meant that 

my participant would normally be on duty to answer complaint calls on two 

days of each week, each for a three-hour period. She was confident that she 

could collect sufficient data, although it was unlikely to be 20 calls as first 

anticipated per trust. 

She advised that Trust D receives many types of complaint calls, some that 

could be readily resolved, for example, a service user calling to enquire about 

an out-patient appointment or surgery date. Rather than proceed as formal 

complaints, these instances were often received as requests for information or 

enquiries and could be expedited more readily (although not in situ).  

In May 2019, I visited the site to collect the initial set of recordings. One 

complainant had contacted me by telephone and email requesting to withdraw 

from the study, therefore, this recording was excluded and deleted 

immediately. This initial collection yielded five complaint calls as study data 

which I could begin working on. Recording continued for the full approval 

period and I returned on 19th September 201928 to end the study on site and 

collect all equipment. The final number of valid recordings from this Trust 

was 20 which placed the total amount of study data at 29 calls: yielding 4 

hours and 37 minutes of audio. 

2.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have explained the methodological underpinnings of this 

study. While I engaged with some methods and debates that have no practical 

application to this work, I was keen to present CA as a flourishing 

methodology not confined by its traditions. I explained that CA is willing to 

develop and is well suited to mixed-method approaches, but with a caveat 

 
28 This was the official date for terminating data collection as prescribed by NHS Research 
Governance. 
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from Schegloff that sequential analysis must remain at the core of any broader 

analysis, including categorial analyses. While my data are suitable for 

category work, I am unable to address this due to space limitations. However, 

the analyses that follow provide the foundations on which additional studies 

may be built. 

I have provided a detailed reflection of my experience with NHS research 

governance. This two-fold process was characterised by the difficulties and 

delays encountered locally rather than with the institution as a whole. 

Undoubtedly, many of the reservations mooted by local HSC trusts were 

resolved with relative ease, however, the added time factor led to significant 

delays which had an impact on the entire project. Whereas all trusts had 

agreed that recording would begin around March 2018, this in fact did not 

take place until mid-January 2019, with outstanding issues being settled in 

the interim. Rather than continuing for one month on each site, the overall 

timescale was eight months. This yielded a total of 29 encounters recorded in 

three trusts and by four individual call handlers. Nonetheless, I believe that I 

have ultimately gathered sufficient data with which to answer the research 

questions. As I will be looking across the dataset for instances of phenomena, 

I am satisfied that each encounter will supply occurrences of the systematic 

features to be investigated through an initial process of 'unmotivated looking'.  

As a methodology, CA was developed to examine recordings of naturally 

occurring talk to show the orderliness of real-life interactions; to produce a 

framework of the format and functioning of basic concepts in talk-in-

interaction. This framework can be applied to institutional interactions to 

show the organisation and arrangement of institutional activities, and 

particularly, the ways in which participants display their orientations to them. 

Applying the CA lens to the complaints handling data will permit a more 

nuanced approach to investigating this setting, revealing how the encounter 

unfolds naturally for participants while adding to knowledge of the social 

world.  

I will now begin to address my research questions and present the findings 

across the four analytical chapters to follow. As these chapters will follow the 
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unfolding of the complaints handling call, they will be produced in that order, 

beginning with a broader examination of the structural organisation of 

encounters. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Introduction to complaints handling calls: Overall structural 
organisation 
 

3.0 Introduction 

The institutional project of the complaints handling call is to move through a 

series of activities which accomplish receipt and facilitate onward 

progression of a complaint (Weatherall, 2015). In this chapter, I will introduce 

the overall structural organisation of NHS complaints handling calls as this 

has not previously been done for this setting. I will examine the overall 

composition of the encounter, identify the component activities, how they are 

organised, and how they interact with one another. The purpose of this chapter 

is to map out the basic structure of phases, rather than to provide a full 

analysis; then to illustrate each phase with data from a single encounter. The 

analytical chapters that follow will provide more detailed discussions of 

selected features. All encounters are idiosyncratic however, I will show that 

there are intrinsic patterns and features across all interactions that work to 

accomplish these activities. These are the “regular, repetitive and 

reproducible features” (Whalen and Zimmerman, 1987, p.172) observable 

across all encounters of complaints handling calls. Before closing this 

chapter, I will provide a single deviant case where the normative progression 

of activities does not occur due to misalignment of participants. This example 

works to reinforce the activities normatively oriented to in this setting. 

It has long been a tradition in CA to examine complex activities such as 

stories (Jefferson, 1978) and jokes (Sacks, 1978). In his presentation of the 

‘technical considerations of a dirty joke’, Sacks (1978) discusses how the joke 

is elaborately organised to direct recipients either to or away from certain 

elements to make the joke work. There is a temporal and sequential 

organisation (relating to ‘last night’ and ‘the next morning’) in the joke he 

analyses, that replicates the actual events being reported. Sacks suggests that 

this is the “canonical form for narratives” (1978, p.252). By leading recipients 

through a narrative and presenting puzzles along the way, puzzles which the 
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hearer needs to interpret, the joke eventually ends with a punch line.  The 

punch line itself requires interpretation, and this can only be done successfully 

if the joke is told in the correct sequential and temporal order, in this case, 

that the events of ‘last night’ be told before the events of ‘the next morning’. 

Therefore, each event matters to the overall structure of the telling, and as 

Sacks states, “The story, then, acts as a coherent package for a bunch of 

components” (1978, p.259). 

Openings in telephone conversation 

I have previously discussed Schegloff’s (1968) work on sequencing in 

conversational openings with respect to CA’s insistence on rigorous 

description of empirical patterns rather than quantitative measures of 

phenomena (see chapter 2). In this seminal study, he formulated that dyadic 

telephone conversations open systematically with a summons-answer29 

sequence which enables the interaction to take place. In subsequent work, 

Schegloff (1986) showed that mundane telephone calls typically open with a 

core set of sequences which follow the initial summons-answer sequence. An 

identification/recognition sequence establishes the situated identities of both 

participants, then a greeting sequence before initial enquiries (how are you?) 

sequence that provide a coordinated entry into the reason for the call.  

Crucially though, in institutional calls, the greetings and howareyou 

sequences are routinely deleted from the interaction as they are not usually 

relevant for such encounters, thus highlighting the task-oriented nature of 

institutional calls (Whalen and Zimmerman, 1987; Zimmerman, 1992; 

Raymond and Zimmerman, 2007; Heritage and Clayman, 2010; Lopriore et 

al, 2017). Whalen and Zimmerman (1987) suggest that the opening sequences 

of emergency calls are ‘reduced’. That is, the greetings and enquiries 

sequences are absent but not missing since they are not required, thus 

promoting the reason for call to the caller’s first turn (see extract 3.1). This 

type of setting specific feature relates to what Drew and Heritage (1992) call 

the ‘institutional fingerprints’ of service type encounters. 

 
29 The summons is the ringing telephone, and the answer occurs when the other party 
attends to  the telephone in response. 
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Extract 3.1  Whalen and Zimmerman (1987, p.174) 

01 D: Mid-City Emergency  

02 C: Um yeah (.) somebody jus' vandalized my car,  

03 D: What's your address.  

04 C: Thirty three twenty two: Elm.  

05 D: Is this uh house or an apartment.  

06 C: Ih tst uh house  

07 D: Uh- your las' name.  

08 C: Minsky,  

09 D: How you spell it.  

10 C: M. I. N. S. K. Y.  

11 D: Wull sen' somebody out to see you.  

12 C: Than' you.  

13 D: Umhm bye.  

14 C: Bye. 

In this example from Whalen and Zimmerman (1987) we can see how 

different this call is when compared to Schegloff's (1968; 1986) description 

of mundane telephone interactions. The summons-answer sequence remains, 

as does identification of the called party, however, there is no reciprocating 

identifier, recognition, or initial enquiries. The reason for the call takes 

priority, and the interrogative series minimally supplies sufficient information 

to accomplish the institutional task (sending somebody out). The 'reduced' 

aspect of the opening is favourable to this setting; it is normative rather than 

deviant.  

To return briefly to Schegloff’s (1968; 1986; 2004) observations on telephone 

interactions and answering the phone, it is likely that the answerer (the 

summoned party) will utter a designed institutional response when answering 

the call, such as naming the department and stating their own name. 

Juxtaposed with this preference for identification, the complainant, as 

summoner, is responsible for stating the reason for contact at the beginning 

of the call. Having initiated the interaction, the complainant is instigating 

what Schegloff (2004) terms a ‘designed conversation’ with a relevant matter 

requiring attention. This highlights the task driven feature of institutional talk 

and is a point I will return to towards the end of this chapter.  
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I will now show that although the talk is occasioned, turn by turn, there are 

particular phases of activity relevant to all encounters which work to 

accomplish the overall institutional project. The exploration of overall 

structure of institutional calls can be seen in previous CA studies, such as 

Zimmerman, 1992 (emergency calls in USA), Lopriore et al, 2017 (Australian 

telehealth service), Morgan and Muskett, 2020 (NHS 111 service) and is 

therefore an established approach. I will show in the analytical chapters that 

follow that the complainable can appear in myriad slots in the complaint call, 

and ‘that and how’ it can be re-launched multiple times. Before closing this 

chapter, I will discuss three cases where the recording begins with a 

complainable or reason for calling. As this does not fit with the rest of my 

dataset as a first activity, I will need to examine these data for any indication 

of deviance or other possible explanation. 

3.1 The phases of activity in a typical call 

To analyse the structural features of the complaint call it is necessary to parse 

the interaction into its component parts, that is, to define the specific phases 

of activity30 that both participants routinely co-construct. With this chapter, 

my intention is to introduce the normatively expected phases of activity that 

orient to the institutional work to be done in the course of the encounter.  

As a complaint telling lies at the core of each and every encounter, with 

recipiency and eventual problem-solving as an institutional requirement, it is 

expected that each element is routinely attended to within the course of the 

interaction. Whereas some elements (personal information gathering and 

interrogative series) have scope regarding overall positioning, they are found 

to be omnipresent by way of being essential components of complaint receipt. 

Although each encounter is recognisably idiosyncratic and particularised to 

the occasion, it has been observed that a basic complaint call31 consists of the 

following phases: - 

 
30 This type of phased structure is discussed in Heritage and Clayman (2010) with respect 
to primary care encounters; see also Zimmerman (1992) for phases of activities in 
emergency calls. 
31 'Introduction to the study' and 'consent taking' are applicable only to the encounters 
that have been collected for the study. These activities would not be indicative of non-
study calls. 
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1.  Opening - greetings/identification,  

                      reason for call,  

                      introduction to the study32, 

                      consent taking. 

2.  Re-launching the call - (personal information gathering 1st opportunity), 

                                            complaint elicitation. 

3.  Complaint narrative. 

4.  CH response - (interrogative series), 

                            move to institutional task, 

                            (personal information gathering- 2nd opportunity). 

5.  Closing. 

 

By way of introduction, I will now provide a rudimental account of each 

phase. Note that the finely grained details of an analysis will not be stated 

here but will appear in subsequent chapters, arising in the same order of 

emergence from the data. 

 

    1. Opening 

Openings occupy a key position in telephone interactions since any deviation 

from a normative pattern may have consequences for the trajectory of the call. 

In institutional calls, this could impede or halt progressivity of institutional 

business. Notwithstanding my request for consent to record telephone calls 

from the very beginning of the interaction (Schegloff's (1986) summons-

answer device), regrettably my data lack their true openings33. Although, with 

the added consideration that some trusts triage calls before transferring to a 

senior complaint handler, these beginnings may in some instances have been 

lost anyway. I am therefore unable to empirically state what has featured in 

the interactions prior to the complaint handler pressing the record button. This 

is unfortunate since it renders my data deficient of specific sequences which 

 
32 Introduction to the study and consent taking apply only to encounters recorded 
specifically for this research. 
33 As a recap, it was deemed incongruous with ethical practice to record complainants 
until they had been invited to partake in research and had given their express permission 
to be recorded for research purposes.  
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shape the ensuing talk. However, it is still possible to make some empirical 

claims of prior (unrecorded) activities based on the evidence provided by 

subsequent sequences and turns; for example, backward directing talk 

(Beach, 1993), and the functions of turn-initial ‘so’ (Bolden, 2008; 2009)34.  

 

This being the case, I can only enquire of call handlers (CH) and produce 

anecdotal illustrations of these missing components rather than provide robust 

empirical evidence. A typical initial greeting might be ‘Hello Complaints, X 

speaking’, or a similar version with the added standard institutional 

component ‘How can I help?’ (Heritage and Robinson, 2006; Hofstetter, 

2016). Complainant (COM) responses typically contain a return greeting 

followed by a gloss of the complainable, for example 'Hello, it’s about a 

complaint I’m looking to make just about a service within the hospital' (from 

the dataset); or perhaps a broader expression of dissatisfaction without 

specific reference to a complaint target; and may or may not provide their 

name in their initial turn in response to the call recipient giving their name 

(Sacks, 1992). These preliminaries will then be unpacked during the course 

of the interaction, within the appropriate activity phase. 

 

Following opening greetings/identification, the call handler generally seeks 

confirmation that the caller is telephoning about their own healthcare 

experience, with a turn such as, ‘Is it in relation to your own treatment an care 

or on behalf of someone’ (excerpt from the dataset). This is a standard trust-

wide enquiry which is additionally valuable in excluding third-party callers 

from the study. While CHs can accept a third-party complaint by telephone, 

they must ensure that the patient/service user agrees to the complaint being 

made on their behalf; and should obtain written consent (where possible) 

before formal investigation can begin. For the purposes of the study, third-

party calls were excluded due to the potential complexities in obtaining 

written consent and linking it with the recording35. 

 

 
34 Turn-initial ‘so’ will be discussed in chapter 4. 
35 Discussed in detail in chapter 2. 
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In line with study protocol, it is the CH’s decision whether to invite 

complainants to participate in the study and consenting complainants must 

provide verbal consent which should be captured on the recording. Following 

this orientation to ‘research study’, the CH is then tasked with restarting 

institutional business (reason for call). I will refer to this stage as ‘re-

launching’ the call. 

 

    2. Re-launching the call 

The data show that the call may be re-launched by one of two activities. These 

are: - 

(a) the CH initiates an interrogative series specifically to gather personal 

identifying information from the complainant (first opportunity),  

(b) the CH initiates the complaint via an elicitation. 

 

(a) Personal information gathering          

Most commonly in my corpus, the CH moves to gathering personal 

information from the complainant. Specifically, these details are name, 

address, postcode, date of birth and telephone number; generally assumed to 

be easily answered. A possible reason for the prevalence of this particular 

activity in this structural location (first opportunity) is that more calls were 

recorded by an individual call handler who adheres to a pro-forma, and unless 

derailed by a complainant’s competing project, almost always re-launches 

calls by gathering personal details. The reason for recording personal details, 

particularly at an early stage of the call, could be that the CH is already 

aligned with forming an official record of the complaint. This may display an 

orientation to the complainant that they are being taken seriously, and the 

gathering of facts signals some onward progression of the complaint. My data 

show that this phase of activity fits equally well in a deferred position, which 

arises at some point after the complaint narrative. 

 

A typical first opportunity sequence is illustrated in extract 3.2 which picks 

up at the start of recording. 
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Extract 3.2         5-C/190404_0006/1 

1   CH:      Let me just take some details for yourself.  

2            Wha’ did you say your name was hagain? 

3   COM:     <Sean Adrian Higgins>=  

4   CH:      =Love[ly        ] 

5   COM:          [>Two gees<] 

6   CH:      °Two gees°. Lovely. 

7   CH:      And hwhat’s your date ov birth hplease? 

8   COM:     <Sixteen of the sixth, forty five> 

9   CH:      Forty five. And your addhress mister Higghins? 

10  COM:     Flat thirty one,  

11  CH:      [Ahuh   ] 

12  COM:     [Fifty f]ive, Millview Crescent, 

13  CH:      Fifty five Mill[view:   ] 

14  COM:                    [Portway.] 

15  COM:     Yeh. 

16  CH:      Gardens, Portway  

17  CH:      And what’s the postcode there please. 

18  COM:     Bee tee nine zed, 

19  CH:      Ahhuh. 

20  COM:     four ay hdee 

21  CH:      And what’s the best telephone number for yih? 

 

We can observe a similar style of questioning by a different CH (extract 3.3) 

which appears after the complaint narrative and prior to an orientation to 

problem-solving. Where personal information gathering emerges at this point 

of the interaction, it is referred to as second opportunity. The opening and 

closing turns (marked with arrows) provide some evidence that this is not the 

start of the call, and that the complaint narrative has already been heard.  
 

Extract 3.3         3-A/190204_0005/1  
1   CH:à     So if I could jus take< some ehm more deitails, 

2   COM:     Okay= 

3   CH:      =ehm Can I ehm jus check the spelling of your  

4            first name=Is that Shannon ess aitch ay en en 

5            oh en? 

6   COM:     Yes. 

7   CH:      And Makennah em cee kay ee en en ay?  

8   COM:     That’s right hyip. 
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9   CH:      And are you miss mi:z or missus= 

10  COM:     =MI:::Zah, de:vorced Huhuh. 

11  CH:      m(h)m 

12  CH:      And your address miz Maikenna? 

13  COM:     Ah eighteen silverwood park, (.) ballyfee, (0.2)  

14           bee tee nine zed two ay en. 

15  CH:      Bee tee nine hzed? 

16  COM:     Two ay en 

17  CH:      En and silverhwood? 

18  COM:     Silveriwood, ess eye el vee ee arr double you oh 

19           oh dee. 

20           (1.0) 

21  CH:      Okay=I’m sorry I didn’t catch th-after that  

22           silverwood?  

23  COM:     iPark  

24  CH:      iPark   

25  COM:     [Yeh  

26  CH:      [Ballyfee, 

27  COM:     Yeh. 

28  CH:      Bee tee nine zed two [ay en] 

29  COM:                          [Ay en] 

30  CH:      .hh A:nd ehm .pt ca:n I take your date of birth 

31           iplease. 

32  COM:     Yeah twenty fifth ov tha fifth sixty iseven. 

33  CH:      Twenty fifth ov tha fifth sixty iseven. 

34           (0.5) 

35  CH:à    Oka:y ahm: (.) .pt that is grheat, ehm [I   ]= 

36  COM:                                            [Okay]. 

37  CH:      =>will get that typed up to<-for you,  

 

Personal information gathering, which is found in every encounter, 

canonically fits into either of the two slots. There is an observable difference 

in the design of the two examples shown above, and I will show later in this 

thesis (chapter 5, section 5.2) that those found at second opportunity are 

invariably marked as occurring late in the encounter. Complainants orient to 

personal information gathering as a typical feature of the call and do not 

question its relevance to the overall project.  
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 A further point of interest is that, in contrast to many institutional settings, 

the CH is not inputting any of these details into a computer to access the 

caller’s records. In Kevoe-Feldman's (2018) analysis of customer service 

calls to an electronic repair facility, the data show that representatives can 

look up the repair status of customers’ items on the computer tracking system. 

Therefore, when a customer calls to make an enquiry, the representative will 

ask for their repair number prior to retrieving the appropriate information 

from the computer, as illustrated in extract 3.4. 

 

Extract 3.4           (Kevoe-Feldman, 2018, p.106-107)    
1   Rep:      ‘Morning. Jack Camera. This ‘s Lorraine.  

2             (.) 

3   Cus:      .hh Good morning. I’m calling da check 

4             on ah lo:ng lo:ng awaited repai:r. 

5             .hh warranty repair? 

6   Rep:      Okay. Can I have thuh repair number. 

7   Cus:      Yes ma’am. Uh:: lemme jus’ see if I 

8             can find it.=here, 

                   ((lines omitted)) 

23  Rep:      Okay. .hh We ga:ve Ca:non thee approval, 

24            .hh to go ahead with th’ r’pairs. 

25            .hh So hopefully it will not 

26            be much longer. 

 

Of course, Kevoe-Feldman’s (2018) study relates to a customer service 

encounter, which is a different setting to the healthcare complaints handling 

call. My data display a tangible difference in knowledge of the problem 

presentation in that the CH is not accessing the caller’s records to confirm or 

deny any aspect of what the complainant is saying. The complainant has more 

access to knowledge about their complaint; and the CH has more access to 

the complaints handling process. This asymmetry is locally managed through 

information transfer and question-answer sequences.  

 

Consider the following example of how the complainant and CH collaborate 

in establishing the dates of hospital attendance. The complainant can recall 
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the day and the number of weeks since the appointment but relies on the CH 

to pinpoint a specific date through working together. 

 

Extract 3.5           18-C/190510_0006/1    5:39 
1    COM:     .hh The:n we got a ca:ll back to go (0.5) EH:  

2             (0.2) uh now let=me=see what it’s only now iwhat  

3             month are we in n[owi     ] 

4    CH:                       [We’re=in] May, 

5    COM:     We’re in May= 

6    CH:      =Yes tiday= 

7    COM:     =An [it ] was ju:st two-it was ih Wen:s-#ih= 

8    CH:          [Yes] 

9    COM:     =Wen::sday= 

10   COM:     =it’s not two weeks, three weeks ago. 

11   CH:      Wednesday hthree weeks agoh. Ohkay. 

12            So that probably woulda be#e::n= let’s see, 

13   COM:     hWhat date does that make it= 

14   CH:      =hTryin to look at ma calendar here for ya=the  

15            sevenhteenth of April? 

16            (0.6) 

17   COM:     Aye: well it was seventeenth [(         )] 

18   CH:                                   [hAround    ] that  

19            date, does that sound ri:ght. Around middle of 

20             April? 

 

The CH can only arrive at a possible date in co-operation with the 

complainant; she does not have access to such details while the interaction is 

in progress. Again, in extract 3.6 from the same call and several minutes later, 

we can see that the CH is relying solely on information provided by the 

complainant and accepts that temporal details are possibly not accurate. 

 

Extract 3.6          18-C/190510_0006/2 

1    COM:     The day: that Doctor Lees give me that ep-wor:d,  

2             it was the tenth of February (.) no the tenth of 

3            (0.5), 

4    CH:      Aprhil= 

5    COM:     =April= 

6    CH:      =Mmhmm 
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7    COM: à  Becau::se, (0.2) >Oh it was the tenth< .h o-now 

8             tenth of March=What are we into now >we’re into 

9             May now<=, 

10   CH:      =May=>You told me you had that wee appointment< 

11            the middle of April. 

12   COM:     Ay:e, >so it must’ve bin the tenth< becau::se  

13            hthat was the day:h I was getting paid (.) ma 

14            first pension payment. 

15   CH:      Right. 

 

This sequence arises sometime after the initial attempt to establish the 

appointment date. Now the complainant has realised it was the tenth (Line 7), 

uttered with turn-initial 'oh' (Heritage, 1984) and a faster pace of talk. He 

remarks on the sad irony of being given the news that his condition is terminal 

at the same time as his pension payments began.  

 

The CH is only able to provide confirmation based on what the speaker has 

already told her during the interaction. This highlights that the complainant, 

as the person with ownership of the experience, is more knowledgeable of 

events but not necessarily equipped with accurate factual information 

regarding temporality. However, the complainant's account is sufficiently 

complete as to allow the CH to compile her initial report of complaint receipt. 

 

    Invoking possible trouble    

(a) Hospital numbers 

A further observation linked to this phase relates somewhat to Kevoe-

Feldman's (2018) study. I mentioned that in her data, representatives ask 

customers for their repair number which is then input to the computer system 

to retrieve the customer's record. Although uncommon, some of my data show 

an orientation to hospital numbers as being an optional element that can be 

incorporated into personal information gathering.  

 

In extract 3.7 below the CH invokes the hospital number as being pertinent to 

finding out more information (Lines 3-4).  
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Extract 3.7        13-B/190419_0006/1 
1   CH:      Okay. (.) .hhh Right I’m goin to see what hI can 

2            find outh, 

3       à   Ahm I need your:-Do you d-know your hospital    

4            number Pamela? 

5   COM:     I don’t. 

6   CH:      Right okay. 

7   CH:      .hhh Can you give me your address and your date 

8            of birth then. 

 

The turn begins with 'Ahm I need your:-' which is abandoned and repaired to 

'Do you know your hospital number?', a yes/no interrogative (YNI) which 

suggests that not knowing the number is a reasonable response. The 

reformulated design of the turn to an interrogative is achieved immediately 

after the TCU containing the trouble source ('need'), thereby at the earliest 

(and preferred) opportunity for self-repair (Schegloff et al, 1977). It would 

not have been incorrect for the CH to say that she 'needs' a hospital number, 

but the design of the repaired turn reduces the expectation projected by the 

repairable. By reformulating her turn as a YNI, a conforming response is 

constrained to either yes or no, rather than a dispreferred qualified account 

for not knowing. However, the response 'I don't' is not type-conforming in 

terms of the grammatical form of the question but does attend to the course 

of action proposed by it (Raymond, 2003).  

 

Furthermore, it is unproblematic that the complainant does not know her 

hospital number and the CH merely moves to the information gathering phase 

as an alternative, 'Can you give me your address and date of birth then' (Lines 

7-8). It is the addition of turn final 'then' that gives the turn an alternative 

aspect. This may evidence an institutional assumption that many patients do 

not know their hospital number, therefore the extended information gathering 

phase is a necessity. 

 

An example of the complainant's orientation to providing his hospital number 

can be seen in extract 3.8, although the information gathering phase has 

already been completed at this point. The complainant mentioned during his 
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complaint narrative that he had received a letter from the hospital 'today' 

regarding his appointment. Familiarity with such letters allows us to suppose 

that the patient's hospital number is printed on the letter, which he most likely 

has to hand. Therefore, in offering to provide it he is working collaboratively 

with the CH who affirms that it is not required as she can find him 'on the 

system'. This is an action that will be performed after the phone call has 

ended, with respect to progressing the complaint to the appropriate managers. 

 

Extract 3.8        27-C/190905_0018/1  
1   COM: à  =Do you need my hospital number as well? 

2   CH:      Ah no, I have your address an your: your date ov 

3            [birth]= 

4   COM:     [Ahuh ]  

5   CH:      =so thur-they’re identifi:able information so 

6            I’ll be able to [find yih] on the system. 

7   COM:                     [Mmhmm   ] 

 

In the next example, we can see in the CH's response that the complainant's 

offer to supply a hospital number is 'useful'. 

 

Extract 3.9         15-B/190409_0006/1 
1   COM:     Do you want my hahhspital number? 

2   CH:      hYeah that would be useful. 

3   COM:     Ah yeh=Dee bee (.) two eight (.) four four seven 

4            ione. 

5   CH:      That’s griand. 

 

Therefore, both participants may orient to patients' unique hospital numbers 

as being 'useful' information since they are the most efficient way to access 

an electronic record, similar to Kevoe-Feldman's (2018) repair numbers; but 

they are not essential. Thus, the personal information gathering phase is 

essential as without it the complaint goes no further.  

 

(b) Telephone numbers 

Whereas explicating details such as name, address and date of birth is 

relatively unproblematic, (notwithstanding the omnipresent possibility of 
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problems in hearing, speaking, and understanding (also spelling and so on)), 

there is an added dimension to telephone numbers. Overwhelmingly, call 

handlers construct their turns to extract the complainant's preferred telephone 

number by asking 'what's the best telephone number for you?'. This can be 

seen in extracts 3.10 and 3.11, along with typical methods of delivery and 

typical receipt accomplished via CH repetition. 

 

Extract 3.10      6-C/190404_0007/1 

1   CH:      And what’s the best telephone number for yih 

2            Nihgel? 

3   COM:     Zero one x three htwo, 

4   CH:      Zero one x ithree itwo 

5   COM:     Three seven, 

6   CH:      Ahhah, 

7   COM:     Five seven, 

8   CH:      Yep, 

9   COM:     Five nine. 

10  CH:      Lovely= 

 

Extract 3.11      16-C/190509_0004/1 
1   CH:      Lovely=And what’s the best telephone number for 

2            yih. 

3   COM:     Ah: mobile zero seven one, 

4   CH:      Aha: 

5   COM:     Nine two nine one (.) six five three. 

6   CH:      D'jou mind if I call that back to you to make 

7            sure I have  

8            it correct.  

9   COM:     (Go ahead) 

10  CH:      Ahm oh seven one nine two nine one one six five 

11           hthree. 

12  COM:     Y:ep that’s it= 

 

On other occasions the CH is able to recite the number to the complainant. 

Examples of this appear when the caller cannot remember the number and/or 

orients to the number appearing on the CH's screen (below). 
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Extract 3.12       1-A/190116_0002/1 

1   CH:      .hh Okay .hh a:nd can I take a contact 

2            htelephone number for you Miss Hart. 

3   COM:     Are you able to see the number ahm phonin hoff 

4            fer it’s just an it’s a new phone number so I’m  

5            not isure what it (h)acs(h)ually (h)is.= 

6   CH:      =hYes it’s oh seven ((reads number)) 

 

Extract 3.13      10-C/190503_0016/1 

1   CH:      And hwhat’s the best telehphone hnumber for you 

2            hGina? 

3   COM:     It doesn’t come up on the screen idoes hit. 

4   CH:      °Let me see hold on,° We’ve new phones and it 

5            moves that quickly= 

6   CH:      Yip=Oh seven ((reads number)) 

 

Extract 3.14      8-C/190409_0010/1 

1   CH:      And hwhat’s the best telephone number for yih? 

2   COM:     .hh This one that I’ve rang on. 

3            ((CH retrieves number from screen)) 

 

Or alternatively, the CH herself refers to the number displayed on her 

telephone's display screen and checks that it is the 'best' contact number for 

the complainant. 
          

Extract 3.15      14-B/190604_0007/1 
1   CH:      .hhh Right ahm now c-is this the best number- is 

2            this your mobile number that you’re callin me 

3            from. 

4   COM:     Aye aye. 

5   CH:      Is this the best number to contact you [on] 

6   COM:               [Oh] gawd 

7            aye aye. 

8   CH:      Right okay. 

9            (0.5) 

10  CH:      .hh So it’s oh seven one ((reads number)) 

 

These practices reflect how interactants collaboratively manage the 

transmission of potentially troublesome information. Firstly, the complainant 
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typically recites their number in manageable chunks, and where they do not, 

the CH recites the number back for clarification. Secondly, the CH asks for 

the 'best' telephone number, that is, the one which best suits the complainant 

for a return call. Finally, there is an orientation to the possible redundancy of 

asking for a number which the CH already has access to on her screen. 

Perhaps the least burdensome questioning technique for complainants is 

illustrated in extract 3.15, where the CH checks that the incoming number is 

the best number, and then reads it back to the caller. 

 

    Complainant's competing first action 

My collection of recordings provides one example of the complainant 

launching the first action post opening phase. The extract below (3.16) 

represents the beginning of the recording with the CH's first turn most likely 

her response to gaining verbal consent (although I have no empirical evidence 

for this).  

 

Extract 3.16      7-C/190404_0009/1 

1   CH:      Thank you very much. 

2   COM: à  .hh Ahm fir-first of all, just before we start, 

3            in case I need to contact-tact you, could you 

4            give me an address: for yourself?= 

5   CH:      =Oh su:re yes, it’s the (.) second hfloor, 

6   COM:     .hh ah: Just ah just a minute,=  

7   CH:      Okay. 

8   COM:     =ah please sorry, 

9            (1.0) 

10  COM:     Ah: second floor, yes? 

11  CH:      Bradbury House, 

12  COM:     .hh Bradbury House=how do you spell that, bee? 

                  ((Ten lines omitted, address details)) 

23  CH:      That’s it ye:s yes. 

24  COM:     Tha-that’s hit aha O-[okay]. 

25  CH:                           [Ohkay], 

26  CH: à   hWhat’s your name again, sorry? 

27  COM:     Ah my name’s ah Craig Tranter tee ar ay en tee 

28           ee ar. 

29  CH:      Tee ar (.) ay? 
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30  COM:     Ay en tee ee ar. 

31  CH:      Lovely=And what’s your date of birth please? 

 

Rather than the CH initiating the personal information gathering phase or 

complaint elicitation as first move, it is the complainant's agenda that gets 

launched first. He pre-announces (Schegloff, 2007) an imminent action, 'Ahm 

fir-first of all, just before we start' thereby acknowledging that he is delaying 

the start of 'official business'. He then provides an account for his action, 'in 

case I need to contact-tact you' before the embedded question surfaces deep 

into the turn 'could you give me an address: for yourself?'. Despite the second 

person reflexive 'yourself', the CH orients to this as a request for her address 

as a representative of the institution. After this unanticipated but 

unproblematic sequence, the CH shifts the activity to the institutional agenda 

and launches the personal information gathering phase (Line 26).  

 

Personal information gathering is one of two possible projects undertaken in 

the re-launch. I will now describe the second, the complaint elicitation. 

 

(b) Complaint elicitation/resumption 

The elicitation is the CH’s first position turn which assigns a specific action - 

to prompt the complainant into their complaint narrative in second position. 

In this way, it facilitates the complaint and frames upcoming talk as troubles 

related. Typical elicitations such as 'And what’s happened' or ‘How can I help 

you’ are quite common in the dataset. I will ultimately show that the design 

of elicitations can vary, but its presence seems to be a normative feature of 

the complaint handling call. 

 

All the complaint calls in my dataset contain either an elicitation, a 

resumption or both36. Where both occur, they are either separate TCUs 

latched in the same turn, or they appear in adjacent turns. A feature of latching 

is that both turns are locked together by a single topic, and it is the juxta 

positioning of both parts that sets up a preferred response. Sacks (1987) states 

 
36 Chapter 4 is dedicated to elicitations and resumptions. 
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that the relative positioning of two questions in a turn displays a preference 

for agreement and, as a general rule, the order of answers is reversed to the 

order of the questions to preserve contiguity. For example, 

 

A: Well that's good uh how is yer arthritis. Yuh still taking shots? 

B: Yeah. Well it's, it's awright I mean it's uh, it hurts once 'n a while but it's  

okay.  (Sacks, 1987, pp. 59/60). 

 

A's turn comprises two questions, and B's has two answers, with the first 

being an answer to the second question and the second is the answer to the 

first question.  

 

An elicitation with two questions, such as, '.hh hHow can I help you mister 

Higgins=hWhat’s happened?' would then prompt the complainant to respond 

to the second question first. However, as I will discuss in chapter 4, both are 

open questions that elicit a complaint narrative as a responsive action and 

thereby, there is no obvious distinction. Here, however, the second question 

'What's happened?' seems more persuasive as a complaint elicitor than 'How 

can I help you?' which may simply initiate a gloss of the issue rather than a 

narrative telling. I will discuss this is more detail in the next chapter and 

provide an example of 'How can I help?' as not being sufficient to prompt a 

complaint telling in second position (see extract 4.1). 

 

Extract 3.17 illustrates how the elicitation (Lines 11-12) can re-launch the call 

following scripted talk to obtain verbal consent. 

 

Extract 3.17       1-A/190116_0002/2 

1   CH:      .hh So just for the benefit of the recording can  

2            you confirm that you are happy for me to record 

3            this call, 

4   COM:     .hh hYeah that’s fine, 

5   CH:      °Okay°. 

6   CH:      Ehmm you’re free to change your mind at any 

7            hpoint hduring the callh and it won’t affect 

8            your complaint. 
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9   COM:     .hh Okay great=thank you very much .hhh 

10  CH:      °°Okay°°. 

11       à   .hh <So: ehm: if- I:>, do you want to give me 

12            the de:tails then ov your complaint. 

 

Occurring less frequently than elicitations, a resumption of a prior mentioned 

complainable works to ascribe the same responsive action, for example, ‘And 

the appointment what- what is it for’. The CH’s reference to a prior mentioned 

topic (a complainable) facilitates the complaint narrative, while additionally 

constraining the response. My dataset contains six standalone resumptions, 

all of which appear subsequent to personal information gathering as opposed 

to consent sequences. A single example where the prior activity was gaining 

verbal consent was designed as a resumption but with a latched elicitation, as 

follows: - 

  

Extract 3.18       2-A/190122_0004/1 

1   CH:      So you’re [consenting to >the re]hcording<? 

2   COM:            [Okay hthat’s hfine   ]. 

3   CH:      .hh [>Okay< ]  

4   COM:         [I am in]deed iyes. 

5   CH:      Thank you very much I really appreciate that. 

6   CH: à  .pt .hh So: em (0.1) you wished to make a 

7            complaint with regard to the >occupational 

8            therapy department<=Do you want to: em (.) give 

9            me the dehtails and I’ll take those down for 

10           you. 

 

At this point, I am not making any empirical claims about elicitations and 

resumptions, rather I am stating where they occur in the overall structure of 

the complaint handling call. The next chapter will be concerned with detailed 

analyses of elicitations and resumptions, and my findings will then be 

discussed in detail. 

 

    3. Complaint narrative      

This encompasses complainants’ turns in which the telling of the 

complainable occurs (the reason for calling) and is often designed to provide 
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much of the information needed by the CH, with the troublesome experience 

at the centre of the interaction. Methods of accomplishing the complaint 

telling can vary, and many speakers do so through story telling which is 

normatively delivered as a troubles-telling (Weatherall, 2015). One constraint 

on stories, according to Sacks (1978), is that they need to fit appropriately 

into the interaction; thus, they are best placed following the elicitation which 

is designed to initiate their telling. Emerging in a fitted position in the 

interaction affords the complainant the interactional space to deliver their 

agenda on their own terms. In order to project an upcoming story or to signal 

its completion, speakers deploy various interactional features which I will 

discuss in subsequent chapters. An alternative structure for relaying the 

complaint is through an interrogative series where the CH produces a series 

of follow-up questions, after a more succinct complaint telling. 

 

    4. Complaint response 

In the environment of problem-solving, the CH’s response to the complaint 

narrative is typically either an immediate move to an interrogative series or 

to the institutional task where an offer to assist becomes relevant. 

Occasionally, an apology or assessment may be produced at the beginning of 

the response.  

 

(a) Interrogative series 

CHs are tasked with ensuring they gather all relevant details so that a formal 

complaint can be forwarded to the appropriate directorate for investigation; 

or that enquiries can be expedited. As often referenced in the interaction, CHs 

are participating in dual activities (Zimmerman, 1992) and making written 

notes while interacting with callers. They may not record all pertinent details 

on first hearing, or it might be necessary to discern specific points for clarity. 

Furthermore, complaint narratives may be long and detailed meaning that 

every aspect required to build a legitimate complaint cannot be captured in 

writing as it unfolds. Therefore, a series of questioning may be necessary to 

satisfy the institutional requirement. Typical questions are designed to elicit 

third-party formulations, temporal, and spatial formulations to help establish 

names, timelines and places with contextual details. The interrogative series 
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is distinct from the personal information gathering phase which is designed 

to elicit a finite sequence of detail, and systematically emerges at one of two 

possible positions. Moreover, the call handler must be clear on identifying 

which matters, of a possible multitude of complainables, are central to the 

complainant’s agenda. 

 

(b) Institutional task 

Subsequent to the telling of the complaint (the reason for calling), the CH 

switches activity to that of institutional task. As the focus of interaction moves 

from "the teller and his experience" to "the problem and its properties" 

(Jefferson and Lee, 1981, p.411) participants orient to the environment of 

'service encounter'. Therefore, the giving of advice and offers of assistance 

arise during this phase. The type of offer is contingent on the problem and 

may be an offer to make preliminary enquiries or to forward the matter for 

investigation by senior management as a formal complaint. As trusts differ 

somewhat in how they receive complaints, their processes also vary with 

initial complaint receipt. After the complaint telephone call, call handlers at 

one trust send a typed version of the ‘record of complaint’ (transcript) to each 

complainant for approval before return to the complaints department. It is 

then logged as a formal complaint and forwarded for investigation. An 

alternative process applies for a trust that does not require a written complaint. 

Here, the CH follows an institutional process whereby s/he formally lodges 

the complaint and forwards to the appropriate department for investigation 

once the verbal complaint has been received. These two processes fit a ‘What 

I’ll do for you’ type of response and are delivered through specific offer 

formats which display orientations to the institution and the call handler role 

as fulfilling a crucial first step in complaints handling. 

 

Occasionally the CH offers the complainant the option of choosing which 

route they would like to pursue in a bid to resolve their complaint; that is a 

formal or informal complaint, or to proceed initially with enquiries. Another 

response is for the CH to enquire of the complainant what they would like to 

happen because of the call. Weatherall (2015) refers to this as ‘acceptable 

resolution’ and is rare in my dataset. Regardless of process, the complainant’s 
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normative expectation is that the CH’s response should relay an explanation 

of next steps and a clear future plan of action. 

 

    6. Closing 

Previous research in closings in conversation (Button, 1987; Schegloff and 

Sacks, 1973) has shown that ‘goodbyes’ are generally the terminal units of 

closing calls, but much interactional work to close down the call can precede 

these sequences. I am interested in examining sequences which intervene and 

move 'out of closings' (Button, 1987), participants' moves to close the call 

which may not be successful such as types of pre-closings; and complainants’ 

resistance to terminating the call. Complaint narratives are often re-opened 

towards the end of the call and the interest lies in how closings of topics are 

negotiated and accomplished in this setting. This may correlate with Feo and 

LeCouteur's (2017) suggestion that moving too soon to problem solving may 

be seen as disregarding the complaint; or complainants may be reluctant to 

close the call because they regard their complaint as unheard. In chapter 6, I 

will examine closings of both interactional projects and calls as a 'single 

encounter' to uncover the systematic features that participants orient to for 

this specific setting. 

 

Now that I have briefly described each phase of activity, I will apply this 

framework to a single complaint call which fits the typical trajectory.  

 

Mapping out a basic complaint handling call 

By way of background information, the complainant has previously attended 

hospital with a shoulder injury and is now calling the complaints department 

regarding a telephone interaction sometime after her injury. The complaint 

target is the secretary of the fracture clinic consultant, previously telephoned 

by the COM to discuss her review appointment. She describes to the CH how 

she had mentioned to her GP, the possibility of cancelling her appointment at 

the fracture clinic and perhaps having a telephone consultation with the 

specialist instead. The complainant’s displayed stance is that she was trying 

to ‘do a good thing’ in freeing up a valuable resource, while the secretary is 
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more focused on her reluctance (or inability) to seek leave of absence from 

her employment to attend the appointment. While intersubjective 

understanding between the complainant and the CH in the current encounter 

is unproblematic, there appears to have been some difficulty when the COM 

telephoned the secretary. Hence the complaint in progress about the 

uncooperative secretary’s disagreeable attitude. Rather than include every 

line, I have omitted lines where appropriate. Line numbering continues as for 

the entire call. 

 

The phases of activity are as follows: - 

1. Opening 

2. Personal information gathering 

3. Complaint elicitation 

4. Complaint narrative 

5. Interrogative series 

6. Institutional task 

7. Closing 

 

    1. Opening - includes greetings/identification, reason for call and consent 

taking. 

Absent from the recording but assumed to have occurred consistent with 

explanations described above. 

 

    2. Personal information gathering. 

 

Extract 3.19       19-C/190517_0008/1 
1    CH:      Okay is ih-is it in relation to your own  

2             htreatment and careh, 

3    COM:     It is, it is yeah. 

4    CH:      What’s your name please. 

5    COM:     It’s Megan Stevens. 

 

Recording begins with an opening project to establish that the caller is 

phoning to discuss her own treatment and care. This is an institutional 
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requirement and according to the various complaints departments, should be 

the initial question in all calls. Thus, this first question is 'institutionally 

mandated' (Lopriore et al, 2017) and relates to specific institutional 

requirements pertaining to consent and confidentiality of a possible third-

party caller. The CH's turn initial 'Okay' (Line 1) displays a transition between 

this turn and the prior as an activity switch (Beach, 1993) to institutional 

business. The CH then re-launches the call with a sequence of personal 

information gathering interrogatives (not shown), beginning with a standard 

wh-question “What’s your name please”. She then provides a series of ‘And 

prefaced’ interrogatives which Heritage and Sorjonen (1984) suggest are used 

in informal (medical) encounters to link preceding question-answer pairs, and 

to indicate that the questions are routine in nature (not shown)37.   

 

    3. Complaint elicitation 

 

Extract 3.20        19-C/190517_0008/2 
      ((Personal information gathering sequence, not shown)) 

6    COM:     That's it (.) Yeh= 

7    CH:      =Perfe:ct= 

8    CH:      =An:d hhow can I ihelp yih? 

 

The COM's turn shown at line 6 is responsive to the CH's repetition of final 

information exchange (phone number), to which the CH provides a sequence 

closing third. Although 'Perfe:ct' seems to be an assessment of the prior turn, 

Antaki et al (2000) claim that high grade assessments (HGA) in this position 

are not tied to the informational content of the preceding turn, but rather are 

task-oriented devices which signal movement through a series of questions. 

The and-fronted complaint elicitation is latched to the HGA ‘=An:d hhow 

can I help yih?’ (Line 8) suggesting it is also a routine question for the CH 

(Heritage and Sorjonen, 1984). Grammatically formed as a wh-question, the 

elicitation works to elicit the complaint narrative in second position. 

 

 
37 I will discuss this phenomenon more fully in chapter 4 which is dedicated to complaint 
elicitations. 
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    4. Complaint narrative. 

 

Extract 3.21         19-C/190517_0008/3 
9    COM:     hWell what it ish I:: ah: dislocated my 

10            shoulder ehm, About ten weeks ago=   

11   CH:      =°Ahuh°= 

12   COM:     =An: ehm ended up in the fracture clinic (.) 

13            fo::r >yihknow to have it examined<, 

14   CH:      Yeah. 

15   COM:     Eh:m now had a particularly bad time in ay an 

16            ee at Upton but, Yihknow ah just sorta thought 

17            well (0.1) let it go because it’s gettin fixed 

18            now, >So that’s fine<, 

19           .hh Ehm but I was sent for a cee tee scan (.) 

20            there a few weeks ago, Got the results from  

21            that ehm, An was invited for a review ehm with 

22            >I think it’s mister Peters<,=  

23   CH:      =Okay=  

24   COM:     =in the hfracture clinich. 
 

The COM’s first responsive turn begins with ‘hWell what it ish’ (Line 9) 

projecting an upcoming extended narrative. Such practices are deployed to 

secure the conversational floor and indicate to the recipient that a suspension 

of the ordinary turn-taking organisation (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 

1974) will be likely. At this point, the CH should align with the project and 

thereby support "the structural asymmetry of the storytelling activity" 

(Stivers, 2008, p.34). 

 

The complainant then references a previous healthcare event by deploying a 

temporal formulation of the past, 'I:: ah: dislocated my shoulder ehm >about 

ten weeks ago<=' and states that she attended the fracture clinic at Upton for 

examination (Lines 9-10 ). Almost as a parenthesis, she mentions that she had 

a bad time at Upton but does not pursue this further. Instead, she states that 

as her arm is now healing, she will 'let it go'. This turn ends with a rush-

through ‘>So that’s fine<’, which is speeded up talk at a point of possible 

completion; employed to secure the next turn (Schegloff, 1981; 1987). It 

could be that by drawing on a potential complainable but not pursuing it, she 
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is reinforcing her stance as a reasonable complainer (Benwell and 

McCreaddie, 2017). 

 

By recounting a past event and providing a named referent (Line 22) and 

location, the speaker’s turns are typical of a storytelling format (Mandelbaum, 

2013) with the relevance of these contextual details to be unpacked. The 

recipient is tasked with recognising this and responding appropriately. The 

CH passes the opportunity to take the conversational floor by providing only 

continuers - response tokens such as ahuh, yeah, right, okay and mmhm. 

Previous research on continuers in storytelling has shown that they take on a 

passive character and do not force the speaker to shape the telling in response 

to them (Mandelbaum, 2013); nor do they give access to the recipient’s stance 

towards the telling. Rather the responses display recipiency and an alignment 

with the activity in progress (Stivers, 2008; Stivers, Mondada and Steensig, 

2011), securing the complainant’s interactional leave to continue. 

 

The COM then moves from background information, in which some 

complainables are embedded (Schegloff, 2005), to the complaint proper. She 

states that she received a follow up appointment which she deemed both 

unnecessary and a waste of healthcare resources. She invokes the support of 

her GP in suggesting a telephone consultation as an alternative to an 

appointment, and subsequently rang the consultant's secretary to arrange this. 

However, the secretary's reaction was not as expected and, according to the 

complainant, her behaviour was unacceptably discourteous.  

 

Extract 3.22        19-C/190517_0008/4 
48   COM:     [.hhh  ] Ehm And she just goes, Well >then ring  

49            your geehpee< 

50   CH:      Right. 

51   COM:     An I was like ehm #o:kay >Like she wa< ho-her 

52             manner was just so:(h)rude and I’ve been through 

53            enough (.) pai:n, And like yihknow I’m jus (0.5) 

54            >I’m kinda at the enda my tether<. 

55            .hh So I said oh ehm is there anyway that maybe 

56            the consultant could-that I could have a 
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57            telephone consultation, 

58            And she just said, iNO (0.2) >we don’t know who 

59             you are<. Yihknow like that it was like a really 

60            iblunt manner, 

61   COM:     SO= 

62   CH:      =Yeah= 

 

A further feature of the speaker’s talk which makes it recognisable as a telling 

is her use of direct reported speech (Lines 48-49), often used to provide an 

account from the speaker’s perspective (Drew, 1998). Also the quotative 'An 

I was like ehm #o:kay' which displays a negative stance to the secretary's 

direct reported speech that the CH may agree with (Fox and Robles, 2010; 

DiDomenico et al, 2020). The COM portrays the secretary as rude, then 

invokes her own pain before reaching the peak of her telling with an idiomatic 

expression, 'and like yihknow I’m jus (0.5) >I’m kinda at the enda my 

tether<'. Drew and Holt (1988) state that idiomatic expressions are a practice 

commonly used where the recipient has not yet demonstrated affiliation with 

the speaker’s stance. At this point of the telling, the CH has responded only 

with tokens, ‘yeah’ and ‘right’, which display acknowledgement. Although 

pertinent to the ongoing activity of conceding interactional space to the 

complainant, she then produces a response which overtly displays affiliation 

with the speaker by providing an assessment of the secretary’s actions (Line 

93). This eventual uptake displays recognition of the telling not just as a story 

but as a complaint that requires further action. 

 

Extract 3.23        19-C/190517_0008/5 
79  COM:     hYihknow ~(h)I(h) was(h)just~ likeh em no I 

80            appreciate that, As I already explained it’s just  

81           (.) I idon’t want to take up an appointment,  

82            >Went through the whole thing again< ehm 

83            then ehm she was just like I said my gee pee 

84             couldn’t understand thuh report and she goes,AHuh 

85              >Your gee pee couldn’t understand thuh hrepor:t?< 

86            HMMH. 

87   CH:      Right. 

88   COM:     hYih:know: an=I=was=like eh:m yea:h so .h >An 

89            she goes <look I will leave the file out to 
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90            speak to Mister Peters >but I’m not promising 

91            anathin<, 

91            .hh An then she goes ehm ah just ri:ng me ba:ck 

92            (.) on Monday (.), And hung up.= 

93    CH:     =Ri[ght that’s not-not right at all,= 

94    COM:       [HHm 

 

    5. Interrogative series.  

The 'No' produced in overlap at line 97 below is responsive to the CH's 

assessment of the secretary's actions (Line 93, extract 3.23 above). A short 

sequence of interrogatives establishes the name of the consultant and a 

timeline of the complainant’s telephone conversation with the secretary. 

Additionally, it initiates another complainable, 'I tried to get her tiday but she 

wouldn’t take ma call' By framing her turn in this way she draws upon the 

inability to reach the secretary today as deliberate, rather than to say that she 

was not available. In this way, she upgrades the complaint almost bringing its 

affront to the present. With a shift to problem-solving now relevant, the CH's 

turn at line 106 (Right oka:y, (0.8) Not a problem) closes the current activity 

and facilitates a move to next activity. 

 

Extract 3.24       19-C/190517_0008/6 
95   CH:      =.hh AH[m So] it’s a Mister Peters isn’t that 

96            right=And his=  

97   COM:            [No. ] 

98   CH:      =[secretary’s] Sonia 

99   COM:      [That’s right. 

100  COM:     Yeah. 

101  CH:      .hh Was this htida:y was it Megan that you spoke  

102            to [her:: wa- 

103  COM:     [No it was that was on Monday [I tried to get=            

104  CH:                                    [Oh right 

105  COM:     =her today but she wouldn’t take ma call. 

106  CH:      Right oka:y, (0.8) Not a problem.  

 

     6. Institutional task   

With a shift to the institutional task of complaint resolution, the CH pre-

announces the action she needs to take as next steps (Lines 107-108) '.hh 
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What I need to do for you Megan, is get this over to tha senior managers there 

in fractures'. By framing the action as a need, she is displaying an orientation 

to institutional processes as an event that is required to happen next in order 

to efficiently handle the complaint. This positions the role of complaints 

handling as a requisite component in the complaints handling process, 

highlighting the significance of optimal complaint recipiency and information 

gathering. The offer is syntactically designed as a pseudo-cleft which places 

emphasis on the phrase 'get this over to tha senior managers there in fractures' 

(Collins, 2015). 

 

Extract 3.25        19-C/190517_0008/7 
107  CH:      .hh What I need to do for you Megan, is get this 

108           over to tha senior managers there in fractures, 

109  CH:      What date was the appointment for that you’d ar- 

110  COM:     Ehm it’s for the fourth of May. 

111  CH:      The fourth of May=Okay. 

              

The complainant then provides an account, not for her complaint but for the 

reason she contacted the secretary in the first instance (she has started a new 

job) (Lines 112-115); with a claim of understanding in response (Line 116). 
 

Extract 3.26        19-C/190517_0008/8 
112  COM:     It’s jus >I’ve only started a new job< an 

113           yihknow yourself ther-= 

114  CH:      =Anno= 

115  COM:     =ther- they’re not so happy HEhuh 

116  CH:      (h)£Anno£ I can understand that.  

117           .hh And then to be quite honest with yih, if  

118           you go to the fracture clinic for an 

119           appointment .hh the waitin times at the: 

120           outpatient appointments are quite lo:ng. 

121  COM:     Yeah= 

122  CH:      =Fr[acture clinics y:-y:-=          ] 

123  COM:        [That’s right (   ) it’s like ah-] 

124  CH:       =you don’t know how long you’re gonna be there 

125            for, is wha[t I’m], yihknow, tryin [to s]a:y. 

126  COM:                 [Yeah ]                 [Yup] 

127  COM:     An they’re askin (            ) you here Megan 
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128           >what time’re yih gonna book your client in<  

129           you need to see your clients that day i:s= 

130  CH:      =Yeah= 

131  COM:     =>an I was like< hehm::: Huh. 

132  CH:      Anno anno. 

 

There follows some discussion of the difficulties of getting time off work to 

attend a hospital appointment. The COM begins at line 112 by stating that she 

has a new job and 'yihknow yourself ther-ther- they’re not so happy HEhuh'. 

The colloquial phrase 'yihknow yourself' asserts joint access to the 

assessment, that it is commonly acknowledged that employers are not happy 

with staff taking time off work. The CH responds with 'Anno' (I know) (L114) 

before the turn reaches completion. Mikesell et al's (2017) study of 'I know' 

as a responding action to assessments shows that it is used to 'endorse the 

evaluative stance and to claim access to the grounds for the assessment' (2017, 

p.275). On completion of the prior turn which terminates with a laughter 

particle, the CH responds with a smiley voice '£Anno£' and 'I can understand 

that' (Line 116). The co-ordinated good humour and claim to understanding 

work to convey empathy and agreement with the COM, which is escalated 

from line 117 as she affiliates to the point of joint production (Edwards, 2005; 

Traverso, 2009) with reference to the long wait at the fracture clinic. The 

COM's TCU at line 123 'it’s like ah-' which emerges in overlap, resembles 

what Fox and Robles (2010) term an 'it's like-enactment'. This relates to an 

"affect-laden assessment" (2010, p.720) that agrees with the prior utterance 

(the first TCU in line 123 is overt agreement). The 'ah-' is cut-off and due to 

the presence of overlapping talk it is unclear whether it would have been 

developed further. The CH then completes her turn, 'you don't know how long 

you're gonna be there for, is what I'm, yihknow, tryin to say'.  

This summing up by the call handler encompasses the core of the 

complainant's argument for why she wanted a telephone consultation, 

unfortunately, the secretary did not agree. The CH's 'yihknow' functions as a 

resource for securing further talk (Clayman, 2010) while the personal 

pronoun 'I' enhances the turn as to feel like personal experience. The 

complainant ends the complaining discourse with a trail off, '>an I was like< 
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hehm::: Huh' (Line 131). This TCU contains a person-marked be like 

quotative38 (attributed to the speaker) and is therefore different to the 'it's like-

enactment' of line 123 (Fox and Robles, 2010). The resulting response cry 

(with raised intonation and stretching) plus laughter particle indicate a report 

of ambiguity (Robles, 2017) and "a 'reasonable person' perspective, 

suggesting that anyone in that situation would have had the same response" 

(2017, p.717). Which is confirmed via the CH's response 'Anno anno' (Line 

132 (I know, I know). This again displays an understanding of the 

complainant's stance and is strongly affiliative (Weatherall, 2015). Moreover, 

this concurs with Mikesell et al's (2017) claim that 'I know' 'claims to endorse 

a position without articulating what is being endorsed (2017, p.280). 

Although the CH assesses waiting times and how long this can be at the 

fracture clinic in particular, she does not overtly make any assessments about 

her co-participant's new employers. Instead, the resource 'I know' displays a 

congruent epistemic stance and encompasses the interactant's viewpoint. 

Extract 3.26 clearly illustrates how the CH delays affiliation until the offer is 

produced, indicating her orientation to institutional business at the appropriate 

point. 

The next extract (3.27) shows how talk appears re-focused on the institutional 

task. The CH is drawing upon next steps to close the account-complaint 

sequence, and as onward progression to closing the call. A 'Well listen' 

prefaced turn (Line 133) simultaneously closes the prior topic (Heritage, 

2015) and launches a course of action to advance the call (Sidnell, 2007). The 

reiteration of the initial offer is expanded this time to incorporate the actions 

of the senior managers, 'to see if they can intervene and help in any way to 

try an get this resolved' (Lines 136-137). By invoking institutional hierarchy, 

the CH is positioning their future actions as central to resolution of the 

complaint, partitioning her actions and theirs as distinct obligations. A routine 

question follows, ostensibly granting permission to pass on the COM's mobile 

phone number, however, in combination with the offer this is a fundamental 

requirement for facilitating the institutional task and providing reassurance 

that the complainant will benefit from further contact. 

 
38 Similar to that in extract 3.22, line 51 (An I was like ehm #o:kay). 
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Extract 3.27        19-C/190517_0008/9 
133  CH:      Well listen [I need to] get this over to tha= 

134  COM:                 [HHhhhh   ] 

135  CH:      =senior managers ther in fractures for yih Megan 

136           to see if they can intervene and help in any way 

137           to try an get this resolved. 

138  CH:      .hh [An: ] you’re happy for me to pass on your= 

139  COM:         [Okay 

140  CH:      =mobile number [.hh if they (want to give) you=]  

141  COM:                    [<YEh that’s fine>              ] 

142  CH:      =a call. 

             ((9 Lines omitted, research study consent)) 

 

    7. Closing  

The CH's closing implicative turn at line 152 ‘Perfect’ consists of a high-

grade assessment (Antaki, 2002) followed by an upgraded appreciation 

(Woods et al, 2015). The CH then reiterates the arrangement (Line 153), a 

typical closing feature in institutional calls (Sikveland and Stokoe, 2017) and 

a reduced reformulation of earlier turns. The CH’s 'Okay?' (Line 153) is the 

first close component (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973; Button, 1987; Sacks, 

1992), with a mirrored 'okay' and 'thanks very much' filling the second closing 

slot. The call then closes with terminal exchanges 'hBye:' and 'By=hBye:' 
 

Extract 3.28      19-C/190517_0008/10 
152  CH:      =Perfect, Thanks a million Megan.  

153           I’ll get that [(done    )] for ya=Oka:y? 

154  COM:                   [Thanks    ] very much. 

155           (0.3) 

156  COM:     Okay thanks [very much. 

157  CH:                  [Take care, hBye: 

158  COM:     By=hBye: 

 

Summary of the encounter 

This single encounter follows the trajectory of a typical complaints call with 

reference to all phases of activity: - opening, personal information gathering, 

complaint elicitation, complaint narrative, interrogative series, institutional 
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task and closing. The call handler meets the institutional need of fact 

gathering and complaint recipiency, while providing the interactional space 

for the COM to deliver her narrative. She accomplishes the institutional task 

through pre-announcing the action she will take responsive to the problem. 

This evokes senior staff as investigators of the complaint and reassures the 

complainant of future contact through asking a routine question (you're happy 

for me to pass on your mobile number). The design of the offer as an action 

that needs to be performed displays an orientation to the institution and the 

call handler's obligations in fulfilling her role. Although CH responses are 

highly affiliative, this stance only overtly emerges after the offer (relatively 

late in the interaction), highlighting that although appropriate, various actions 

and relevancies are fitted to specific slots in the encounter. In the closing 

sequence, the complainant displays satisfaction with the CH which evidences 

that all relevancies have been successfully completed and the matter will be 

dealt with in due course. 

 

At this point, I should discuss some instances that present themselves 

differently in terms of the position of initial complaining activity. 

 

Early complaint implicative talk  

I stated earlier in the chapter that some of my data were atypical in their 

opening activity, and that they should be examined further rather than 

discarded as outliers. These are recordings that begin with talk about the 

complaint or reason for call, three of which appear in my dataset. What I argue 

below is that this is an artefact of the recording process, bearing in mind that 

recording should begin by capturing 'consent for the recording'; or where this 

is absent, with one of the re-launch activities (personal information gathering 

or complaint elicitation). It is plausible that the CH has begun to record 

prematurely, or inadvertently delayed recording and some elements have been 

missed. I will now discuss my evidence for these conclusions. 
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(i) Recording begins early  

In my first example, recording begins mid-turn as the complainant is 

explaining the reason for calling - to complain about a hospital service. She 

then states a concern about whether or not she has reached the appropriate 

department, which the CH confirms in her next turn (Line 5) and provides her 

first name (Line 6). The CH then asks the COM for her name prior to 

introducing the research study, invites her to participate (would you mind if I 

recorded this call?) with agreement provided at lines 17-18 (No that's that's 

fine, You work away). The CH then produces a turn that signals an activity 

switch away from the research study and towards institutional business 

(Beach, 1993; Weatherall, 2015) (Oikay Jill), and subsequently moves to 

elicit the complaint. 

 

Extract 3.29      12-B/190417_0005/1 
1   COM:     complaint I’m looking to make just about a 

2            ser:vice within the hospital= 

3   COM:     =I don’t know if that’s the right ((swallow))  

4            number I’m through to or not.    

5   CH:      Yes you’re through to the complaints department. 

6            This is Lucy speakin, 

7   CH:      .hhh Ahm ah just be-before I continue with the 

8            call >c-sorry can I just ask your first hname<. 

9    COM:    It’s Jill.   

10   CH:     Jill.  

11   CH:     Jill we are taking part in a study with 

12           (University), Ah they’re recording calls just to 

13           see if there’s ways they can improve the suh- 

14           complaints:: serhvi::ce= 

15   COM:    =Ahhuh= 

16   CH:     =Ah would you mind if I recorded this [call? 

17   COM:                                          [No that’s 

18           that’s fine, You work away.  

19   CH:     Oikay Jill. 

20   CH: à  So ah:m (0.5) wha:t’s=it in relation to.   

 

I determine that in this case, the opening turn is most likely a remnant of the 

response to the CH’s opening greeting and that the voice recorder has been 
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activated too early. The point at which recording should have started is 

marked with an arrow at line 20, where 'consent for the recording' is absent 

and the first activity at re-launch is a complaint elicitation. Although there is 

nothing unusual about this opening segment, it provides insights into 

previously unseen39 actions and shows how participants approach the 

research. We observe how the CH self-identifies, both institutionally 

(complaints department) and personally (Lucy) thereby providing a footing 

for the call (Whalen and Zimmerman, 1987). Then the turn initial increment 

at line 7 (.hhh Ahm ah just be-before I continue with the call) suggests that 

the ensuing interrogative is misplaced, similar to misplacement markers that 

arise at call closings (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973). However, she elicits the 

COM's first name and incorporates it, in turn-initial position, into her 

introduction of the study. Perhaps a rudimentary method for rapport building 

(Huma, 2018). The COM's response to the research invitation (No that's that's 

fine, You work away) displays no objection to being recorded, and is a 

valuable indicator of eagerness to participate. 

 

These are activities that are generally not made available to the research study, 

hence there is value in their presence on this specific recording. It is also 

interesting to observe that rather than reading from a consent script40, the CH 

uses her own words to sound natural in her delivery. 

 

(ii) Recording delayed 

A second recording (extract 3.30) begins with contextual details from the 

complaint narrative and clearly starts while the complainant's turn is in 

progress. The interaction then progresses through the usual phases of activity 

from this point, in other words, nothing unusual takes place. The evidence for 

determining that recording has started late is found with the CH’s move to the 

institutional task (an offer to progress the complaint to senior management). 

As she moves to explain next steps, she addresses the complainant by her first 

name and does not launch the personal details gathering phase. This suggests 

 
39 For this research study. 
40 Although a script was provided to all staff participants this was for guidance only, and 
permission to use their own words was granted.  
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that it has in fact occurred earlier in the call but was not captured on the 

recording, nor was a complaint elicitation. Therefore, I conclude that this call 

does not re-launch with a complainable, but the CH has simply forgotten to 

start recording at the appropriate point. 

 

Extract 3.30      24-C/190820_0018/1 

1   COM:     the ahm sixth of June ahm I: I had taken unwell  

2            and went up to the Heaney ay and ee, 

3   CH:      Ahuh. 

4   COM:     An they sent me for a cee tee scan. Long story  

5            short, .hh I’ve a ten millimeter (.) ah:m stone 

6            in my kidney, 

7   CH:      Right. 

 

My final recording which begins with complaint implicative talk is equally 

simple to explain. Although the data I show here are complaint implicative, 

that is, talk relates to a troublesome experience rather than being a direct 

complainable, the COM does reach a point of 'complainable' (that a 

subsequent appointment was cancelled due to the consultant being on 

holiday). The CH moves to personal information gathering at second 

opportunity and the call follows a typical trajectory through to closing. I 

suggest that recording was delayed and the complaint elicitation was missed, 

alongside part of the telling which contained place formulations. This is 

evidenced by the CH’s subsequent talk which references a place (clinic) that 

the complainant normally attends. Although this CH typically gathers 

personal information at the re-launch, some other activity has intervened and 

delayed this phase until the complaint has been delivered. 

 

Extract 3.31      21-C/190704_0011/1 
1   COM:     I had an appointment there, I was down on the 

2            fourteenth Ju:ne 

3   CH:      Mmhhmm. 

4   COM:     An I was down a:y (.) seein the optometri:st 

5            eh:m but th- #eh #ih #ih it was for the fitting  

6            of new lenses, 

7   CH:      Right. 
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8   COM:     And then at the end of it all eh she said that 

9            she didn’t want to (0.2) .pt a::y order the 

10           lenses because the senior optometrist wasn’t 

11           there, An tht she would have to arrange for 

12           another appointhment. 

13  CH:      Right. 

 

Having examined these three ostensibly deviant cases where the audio 

recording begins with an unexpected first activity41, I conclude that they are 

irregular recordings rather than deviant cases in CA terms. Rather, the 

presence of a complainable here can be explained by human error in relation 

to operation of the voice recorder. Readers may be querying why I have 

bothered to raise this point at all, since it should be obvious to me as analyst 

that nothing odd has happened in these cases whatsoever. My reason for 

putting forward these instances, deficient of analytical bite as they may 

appear, is to point towards something else. If an individual has taken the 

initiative to make the call, and as Schegloff (1968; 1986; 2004) states, to find 

the number, pick up the phone and dial; and if, as Schegloff claims, it is 

typically the caller who sets the agenda (the reason for call, when to close) - 

how is it that the call handler manages to suspend complainability until she is 

placed to elicit the complaint? On the surface, this seems to contrast with 

Orthaber and Márquez-Reiter's (2011) suggestion that complaining activity is 

generally prioritised, and that it arises at the earliest opportunity (Márquez-

Reiter, 2005). This points to the relevance of distinguishing between a gloss 

of the complainable and the full complaint narrative, the disparities of which 

I will approach with data extract 4.1 in the next chapter. Here, the CH is 

attempting to elicit a narrative but, in its place, the COM produces a gloss of 

the complaint which lacks sufficient detail. Thereafter, a pursuit of a 

complaint narrative emerges which highlights participant orientations to the 

relevance of the ordering of activities. 

 

Before closing, I will discuss a deviant case referred to at the beginning of 

this chapter. I present this here to illustrate how co-participants can misalign 

 
41 Typically, personal information gathering at first opportunity, or a complaint elicitation. 
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and the normative progression of activities that I have introduced in this 

chapter, fail to be accomplished. 

 

3.2 Interactional asynchrony - a deviant case 

This example illustrates a solitary example of persistent 'interactional 

asynchrony', where "coparticipants can be characterised as improperly 

aligned by reference to the categories provided for and crucial to the orderly 

progression of the sequence" (Jefferson and Lee, 1981, p.402). This is not 

presented as a critique of either participant but as an exemplar where each is 

oriented to competing projects - the call handler to complaint recipiency and 

the complainant to troubles-telling. Thus, the interaction becomes 

problematic as co-participants struggle to adhere to a mutually ratified project 

(Raymond and Zimmerman, 2016). 

The complainant is calling about a recent traumatic experience that has 

changed the course of his life, and which raises awareness of a perceived 

shortcoming in the vascular screening service. Having been invited for 

screening and subsequently informed that he has an inoperable, and therefore 

untreatable, Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm (usually referred to as a Triple A), 

the complainant states that his consultant has not offered any ongoing care or 

support. He produces extensive troubles-talk from the very start of the 

recording which the call handler does not attempt to obstruct, which may be 

the first sign of an altered trajectory as personal information gathering at first 

opportunity remains absent. 

The first extract picks up the talk just after the COM has described when and 

where the initial scan took place. 

Extract 3.32       18-C/190510_0006/3 

1   COM:     So ev’rythin was okay .hh exhcept (0.5) it 

2            wasn’t okay as far as the scan was concerned. 

3   CH:      Right. 

4   COM:     Because I must ave had one of the wor:st  

5            aneurysms you’ve ever seen in yih life= 

6   CH:      =Oka:y. 

7   COM:     So it was a bad day I ‘ad the scan in Bellador. 
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8            .hh Because as we stand now I’m terminally ill= 

9   CH:      =°Mmhmm° 

10  COM:     I::’m=I don’t know how long I’ve got left to 

11           live,  

12           .hh The hospital doesn’t want to see me anymore, 

13           they can’t do anathing for me, .hh so 

14           unfortunately I went for a scan (0.2) that only  

15           led me to the fact that I was gonna be told  

16           that I was goin to die and there’s nothing they  

17           can do for meh. 

18  CH:      Who was your consultant in (.) ah:m (0.1)  

19           [the (             )] 

20  COM:     [MI::SS AYE:: LEE::S]  

21  CH:      °Right okay° 

22  COM:     Miss Aye Lees .hh of the vascular unit. 

23  CH:      Yes:: 

24  COM:     hNOW:: .hh (0.2) my hospital I’ve had umpteen 

25           com-well Huh .hh  

26           If I started to complain to you now about the 

27           Mayer County Hospital and what they’ve done in 

28           terms of abuse .hh and what they’ve done on me a 

29           number of times=In fact I don’t think  

30           there’s time I’ve ever ad any dealings with them 

31           .hh when I didn’t suffer abuse in the Mayer 

32           County Trust [.hh ]= 

33  CH:                   [°°Okay°°]  

34  COM:     =or hospital group, 

The complainant's narrative was initiated by an open elicitation and began 

with attempts to establish temporal and place formulations. CH minimal 

responses sanction the troubles-telling until a point at lines 16 to 17 where the 

COM provides the gist of his undeniably bleak situation - determining that 

his condition is terminal (there's nothing they can do for meh). In the next 

turn, the CH switches to a routine institutional task and produces a third-party 

elicitation which displays an orientation to possible complaint completion. 

The COM's emphatic delivery of the TP formulation in recognitional form 

(MI::SS AYE:: LEE::S) and pre-completion overlap (Jefferson and Lee, 

1981) displays his stance towards the consultant as being a candidate for 

culpability, although at this point the exact complainable is not evident. Thus 
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far, the COM has merely described the process and resultant bad news but not 

produced an explicit complainable. 

Perhaps the most prominent observation from this first extract is absence of 

CH empathy which would ordinarily become relevant following the 

announcement that the speaker is terminally ill (Line 8). Although the 

delivery of the responses 'oka:y' (Line 6) and '°mhmm°' (Line 9) display 

sympathetic prosody (stretched vowel and softened delivery respectively), 

there are no explicit displays. However, this is a typical characteristic of 

institutional talk in settings where professional neutrality must be maintained 

(Hepburn and Bolden, 2017). 

Next, an interesting (but not unexpected from an analytical perspective) turn 

initial pivotal construction (Clayman and Raymond, 2015) emerges at line 24 

(hNOW::). This resource displays the COM's orientation to moving away 

from institutional relevancies and back to his concern of telling his troubles. 

This instigates a more robust and explicit complaint sequence, although still 

not overtly expressing the core of his 'complaint' (Lines 26-32). 

Extract 3.33       18-C/190510_0006/4 

35  COM:     .hhh So we’ll be here till teatime if I go back 

36           over tha years (       ) I’ve ‘ad dealings with 

37           them but they’ve acshilly done something on me 

38           or against me, 

39  CH:      Yeah,  

40  CH:      .hh So at tha minute #EH=you’re basi[cally= 

41  COM:                                         [(                   

42  CH:      =discharged from]vascular is that correct? 

43  COM:                    )] 

44  COM:     Pah:don? 

45  CH:      You’re #AH=at the minute your treatment from 

46           vascular you’ve been discharged is that 

47           [correct? 

48  COM:     [I am(          ) from vascular= 

49  CH:      Oikay. 

50  COM:     =because my wife and I: attended (.) Miss Lees’ 

51           clinic= 

52  CH:      Yeah. 

53  COM:     =in the: eh well she was runnin a clinic from 
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54           the Mayer Hospital but (.) I did the pre-op in 

55           the Heaney she works between the both of them. 

56  CH:      Yes that’s correct=When was that ahm >wee 

57           appointment you attended<. 

58  COM:     hNOW:: my Mayer Hospital number(0.4)[Em aye wye] 

59  CH:                [Wotino let- 

60           let’s go back a wee bit=What date did you attend 

61           that appointment with Miss Lees. 

62  COM:     hMiss Leesh (0.7) let=me=see >now that was< .hh 

63           the first of May is when they done this pre- 

64           surgery thing. 

 

The COM continues with the troubles telling by invoking past experiences 

with the Trust that may have warranted prior complaints (Lines 35-38). This 

receives minimal uptake (yeah), and the CH moves to institutional matters 

again, this time through an interrogative series. She begins her line of 

questioning with turn initial 'so' (Line 40) framing it as an emergent activity 

(Bolden, 2008; 2009) contiguous with prior talk. Recipient design of this 

question and subsequent repaired re-framing at lines 45-47 is backward-

looking to his earlier claim that, 'the hospital doesn't want to see me anymore' 

(extract 3.32, Line 12). Both are formed as declaratives with tag question 'is 

that correct?'. 

 

The CH's question at lines 56-57 is a request for temporal details, only the 

response is an emphatic shift to providing a hospital number. As before, the 

pivotal construction (Clayman and Raymond, 2015) 'hNOW::' prefaces the 

turn as a resource to extend his turns at talk rather than the CH's attempts to 

switch to business. At no point was a hospital number elicited and the CH 

does not wait to hear it before re-starting in overlap (L52), 'Wot ino let-let’s 

go back a wee bit'; then reformulating the original interrogative to ask, 'what 

date'. This sequence highlights interactional asynchrony with each participant 

pursuing individual activities, which recurs as the encounter moves forward. 

The CH is engaged with establishing details via an interrogative series, but 

the COM is still oriented to conveying his distressing experience.  
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Some twenty-one minutes into the telephone call, subsequent to extensive 

complaint and context relevant talk, the following extract emerges. I am 

providing quite a large section of data here which I feel is necessary to 

highlight what is occurring in this encounter. 

 

Extract 3.34       18-C/190510_0006/5 

1   COM:     So in two days ahd paid fourteen pound in hca:r 

2            parking charges (.) for an aneurysm that was X 

3            hospital had told me I'd got=.hh to go down to 

4            get checked out for ahd  paid fourteen pound in  
5            car parking charges (       ).h for them to turn  

6            round and say .hh sorry Patrick we can't do 

7            anathing for yih=you're wasting your time comin 

8            er>blah blah blah<=all that was a waste, we can't 

9            do anathing, .hh On your bike. 
10  CH:      So Patrick wha:t would you like me to look into 

11           for yih tiday? 

12           ((Wife's voice can be heard in background)) 

13  CH:      It-(     )  

14  COM:     The most impor:tant thing is (0.5) complainin  

15           that Miss Lees has got anything other than (0.5) 

16           genuine (.) in her assessment of my case I'm not 

17           complainin about that, If she thinks she can't  

18           operate she said it was on her conscience  

19           .hh if I died on the table, 

20  CH:      Yeah. 

21  COM:     .hh So I can't force them to doin somethin she  

22           doesn't want to do, 

23  CH:      Yeah 

24  COM:     And I have no complaint about that. 

25  CH:      Mmhm 

26  COM:     <My complaint is> that yih-what you've 

27           inadvertently done >and there's no individual<  

28           and p-if anybody had ha:d .hh shall we say some  

29           bit more vision a bit more forethought into 

30           what their goin in[to 'ere .hh When you start a  

31           scanning process for people (0.7) 

32           ((22.07.  Call waiting beep)) 

33           . .hh It's all well and good providing 

34           you can provide a service .hh that is goin to  
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35           [answer what the scan brings up. 

36           [((22.17 Call waiting beep)) 

37  CH:      .hh So I'm sorry, I don't understand that, Say- 

38  COM:     If you-If you're gonna say to people right come 

39           in for scan to see if you've got an aneurysm, 

40  CH:      Ahuh. 

41  COM:     Right you've got an aneurysm we can operate to 

42           fix you, 

43  CH:      Ahuh. 

44  COM:     That's all right. 

45  CH:      Yeah. 

46  COM:     You've thu-there's light at the tunnel there. 

47           But what happens when you say to patients, I'm 

48           sorry you've come in for a scan you can't drive 

49           your car anymore and we can't fix you so: 

50           (0.8) cheerio. 

51  CH:      Yeah, so what is: put in place then for the 

52           patient if there is no (.) no: [(          )] 

53  COM:                                    [THERE IS NO:] 

54           AFTERCARE FOR THE PATIENT=  

55  CH:      =Yeah= 

56  COM:     =My welfare has just gone out tha window. 

57  CH:      Yeah. 

58  COM:     Because I'm sittin here dying now .hh I now have  

59           all (  ) my own doctor as I told you that=  

60  CH:      =Yeah= 

61  COM:     = last week has wrote a dee ess fifteen hundred  

62           form .hh which now states that I am expected to 

63           die in the next six months. 

64  CH:      Right okay. .hh  

65  CH:      [So there's [(                    )]  

66  COM:     [Okay. Now that's the state I am at] 

67  CH:      (can't be     okay.)           
 

Lines 1 to 9 show troubles talk and illustrate the complainant's frustration 

with a sense of 'adding insult to injury' (paying high parking charges to be 

told you're dying, and nobody can help). This reaches a peak with semantic 

completeness through an idiomatic expression (Drew and Holt, 1988) which 

signals finality of complaint implicative talk 'on your bike' (Line 9). The CH's 

next turn is an interrogative that rarely arises in the dataset, she asks, 'So 
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Patrick wha:t would you like me to look into for yih tiday?' Having heard the 

narrative and extensive troubles-talk, it is still unclear how the CH should 

proceed to accomplish the institutional goal. Having provided a detailed 

account of his experience and the personal implications thereof, there is no 

clear-cut way forward for the CH with regards institutional task and project 

completion (Raymond and Zimmerman, 2016).  

 

The real crux of the complaint has yet to emerge, despite myriad troubles and 

few overtly affiliative responses. Without an explicit accountable and 

actionable complaint rising to the interactional surface (Schegloff, 2005) it is 

not possible to begin remedial work (Emerson and Messenger, 1977). This 

turn displays the CH's catch-22 which is the requisite requirement to 

comprehend the complaint and meet the expectations of the complainant. 

Additionally, the COM's wife is participating as an over-hearer (the telephone 

may be on speaker) and occasionally, she contributes to the conversation. As 

analyst listening only to a recording, I cannot decipher all her turns, but it 

must be noted that her husband, the complainant, is party to her input which 

may influence the trajectory of ensuing talk. Interestingly, she interjects after 

the CH's question and the word 'not' can be heard. In response to the question, 

the COM states what he is not complaining about, that is, the consultant's 

decision not to operate due to high risk of immediate death. 

 

He then ostensibly begins to overtly state the complainable (Line 26) 'My 

complaint is' which displays alignment with the CH's project. However, this 

is drawn out across multiple turns with no clearly defined complaint 

emerging, motivating the CH to declare a lack of understanding at line 37, 

'.hh So I'm sorry, I don't understand that, Say-'. She is cut-off by the COM's 

turn as he attempts to clarify his point, with the 'Say' providing evidence that 

the CH may have been about to do a similar action. The COM does so by 

describing a hypothetical scenario where a patient attends for a scan and an 

aneurysm is detected, which can be surgically repaired; then the less fortunate 

scenario, which is the position he finds himself in (I'm sorry you've come in 

for a scan you can't drive your car anymore and we can't fix you so: (0.8) 

cheerio).  
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What occurs next is that the CH attempts to take up the COM's project by 

constructing an interrogative format at lines 51-52, reproduced in the excerpt 

below. This is clearly not a question that makes relevant an answer in the next 

turn, rather it is simultaneously a display of understanding the COM's stance 

as opposed to merely claiming understanding (Ruusuvuori, 2007) as is often 

seen in these data during a narrative telling, and agreement with that stance. 

Although it is impossible to discern the CH's talk after the word 'no:' (Line 

52) as the COM's overlapping talk is produced with increased volume, the 

CH's turn at line 55 agrees with the prior (There is no aftercare for the patient). 

Effectively, the project is started by the COM, picked up by the CH before 

being brought to completion by the COM. This is a wonderful example of 

collaboration in progressing a troublesome project, that is, both participants 

work to find a candidate solution to the CH's prior question 'So Patrick wha:t 

would you like me to look into for yih tiday?' (extract 3.34, Lines 10-11). 
 

Extract 3.35      18-C/190510_0006/6  
68  COM:     You've thu-there's light at the tunnel there. 

69           But what happens when you say to patients, I'm 

70           sorry you've come in for a scan you can't drive 

71           your car anymore and we can't fix you so: 

72           (0.8) cheerio. 

73  CH: à   Yeah, so what is: put in place then for the  

74           patient if there is no (.) no: [(          )] 

75  COM:                                    [THERE IS NO:]  

76           AFTERCARE FOR THE PATIENT=  

77  CH:      =Yeah= 
 

Throughout these attempts to clarify his complaint, the COM switches 

referents from 'people' 'a patient' and 'you', to then state, 'My welfare has just 

gone out tha window' (Line 56) which refocuses the landscape of his reality, 

'Because I'm sittin here dying now' (extract 3.34, Line 58). The real referent 

is of course himself as the troubles he describes are his own. A disclosure 

then arises to further substantiate why he is compelled to make a complaint 

despite the hopelessness of his own situation, as he advises that a family 

member is a hospital consultant, 'And she's advised me to advise you' that 
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adequate follow-up care should be in place. By invoking the opinion of a 

medical professional, he further validates his own claim and warrants the 

making of the complaint. 

There have been three audible call waiting beeps on the line at 17.18, 22.07 

and 22.17 minutes respectively. Personal information gathering occurred 

immediately prior to the next extract (3.36 below) which shows the CH's 

orientation to being led by the interaction, moment by moment rather than a 

strict institutional protocol for complaints handling activities. Moreover, this 

aligns with Márquez-Reiter's (2005) suggestion that complaining should take 

preference over institutional business. The CH then produces a pre-

announced offer42, 'what I need to do is x' and states that the matter needs to 

be 'looked into' by senior management. However, there is no uptake from the 

complainant who remains focussed on his experience and moves straight back 

to troubles-talk. 

Extract 3.36      18-C/190510_0006/7 

1   CH:      Lovely. .hh What I need to do is get this over  

2            to tha senior management team for yih so that 

3            they can look into it and find out yihknow (.) 

4            what's happened here=cause normally there would 

5            be some follow up care (.) ahm by the consultant 

6            and I'm not sure why she didn't discuss yihknow  

7            the end of life pro[cess with yih. 

8   COM:                        [(         ) my daughter 

9            apparently unknownst to me at the ti:me ra:ng  

10           Miss Lees= 

11  CH:      Mmhm 

12  COM:     =as she wasn't happy with the way things were 

13           done, 

14  CH:      Mmhm 

 

The beep for call waiting can be heard again at just under twenty-seven 

minutes. However, the COM's complaint narrative re-opens on many 

occasions despite the CH's attempts to close down the call by reiterating the 

 
42 This will be discussed in detail in chapter 5. 
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offer to provide assistance (Well Patrick I: need to get this over to tha senior 

managers so that it can be looked into. Ahm .pt I'm conscious-43). The final 

TCU (I'm conscious) is cut-off but recycled later which is a practice for 

conveying that the same action is being restarted (Schegloff, 1996). The COM 

continues with complaint implicative talk, that the CH responds to with 

various pro-forma claims of understanding (Ruusuvuori, 2007) that display 

empathy ('Yeah. No you're right, yes'; 'Yeah.Yeah ah know, I understand' and 

'No I I completely understand') and suggest an attempt to move towards 

closing. All subsequent activity switches to institutional task receive no 

uptake from the complainant who continues to focus on troubles-telling and 

closing fails to occur. 

 

This pattern continues until the CH explicitly states that she has other calls 

waiting on the line via the recycled and slightly reformulated (I'm just 

conscious) (extract 3.37, Lines 1-3). This successful activity switch to 

institutional task is not a normative practice within the dataset44, but its 

necessity to bring the call to a close is directed to the benefit of 'calls tryin to 

get through to make complaints'. It is noteworthy that the CH now topicalises 

the 'beep' and makes it interactionally relevant (DiDomenico et al, 2020), 

almost treating it like the 'summons' of a ringing telephone that requires 

attention (Schegloff, 1968). DiDomenico et al's (2020) analysis of mobile 

phone text messages received during conversations with co-present 

interactants illustrates the options available for the recipient in terms of how 

they attend to either the text message, their co-participant(s) or both. This can 

be done through gaze while still attending to the 'local' conversation. 

However, the CH is constrained from attending to the beep directly. She can 

only mention its significance (there are a number of calls trying to get through 

to make complaints) until she is no longer engaged in the current interaction 

which has now reached a point of project completion and potential closure. 

Prior beeps were not topicalised and the CH continued to interact solely with 

 
43 Not shown within a data extract due to space limitations. 
44 I discuss a recipient designed 'well listen' prefaced turn in chapter 6 that reiterates the 
offer and subsequently progresses the call towards closing. Here, I refer only to the CH's 
turn that she has 'a number of call tryin to get through' as not being a normative practice 
and is in fact, the only example in the dataset.  
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the COM as an 'already in progress activity' since the project of complaint 

handling was incomplete and the offer not yet realised. This displays the CH's 

orientations to troubles-recipiency and problem-solving as institutionally 

obligatory, and simultaneously demonstrates the routine nature of her role. 

Extract  3.37     18-C/190510_0006/8 

1   CH:      Yeiah yeiah. Well listen Patrick, I'm just 

2            conscious that I have a number of calls tryin to 

3            get through to hmake complaintsh= 

4   COM:     =Alright. Sorry [(          ) 

5   CH:                      [(          )  

6   CH:      I will get this typed up an off to the relevant 

7            people for yih=Ohka:y? 

8   COM:     Alright. 

9   CH:      Thank iyou. Take [care. 

10  COM:                      [<Thank you>=Bah Bye. 

11  CH:      Byhe. 

The COM responds with 'Alright. Sorry' which acknowledges the attempt to 

wind up the call, with some indiscernible talk in overlap. An announcement 

offer (Hofstetter and Stokoe, 2015; Hofstetter, 2016) (Lines 6-7) appears in a 

reduced version that drives the talk towards the closing sequence; with the 

first close component 'Ohka:y?' produced by the CH. A second close 

component by the COM follows, 'Alright' with a solicitude 'Take care' from 

the call handler prior to terminal closing components. Although both 

participants offer pro-forma thanks, there are none of the usual expressions 

of satisfaction present at closing. Instead, there has been a rush through to end 

the call as the CH has been summoned by other institutional business.  

Throughout this encounter, co-participants failed to align with a range of 

activities which became problematic for the overarching project of 

complaints handling. The complainant was pre-dominantly occupied with 

troubles telling and rarely aligns with the CH's attempts to invoke business. 

In brief instances where alignment is achieved, the pivotal construction 'Now' 

is used as a device to resist and extend the COM's turns at talk (Clayman and 

Raymond, 2015). He responds to routine tasks such as personal information 

gathering and call handler questions, but overwhelmingly it is the 
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interrogativity that reignites the complaint. There was a display of joint 

production (Edwards, 2005) (extract 3.34, lines 51-54) as participants 

attempted to reach an understanding of the COM's reason for calling and 

future expectations. Unfortunately, this temporary alignment did not prevail, 

and the call terminated with uncharacteristic abruptness facilitated by the call 

waiting beep. As an overall project, the encounter can be deemed as 

successfully accomplishing the institutional goal as the complaint was heard 

and progressed for further investigation. Throughout the encounter, the COM 

does not orient at all to telling a complaint, whereas the CH expects a 

complaint to emerge and is oriented to gathering information that provides 

context for it. Thus, they remained interactionally misaligned for much of the 

encounter and do not orient to the normative expectations of typical 

complaints handling calls which form the basis of this thesis. For the 

complainant, this was the telling of an emotive series of troubles and, despite 

the eventual outcome of his complaint, nothing can alter the way ahead for 

him as he faces end of life. 

3.3 Conclusion   

As the aim of this chapter was to provide an overview of the phases of 

activities that appear in a typical call, I have purposely withheld much of the 

finely grained details as they will appear in the analytical chapters to follow. 

However, I have presented a complete picture of the constituent activities that 

make up the complaints handling call in this specific environment, which has 

not previously been done. I have shown that, although the calls are highly 

structured and there is an orderliness to the specific phases of activity, there 

is not a strict order for two crucial elements. Firstly, personal information 

gathering can appear either early in the call at re-launch, or later in the call 

after the complaint narrative. Secondly, the complaint elicitation may be 

launched immediately after verbal consent, or more commonly, after personal 

information gathering (first opportunity). Following complaint receipt, the 

environment of problem-solving necessitates an offer to assist that specifies 

future actions for both the call handler and senior management as distinct 

activities. These activities are institutionally mandated and are essential 

components for accomplishing the overall project of complaints handling. 
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With regard to CH responses, these are restricted to minimal tokens during 

troubles-telling but are typically affiliative at a later point in the call. This 

may be explained by the CH's quandary of maintaining a balance between the 

'complainants' stance versus safeguarding the institution' (Benwell and 

McCreaddie, 2017). 

 

I then illustrated 'interactional asynchrony' with a deviant case where 

participants are not aligned with the project at hand. Although both are 

oriented to a normative set of expectations and their respective roles, the 

complainant does not progress from his role as troubles-teller which 

significantly impedes on the CH's role as service-provider. This example 

reinforces the patterns of activities described in this chapter as being 

normatively expectable for successful accomplishment of the complaints 

handling encounter. 

    

In the next chapter, I will examine the sequential organisation and other 

interactional contingencies of the complaint elicitation. The elicitation is 

designed to initiate the complaint telling in a specific position, and I will show 

that it is orientated to as expected to emerge in a specific slot. Moreover, 

elicitations can be constructed to facilitate or constrain the response, the latter 

of which displays the call handler's orientations to a prior gloss of the 

complainable as needing to be unpacked. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Complaint elicitations: Position and composition 
 

4.0 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, I remarked that participants display their orientation 

to the type of interaction in progress through the elicitation and the response 

it initiates. Even though the reason for calling may be stated in the call 

opening, the call handler normatively suspends complaint implicative talk 

until the re-launch when s/he is best positioned as complaint recipient. These 

activities begin to frame the encounter as a 'complaints handling' call. By the 

methods in which call handlers invite complainants to tell their complaint, 

they are not only positioning themselves as recipients but are additionally 

invoking upcoming institutional tasks such as problem solving and eventual 

resolution. By way of a reminder, these encounters are first contacts with the 

complaints departments. The call handler's role is to hear the complaint, 

officially record the information as a complaint whether formal or informal45, 

and to ensure progression of the complaint to the appropriate directorate 

within the trust for full investigation as appropriate. Where a situation 

presents as an emergency, call handlers are trained to recognise this and deal 

with it immediately. On occasion, they categorise an issue as an enquiry and 

offer to investigate personally, subsequent to providing feedback to the caller. 

In such cases, the caller may later lodge a complaint should they so wish. 

These relevancies create certain expectations that the encounter should yield 

in order to be effective in an institutional context. Before progressing to these 

latter issues in succeeding chapters, I will analyse the call handler's turn which 

effectively sets the agenda for the overall encounter - the complaint 

elicitation. 

In this chapter, I will address ways in which call handlers launch the 

institutionally relevant activity of eliciting complaints from callers, 

subsequently pursuing a narrative account where this is not immediately 

forthcoming. The elicitation is important as it allows the complainant to 

 
45 Discussed further in chapter 5. 
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pursue their own agenda in presenting the problem from their personal 

perspective. As making a complaint is the envisaged reason for calling then 

we could reasonably presume that there is no need for the call handler to 

initiate the complaint whatsoever. After all, the complainant has made the 

effort to find and dial the appropriate telephone number, thus establishing a 

footing for the interaction. Complainants may reasonably launch a complaint 

at any stage of the interaction, and as highlighted by previous studies 

(Márquez-Reiter, 2005; Orthaber and Márquez-Reiter, 2011) this often 

happens at the earliest opportunity signifying its import as 'reason for the call'. 

Consequently, the call handler (as recipient) is best positioned to either 

forward or block the telling (Mandlebaum, 2013) at any position.   

Nevertheless, it appears that firstly the elicitation is an essential component 

of the complaints handling call, and secondly, it systematically appears in a 

specific slot in the interaction. I will show that it is because the elicitation, 

and thus the responsive action it initiates, is best fitted to a particular slot, that 

it is a necessary activity for this type of encounter. In other words, the 

elicitation is institutionally normative.  

This chapter addresses complaint elicitations from two perspectives- position 

and composition. To begin with, I will examine the complaint elicitation as a 

normative activity positioned in a specific slot within the overall structure. 

Where absent, I will show that participants orient to an expectation of an 

elicitation; where the elicitation does not occur or where another activity 

appears in the appropriate slot, this becomes observable for participants and 

analyst alike.  

In the second part, the focus switches to the various turn designs that 

accomplish an elicitation. I will examine aspects of turn design with particular 

attention to turn-initial particles ‘so’ and ‘and’, with a view to uncovering 

what these preference features reveal about the routine institutional nature of 

the talk and how they exhibit directionality. The term 'elicitation' covers two 

distinct types - elicitations and resumptions each with their own sub-

categories based on syntactic structure; therefore, I will discuss each in detail. 

Moreover, I will demonstrate that they seem to appear on a continuum from 
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open to closed elicitations, thereby exerting varying degrees of constraint on 

the response. 

Position and composition are inextricably linked and point to CA's 

fundamental question Why that now? If our concern with a turn lies in what 

came before and what comes after in order to show participants' displayed 

understandings, it may strike the reader as odd to brush over a phenomenon 

such as turn initial 'so' in this first section. After all, it is a resource in 

elicitations that links back to prior talk (Bolden, 2008; 2009) yet its purpose 

is to move the overall project forwards. I say this simply to highlight the 

limitations of scope for this work, and to signpost more comprehensive 

discussions in another place. As we well know, some components fit in more 

than one position and accomplish various activities. 

4.1 Overall structural position in the encounter 

The complaint elicitation is a sequence initiating action or first pair part (FPP) 

which makes relevant a fitted response at the earliest opportunity. This 

expectation increases the recipient’s accountability to provide a 

corresponding second pair part (SPP) and draws upon an underlying source 

of cohesion in interaction - conditional relevance (Schegloff, 1968, 1990; 

Schegloff and Sacks, 1973; Sacks, 1992): - 

 

“given the first, the second is expectable; upon its occurrence it 

can be seen to be a second item to the first; upon its nonoccurence 

it can be seen to be officially absent” (Schegloff, 1968, p.1083). 

 

Complaint elicitations have been found to occupy a specific slot in the 

interaction which is at the re-launch - an orientation to official business that 

follows the preliminaries of the call (see below). A synopsis of the first three 

phases of activities as depicted in chapter 3 appears here: - 

 

1.  Opening - greetings/identification,  

                      reason for call,  

                      introduction to the study, 

                      consent taking. 
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2.  Re-launching the call - (personal information gathering - 1st opportunity), 

                                            complaint elicitation. 

3.  Complaint narrative. 

 

Consequently, one of two activities may precede the elicitation which can be 

either personal information gathering (at first opportunity) or consent taking. 

Taking each in turn, I will examine elicitations in both positions to identify 

how they are accomplished, and the responses ascribed to them. May I remind 

the reader that matters of preference such as turn design; recipient design and 

repair will be addressed in section 4.2. 

A gloss as an inadequate response 

Before I examine the examples, I will present an extract to introduce some of 

the more salient points that will become relevant for this section as we move 

through the various extracts. Firstly, the inadequacy of a gloss as a response 

to the complaint elicitation. This encounter highlights how extended and 

multiple sequences are sometimes required to explicate the telling (Jefferson, 

1978; Sacks, 1978; Drew, 1998; Drew and Walker, 2009; Pillet-Shore, 2015). 

Although a gloss of the problem displays an orientation to conditional 

relevance, it appears inadequate at this point of the interaction since it lacks 

the necessary constituents for progressivity of the overall project. This extract 

shows the CH's pursuit of an extended narrative as a normative requirement. 

Secondly, it illustrates how complainants systematically construct a narrative 

account to build up the complaint through background and context, allowing 

them to display their stance to an issue without explicitly complaining 

(Schegloff, 2005). Whereas contextual information that re-constructs the 

details of an event or experience may not assert an overt complainable, the 

data show that they are necessary preliminaries that accomplish complaining 

as an activity and facilitate its recognition as a complaint (Drew and Walker, 

2009; Ruusuvuori and Lindfors, 2009; Traverso, 2009). 

In this encounter, the complainant's concern relates to the attitude and 

behaviour of a doctor during a hospital out-patient appointment. Despite the 

initial complaint that emerges at line 29 (that it was only a consultation and 
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not treatment as expected), the trajectory of talk moves swiftly to the doctor's 

behaviour towards him as discriminatory (not shown due to space 

restrictions). The excerpt picks up talk at the end of personal information 

gathering. 

Extract 4.1       17-C/190509_0005/1    

1   COM:     six five three 

2   CH:      Six fi:ve three. 

3   CH: à   .hh An hhow can I [ihelp] you Phillip.  

4   COM:                       [Yeah.] 

5   COM:     .hh Ah >tell you what it is< I wanna put ah: 

6            complaint in here it’s-is it a Doctor (.) Jerry  

7            MchKi:mm [MciKimm. 

8   CH:               [Je- 

9   CH:      Jerry McKimm. Ohka::y, 

10  CH:      An dju (.) dju know what hospital he’s based in? 

11  COM:     Certainly (aye/I wih:) Mayer on >Tuesday night<. 

12  CH:      Brill:iant. Oka:y. 

13  CH: à   .hh So it relates to Tuesday night, does hit, 

14           the complaint? 

15  COM:     Yeh certainly. 

16  CH: à   Okay=hYou give me details an I’ll take a wee 

17           note J-ehm Phillip as you go alo:ng. 

18  COM:     Ah certainly inot a iproblem. 

19  COM:     .hh Eh: >just want me to start off yeh<?= 

20  CH:      =Yea::h work away. 

21  COM:     .pt Right eh:: >it was regardin< A:# appointment 

22           o:n hh Tuesday night at half six (.) with a 

23           Doctor Jerry McKimm aniz .HHh to be for hhh 

24           fa:cet injections. 

25  CH:      Yep. 

26  COM:     Went up in, hh didn’t get an appointment until a 

27           quarter past seven=>yes anno they’re busy< .hhh 

28           got me appointment >got in with him< 

29           HH an it was only a consulhtation, 

30  CH:      Mmhmm 

 

The call handler's first move after the re-launch is to the institutionally 

mandated activity of gathering personal information. We can observe the 

termination of information transfer at line 1 as the complainant delivers the 
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last three digits of his telephone number, which is receipted by the call handler 

at line 2. After a topic shift implicative inbreath which works against the co-

participant from taking a turn (Walker, 2013), the CH immediately moves to 

the complaint elicitation (Line 3). This is designed as an 'and-fronted'46 wh-

question, ‘.hh An hhow can I ihelp you Phillip’ which, in this position 

subsequent to a series of routine questioning, frames the elicitation as routine 

for the institution (Heritage and Sorjonen, 1994). The complainant’s response 

entails an announcement (Edwards, 2005) "tell you what it is", followed by a 

concise formulation or gloss of his reason for calling – that he wants to put in 

a complaint and names the doctor who is the target of the complaint. 

Interestingly, he repairs his turn from 'it's' (it is) to 'is it' "a Doctor Jerry 

McKimm" displaying a change in epistemic stance concerning the doctor's 

name. The rising intonation on the first utterance of the surname is try marked 

(Sacks and Schegloff, 1979) whereas the second is more assertive with falling 

intonation. In response, the CH displays uptake by repeating the full name in 

her next TCU (Line 9). It is notable that the full name of the doctor is provided 

here in recognitional form (Schegloff, 1972), since Rhys et al (2018) argue 

that typically, complainants display a preference for non-recognitional 

formulations throughout the complaint telling phase. Perhaps this points to 

the action being accomplished here as not complaining but 'reason for call', 

although one might have assumed that this has already occurred during the 

unrecorded opening. With evidence that personal information gathering has 

occurred, we can be certain that the CH's turn at line 3 is unquestionably a 

complaint elicitation and not an opening 'how can I help?'. 

In response to the gloss, the CH issues a follow up question to elicit the 

hospital name. This is established through a question-answer adjacency pair, 

with a sequence closing third ‘Brill:iant’ (Lines 10-12) functioning as a high 

grade assessment (HGA) to help move the talk forwards (Antaki et al, 2000). 

In requesting this detail, the CH is beginning to orient to a specific doctor as 

the complaint target since the complainant has already ascribed accountability 

through explicit naming. 

 
46 'I provide a full analysis of And-fronting' in elicitations later in this chapter. 
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The CH’s next turn is tied to the answer provided to the prior question and 

acts as an on-topic resumption ‘.hh So it relates to Tuesday night, does hit, 

the complaint?’. This does two things, firstly the tag question 'does hit' alters 

the syntax from declarative to interrogative; secondly, 'the complaint' in 

terminal position explicates the indexical 'it' and displays uptake of the COM's 

issue. In this instance, turn initial 'so' is a conjunction that links this turn with 

the information contained in the complainant's prior turn. The complainant 

responds with a succinct ‘Yeh certainly’ and does not resume his complaint. 

The CH then delivers another elicitation to overtly pursue a more detailed 

response, 'hYou give me details an I’ll take a wee note J- ehm Phillip as you 

go alo:ng' (Lines 16-17). This candidate turn is more clearly formed as a 

request for action, 'you give me details' and appears designed to elicit a 

narrative rather than a gloss. The turn-medial address term 'Phillip' is repaired 

from 'J-ehm' where it appears the CH was mistakenly going to say 'Jerry' (the 

name of the doctor). However, appearing at a point of grammatical 

completion the address term works as a pivotal resource to secure the 

conversational floor (Clayman, 2012), with the terminal increment 'as you go 

alo:ng' then opening up a transition space. 

Unusually, what follows is an orientation by the complainant to the linear 

progression of the proposed next action (the telling), accomplished through 

an adjacency pair:- 

COM:     .hh Eh: >just want me to start off yeh<?= 

CH:      =Yea::h work away. 

 

‘Work away’ is a colloquial phrase more reminiscent of mundane talk, and its 

purpose is to give the complainant the go ahead to 'start off' his telling. This 

illustrates that both participants are oriented to the complainant's obligation 

to tell his complaint in the form of a narrative in response to the elicitation. 

The complaint narrative finally begins with a lip-smack and turn-initial 'Right' 

which marks the upcoming activity as requiring significant interactional 

space to permit its telling similar to the forward-directing properties of turn-

initial 'well', as demonstrated by Heritage (2018). He then delivers a series of 

formulations that set the scene similar to a story beginning (Sacks, 1978; 
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Mandelbaum, 2013) - a temporal expression (Tuesday night at half six), 

recognitional naming formulation (Doctor Jerry McKimm) and a medical 

disclosure (for facet injections). These details are produced in factual form to 

characterise an 'actuality' (Pomerantz, 1987) and thus be recognisable as 

relevant to the story as 'a complaint' (Rhys et al, 2017). Taken in conjunction 

with the request to 'give me details' and the CH's obligation to 'take a wee 

note', the orientation to conditional relevance frames the story as responsive 

to the elicitation with the contextual information to be unpacked as the telling 

continues.  

This is one of the lengthier complaint calls lasting in excess of twenty-six 

minutes, and the crux of the complaint lies with the attitude and behaviour of 

Doctor McKimm during the appointment. Evidently, a limited gloss of the 

complainable (Lines 5-7) which explicitly locates the COM's responsive 

action as a complaint and emphasises a named third-party as accountable, 

lacks sufficient granularity to accomplish the goals of co-participants. In other 

words, a gloss in this position works against the roles of complaint-teller and 

complaint-recipient, thus blocking the next institutionally normative activity 

of problem-solving. In absence of the narrative, the CH actively pursues it by 

issuing a second elicitation that impels its production. 

Elicitation following personal information gathering 

The dataset contains more instances of personal information gathering as 

occurring first in the re-launch phase, therefore most elicitations occur 

immediately afterwards. In cases where personal information gathering is 

absent from this slot, it appears in a deferred position sometime after the 

complaint telling in the call handler's 'problem solving' response. To illustrate 

the elicitations and subsequent turns, they will of course be presented in situ 

as data extracts. First, I will present the examples in isolation before re-

positioning them in their sequences: - 

 

1. .hh An hwat wat’s ihappened William. 

2. .hh Emm if you want to go ahead and let me kno:w what your issues hare,  

     I will write those down for you. 

3.  .hh An ho:w can I ihelp yih? 
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4.  .hh And hwhat’s ha:ppened Kyle? 

 

The first observation is that each elicitation begins with a 'pre-beginning' in 

the form of a talk projective in-breath (Schegloff, 1996, 2000; Walker, 2013). 

This is particularly relevant since the elicitation is positioned immediately 

after personal information gathering and if we examine each of the four turns 

in their respective sequences (extracts 4.2 - 4.5 below), an overarching pattern 

emerges: - 

CH receipts final information exchange + topic shift implicative in-breath 

+ elicitation 

In each of the extracts, the CH receipts information of the COM's prior turn 

which relates to an aspect of personal information, for instance, concluding 

digits of the telephone number (extracts 4.2 and 4.4), date of birth (extract 

4.3) or house number (extract 4.5). By receipting final information exchange 

either through repetition (extracts 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5) or '°Oikay° (extract 4.3) 

and producing an in-breath as close as possible to that turn, the CH is 

precluding the COM from taking a turn.  As Walker (2013) states, 

"Inbreaths can be produced in such a way as to work against a 

co-participant starting up their own talk by being produced as 

close as possible to the end of that participant’s preceding TCU 

and the beginning of the next, without initial or final glottal 

closure, and with high energy" (Walker, 2013, p.467).  

With the prior activity closed and the relevance of speaker transition 

suspended by production of the inbreath, the CH switches to the elicitation in 

the next turn.  

In the first example (4.2), the call handler launches the elicitation immediately 

after personal information gathering following the pattern noted above, 

completed by a terminal address term, '.hh An hwat wat’s ihappened 

William' (Line 2). The use of address terms can be contributed to various 

aspects of interaction, for example, to build rapport in sales settings (Huma, 

2018), to convey a sense of informal friendliness (Weatherall, 2015) or as a 

means for selecting next speaker (Sacks et al, 1974). Of course, the 
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deployment of address terms in dyadic conversation does not play a part in 

speaker selection in the same way that it does for multi-party conversations 

in determining who is eligible to speak next (Lerner, 2003). Clayman (2012) 

claims that conveying a sense of sincerity is just one function of address 

terms, with turn position being more relevant to producing an analysis. As the 

name here appears in turn-final position, it is a "through produced increment 

to a prior grammatical unit" that signals the relevance of turn transfer 

(Clayman, 2012, p.1858). 

 

Extract 4.2         22-C/190705_0012/1 
1   CH:      Four five one. 

2   CH: à   .hh An hwat wat’s ihappened William. 

3   COM:     .hhh Well I’ve a detes- I’ve a detesterone 

4            deficiency, I was born with it, and like nine 

5            years ago I went up about it, ant whatever way 

6            my bloods came back I know they musta been low  

7            but they musta been WERe (0.2) they were just 

8            weren’t under enough to be treated but= 

9   CH:      Mmhmm 

10  COM:     =my characteristics: like development things 

11           everythin else like #ah# that wasn’t took 

12           serious > so anyway<=Like I’m forty 

13           two now and within the last year my-my-my mind  

14           and body went to the wall big time with it and  

15           .hhh now (0.5) I went to the first  

16           endocrinologist again ahd the same hing .hh ma 

17           doctor (.) ah::m (s     ed) inta this first  

18           endocrinologist and .hh two weeks later >because 

19           he seen what way I was deterioratin< and 

20           requested like a trial AH:: (0.5) detesterone 

21           replacement  

22           .h[h so that again it was-] 

23   CH:       [Sorry they-            ]the requested a trial 

24            of WHat? 

25            (0.5) 

26   COM:     Ofa tetestone detesterone 

27   CH:      Detesterone? 

28   COM:     Replacement aye 

29   CH:      Ok[ay  ] °replacement°. 
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30   COM:       [Yeah] 

 

The complainant responds to the elicitation with a talk projecting in-breath 

(Walker, 2013) and well-prefaced turn suggesting that the response may not 

be straightforward (Schegloff, 2005; Stokoe and Edwards, 2007). This is 

immediately followed by disclosure of delicate personal and medical details, 

alongside temporal formulations all of which project an extended and 

complex telling, although an explicit complainable does not emerge. 

However, it is an orientation to the conditional relevance of the elicitation that 

these contextual details are relevant and frames them as preliminaries to an 

upcoming complaint. Furthermore, this establishes an expectation that their 

relevance will be unpacked as the encounter progresses.  

   

The first complainable could be that the complainant's lifelong health issues 

were not taken seriously (Lines 10-11), without indication of a possible 'at 

fault' third-party. An earlier implicit reference to 'whatever way my bloods 

came back' (Lines 5-6) is a possible clue to a complainable, as lying below 

the interactional surface (Schegloff, 2005). The COM discloses intimate 

details relating to personal affect, which predominantly describe how the 

alleged lack of treatment has diminished his quality of life. He completes this 

with the idiomatic expression that his mind and body 'went to the wall big 

time' (Drew and Holt, 1988), before the talk switches to invoke various 

medical professionals and a suggested treatment option (Testosterone 

Replacement Therapy). The CH's turn at lines 23-24 initiates repair in 

response to the COM's difficulty in articulating the word 'testosterone' which, 

despite its significance towards constructing a factual account, is generally 

understood and unproblematic. 

 

Therefore, in contrast to the first elicitation shown in extract 4.1, the 

complainant's response to the elicitation is not presented as a gloss of the 

problem but rather as a narrative. This is achieved through features such as 

temporal, spatial, and third-party formulations, and the disclosure of personal 

and health-related details. The other examples under discussion are similar 
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and show that a narrative response is normatively provided by the COM as a 

responsive action to the elicitation. 

 

Similarly, in extract 4.3 an account directly follows the elicitation which then 

leads to the complaint narrative without further prompts by the call handler. 

Again, the elicitation follows the same pattern noted at the start of this section. 

 

Extract 4.3         4-A/190301_0001/1 

1   COM:     Yeah it’s the <fifteenth of February nineteen 

2            ninety six>. 

3            (0.5) 

4   CH:      °Oikay°.  

5   CH: à   .hh Em if you want to go ahead and let me kno:w 

6            what your issues hare, I will write those down 

7            for you. 

8   COM:     Yheh=Emm: <I’ve just been eh given this> number 

9            by someone else so I’m not even too sure if it’s 

10           the right number for (.) the issue that I’ve had 

11           so forgive me if it’s not=but em: (0.5) I::  

12           ha:ve (.) recently: >well for the past< ehm year 

13           or two I have been (.) going to the family 

14           planning clinic in Lakeview, 

15  CH:      Ohkay. 

16  COM:     Emm: I:: would get my: contraception from 

17           there=and last year they gave me the implant (.) 

18           ah:m which I was having trouble with, and from  

19           (0.5) the month I got it in more or less I was 

20           (0.2) trying to: return to get it taken out,  

21  CH:      Oikay. 

 

This extract begins with an open elicitation (Lines 5-7) ‘.hh Emm if you want 

to go ahead and let me kno:w what your issues hare, I will write those down 

for you’. The complainant’s response begins with an account as she explains 

that ‘someone else’ gave her the number and ‘forgive me’ if it is not the right 

number. Although the final turn 'so forgive me if it's not' at line 11 may have 

been a transition relevance place, the conjunct 'but' is latched and acts as a 

'rush-through' (Schegloff, 2007). This does not provide interactional space for 

the CH to respond and thereby displays an orientation to the conditional 
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relevance of a complaint narrative. This begins with background details 

consisting of temporal and spatial formulations providing recognition that a 

story is in progress (Sacks, 1992). The CH’s turn at line 15 ‘Ohkay’ appears 

to acknowledge receipt but is possibly an agreement that this is the right 

number although there is no strong evidence to support this. 

 

Again, the complainant discloses personal information regarding her use of 

the contraceptive implant and that it caused her some problems. Like extracts 

4.1 and 4.2, conditional relevance indicates that these contextual details will 

be tied to a complaint that has not yet emerged. Thus, the CH continues to 

provide minimal responses which allow the telling to progress, and for 

multiple complainables to rise to the interactional surface (not shown). The 

upshot of this complaint not only concerns long waits to be seen, but the focus 

shifts to two nurses who treated the complainant in an alleged unsatisfactory 

manner. This example highlights the lengths that complainants go to in order 

to 'set the scene', and the necessity for background details and relevant 

formulations. Another example of the extraordinary level of background 

information responsive to a complaint elicitation can be seen in the next 

extract.   

 

The elicitation (extract 4.4, Line 2) is latched to the previous information 

receipt and begins with a talk implicative in-breath to secure the turn. The 

complainant begins her response by revealing that she has 'ongoing dealings' 

with Social Services and was involved in a violent domestic relationship 

which, again, is a delicate personal disclosure. The turn beginnings at lines 3-

5 project the difficulty the complainant has in talking about her situation 

(elongated 'I' and breath sounds), and the use of 'just' which indicates that her 

experience is happening in the here and now. Due to its placement at the start 

of the narrative, we can assume the relevance of this as necessary background 

information, which transpires as the telling continues. 

Extract 4.4         23-C/190705_0013/1 
1   CH:      Six five two= 

2   CH: à    =.hh An ho:w can I ihelp yih? 

3   COM:     I:: ahm hhh have ongoing dealings with Social 
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4            Services, I: just .hhh came out of a domestic (.) 

5            violent relationship= 

6   CH:      =Ahuh 

7   COM:     =and hh and I thought since I came ou:t >about 

8            it< I came out (            )I phoned Social 

9            Services and wanted thu-them to help me,= 

10  CH:      =Yeah 

11  COM:     And (       ) they came out and stuff  

12           automatically it was like (0.7) they were blamin 

13           me and everything=and I know:(                )  

14           feel like (.) they’re to blame and stuff but= 

15  CH:      =No 

16  COM:     (         ) solicitors I went to said the  

17           treatment hasn’t >it hasn’t been fair< an:d  

18           (0.7) my partner >wel my ex partner sorry<  

19           (h)e’s currently in ((names a prison)) on 

20           remand=  

21  CH:      [Right.] 

22  COM:     [=since] ehm May >start of May< an::d (.) like 

23           I’m being (  t)intimidated (.) by his friends= 

24  CH:      =Right= 

25  COM:     =yihknow were we-where I live.  

26  COM:     I’ve went to Social Services so: many times an:d 

27           my housin a-association twice (0.5) they were 

28           wantin to mo:ve hme= 

29  CH:       [Right] 

30  COM:     =[becau]se they knew (.) like I was in danger an 

31           stuff ehm, (0.5) I went to Social Services about 

32           this >they wouldn’t listen to me< 

33  CH:      Right. 

34  COM:     They just kept shooting me down.  

35           I told them I’m feelin intimidated=  

36           =I’ve had ta be put on anti-depressants anti- 

37           anxiety, (0.5) 

38           It’s been really really bad like (.) My (.) ex’s 

39           friends have been outside my door partyin, 

40           Shoutin abuse=I’ve went ta (      ) I went to a  

41           Womans’ Aid worker last week and (.) she 

42           was just, (like did you) go to Social Services, 

43           I’ve been to Social Services so many times  

44           [and ] then they just keep=  

45  CH:      [Ahuh] 
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46  COM:     =ignoring me, 

 

This encounter (4.4) is particularly laden with sensitive personal information; 

the COM's admission to being party to a violent domestic situation, her ex-

partner being on remand in prison, intimidation by the former partner's friends 

and the subsequent need for medication to support her mental health. In 

addition, she alludes to communicating with multiple agencies for advice and 

support (Social Services, a solicitor, the housing association, Women's Aid). 

The essence of the complaint is that Social Services has not provided 

sufficient support (Lines 7-9), with this stance reinforced by the backing of 

the other agencies (Lines 27-31; 40-46). The COM provides a high degree of 

interactional work to justify her complaint as legitimate (others agree that she 

has been let down by Social Services), thereby asserting her right to complain 

(Benwell and McCreaddie, 2017). This highlights the degree to which 

complainants work to legitimise their complaint and portray their negative 

experience through emotive discourse. 

In the next extract (4.5), the call handler delivers the elicitation (with turn-

final address term) immediately after a series of details gathering turns and 

we see the same pattern emerging. 

CH receipts final information exchange + topic shift implicative in-breath 

+ elicitation. 

Again, the complainant discloses personal information relating to court 

proceedings for joint custody of his daughter, with minimal receipt tokens 

from the call handler permitting an extended narrative telling. In contrast to 

prior examples where complainants began their narratives with an implicit 

expectation that contextual details would emerge as relevant to the complaint, 

the COM explicitly refers to the need for disclosing 'a wee bit of background' 

(Lines 4-7). This acts as a 'story preface' (Sacks, 1978; Mandelbaum, 2013) 

projecting not only the type of telling to emerge but launches an expectation 

that the recipient should align and respond accordingly. Through the minimal 

response at line 6 'Mhhmm', the CH displays recognition of an incipient story 

and passes the conversational floor to her co-participant.  
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I will return to this encounter later in this chapter, and again in chapter 5. 

Extract 4.5        8-C/190409_0010/2 

1   CH:      °Number five°. 

2   CH: à    .hh And hwhat’s ha:ppened Kyle? 

3             (0.2) 

4   COM:     .hhh Wel it’s just that it’s hhh I’ll have to fill 

5            you in on a wee bit of background I’ll [make it]=  

6   CH:                                            [Mhhmm  ] 

7   COM:     =as quick as possible. 

8           .hh Ehm (.) I’ve been going for joint custody 

9            with my daughter this year- late this year early 

10           next year >hopefully this year<, 

11  CH:      Mhmm 

12  COM:     Ehm but durin- we had a ve:ry lengthy court (.) 

13           battle for access just, 

14  CH:      Right. 

 

These extracts represent typical examples of elicitations subsequent to 

personal information gathering and illustrate the appropriateness of this 

position for complaint elicitations. When the complainant's next positioned 

turn begins with background details, there is an expectation that the relevance 

of these preliminaries will become apparent, and they are not questioned by 

the CH. Even though these additional actions are produced prior to an explicit 

complaint, they are always oriented to the conditional relevance of the 

complaint. There is evidence of some hedging by complainants at the start of 

their responsive turns which may indicate the delicacy of complaining 

(Ruusuvuori et al, 2019) or uncertainty as to how to construct a sufficiently 

detailed response. Nonetheless, the complaint narratives are successfully 

initiated via the elicitation with no further effort or pursuit from the CH. 

Elicitation following consent taking  

The other position where elicitations emerge is found immediately after the 

CH has gained consent to participate in the study, again at the re-launch phase. 

The dataset contains fewer instances of elicitations in this position: - 
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1. .pt .hh So: em (0.1) you wish(ed) to make a complaint with regard to the 

>occupational therapy department<=Do you want to: em (.) give me the 

dehtails and I’ll take those down for you. 

 

2. .hh <So: ehm: if- I:>, do you want to give me the de:tails then ov your  

complaint. 

 

3. .hh So if you would like to go ahead and to tell me: .hh em: (.) your  

concerns and I will write those idown. 

 

Notice that like elicitations arising immediately after personal information 

gathering, each begins with a topic shift implicative inbreath (Walker, 2013). 

The first two elicitations sequentially appear after a turn that receipts 

information from the complainant, similar to those arising after personal 

information gathering (in these instances, consent to record).  

 

In the first extract (4.6), recording47 begins with an extended consent 

sequence. The first observation is that the complainant provides her 

agreement to be recorded (Line 4) in overlap with the CH. The CH’s turns in 

lines 1 to 7 are scripted in accordance with the approved study protocol48. 

However, the complainant’s turn ‘Yes I am’ is delivered in overlap close to a 

point where speaker transition may occur (at a TRP) (Sacks et al, 1974). With 

this response, the complainant overtly orients to the proposition built into the 

question (being happy to be recorded) rather than to the design of the yes/no 

interrogative. The CH’s recycled turn beginning (Schegloff, 1987) at line 5 

repairs the overlap, prior to a request for confirmation at line 8 after which 

the scripted element ends. This demonstrates the CH's orientation to the study 

protocol in adhering to the script while ensuring that the action of gaining 

informed consent has been fully realised. 

 
47 Note that this is the start of permitted recording and not the beginning of the 
encounter.  
48 This refers to ‘Script for 3 stage consent, V4’ study document. Thereafter, talk is 
naturally occurring. 
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Extract 4.6         2-A/190122_0004/2 

1   CH:      .hhh For the benefit of the recording can you 

2             confirm that you are happy for me to record hthis 

3            call, (.) and you[’re free t’]= 

4   COM:                   [Yes I am   ] 

5   CH:      =you’re free to change your mind at any point 

6            during the hcall and this will not affect your  

7            comiplaint. 

8    CH:     So you’re [consenting to >the re]hcording<? 

9    COM:            [Okay hthat’s hfine   ]. 

10   CH:     .hh [>Okay< ] 

11   COM:        [I am in]deed iyes. 

12   CH:     Thank you very much, I really appreciate that. 

13   CH:     .pt .hh So: em (0.1) you wish(ed) to make a 

14            complaint with regard to the >occupational therapy 

15          department<=Do you want to: em (.) give 

16          me the dehtails and I’ll take those down for you. 

17   COM:   Oka:y=Ah:: (.) it’s not actually about (.) the 

18          therapists themselves it’s .hh I broke ma back in 

19          an accident in two thousand an six and ah: (.) >it 

20          was a crush fracture< and ahd ah (.) muh spinal 

21          cord (.) was damaged (.) aswell and ahd ave 

22          severe walkin difficulties, 

 

Following a turn which receipts consent and displays appreciation for study 

participation, the complaint elicitation consists of resumption of a prior 

complainable or reason for call (Lines 13-15), latched with an open elicitation 

(Lines 15-16). The resumption displays the CHs uptake of a prior mentioned 

matter (the occupational therapy department) and is thus backward looking. 

Then a latched elicitation, ‘Do you want to: em (.) give me the dehtails and 

I’ll take those down for you’, proposes a next forward moving action. This is 

a unique construction49 in the dataset, however, it works to accomplish the 

action of eliciting the complaint narrative in a similar way to those already 

 
49 This refers to the form of the turn - a resumption with a latched open elicitation. I will 
clarify these terms and their initiating response types in detail as this chapter progresses 
(section 4.2). 
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discussed. The complainant's response begins with ‘Okay’ which accepts the 

action ascribed by the prior turn (Schegloff, 2007). Then with some 

dispreference markers (stretched vowels and micropause Line 17), he 

immediately moves to distance his complaint from pertaining to ‘the 

therapists themselves’. He then provides a narrative description of his medical 

condition as well as the effect on his mobility, which is expected to be relevant 

to the emerging complaint. 

The formulation ‘it’s not about x, it’s about y’ is noteworthy as the 

complainant is keen to avoid attributing blame to his occupational therapist 

(OT). Indeed, this develops as the call continues and builds to a point where 

neither participant is certain of who the culpable party may be (if any 

individual person). Rather than stating at this point what his concern is, again 

we see the complaint narrative beginning with contextual information which 

includes a temporal formulation, a concise medical description and physical 

affect all packaged into an extended series of turns.  

 

Extract 4.7 shows a re-formulated elicitation (Line 11) arising after the 

consent sequence, with the CH's preceding turn at line 10 (°Okay°) signifying 

an activity switch to institutional business (Weatherall, 2015). The COM's 

response again begins with necessary background details and a personal 

disclosure of surgery for a gynaecological issue. Similar to the complainant 

in extract 4.6, she is keen to direct blame away from the (as yet unidentified) 

consultant and towards a general administrative shortcoming with an absence 

of accountability (it's just the actual appointments) (Lines 19-21).  

Extract 4.7         1-A/190116_0002/3 

1   CH:      .hh So just for the benefit of the recording can 

2            you confirm that you are happy for me to record 

3            this call, 

4   COM:     .hh hYeah that’s fine, 

5   CH:      °Okay°. 

6   CH:      Ehmm you’re free to change your mind at any 

7            hpoint hduring the callh and it won’t affect 

8             your complaint. 

9   COM:     .hh Okay great=Thank you very much .hhh 
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10  CH:      °Okay°. 

11  CH: à   .hh <So: ehm: if- I:>, Do you want to give me 

12           the de:tails then ov your complaint. 

13  COM:     Yes=So ehm <I have been seeing a consultant in>  

14           betwe- well ehm she’s been >holdin a clinic< in 

15           Brook Hospital .hh ehm and I’ve had surgery in 

16           the General=This has been going on since  

17           two thousand and fifteen, ehm it’s a gynae- it’s 

18           not- .hh I’m not makin about-a complaint about 

19           the consultant or anything yihknow everything’s 

20           been great that way, it’s just the actual 

21           appointhments, 

 

In contrast to examples where the complainant is explicitly diverting 

culpability from specific care providers, the complaint in extract 4.8 targets 

an individual nurse. The turn prior to the elicitation belongs to the COM, 

therefore this example does not follow the same pattern as the others 

discussed above. However, this may partly be explained by the CH's 'Okay' 

which acknowledges consent, and the subsequent scripted element (Lines 5-

7). This initiates a response from the complainant, 'hOkay=iNope that’s fine' 

with the elicitation emerging in the next turn. 

The complaint relates to the behaviour and attitude of a nurse who attended 

to the complainant during a recent hospital admission. This begins with a 

telling about her early morning admission to the ward from Accident and 

Emergency (A&E) and whether she was supposed to be fasting, as claimed 

by the nurse who failed to bring her a hot drink. The turn begins with 

'Okay=.hh Well as ah say' (Line 12) which displays an orientation to an 

activity shift as a relevant next action, followed by the in-breath to maintain 

the turn (Walker, 2013). 'As I say' indicates that she is repeating some part of 

talk which has most likely been suspended by the CH to attend to consent50. 

 
50 The personal information gathering phase occurs at second opportunity, later in the call. 
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Thereafter (not shown), the narrative builds to incorporate other events and 

anecdotes that are framed as individual stories51, all of which frame the 

nurse's actions as reprehensible (Drew, 1998). Nonetheless, the narrative 

begins with the normative features of a complaint telling (multiple temporal 

and spatial formulations, and personal affect). Although there is an absence 

of medical information throughout this encounter, the details are provided in 

such a way as to mark the narrative as factual. 

Extract 4.8        3-A/190204_0005/2 

1   CH:      .hh And then for the purposes ov thu rehcording 

2            can you confirm that you are happy for me to 

3            record this hcall. 

4   COM:     hYes certainly. 

5   CH:      Okay. You’re free to change your mind at any 

6            point during the chall, and that won’t affect 

7            the comiplaint in iany iway. 

8   COM:     hOkay=iNope that’s fine. 

9   CH: à   .hh So if you would like to go ahead and to 

10           tell me: .hh em: (.) your concerns and I will 

11           write those idown. 

12  COM:     Okay=.hh Well as ah say, I was admitted to the 

13           ward at about half past seven on the Saturday 

14           mor:hning,  

15           I was pretty tired=I’d been in ay an ee from 

16           about(.) mm five o’hclock the night behfore: (.) 

17           no sleep .hh  

18           An::d (.) >as I say< the auxillary nurse came in 

19           with like a lunch menu thing=an I said to her 

20           .hh oh: I hope to be asleep at lunchtime I just 

21            want a cuppa tea I’m knackered, 

22           >An she said< I’m sorry I can’t give you any tea 

23           you’re ifasting.  

24           £I said I can’t be (h)fast(h)ing I haven’t even  

25           seen a doctor yet, I just got hhere£. 

 
51 For example, she launches an anecdote that relates to a conversation between herself 
and a patient, unknown to her, whom she overheard complaining about a nurse. The story 
goes:- 
'.hh hWell I was downstairs a::nd (.) this man was £com(h)plaining to his daughter about 
(.) this (h)nurse£. An I started laughing >an I said< you’re not on ward ten bee, are you. An 
he said, Ah am acishully'. 
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26  CH:      Mhmm mhmm. 

 

The preceding extracts illustrate a selection of elicitations, all of which are 

structurally positioned post the opening phase in the re-launch. They 

consistently occur after either personal details gathering or consent 

sequences. This poses the question as to whether this is driven by an 

institutional or interactional relevancy. As previously stated, one trust adheres 

pro-forma to a structure which loosely guides the questioning activity. The 

CH elicits name and other personal details as they arise on a form which (s)he 

is additionally tasked with completing, and then moves to ‘details of 

complaint’ which is listed further down the sequential ordering. Therefore, 

on the surface this would appear to be a practical point rather than an 

interactional consequence, or institutionally normative. Since all call handlers 

systematically orient to eliciting the complaint at the same structural position, 

I suggest that it is an institutionally normative activity.    

However, more evidence is required to reinforce the claim as to the 

appropriateness of this slot. Empirical questions arise such as, (1) how do 

participants orient to the absence of an elicitation and, (2) what is the upshot 

when another action fills this slot? To answer these two questions and support 

my claim that elicitations fit in a specific structural location, I will describe 

two deviant cases that go some way to revealing the base organisation of 

eliciting a complaint narrative.  

(1) Complainable intercepts an institutional activity 

With this example, the institutional activity in progress (personal information 

gathering) is interrupted by troubles telling and complaint implicative talk. 

The extract illustrates joint orientations that what has emerged is misplaced 

and that the complaint telling should not emerge until initiated by the call 

handler at the appropriate slot. 

Extract 4.9       29-C/Extract E/1 

1   CH:      And wereabou-Is that Portway? 

2   COM:     N- Well it’s Eastport Isley, But my my concern is  

3            (      ) currently in hos:pital. .hhh (     ) in 

4            the Mayer Hospital, 
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5   CH:      °Okay°  

6   COM:     An I’m very-They’re about to tur-They are about 

7            (to turf    ) onta the street= 

8   CH:      Okay. 

9   COM:     (         ) five weeks waitin on a care package 

10           that they do not have in place .hhh And they’re 

11           strugglin to put in place,= 

12   COM:     =They h- Oh li-listen I’ll let you do:= 

13   CH:      =Let me [take the details (     )] 

14   COM:             [Yeh I’ll come to it,    ]Ye(h)s I’ll 

15            c(h)ome ba(h)ck. 

16   CH:      We’ll [go through it] bit by bit= 

17   COM:           [Ye:ah,       ] 

18   CH:      =What’s the postcode there. 

 

Prior to this extract, the CH has been gathering personal details in the re-

launch phase. A location question (And whereabou- is that Portway?) relating 

to the address triggers an unelicited troubles-telling. The concern is that a 

domiciliary care package has not yet been implemented and discharge from 

the ward is imminent – this is the basis for the complaint. The complainant 

then re-orients to the activity that was underway prior to this unelicited topic 

change saying, ‘Oh listen I’ll let you do:=’ (Line 12), which remains 

incomplete as the CH herself completes the project of the turn ‘=Let me take 

the details’.  

Significantly, the complainable that begins at line 2 (But my my concern is) 

is different to the beginnings of complaint narratives already discussed in this 

chapter. I have stated that responses to elicitations normatively begin with 

temporal, place and person formulations alongside personal disclosures. The 

complainable here draws only upon a time reference 'five weeks waitin' (Line 

9), before the complainant realigns to the CH's institutional role and 

interrupted activity. The design of this turn and the observation that it is the 

complainant who suspends complaining activity, both evidence the 

complainant's awareness that a topic shift to 'complaining' is not yet 

appropriate but is unambiguously on the institutional agenda. 
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Both participants work collaboratively to realign through an overt 

demonstration of the necessity to return to the complaint at a suitable time, as 

determined by the CH. The complainant’s turn ‘Yeh I’ll come to it, Ye(h)s 

I’ll c(h)ome ba(h)ck’ (Lines 14-15) is partially in overlap with the CH’s turn 

and contains laughter particles. Jefferson (1984) refers to this type of laughter 

as troubles-resistance, however, its function here may contribute to topic 

closure as made relevant by the prior turn (Holt, 2012). Notice that the CH’s 

subsequent turn ‘We’ll go through it bit by bit’ (Line 16) does not reciprocate 

the laughter and this does not appear disaffiliative. Rather, in troubles-talk, it 

is the ‘job’ of the recipient to take the trouble seriously and display troubles-

receptiveness (Jefferson, 1984).  

Although the call handler implicitly confirms that a process should be adhered 

to (let me take the details' and 'we'll go through it bit by bit), the complainant 

displays a joint understanding of the institution's organisational activities, and 

interactionally, for a preference for progressivity. With both participants now 

re-aligned, the activity shifts back to personal information gathering at line 

18 (extract 4.9 above) 'What’s the postcode there'. 

Extract 4.10         29-C/Extract E/2 

1   CH:à    Okay so they’re basically saying ready for discharge 

2          at the minute [but ]there is [no care   ] package, 

3   COM:                 [Yes.]         [So: listen] 

4   COM:     >Listen< what happened they base-, Acshully .hhh 

5            Yesterday I:: ahuh huh I was very,-Five weeks ago 

6            I was ready to make a complaint [An] I took a big= 

7   CH:                                     [Mm] 

9   COM:     =deep breath, An I went no==bigger picture get on 

10           with this. 

11           .hh ahm Two days ahgo (.) .hhh again I got (.) 

12           very cross an I was ready to make a complaint, 

13   CH:     Mmhmm 

14   COM:    But again: (.) took a big deep breath and today 

15           as #ah no acshilly now in danger. This this is 

16           actually (0.3) [dangerous >with it goin on<], 

17   CH:                     [Yeh after the (           )] Yeh. 

18   COM: à .hhh So what happened (.) this goes back em to the 

19           Tuesday (.) 
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Following information gathering, the CH attempts to elicit the complaint with 

an on-topic resumption at line 1 (extract 4.10 above). This turn begins ‘Okay 

so they’re basically saying’, with a gloss of the trouble which was previously 

stated (that the patient is ready for discharge but there is no care package in 

place). The complainant responds in overlap with an affirmative, and then 

begins a turn in overlap which is repaired multiple times and moreover, 

switches the trajectory from the complaint narrative to complaining as a 

distinct action (I was ready to make a complaint).   

The repair from ‘what happened they base-’ which most likely would have 

been completed as ‘basically' but is instead self-repaired (Schegloff et al, 

1977) with a turn prefaced ‘actually’ (Line 4) to indicate a change of mind 

(Clift, 2001; 2016). An inbreath projects more talk with another turn 

abandoned, ‘yesterday I:: ahuh huh I was very-’. The COM then provides a 

temporal shift through a state of mind description of five weeks prior when 

‘ready to make a complaint’. By switching from 'yesterday' to 'five weeks ago' 

the COM is highlighting an ongoing issue and stresses the decision not to 

complain at the first opportunity by drawing upon two idiomatic expressions 

in the same turn, ‘I took a big deep breath, an I went no bigger picture get on 

with this’. Drew and Holt (1988) state that idiomatic expressions are often 

used to pursue affiliation where it has not been forthcoming. In this encounter, 

the CH has not yet had the opportunity to properly affiliate as co-participants 

struggle to align in terms of the interactional project.  

The COM's recurring orientation to time through the use of relational 

formulations is quite striking. Pomerantz (1987) argues that temporal 

references such as 'five weeks ago' (Line 5), 'yesterday' (Line 5), 'two days 

ago' (Line 11) and 'the Tuesday' (Line 19) are "a fundamental part of sense 

making machinery" (1987, p.241). Rather than orienting to factual 

information that represents an 'actuality', they are used to show how "people, 

things, events, actions, etc. are related to each other" (1987, p.241) and 

display the speaker's orientation to the project at hand (Rhys et al, 2017). The 

relational formulations work in various ways to highlight not only that the 

complainant is a ‘restrained’ complainer (having held off from complaining 
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'five weeks ago' and 'two days ago'), but also that the matter is enduring and 

that a recent turn of events has instigated the current call. The urgency of 

potential discharge without appropriate care being in place at home warrants 

the interaction and the force of the complaint which can be seen to restart 

multiple times. 

Only at line 16 does the complaint narrative begin in the normative format 

that I described previously. Although not contiguous with the elicitation, the 

conditional relevance of the resumption remains, and the CH remains 

positioned as complaint recipient. This turn begins with an inbreath, the 

phrasal element 'so what happened', and then a temporal formulation ('the 

Tuesday'). Therefore, despite surfacing prematurely across multiple turns, the 

complaint narrative only begins properly after being elicited by the call 

handler. Undeniably, I cannot claim that this example (both extracts 4.9 and 

4.10) clearly illustrates the typical 'elicitation-complaint narrative' structure, 

and the transcript has some omissions for indiscernible talk. It is because this 

encounter is fraught with other contingencies that the complainable resurfaces 

early and repeatedly, but participants' orientations to institutional procedures 

as 'necessary preliminaries' are marked. 

This encounter is subsequently considered an implicit request for assistance 

as the CH recognises the severity of the ‘live’ situation. She offers remedial 

action to eliminate the potential threat to ongoing treatment and care through 

offering to telephone the appropriate services. Whether or not the 

complainable matter is escalated as an official formal complaint is unknown. 

Furthermore, this example illustrates how the complaint call handler’s role is 

varied and requires skills to detect certain situations as requiring urgent 

attention, similar to Zimmerman’s (1992) calls for emergency assistance52. 

 

 
52 Admittedly the same contingencies do not apply to these settings, and I merely point to 
the requirement for complaints call handlers to expedite concerns where necessary. 
Anecdotally (as told by CHs themselves), another example would relate to a situation 
involving a mental health crisis where a service user's life is in immediate danger. In such 
cases, rapid decisions on organising emergency assistance are crucial. Such safeguarding 
measures are encompassed in the official guidelines (DOH, 2019). 
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(2) Institutional activity blocks normative elicitation-narrative sequence 

 

In the next excerpt, the usual (and expected) trajectory is disrupted by an 

institutional activity at line 9 and the elicitation-telling sequence is noticeably 

absent. This example is extracted from just a few seconds into the encounter, 

and I should clarify that the CH is returning a call which relates to the COM's  

child. Noticeably, the COM's three attempts to repair his daughter's name  

from 'Sharon to Suzanne' seem to go awry, but it is the CH's turn at line 9-10 

that is of interest here. 

 

Extract 4.11          28-C/Extract B/1 
1 CH:      .hhh Okay then Jack ahm you’re phonin >in 

2          relation to your daughter Sharon<_ 

3          (0.2) 

4 COM:     Suzanne. 

5 CH:      Oh hSusan. 

6 COM:     Suzanne O’iNeill.      

7 CH:      °Susan° Okay=And what age is Susan, 

8 COM:     Suzanne is (   ), 

9 CH: à       Okay. .hhh Now ar-Do you want to put in a formal 
10         complaint. 

11 COM:     #Ah::# If posshible ah:m ah (0.7) ahm (.) 

12          Basically #ih#  

13          >I can let you know what it's in relation to 

14          and you can de[cide<= 

15 CH:            [Yes. 

16 COM:     =whether= 

17 CH:      =Yeah. 

18 COM:     Ehm She: hhh needs ah (0.2) jaw surgery on top 

19          and lower job ah jaw= 

 

Unusually, the CH switches immediately to institutional agenda by asking the 

complainant if he wants to put in a formal complaint. Although the turn 

beginning is repaired to a yes/no interrogative '.hhh Now ar-Do you want to 

put in a formal complaint', the COM responds with a non-type conforming 

SPP with respect to the grammatical form of the question but orients to the 

action ascribed by it (Raymond, 2003). The turn begins with a creaky voiced 
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‘#Ah::#’, with stretched vowel sounds displaying uncertainty on the 

recipient’s part. ‘If posshible’ is pronounced with stress and rising prosody 

which indicates uncertainty as the complainant appears surprised by the 

premise of the CH’s question. Further hesitation markers ‘ahm ah (0.7) ahm’ 

precede his response which articulates that a different activity, the complaint 

telling, is missing from its expected slot in the interaction (I can let you know 

what it's in relation to and you can decide).  

 

There are at least two alternatives as to what is happening here, and the first 

is not supported by robust evidence but merely intuition based on other calls 

by this trust; so, I will proceed cautiously. The CH could be implying that 

there is an option to complain either formally or informally, and she is 

enquiring about the former which puts the complaint officially 'on the record'. 

The latter could be treated as an enquiry for further information, and I provide 

a detailed discussion of such matters in chapter 5. The second possibility is 

that as this call was instigated by the CH in response to a previous call made 

by the COM (a returned call), the CH could simply have been confirming that 

the aim of the initial call was to make a complaint thus confirming she is the 

person he needs to speak with. With stress on the second syllable of 

'complaint' and none on 'formal', this may seem more likely. 

 

Nonetheless, no elicitation occurs at all in this encounter, as the upshot of the 

CH’s misplaced activity is sufficient to promote the topic. Thus, the 

complainable emerges in a subsequent sequence (line 18 onwards, not all 

shown). The relevance emphasised by this deviant case is that an elicitation 

is not only expectable, but it is expected to occur prior to an orientation to 

certain other institutional activities. In contrast to call openings where typical 

features of mundane talk are missing but not noticeable, the complaint telling 

and thus the elicitation are oriented to here as officially absent, albeit 

implicitly. The complainant's response, 'I can let you know what it's in 

relation to and you can decide' suggests that the prior turn is misplaced. Even 

if he does not orient explicitly to not having been invited to tell his narrative, 

I have shown through other examples that this systematically occurs. 

Therefore, this example goes some way to highlighting participants' 
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orientations to the existence of a normative pattern through breaching it 

(Garfinkel, 1967). 

 

Summary 

The foregoing analyses show that there is an expectation of a complaint 

elicitation with a responsive complaint telling, and the elicitation should arise 

in a specific phase of the complaints handling call. The data suggest that the 

appropriate slot is at the call re-launch, after either personal information 

gathering (in first opportunity) or consent taking. There is no evidence that 

one or other position is preferable, however, my dataset contains more 

instances of the former. In contrast to the sequential organisation of the 

personal information gathering phase, which consists of routine 

question/answer adjacency pair sequences, the complaint elicitation initiates 

an entirely different type of organisation. Rather, it facilitates the complaint 

by providing the opportunity for an extended narrative description. Although 

the narrative may be preceded by an account or mitigation, this is contiguous 

with the complaint narrative which shows orientations to the conditional 

relevance of the telling (Schegloff, 1968, 1990; Schegloff and Sacks, 1973; 

Sacks, 1992). Complainants' responses often report a private issue, whether 

medical or personal in nature, along with temporal, spatial and/or person 

references which are indicative of story-telling. By stating these types of 

details, complainants are projecting (1) the relevance of their unpacking as a 

complaint, as the encounter progresses, and (2) that the narrative is a factual 

representation of a past event or experience. Additionally, the selection of 

formulations displays participants' orientations to the type of activity in 

progress, and their choices can represent the narrative as factual through 

'official' formulations (Pomerantz, 1987) or to give coherence to the details 

being described in order to show what is relevant and how. 

 

4.2 Design of elicitations 

In this section, I will discuss features of elicitations such as turn initial 

components and other lexical choices that are recipient designed for 

interactional or institutional affordances. I will then explore elicitations more 
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comprehensively, clarifying the specific classification of elicitation or 

resumption with a view to explicating the extent to which turn design may 

influence the trajectory of the sequence. These relevancies go some way to 

addressing CA's fundamental question 'Why that now?'. I will begin by 

approaching ways in which the turn-initial elements 'so', 'and' and 'okay' 

display an orientation to the directionality of the talk as looking either 

backwards or forwards.  

Turn-initial elements and directionality 

In my examination of elicitations to this point, I have intentionally left 

unaddressed a clearly discernible feature of the turn and that is turn-initial 

features. In my collection of recordings, almost all elicitations contain an 

element at the turn beginning that builds projection and directionality 

(Schegloff, 1987; 2001). These are ‘and’, ‘so’ and occasionally ‘okay’.  

So-prefacing 

Schegloff (1987) describes how pre-placed appositionals such as ‘so’ and 

‘well’ can absorb overlap with prior turns but in elicitations and 

resumptions, ‘so’ appears designed for a specific sequential use. Previous 

literature states that some turns with the discourse marker ‘so’ in turn-initial 

position53 have a particular function when prefacing sequence initiating 

actions. Bolden (2008; 2009) states that in this position, ‘so’ is implemented 

to signify upcoming talk as "emerging from incipiency rather than being 

contingent on the immediately preceding talk" (Bolden, 2009, p.974). In 

institutional talk where there is a reason for the call and this is stated in the 

opening, some other business may interrupt that talk, or rather, intervene. In 

my data, the phases of activities show that 'some other business' could be 

consent taking or personal details gathering. Subsequently, the CH shifts 

activity (Weatherall, 2015) and moves to re-launch institutional business via 

a so-prefaced elicitation as shown below (extract 4.12). 

In this example, the CH moves from consent taking (following the scripted 

elements) to the so-prefaced elicitation (Lines 9-11). 

 
53 This differs from other types of ‘so’ that mark causal relationships (Bolden, 2009). 
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Extract 4.12       3-A/190204_0005/3 

1   CH:      .hh And then for the purposes ov thu rehcording 

2            can you confirm that you are happy for me to 

3            record this call. 

4   COM:     hYes certainly. 

5   CH:      Okay you’re free to change your mind at any 

6            point during the chall and that won’t affect the 

7            comiplaint in iany iway. 

8   COM:     hOkay=iNope that’s fine. 

9   CH: à   .hh So if you would like to go ahead and to tell 

10           me: .hh em: (.) your concerns and I will write 

11           those idown. 

12  COM:     Okay=.hh Well as ah say I was admitted to the 

13           ward at about half past seven on the Saturday  

14           mor:hning,  

 

Another example (4.13) sees the initial ‘so’ prefaced turn abandoned and  

reformulated as a polar question ‘.hh <So: ehm: if- I:>, do you want to give 

me the de:tails then ov your complaint’ (Lines 11-12). The initial phrase is 

marked with slower talk and stretched vowel sounds indicating hesitation 

which is then repaired to a more fluent interrogative format. 

 

Extract 4.13      1-A/190116_0002/3 

1   CH:      .hh So just for the benefit of the recording can 

2            you confirm that you are happy for me to record 

3            this call, 

4   COM:    .hh hYeah that’s fine, 

5   CH:      °Okay°. 

6   CH:      Ehmm you’re free to change your mind at any 

7            hpoint hduring the callh and it won’t affect 

8            your complaint. 

9   COM:     .hh Okay great=thank you very much .hhh 

10  CH:      °°Okay°°. 

11      à   .hh <So: ehm: if- I:>, do you want to give me 

12           the de:tails then ov your complaint. 

13  COM:     Yes=So ehm <I have been seeing a consultant in> 

14           betwe- well ehm she’s been >holdin a clinic< in 

15           Brook Hospital  
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Similarly in extract 4.14, the so-fronted elicitation (Line 6) appears after 

consent has been granted.  Notice that the 'so' in line 1 is deployed as a 

discourse marker to index a causal connection to the previous turn (Bolden, 

2009). In this instance, the so-initial turn is purely contingent on immediately 

prior talk which is the scripted element of consent taking.  

 

Extract 4.14      2-A/190122_0004/3 

1   CH:      So you’re [consenting to >the re]hcording<? 

2   COM:              [Okay hthat’s hfine   ]. 

3   CH:      .hh [>Okay< ]  

4   COM:         [I am in]deed iyes. 

5   CH:      Thank you very much I really appreciate that. 

6   CH: à  .pt .hh So: em (0.1) you wish(ed) to make a 

7            complaint with regard to the >occupational 

8            therapy department<=Do you want to: em (.) give 

9            me the dehtails and I’ll take those down for 

10           you.  

 

In all of these elicitations, turn-initial ‘so’ is used by the call handler to 

progress an activity that has been on the agenda since the call opening, where 

the initial institutional greeting ‘How can I help you?’ has initiated a 

complainable or gloss of the complaint as the reason for calling at the first 

possible opportunity (Márquez-Reiter, 2005; Orthaber and Márquez-Reiter, 

2011; Ekström and Lundström, 2014). However, this is not the appropriate 

place for expanding on the complaint and instead, the CH moves to other 

institutional activities (consent or personal information gathering). As Drew 

and Heritage (1992) state, institutional interactions are goal oriented and the 

telling of the complaint narrative has been on the interactional agenda since 

the start. This can be accomplished via the so-initial elicitation as an initiating 

action that facilitates the telling of the complainable. As Schegloff (1987; 

2001) states, turn beginnings contain an element of directionality. While 'so' 

refers back to talk that did not fully emerge, the remainder of the turn (the 

elicitation) projects a next relevant action (the telling).  
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To illustrate this further I will return to an example discussed previously. In 

chapter 3, I showed that the dataset has a small number of examples where 

the recording starts with complaint implicative talk or reason for calling. I 

showed that rather than being deviant cases that did not align with the typical 

call structure, these were merely cases were the CH had started to record the 

call either too early or too late. The example below (4.15) is extracted from 

the very start of the recording and begins mid-turn with an assumed reason 

for calling, 'complaint I'm looking to make just about a ser:vice within the 

hospital'. The COM confirms that she has called the correct department, and 

the CH self-identifies (Lines 5-6). From line 12, the CH invites the 

complainant to participate in research, and at lines 18 and 19 consent is given. 

The falling intonation of the CH's turn at line 20 'Oikay Jill' suggests receipt 

of consent and projects an activity switch which emerges in the next turn in 

the form of an elicitation 'So ah:m (0.5) wa:tsit >in relation to<'. Therefore, 

having suspended complaint implicative talk to gain consent, the call handler 

is now positioned to re-launch the call and return to incipient talk that did not 

fully emerge at the beginning. Although the complainant was stating her 

reason for calling as a gloss (about a service within the hospital), rather than 

explicitly complaining, this extract illustrates how a so-initial elicitation is 

drawing upon earlier talk that has not risen to the interactional surface. 

Additionally, the CH's TCUs at line 7-9, '.hhh Ahm ah just be-before I 

continue with the call' and 'c-sorry can I just ask your first hname', overtly 

block complaining activity as institutional concerns are prioritised. The COM 

then begins with background details that are systematically deployed in this 

slot to deliver a complaint narrative. 

Extract 4.15     12-B/190417_0005/2 
1   COM:    complaint I’m looking to make just about a 

2           ser:vice within the hospital= 

3   COM:    =I don’t know if that’s the right ((swallow)) 

4           number I’m through to or not.    

5   CH:     Yes you’re through to the complaints department. 

6           This is Lucy speakin, 

7   CH:     .hhh Ahm ah just be-before I continue with the 

8           call >c-sorry  

9           can I just ask your first hname<. 
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10  COM:    It’s Jill.   

11  CH:     Jill.  

12  CH:     Jill we are taking part in a study with 

13          (University), Ah they’re recording calls just to  

14           see if there’s ways they can improve the suh- 

15           complaints:: serhvi::ce= 

16  COM:    =Ahhuh= 

17  CH:     =Ah would you mind if I recorded this [call? 

18  COM:                                          [No that’s 

19          that’s fine, You work away.  

20  CH:     Oikay Jill. 

21  CH: à  So ah:m (0.5) wa:tsit >in relation to<.   

22  COM:    Its th-oh-Basically it’s just the fact that I’ve 

23          been referred to physio last year, I #ha-a#-so I 

24          was and I was seen .hhh ahm  

 

And-fronting 

‘And’ is generally discussed in linguistic literature in terms of being a 

connective, similar to 'but', 'so' and the like. However, it appears to possess a 

more pragmatic function than just acting as a feature of continuation. The CA 

literature has identified that and-fronted turns are used to link series of 

questions in institutional talk, and that this feature indicates that the question 

it prefaces is linked to the institution’s routine or agenda (Heritage and 

Sorjonen, 1994). It is used to link questions where the second is contingent 

on the answer to the first, as illustrated below. 

Extract 4.16      7-C/190404_0009/2 

1   CH:      Lovely=And what’s your addhress? 
2   COM:     .hh ah .pt Ten forestview close >forestview’s all 

3            one word<, 
4   CH: à   Lovehly=And close? 

5   COM:     Ah close yes= 

Here, the question asked at line 4 is contingent on the answer provided in line 

2. However, both the literature and my own dataset show that and-prefacing 

is used to link a series of questions that are not necessarily contiguous, but 

they are sufficiently tied as to indicate that they are performing a specific task-

centred activity. For example, in extract 4.17 the CH is gathering personal 
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details from the complainant through an interrogative series. The initial 

question ‘What did you say your name was hagain?’ is ensued by a series of 

four and-fronted questions (Lines 7, 9, 17 and 21). Whereas the answer to a 

prior question is not directly linked to the succeeding question, there is an 

overt equivalence in the nature of questioning. Collectively, the questions 

form a personal information gathering sequence which the CH is required to 

accomplish as part of the institutional task. In fronting a succession of 

interrogatives with turn-initial ‘and’, the sequence appears coherent and 

presents the line of questioning as routine for the encounter. 

Extract 4.17      5-C/190404_0006/2 

1   CH:      Let me just take some details for yourself.  
2            Wha did you say your name was hagain? 
3   COM:     <Sean Adrian Higgins>=  

4   CH:      =Love[ly        ] 

5   COM:          [>Two gees<] 

6   CH:      °Two gees° lovely. 

7   CH: à    And hwhat’s your date ov birth hplease? 

8   COM:     <Sixteen of the sixth forty five> 

9   CH: à    Forty five. And your addhress mister Higghins? 

10  COM:     Flat thirty one,  

11  CH:      [Ahuh   ] 

12  COM:     [Fifty f]ive Millview Crescent, 

13  CH:      Fifty five Mill[view:   ] 

14  COM:                    [Portway.] 

15  COM:     Yeh. 

16  CH:      Gardens Portway  

17  CH: à   And what’s the postcode there please. 

18  COM:     Bee tee nine zed, 

19  CH:      Ahhuh. 

20  COM:     four ay hdee 

21  CH: à   And what’s the best telephone number for yih? 

 

The and-fronted turns discussed so far relate to a specific phase of the 

encounter, that is, personal information gathering and not complaint 

elicitations to which this chapter relates. My intention was to highlight turn-

initial ‘and’ as an interactional phenomenon, prior to introducing and-fronted 
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elicitations. In my dataset, almost half of the complaint elicitations are and-

fronted which justifies further examination. 

Extract 4.18         8-C/190409_0010/3 

1    CH:      °Number five°.  

2    CH: à   .hh And hwhat’s ha:ppened Kyle? 

3             (0.2) 

4    COM:     .hhh Wel it’s just that it’s hhh I’ll have to 

5             fill you in on a wee bit of background I’ll 

6             [make it] as quick as possible. 

7    CH:      [Mhhmm  ] 

 

The elicitation in extract 4.18 (Line 2) appears after a series of eight and-

fronted interrogatives in which the CH is establishing the complainant’s 

personal details (name, address, postcode, telephone number, date of birth; 

along with details of his young daughter). Immediately after softer repetition 

of ‘number five’ (relating to his daughter’s address), the CH moves to elicit 

the complaint through a wh-question. Both participants progress 

collaboratively through the sequence in an adjacency pair question-answer 

format, until the elicitation which initiates an extended narrative. 

We can see the same pattern in extract 4.19 where the CH delivers an and-

prefaced resumption at lines 31-32 ‘.hh An:d the appointment hwhat- iwhat 

is it fo:r’. The data show that both elicitations and resumptions can be and-

prefaced, and both appear to operate in the same way and towards the same 

interactional agenda. 

Extract 4.19       27-C/190905_0018/2 

1    CH:      Okay. What’s your details please=your name?  

2    COM:     Dja want=ah it’s mister Kenneth Anderson. 

3             (1.0) 

4    CH: à    And what’s your date a birth mister Anderson 

5    COM:     It’s the seventh of September nineteen sevendy 

6             six. 

7    CH: à    Lovely=And what’s your address? 

8    COM:     It’s thirty one Chesel:fie:ld Dri:ve. 

9    CH:      Cheselfield all one word 

10   COM:     See aitch ee ess el, 
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11   CH:      Mmhmm 

12   COM:     eff aye ee el dee. 

13   CH: à   An that’s drive 

14   COM:     Mmhmm 

15   CH: à   And is that Portway 

16   COM:     It is indeed yip.   

17   CH:      Okay what’s your [pos ]tcode 

18   COM:                      [Its-]  

19            It’s bravo tango zed one, 

20   CH:      Ahuh 

21   COM:     <Nine echo hotel>. 

22   CH:      Lovely=An what’s the best telephone number for 

23            yih mister Anderson 

24            ((Five lines omitted, telephone number)) 

30   CH:      Five three. 

31   CH: à   .hh An:d the appointment hwhat- iwhat is it 

32            fo:r. 

33   COM:     I: ha:ve an appointment i:s >it’s an outpatient 

34            appointment<=  

35   CH:      =Mmhmm= 

36   COM:     =with a Doctor Dee Aye Denton. .hh Ahm I: am: 

37            low on testosterone. 

38   CH:      Right. 

39   COM:     Ahm I’m supposed to be seein a consultant=this 

40            has bin goin on n’this is the third month, 

41   CH:      Right. 

 

According to Heritage and Sorjonen, while and-fronting is a "highly recurrent 

feature of question series of this type, it is by no means obligatory" (1994, 

p.7). Rather it is an optional pragmatic choice that can be used to accomplish 

varying degrees of interactional agendas. To illustrate agendas, the authors 

cite Drew's (1992) courtroom data54 where a cross-examining attorney uses a 

series of and-fronted interrogatives to develop a line of questioning that raises 

inconsistencies with the alleged victim's testimony. Here, the feature is used 

to build a powerful interactional agenda which is available to be heard by 

those present in a court of law. A jury may be persuaded by a pre-constructed 

 
54 Heritage and Sorjonen (1994, PP. 22 and 23). The data in discussion is cited as Drew 
(1992:510) and relates to a sequence of "cross-examination of the alleged victim of a 
rape". 
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argument in a highly institutional setting where innocence or guilt is 

determined. 

Conversely, the main data analysed in Heritage and Sorjonen (1994) are from 

health visitor (HV) and new mother interactions. In contrast with the strict 

interactional framework of the courtroom, HVs are engaged in building 

rapport while additionally fulfilling a form-filling exercise with new mothers. 

And-prefaced questions in this context can be seen to 'do bureaucracy' that is 

performed in a routine fashion.  

My data align more closely with the HV data in that call handlers are 

performing various activities, such as fact gathering, as part of their role. They 

are benign representatives of the institution and, according to Benwell and 

McCreaddie (2017), act almost as mediators between the complainant and the 

object of the complaint. This is distinctly far removed from the strong 

institutional agenda of the courtroom where the individuals who do 

questioning may be either charged with prosecuting or defending, and 

therefore incumbent to a powerful agenda.  

In the complaint handling setting, CHs elicit personal information from 

complainants via and-fronted interrogatives which embodies a line of 

questioning that flows as items in a series. By then initiating complaint 

implicative talk via an and-fronted elicitation, the talk is moved forward, and 

potentially delicate matters are normalised. There is no prevailing 'agenda' 

other than to progress through the phases of activities, that is, to perform the 

bureaucratic processes in a normative routine fashion. 

The final component to be discussed here is turn-initial 'okay' which appears 

in only two elicitations.  

Turn initial Okay 

The multiple discourse functions of 'okay' have been discussed by Gaines 

(2011) amongst others (Beach, 1993; Schegloff, 2007). In my data, the two 

complaint elicitations with turn initial 'okay' both appear after personal 

information gathering sequences. In extract 4.20, the CH has gathered details 

via a series of and-fronted interrogatives. In response to the complainant's 

enquiry at line 7, the CH takes note of the telephone number as it appears on 
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her own telephone screen and reads the number aloud. At line 14, the 

complaint elicitation begins 'Ohka:y so'. The action such a turn accomplishes 

is an activity shift from information gathering to the reason for calling 

(Weatherall, 2015). Alternatively, 'okay' could be functioning as a receipt 

token to the prior turn but in this instance 'Ohka:y so' is discernibly hearable 

as turn-initial. 

Extract 4.20      10-C/190503_0016/2 

1   CH:      °Rockiwell°. And hwhat’s your postcode there  

2            hplease. 
3   COM:     Bee tee zed nine one gee hpee. 

4   CH:      Bee tee zed nine one gee ipee.  

5   CH:      And hwhat’s the best telehphone hnumber for you 

6            hGina? 

7   COM:     It doesn’t come up on the screen idoes hit. 

8   CH:      °Let me see hold on° we’ve new phones and it  

9            moves that quickly= 

10  CH:      =Yip=Oh seven two two five three (.) five nine  

11           three two hthree. 

12  COM:     Mhhmm. 

13  CH:      °two three° yip. 

14  CH: à   .hh Ohka:y so you’ve originally received an  

15           appoin:tment for the twenty eighth of June ah  

16           [that was for ga-] 

17  COM:     [August, hsorry.  ]  

18  CH:      Oh Au:gust ahm:, and that was for ga:hstro:? 

19  COM:     Mhhmm. 

 

Similarly in the second extract, the CH's 'lovely' in line 4 is a sequence closing 

third (Antaki et al, 2000) and 'Ohkay:' is hearably turn-initial with the 

preceding in-breath and prosody of the word itself. The CH uses an elicitation 

fronted by 'okay' to switch activities from personal information gathering to 

complaint initiation. 

Extract 4.21      25-C/190823_0019/1 

1   CH:      And what's=iz-iz daddy's name 
2   COM:     Scott White.  

3   CH:      Scott.  

4   CH:      Lovely. 
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5   CH: à   .hh Ohkay: Jennifer hwhat’s happened. 

 

Findings 

From examining elicitations with respect to turn design, I have found that the 

majority contain one or other of the turn-initial particles 'so', 'and' or on 

occasion, 'okay'. I have discussed these in terms of meaning within the 

interaction with respect to the CA literature. Additionally, a pattern has 

emerged that links the design of the turn to the preceding phase of activity, as 

illustrated below. Due to the limitation of finding few instances of turn-initial 

'okay' in the dataset, I have excluded it from these findings. However, both 

cases appear subsequent to personal information gathering and seem to 

suggest nothing other than an activity switch as stated above. 

Immediately prior activity Design of elicitation 

Consent (for study) So - initial 

Personal details gathering And - initial 

All and-fronted elicitations/resumptions follow the personal details gathering 

phase, and all so-initial elicitations/resumptions follow consent gathering 

with only one mitigated exception (extract 4.22) which will be discussed 

below. Therefore, the analyses of turn initial elements are crucial for 

recognising how turns are built for projection and directionality (Schegloff, 

1987; 2001). In accordance with the literature on the functions of so-initial 

turns (Bolden, 2008, 2009; Weatherall, 2015), these elicitations arise from 

incipient talk that has been suspended by the consent55 gathering process and 

accomplish a shift in activity. Rather than disrupting the trajectory of the 

interaction, the study requirement for verbal consent has intervened and 

shaped the design of the subsequent turn. 

Personal details gathering sequences are succeeded immediately by and-

fronted elicitations which implies that upcoming complainables, although 

delicate in nature, are regarded by the recipient as routine for this setting.  This 

 
55 Consent gathering is a study requirement only. 
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device is deployed in complaint-recipient encounters where complaining is 

perceived as a delicate activity where it works to set a troublesome agenda as 

normal (Heritage and Sorjonen, 1994). 

Making sense of an ostensibly deviant case 

I will now discuss an elicitation that was found to deviate from the normative 

pattern described above. I will demonstrate that despite not adhering to the 

generalisation noted above, it can be qualified through closer analysis as 

being disrupted by an intervening activity. This demonstrates that, although 

prevailing throughout a series of linked interrogatives, and-fronting is an 

"optional pragmatic choice" (Heritage and Sorjonen, 1994, p.7).  

Earlier, I provided a section of extract 4.22 to illustrate how and-fronted 

questions flow as a series of topical interrogatives. In this slightly extended 

example, we can see the elicitation at lines 34-35, ‘.hh hHow can I help you 

mister Higgins=hWhat’s happened?’ As analyst, I am curious as to the nature 

of this turn which, as a turn at talk, is perfectly well formed. However, given 

that it is preceded by a series of and-fronted interrogatives for personal 

information gathering, the elicitation itself is not and-prefaced. On further 

examination, we can see that something has intervened between the and-

prefaced interrogative series and the elicitation.  

At line 25, the complainant has expressed some difficulty in communicating 

his telephone number at which point the CH has offered to retrieve it from the 

screen display. She remains silent for six seconds while performing this task 

before resuming the interaction. The elicitation then follows, consisting of 

two content questions and a turn-medial address term, '.hh hHow can I help 

you mister Higgins=hWhat’s happened?'.  

 Extract 4.22          5-C/190404_0006/3 

1     CH:      Let me just take some details for yourself.  

2              Wha did you say your name was hagain? 

3     COM:     <Sean Adrian Higgins>=  

4     CH:      =Love[ly        ] 

5     COM:          [>Two gees<] 

6     CH:      °Two gees° lovely. 

7     CH: à    And hwhat’s your date ov birth hplease? 
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8     COM:     <Sixteen of the sixth forty five> 

9     CH: à    Forty five. And your addhress mister 

10              Higghins? 

11    COM:     Flat thirty one,  

12    CH:      [Ahuh   ] 

13    COM:     [Fifty f]ive Millview Crescent, 

14    CH:      Fifty five Mill[view:   ] 

15    COM:                    [Portway.] 

16    COM:     Yeh. 

17    CH:      Gardens Portway  

18    CH: à    And what’s the postcode there please. 

19    COM:     Bee tee nine zed, 

20    CH:      Ahhuh. 

21    COM:     four ay hdee 

22    CH: à   And what’s the best telephone number for yih? 

23    COM:     Weill (0.5)  

24    CH:      Is it [the one you’re callhin] (.) from?  

25    COM:           [I’m terrible at thhis ] 

26    COM:     Yes=   

27    CH:      =hLovel[y   ]  

28    COM:            [Yes.] 

29    CH:      Look give me one wee second and I can take a 

30             wee not ov it for yih. .hh 

31        à   (6.0) 

32    CH:      iPerfect, I’ve got that it’s a mobile number 

33             theri 

34        à   .hh hHow can I help you mister Higgins=hWhat’s 

35             happened? 

 

The call handler recognises that the complainant has some trouble completing 

the action initiated by her turn in line 22, a request for his telephone number. 

His response begins with 'well' followed by a pause which projects that the 

upcoming action will depart from the expected trajectory (Heritage, 2015). 

She then asks if it is the number he is calling from, and although the 

complainant offers an explanation by way of assessment (I'm terrible at this) 

in partial overlap, he understands the premise of the question as being a 

candidate solution to the problem. While his turn is an affirmative, and hers 

is 'lovely', there is an unspoken mutual understanding that the problem of 
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identifying a telephone number can be locally resolved. The CH then states 

what action she is going to take without explicitly expressing that she can 

read the number from her telephone's display screen. Further talk is suspended 

until the CH resumes her turn (Line 32) which proposes sequence closure 

(Schegloff, 2007) via a turn-initial SCT 'Perfect' (Antaki et al, 2000), and 

overt reference to now having attained the mobile number.  

This sequence beautifully illustrates how participants tacitly display mutual 

assumptions and shared understandings; and that there is a preference for 

progressivity in talk which embodies upholding social cohesion. The six 

second period of silence, although pre-announced as 'one wee second' (Line 

29) is accounted for by the activity being undertaken by the CH (Hoey, 2018). 

Talk is then resumed with a switch to a new topic, that is, the complaint 

elicitation. This turn is designed prosodically with rising intonation which 

contrasts with the falling intonation of the prior turn. The elicitation is not 

and-fronted since this turn is now distanced from the interrogative series by 

the period of silence. Consequently, although and-fronting is highly recurrent 

it is evidently "by no means obligatory" (Heritage and Sorjonen, 1994, p.7). 

Grammatical forms and a continuum of constraints 

Until now, I have categorised complaint elicitations as either 'elicitations' or 

'resumptions' which I will further clarify by examining them in more detail. 

As we have seen, examples of typical elicitations are, 'And hwhat’s 

ha:ppened Kyle?', and 'Do you want to give me the details then ov your 

complaint' which only reference that in the former, something happened, and 

the latter, there is a complaint to be heard. Resumptions, on the other hand, 

contain additional information, for example, 'And you were at your gee pee 

this morning?', 'And it's in relation to a letter that was sent to your gee pee?'. 

Resumptions encompass an element of specificity that projects what the 

complaint is about, that is, a detail drawn from prior talk. Since I have shown 

that the complaint elicitation is normatively expected, it is the call handler's 

task to initiate the telling of, for example, 'what happened', 'what the 

complaint is about' or 'what links the complainant's gee pee to the current 

interaction' and so on. Therefore, the next step is to explicate ways in which 
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the CH designs the elicitation to mobilise a narrative as the relevant response 

(Stivers and Rossano, 2010).  

The CA complaint literature provides some examples of how call-takers 

initiate 'reason for calling' in various institutional settings, some of which I 

will now examine. On occasion, complaint implicative talk precedes the main 

reason for the call where complaining is secondary to the main business. In 

Ekström and Lundström's (2014) examination of complaints to a Swedish 

authority for student support, they state that complaints can arise in two 

contexts. The first is where complaining is the main reason for calling and 

relates to previous contact with the authority and an issue is still unresolved. 

The second is where complaining surfaces within the interaction from the 

'decisions and solutions' offered by the call-taker. Where a caller begins their 

call with a complainable, the authors have shown that call-takers use shift 

devices, such as 'okay' which "stops the talk about previous failures" (2014, 

p.134) and moves to the main business. 'Okay' can be preparatory to a 

question that explicitly requests the reason for the call such as, "okay what 

conc- what does it concern?" (2014, p.135). With this turn, the call-taker is 

simultaneously acknowledging the complainable, ending complaint 

implicative talk and facilitating a shift towards the issue that has yet to be 

resolved.  

Ekström and Lundström (2014) state that sometimes it is the caller who 

orients to 'reason for calling' through turns such as "right should I tell you 

then why I am calling or". Similarly, Orthaber and Márquez-Reiter (2011) 

show that in complaint calls to a Slovenian public transport company, it is the 

caller who provides the reason for calling "at the anchor position" (2011, 

p.3868). This indicates the high priority of the complaint and that the call-

taker is positioned to receive the complaint without first establishing customer 

details. 

In Ruusuvuori et al's (2019) study of the interactional work required to initiate 

indirect complaints from employees in appraisal interviews with managers, it 

is shown that "the legitimation of complaining is collaboratively treated as a 

managerial task" (2019, p. 41). Managers create opportunities for employees 
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to complain about non-present others through facilitating questions. The 

authors describe the various questions as being on a continuum of 'more or 

less focussed' to 'more or less open'. Therefore, facilitating questions can be 

focussed questions that invite a negative observation, for example, "well what 

else raises conversation and annoyance" (2019, p.44); questions that do not 

directly focus on negative observations but which facilitate complaining 

through implications, most often built through an extended series, or, more 

elaborate questions that topicalise a specific issue - "how then about other 

departments?" (2019, p.50). 

A difference between my data and those found in Ekström and Lundström 

(2014) and Orthaber and Márque-Reiter (2011), is that even though 

complainables may be raised at the first available opportunity (the anchor 

position), the call handler suspends complaining activity until s/he is best 

positioned as complaint recipient. I have identified this position as being in 

the re-launch phase where official business is resumed following either 

consent taking or personal information gathering. This in turn necessitates an 

elicitation by the CH which initiates the complaint narrative, similar to the 

'facilitators' as described by Ruusuvuori et al (2019). 

I have found that complaint elicitations are similar to facilitators described by 

Ruusuvuori et al (2019) in that they appear on a continuum of more or less 

open; hence my descriptors elicitations and resumptions. I will begin by 

discussing open elicitations. 

Open elicitations 

Open elicitations do not contain any element of the complainable matter and 

are accomplished via three main turn designs which I will examine one by 

one: 

1. Wh-questions (eg. what's happened) 

2. Yes-no interrogatively formatted questions (eg. Do you want to give me 

the details then…) 

3. Conditional + main clause construction (eg. An if hyou wan tell me what’s 

happened, I'll X) 
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 1. Wh questions (content questions) 

Most commonly in my dataset, elicitations are designed as interrogatives such 

as ‘what’s happened’ or ‘how can I help’. This design is characterised as 

standard of opening an institutional call (Bloch and Leydon, 2019). Wh-

questions have been shown to make an extended response relevant 

(Ruusuvuori et al, 2019), permit less constrained responses and are therefore 

more ‘open’. In a study of the constituency office, Hofstetter (2016) found 

that the phrase ‘How can I help’ typically opened official business after a 

period of non-institutional talk such as consent taking. In primary care, 

Heritage and Robinson (2006) found that physicians use of opening questions 

such as ‘What can I do for you today’ and’ How can I help?’ led to patients’ 

responses that were longer and more distinct in terms of symptom 

presentation. They suggest this is because open questions ‘propose a service 

relationship between physician and patient’, and they are agnostic in stance 

about the type of business the patient may wish to present. Although the 

setting of primary care consultations is quite different to complaints handling, 

the striking similarity is that they are both settings which are "institutionally 

designed to provide patients with interactional space in which to present their 

concerns in accordance with their own agendas" (Heritage and Robinson, 

2006, p.99).  

In the first example from the complaints dataset (extract 4.23), the recording 

begins with a consent sequence followed by an interrogative ‘.hhh ahm Can I 

take your name again there’ (not shown). The CH then provides her own name 

in return, followed by a latched complaint elicitation (Line 3). There is no 

evidence that asking the complainant to provide her name for a second (or 

subsequent) time has altered the trajectory of the call, however there is some 

hedging in the CH’s turn at line 1. The complainant’s response displays some 

frustration at the delay in receiving her new orthotics, and there is some 

interpersonal misunderstanding ahead.  

Extract 4.23      13-B/190419_0006/2 

1   CH:      Right okay (.) .pt .hhh eh:m#m (0.8)  

2            And ah my name’s Gabby Long= 

3        à   =So ahm [how can] I help you Pamela?  
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4   COM:              [(     )] 

5   COM:     I:: on: thee (0.5) fifth of May I had an 

6            appointment ih the podiatry clinic in 

7            Castlevilla=,  

8   CH:      Mmhmm  

9   COM:     =with Ryan O’Lynn hh and I:: was told that I 

10           needed new orthotics,(0.2)    

11           Now (0.1) he told me they would be sent out to 

12           me (0.2) (    ) #uhn:# I never asked how long it 

13           would take=  

14  CH:     Mmhmm    

15  COM:    =So hhh ah actually (0.5) about a fortnight later 

16          (.)three weeks fortnight later I started ringing  

17          to see where they we:re,(0.6) Ryan O’Lynn had  

18          gone off sick (0.5) nobody knows where they are 

19          nobody can tell me (.) why they haven’t 

20          come, (.) how long they take. >Nobody can tell me 

21          if they take two weeks or two months.< 

22  CH:     Okay. 

 

This extract shows the complainant's preference for imparting presumably 

necessary background information. By asserting official temporal (the fifth 

of May), place (the podiatry clinic in Castlevilla) and recognisable person 

(Ryan O'Lynn) references (Lines 5-7; Line 9), the complainant is already 

placing 'on the record', her version of the narrative as factual (Pomerantz, 

1987). 

In extract 4.24, the elicitation (marked with an arrow) appears immediately 

after personal details gathering. In fact, it is latched to the prior TCU which 

receipts final information exchange. The CH asks ‘An hwhat’s happenedh 

E:dward’ (Line 2) with rising pitch on ‘what’s happened’.  

Extract 4.24      20-C/190614_0010/1     

1   CH:      Nine six two= 

2   CH:  à  =An hwhat’s happenedh E:dward. 

3   COM:     Ri:ght w’ahm huh:: ahm ahm so stressed at this 

4            here #ah:# #ah:#[#ah:# #ah bi#- #ah bi#    ] ah  

5   CH:                      [You’re okay, htake your time] 

6   COM:     I I I’ve got a: I’ve got a: a: heart condition,  
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7            it’s called Severe #ay# Dilated Cardiomyopathy= 

8   CH:      =Right= 

 

The complainant begins to respond with ‘Ri:ght’ which acknowledges the 

complaint initiation in the prior turn (Stokoe and Edwards, 2007). Disfluent 

speech indicates dispreference and highlights the potential delicacy of the 

matter to be disclosed (Ekström and Lundström, 2014; Ruusuvuori et al, 

2019). The announcement of an upcoming grievance is formulated through 

personal affect 'Ahm so stressed at this here' (Line 3), which marks the 

seriousness of the matter (Edwards, 2005). Together, these indicate that he 

will require significant interactional space to tell his complaint narrative and 

demonstrate that the elicitation did not constrain his response. The CH’s 

overlapping turn at line 5 ‘You’re okay, htake your time’ is commonly found 

in talk where the caller is “attempting but failing to express themselves” 

(Hepburn, Wilkinson and Butler, 2014, p.248). Hepburn’s (2004) work on 

calls to an NSPCC helpline found that this construction is generally 

associated with crying and periods of silence during distressing calls. In this 

instance, the complainant appears to be more frustrated than upset, causing 

him some difficulty in articulating his speech. By disclosing a medical 

condition early in his response, the complainant is projecting the relevance of 

this information to the upcoming complaint and is afforded the interactional 

space to unpack these details through an extended narrative. 

Extract 4.25        8-C/190409_0010/4 

1   CH:  à   .hh And hwhat’s ha:ppened Kyle? 

2            (0.2) 

3   COM:     .hhh Wel it’s just that it’s hhh I’ll have to 

4            fill you in on a wee bit of background. I’ll 

5            [make it] as quick as possible. 

6   CH:      [Mhhmm  ] 

7   COM:     .hh Ehm (.) I’ve been going for joint custody  

8            with my daughter this year- late this year early  

9            next year >hopefully this year<, 

10  CH:      Mhmm 

11  COM:     Ehm but durin- we had a ve:ry lengthy court (.) 

12           battle for access just, 

13  CH:      Right. 
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In the extract 4.25 above, the CH's turn '.hh And hwhat’s ha:ppened Kyle?'  

(Line 1) elicits the complaint narrative beginning at line 3. According to 

Schegloff (2005), the well-prefaced response informs recipients that the 

upcoming turn will not be straight-forward. This becomes evident 

immediately as the complainant then announces that some background 

information will be necessary and explicitly states that he will 'make it as 

quick as possible'. In this way, he is orienting to the necessity of supplying 

as much relevant information as possible but within an acceptable time.  

The CH has not made reference to a time-limit, and the call itself is not time 

critical unlike a call to emergency services (Zimmerman, 1992). The  

complainant goes on to tell a very lengthy, elaborate narrative in a call that  

lasts for seventeen minutes. Indeed, the narrative is so comprehensive and 

explicitly references many third parties that uncertainty arises in identifying 

what the complaint is about. With her initiating question 'what's happened?', 

the CH has provided an opportunity for the complainant to freely convey the 

telling in an unconstrained manner, with the prevailing orientation to 

conditional relevance (Schegloff, 1968, 1990; Schegloff and Sacks, 1973) 

between the telling and the elicitation.  

 

In my final example (extract 4.26), the CH begins with information receipt 

('Perfect') which completes the prior action of information gathering, along 

with confirmation that she has identified the caller's telephone number from 

her screen (Line 1). Following a talk projecting inbreath (Walker, 2013), she 

elicits the complaint telling via two content questions, latched in the same 

turn and with a turn-medial formal address term (Lines 3-4).  

 

With some initial disfluencies the complainant begins a narrative description. 

Background information and disclosure of a health-related problem (I can't 

eat solid #food) (Lines 5-8) project relevance to the current activity as 

complaint implicative. By providing this contextual information in the form 

of a narrative, the relevance of some past event requires explanation and the 

complainant "requires the talking space to do so" (Hofstetter and Stokoe, 
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2018, p.63). The CH aligns with this projected activity through minimal 

responses such as 'right, aha and mhmm' which permit an extended narrative.   

 

Extract 4.26      5-C/190404_0006/4 

1   CH:      iPerfect, I’ve got that it’s a mobile number 

2            ither. 
3       à   .hh hHow can I help you Mister Higgins=hWhat’s 

4            happened? 

5   COM:     Ehm:: (0.5) I was (brought in) I-I-I was treated 

6            a cupple ah years ago for (radio thirty radio  

7            sessions), .hh and since then I can’t eat solid  

8            #food. 

9   CH:      Right_ 

10  COM:     But uh (.) I was brought in at the end ov last  

11           year= 

12  CH:      Ahha= 

13  COM:     =but they were- the anesthetist wouldn’t do the 

14           operation,  

15           but in February at ee en tee ah was brought in 

16           for a pre op assesshment=, 

17  CH:      Right. 

 

This extract indicates that although the CH has uttered two distinct 

interrogatives, this places no additional burden on the complainant in 

constructing his response. The three prior extracts (4.23, 4.24 and 4.25) 

discussed above evidence that 'how can I help' and 'what's happened' both 

initiate complaint narratives without a further prompt from the call handler. 

Therefore, the actions ascribed by both 'how can I help' and 'what's happened' 

appear similar for complaint elicitations. 

Whereas this is not a quantitative study, complaint elicitations designed as 

wh-questions were overwhelmingly the most frequent format in my dataset. 

They display a preference for the present perfect tense 'what's happened' 

(what has happened) as opposed to simple past tense 'what happened'. This 

could be explained by the affordances of different time inferences tied to each 

formulation. With 'what happened' the focus relates to a past event, something 

that the complainant experienced but which is now finished. On the other 
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hand, 'what's happened' acknowledges the event or experience as recent and 

ongoing; and more importantly for complaints, as a prevailing issue that 

requires handling in the present. By displaying an orientation to the issue as 

relevant to the present day and a need that must be met by the institution, the 

CH is simultaneously addressing the requirements of both the co-participant 

and the institution. 

 The examples provided, and all those contained in the dataset, illustrate that 

the action proposed by the elicitations 'what's happened?' and 'how can I help 

you' do not constrain the response due to their agnostic stance (Heritage and 

Robinson, 2006). Thus, elicitations formed as wh-questions are 'open' by 

design rather than leading or constraining a specific response type. 

 2. Yes-no interrogatives (YNIs) or polar questions 

In each of the three extracts provided, the elicitation is formatted as a YNI of 

the type 'do you want to x'. 

Extract 4.27      1-A/190116_0002/4 

1   CH: à   .hh <So: ehm: if- I:>, do you want to give me the 

2            de:tails then ov your complaint. 
3   COM:     Yes=So ehm <I have been seeing a consultant in>  

4            betwe- well ehm she’s been >holdin a clinic< in 

5            Brook Hospital .hh ehm and I’ve had surgery in 

6            the General=This has been going on since two 

7            thousand and fifteen, 

 

Extract 4.28      2-A/190122_0004/4 

1   CH:     .pt .hh So: em (0.1) you wished to make a 

2            complaint with regard to the >occupational 

3      à    therapy department<=Do you want to: em (.) give 

4            me the dehtails and I’ll take those down for 

5            you. 

6   COM:     Oka:y=Ah:: (.) it’s not actually about (.) the  

7            therapists themselves, It’s .hh I broke ma back 

8            in an accident in two thousand an six 
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Extract 4.29       14-B/190604_0007/2 
1   CH: à   .hh Okay ahm (.) n-dijuh want do you explain 

2            then your concer:ns?   

3   COM:     Yes .hh Well ah I phoned there, 

             

The structure of YNIs designates a specific response that aligns with the 

preference conveyed through the design of the question. Conforming answers 

would either be yes or no, or something that remains aligned to the preference 

indicated by the structure (Sacks, 1987). However, this type of grammatical 

form is often used as a vehicle for a particular action. As such, the YNI makes 

relevant a response which corresponds to the action embodied in the turn as 

well as (or in place of) the grammatical form of the question (Raymond, 

2003).  In cases where the preference projected by the design and the action 

for which it is a vehicle are the same, the preferences are overlapping. Where 

the action prefers one preference and polarity another, these are referred to as 

cross-cutting preferences (Schegloff, 2007). Such an example (not from the 

dataset) would be 'you can't tell me about it?', where the negative polarity 

prefers 'no' but the action is a request for a telling. 

 

In the dataset, the elicitations are designed with positive polarity indicating 

that a preferred type-conforming response would be 'yes', as seen in extracts 

4.27 and 4.29. In both, the complainants are responding to the form and 

function of the elicitation by producing 'yes' closely followed by the 

background to their complaint. In extract 4.28, the response mitigates the 

terms of the CH's first turn, specifically that his complaint relates to the 

occupational therapy (OT) department. The turn initial component 'oka:y' 

together with marked elements of dispreference (the elongated vowels and 

micropause) display disagreement. The complainant re-frames the complaint 

to redirect accountability as 'not actually about the therapists' although this 

was never presupposed by the elicitation but could have been implied. He 

then moves immediately to background details which encompass temporal 

and medical facts. Similar to extracts 4.27 and 4.29, this response displays an 

orientation to the function of the YNI as an enquiry for further information 

relating to the complaint. 
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Stokoe et al (2017) observe that YNIs are a common question design for 

eliciting details such as names in telephone calls in the sales environment. 

Their data provide instances of callers responding to the functions of such 

questions while not attending to the form, for example: 

 

Extract 4.30  Stokoe et al (2017, p. 68) 
1   S: C’n I take your su:rname please. 

2       (1.0) 

3   C: I:t's Hanks.=Aitch ay en kay es. 

 

In the example provided, the caller resists the grammatical form of the prior 

turn and instead orients only to the projected action as an enquiry and provides 

his/her name. Two of my examples (4.27 and 4.29) show an orientation to the 

grammatical form at the beginning of the responsive turn, and also a clear 

alignment to the action of the prior turn. In extract 4.29, the complainant 

aligns with the action of producing the complaint but in delay. Although his 

first project is to avoid asserting any blame directly to the therapists, the CH 

continues to pass up a turn and the complaint begins contiguously in the 

complainant's next turn. 

 

Although YNIs constrain the response through preference organization, they 

additionally act as a vehicle for another action. It is through this feature that 

YNIs successfully accomplish elicitation of the complaint narrative in all 

instances. 

 

 3. Conditional + main clause construction 

Designed with an ‘if x then y’ construction these elicitations function as 

indirect requests or offers. All examples of these types of elicitations 

comprise an additional optional element which makes relevant an institutional 

obligation on the call handlers’ part. These are illustrated in the extracts 

below.  
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Extract 4.31        3-A/190204_0005/4 

1   CH: à   .hh So if you would like to go ahead and to tell 

2            me: .hh em: (.) your concerns and I will write 

3            those idown. 

4   COM:     Okay=.hh Well as ah say, I was admitted to the 

5            ward at about half past seven on the Saturday 

6            mor:hning,  

 

Extract 4.32       4-A/190301_0001/2 

1   CH: à   .hh Em if you want to go ahead and let me kno:w 

2            what your issues hare, I will write those down 

3            for you. 

4   COM:     Yheh=Emm: <I’ve just been eh given this> number 

5            by someone else so I’m not even too sure if it’s  

6            the right number for (.) the issue that I’ve had 

7            so forgive me if it’s not=but em: 

8            (0.5) I:: ha:ve (.) recently: >well for the 

9            past< ehm year or two I have been (.) going to 

10           the family planning clinic in Lakeview, 

11  CH:      Ohkay. 

 

Extract 4.33       16-C/190509_0004/2 

1   CH: à   =Pehrfect=An if hyou wan tell me what’s happened 

2            uhg- I’ll take a wee hnote for yih? 

3   COM:     Em:  I attended Rheumatology in April twenty 

4            seventeen 

5   CH:      Ahah. 

6   COM:     .pt .hh I was supposed to be reviewed three 

7            months later, 

8   CH:      Yeh. 

9   COM:     And I am still waiting on that review. 

 

The ‘if you do x’ element ascribes an upcoming action for the recipient to 

‘tell me’ or ‘let me know’ the details. Subsequently, the ‘then I will do y’ 

counterpart is ‘write those down’ or ‘take notes’. This aspect is interesting for 

the institutional relevancies raised as not only is the recipient accountable for 

producing a turn which does the complaint telling, but the speaker is 

compelled to perform a corresponding action in taking apposite notes to fulfil 
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the institutional task. Such turns invoke eventual problem solving as 

institutionally relevant rather than mere recipiency alone. The roles and goals 

of both participants come to the fore, as well as inferences that the outcome 

of this encounter will propel the action of officially complaining to the 

institution. Thus, this design of elicitation reflects the task-oriented nature of 

the interaction more robustly than others although the counterpart 'I will do y' 

is seen in other elicitation designs56. 

Moreover, the terminal increment 'for you' provides an extra dimension to the 

turn (extracts 4.32, 4.33 and extract 4.34 below). The CH has invoked her role 

as a representative of the institution by stating that she will 'write those down' 

or 'take a wee note', which is not typically a feature of ordinary talk. By adding 

'for you' she is characterising the task as being for the benefit of the 

complainant. This is a typical feature of institutional talk, commonly invoked 

in sales and service encounters, as in the example below from Stokoe et al 

(2017). 

Extract 4.34  Stokoe et al (2017, p.74) 

1   S:   =.hhh ↑ Now once [we’ve-] booked this appointment 

2   C:                    [Yeah. ] 

3   S:à in a moment. Would you like me to confirm it on an 

4        email for you as well.  

 

While each of these elicitations successfully accomplish the complainable, 

the responsive turns look different. In extracts 4.31 and 4.32, the complainant 

responses contain a turn initial component 'Okay' and 'Yheh=Emm:' 

respectively before the narrative begins. The elicitation in extract 4.33 

successfully initiates a telling, again specifying a temporal formulation and a 

concise description of the nature of the complaint. While I have previously 

argued that the elicitation is designed to elicit an extended complaint 

narrative, the narrative in extract 4.33 is delivered succinctly over three turns 

containing the usual background details seen at the start of longer narratives. 

The CH solicits further information through a short interrogative series and 

 
56 See extract 4.28 as an example of a YNI with the turn-final increment 'I'll take those 
down for you'. 
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no extended narrative is necessary to fulfil the institutional task in this 

encounter. Moreover, as the CH does not pursue a narrative through issuing 

a subsequent elicitation, we can envisage that some complaints are more 

straightforward than others. 

Having shown how various designs of open elicitations successfully initiate 

a complaint narrative, I will now move to standalone resumptions which 

appear in the same structural position as their counterparts and ostensibly 

appear to accomplish the same activity.  

Standalone resumptions 

Standalone resumptions are those that are neither latched nor contiguous to 

an elicitation. All standalone resumptions arise in the re-launch phase 

following personal information gathering. They arise from prior talk57 where 

the complainant has oriented to some aspect of the complaint topic, for 

instance, a letter sent to his/her GP, which the CH builds into the design of 

the resumption. This provides a basis for joint epistemic understanding for 

the proposed responsive activity (Ruusuvuori et al, 2019). Therefore, 

resumptions constrain subsequent talk and invariably 'tighten the agenda' 

(Heritage, 2002). Grammatically, they are formed as either declaratives or 

polar questions that all receive agreement in the next TCU (resumptions 1 to 

5), or as a wh-question that surfaces late in the turn (resumption 6). 

The dataset contains six standalone resumptions as follows:- 

Resumption 1   

CH:      .hh So an it’s in relation to Doctor hSmiths: (.)  

         [htreatment to yourself.] 

COM:     [Yes that's (          )] 

 

Resumption 2   

CH:      =An you were at your gee pee thi=smor:nin? 

COM:     Yep. 

 
57 This has most likely occurred in the unrecorded opening as all calls are 'initial' 
encounters. 
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Resumption 3   

CH: à   .hh Oka:y so you’ve originally received an 

         appoin:tment for the twenty eighth of June ah  

         [that was for ga-] 

COM:     [August hsorry.  ] 

CH:      Oh Au:gust ahm:, and that was for ga:hstro:    

COM:     Mhhmm. 

 

Resumption 4   

CH: à   .hh hAnd it’s about social services did you hsay?    

COM:     It is yes. 

 

Resumption 5   
 

CH: à   =And it’s in relation to a letter that was sent to 

         your gee pee?    

COM:     .hh Ah:: yes=It’s-it’s a letter sent ah was sent to 

          my gee pee, 

         and ah .hh the letter states the above named patient 

         >that’s me< has failed to respond to all our 

         attempts to organise an outpatient appointment=  

CH:      Right. 

 

Resumption 6   

 
CH:  à  .hh An:d the appointment hwhat- iwhat is it fo:r. 

COM:     I: ha:ve an appointment i:s >it’s an outpatient 

         appointment<=  

CH:      =Mmhmm= 

COM:     =with a Doctor Dee Aye Denton. .hh Ahm I: am: low on 

         testosterone. 

CH:      Right. 

 

I have argued that the elicitation is designed as a responsive action that 

initiates the complaint narrative. However, out of six standalone resumptions 

only two successfully elicit the narrative contiguously, as follows. 
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Resumption initiates complaint narrative  

Extract 4.35 begins towards the end of the personal details gathering phase 

with the resumption indicated at line 4, 'And it’s in relation to a letter that was 

sent to your gee pee?'. 

Extract 4.35    Resumption 5 extended (C16) 

1   CH:     Let me call that back to you .hh oh seven two two  

2           five three five nine three two three? 

3   COM:    That’s correct yes= 

4   CH: à   =And it’s in relation to a letter that was sent 

5            to your gee pee?    

6   COM:    .hh Ah:: Yes=It’s-it’s a letter sent ah was sent 

7           to my gee pee, and ah .hh the letter states the 

8           above named patient >that’s me< has failed to 

9           respond to all our attempts to organise an 

10          outpatient appointment=  

11  CH:     Right. 

12  COM:    =.hh  Ah that is <absolu:te> rubbish=  

13  CH:     =°Ohk[a:y° 

14               [And not only not only have I res-responded 

15           to anything I’ve heard .hh I have actually had  

16           my outpatient appointment, 

17  CH:      °Oh° 

 

The CH clearly has some knowledge that 'it' (the complaint) relates to a letter 

sent to the complainant’s GP although the initial telling of this information is 

absent and must appear in the unrecorded opening. The resumption, formed 

as a gloss or gist of the complainable, "establishes the relevance of its 

unpacking and specification" (Heritage and Robinson, 2007, p.93), and this 

is observable in the next turn (Line 6 onwards). Although the resumption has 

declarative syntax, the rising intonation suggests interrogativity which is 

responded to with 'Ah:: Yes'. The complainant then provides a partial repeat 

of the CH's turn followed by an extended complaint narrative. Noticeably, the 

telling is not launched with temporal and medical details as we have seen in 

previous examples. Instead, his response immediately topicalises the letter 

sent by a hospital to his GP, the terms of which the complainant is compelled 

to mitigate. He appears to read a section from the letter, 'the above named 
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patient >that’s me< has failed to respond to all our attempts to organise an 

outpatient appointment'. He resoundingly disputes this claim as 'absolu:te 

rubbish', prior to upgrading with the news that he has in fact attended the 

appointment. Therefore, this resumption functions in the same way as an open 

elicitation in serving as a vehicle for eliciting the complaint in the next turn.  

 

Similarly in extract 4.36 below, the resumption initiates the complaint 

narrative by topicalising 'the appointment' as an antecedent to a wh-question 

referencing 'it'. 

Extract 4.36  Resumption 6 extended (C27) 

1   CH:      Five three. 

2   CH:  à  .hh An:d the appointment hwhat- iwhat is it 

3            fo:r. 

4   COM:     I: ha:ve an appointment i:s >it’s an outpatient 

5            appointment<=  

6   CH:      =Mmhmm= 

7   COM:     =with a Doctor Dee Aye Denton. .hh Ahm I: am: 

8            low on testosterone. 

9   CH:      Right. 

10  COM:     Ahm I’m supposed to be seein a consultant=this 

11           has bin goin on n’this is the third month, 

12  CH:      Right. 

13  COM:     .hh He was->I was supposed< to be: seein him in  

14           (0.2) hApril the twenty four:th twenty fifth, 

15  CH:      Ahuh. 

16  COM:     It was cancelled a cupple=ah days before. 

17  CH:      Right. 

 

The resumption is built with a presupposition and a terminal wh-question. 

The complainant's response does not merely attend to the question but is built 

as a package that provides a third-party formulation (Line 7), a medical 

disclosure and temporal details which all allude to facticity (Pomerantz, 

1987). As seen for open elicitations, this is a normative response that includes 

contextual information to be unpacked as the narrative continues with a 

prevailing orientation to conditional relevance.  
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Both of these examples illustrate that standalone resumptions can initiate 

complaint narratives in a similar way to open elicitations. The two examples, 

'And it’s in relation to a letter that was sent to your gee pee?' and 'An:d the 

appointment hwhat- iwhat is it fo:r' did not constrain the responses at all. 

However, this is not a typical feature of resumptions in the dataset. 

Resumptions 1 to 4 show that, in fact, when the CH attempts to initiate the 

complaint narrative in this way, more interactional work is necessary.  With 

the next set of extended data extracts, I will show how the call handler pursues 

the complaint narrative by issuing a second attempt. This is accomplished via 

an open elicitation (extracts 4.37, 4.38 and 4.39) or a second standalone 

resumption (extract 4.40). 

 

Call handler pursues narrative 

In this less straight-forward example, the resumption, ‘.hh hAnd it’s about 

social services did you hsay?’, follows personal details gathering. The 

addition of the tag question 'did you say' provides evidence that the 

complainant has already referenced social services as being relevant for the 

complaint. 

Extract 4.37  Resumption 4 extended (C9) 

1   COM:     Five nine three two three. 

2   CH:      Love:ly.  

3   CH: à   .hh hAnd it’s about social services did you 

4            hsay? 

5   COM:     It is yes. 

6   CH:      And who’s your social worker at the minute? 

7   COM:     Well hah::m I th-<she’s sort of dropped with me 

8            at the <mo:men[t>     ] because the kids are=  

9    CH:                   [Right  ] 

10  COM:     =out of my car:e>= 

((18 lines omitted. COM provides an account for phoning and 

 not submitting a written complaint)) 

 

29  CH:      Who’s the s-who’s your social worker then 

30           Andrea? 

31  COM:     Who I (  ) it was ehm th- it was actually a 

32           number it was a t-a team it was under th .hh 
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33           it’s kind of to do with both teams it was ahm 

34           for Hadley Valley, 

35  CH:      Hadley Valley yeah 

36  COM:     Yeah and then it was the fostering= 

37  CH:      O[h  

38  COM:      [=Am:: team within ahm the Castle (.) Region,  

39  CH:      Ohka::y 

40  COM:     Sorry it’s, 

41  CH:      You’re okay.   

42  CH: à   hYou tell me what’s ha:ppened an=I’ll take notes 

43           for yih. 

44  COM:     Right what ha::ppen (.) was ahm the kids had 

45           been temporarily removed from my care due to an 

46           accusation that was made by .hh my niece, That's 

47           who I looked after [was] my niece and my=  

48  CH:                         [Mmm] 

49  COM:     =nephhew= 

 

Following the resumption (Line 3), the complainant offers a confirmatory ‘It 

is yes’ which is non-type conforming but aligned and minimally responds to 

the action initiated by the prior turn. I argue that this response is minimal 

since it does not initiate the complaint narrative, yet it is a very similar design 

('And it's about x') to resumption 5 above (And it’s in relation to x). 

Reasonably, the complainant could have started her telling here as we saw in 

resumption 5 above, but she does not. Instead, she appears oriented to the 

CH's turn as a follow up question. The CH then aligns with this activity and 

issues a follow up question in an attempt to elicit the name of the social 

worker. Difficulty occurs as the complainant is unable to provide a name due 

to the involvement of multiple care agencies. She states that another fostering 

team had visited her at which time she expressed her opinion of unfair 

treatment by the prior team. She explains that she was then invited to make a 

written complaint, and the team member undertook to provide her with the 

relevant form. It transpires that this did not happen, hence the current 

telephone call. This information is relevant to the complaint but only 

peripherally. The CH re-attempts eliciting the social worker's name, which is 

unsuccessful for the second time. In eventually recognising these difficulties, 

the CH's 'okay' at line 39, and 'you're okay' (Line 41) propose closure on the 
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prior activity. She then re-orients to initiating the complaint, this time with an 

open elicitation (Lines 42-43) ‘hYou tell me what’s ha:ppened an=I’ll take 

notes for yih’. This alleviates the interactional burden for the complainant and 

successfully instigates an extended complaint narrative. The recycled words 

at the start of this turn 'what ha::ppen (.) was’ display alignment with an 

activity shift (Ekström and Lundström, 2014) with the business of the call 

now able to progress. 

 

In the next example (extract 4.38), the CH delivers a resumption that invokes 

prior treatment by a named doctor, which again receives confirmation. Once 

in overlap and then repeated more clearly in a separate turn. Again, the design 

of the resumption is the familiar, 'it's in relation to x' structure. As no further 

details are forthcoming, the CH immediately pursues a narrative via a second 

attempt. This time it is recipient designed as an elicitation (Lines 10-11) and 

effectively initiates the complaint narrative which begins with typical 

complaint narrative features (temporal and medical details).  

 

Extract 4.38       Resumption 1 extended (C26) 

1   CH:      Five three was that? 

2   COM:     Yis ye:s (     ) 

3   CH:      Sorry the phone’s just breaking up 

4            intermittently on me. 

5   CH: à   .hh So an it’s in relation to Doctor hSmiths: 

6             (.) [htreatment to yourself?] 

7   COM:          [Yes that's (          )] 

8   CH:      An:d= 

9   COM:     =Yeh. 

10  CH: à   Okay, Dijwanna give me some detail an I’ll take 

11           a wee (.) no:te for hyih Sian? 

12  COM:     Ahm right ahm I saw him s’about four years ago 

13           (.) I saw him ahm. Anaway I was a patient his of 

14           his for a long time an he put me on: tablets 

15           fih=low sodium, 

16  CH:      Right. 
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Following personal information gathering, the next example (extract 4.39) 

invokes the complainant's GP although the complainable does not relate at all 

to the GP but to a referral made to an out-patient clinic (Line 3). 

Extract 4.39       Resumption 2 extended (C6) 

1   COM:     Five nine. 

2   CH:      Lovely= 

3   CH: à   =An you were at your gee pee thi=s’mor:nin? 

4   COM:     Yep. 

5   CH: à   Oka:y an=hwat-hwhat’s happenin? 

6   COM:     hh Well he says I shudda been seen before hthis 

7   CH:      Who were you referred to Nihgel? 

8   COM:     Ah sorry the eye specialist it’s (    ) 

9   CH:      Oh the ophthalmologyh 

10  COM:     Yes at ah: (0.3) [May- er     ] the Heaney.   

11  CH:                      A[t the Heaney] 

12  CH:      At the hHeaney. 

13  CH:      Okay .hh [and is   ] 

14  COM:              [An I seen] a boy there about a year  

15           ago [an   ] he=  

16  CH:          [Ahhuh] 

17  COM:     =says I’ll put you on a waitin list ta get this 

18           wee thing removed from yer eye but it’s geein me 

19           wile bother an .hhh 

20           I’m runnin back an forward to tha doctor he says 

21           there’s nuthin mare he can do aboot it,  

22  CH:      [hYeahi] 

23  COM:     [(till)] they see me. 

 

The response to the resumption is again a confirmatory 'yep', which 

necessitates an open elicitation from the CH at line 5 to progress the talk. This 

successfully prompts a responsive turn that glosses the complainable - that,  

according to the GP, the complainant should have already had an out-patient 

appointment. There is an absence of the typical features of a complaint 

narrative at this point. Instead, the complainant's turn is formulated in the 

present tense, invoking the GP's direct speech, 'hh Well he says I shudda been 

seen before hthis'. This aligns with the present continuous tense of the 

elicitation 'what's happening' rather than the typically observed 'what's 
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happened'.  A short interrogative series attends to person and place references, 

after which, a short complaint narrative arises in the complainant's turns from 

line 14. 

 

The final standalone resumption is shown in extract 4.40 which again follows 

a personal information gathering sequence. Other initiated other repair 

(OIOR) corrects the CH's erroneous temporal formulation which is responded 

to minimally at line 7. The complainant does not begin the complaint telling 

yet, and instead an interrogative series is launched to gather details of the 

third-party (Martin Williams of Heaney Memorial Hospital). Then a second 

(possibly incomplete) resumption at lines 12 and 13 successfully elicits the 

complainable, 'And they've contac you-contacted yih hrecently was it (.) t-to 

tell you'. Again, a type-conforming response would be 'yes', but the 

complainant orients to the action of the prior turn as an elicitation and begins 

to tell her complaint (Line 16 onwards). 

Extract 4.40        Resumption 3 extended  (C10) 

1   CH:      °two three° yip. 

2   CH: à   .hh Oka:y so you’ve originally received an 

3            appoin:tment for the twenty eighth of 

4            June ah [that was for ga-] 

5   COM:             [August hsorry.  ]  

6   CH:      Oh Au:gust ahm:, and that was for ga:hstro:? 

7   COM:     Mhhmm. 

8   CH:      And where-what hospital was that hin? 

9   COM:     The: Heaney (.) >Memorial Hospital< 

10  CH:      The Heaney okay=And do you know who that was 

11           hwith? 

12  COM:     Martin Williams. 

13  CH:     °Martin Williams Okay° .hh (0.2)  

14  CH: à   And they’ve contac you-contacted yih hrecently 

15           was it (.) t-to tell y[ou  ] 

16  COM:                           [YEah] I’ve had four  

17           letters over the last cupple a hweeks, 

18  CH:      Oka:y. 

19  COM:     With dates being changed for un (.) foreseen 

20           circumstances an I’m booking these dates off 
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21           hwork. 

22  CH:      Oka:y. 
 

Some points that are observable from these examples are that complainant 

responses all begin with confirmation, and the narrative does not embody the 

types of factual details found in responses to elicitations such as 

temporal/place/person references. Nor does it refer to a medical or health 

matter unless an elicitation is also present. The narrative is much further 

removed from the original resumption and more call handler effort is required 

to reach this point. Where present (resumptions 2, 3 and 4) an interrogative 

series (IS) is designed to develop the telling or elicit the narrative. The 

empirical question arises as to how, in some cases, the complainable may be 

made available via an IS but in most, the call handler robustly pursues a 

complaint narrative.  

 

Figure 1: Responses to standalone resumptions in pursuit of narrative 

                  Numbers correspond to examples  

Figure 1 above illustrates the extent of call handler pursuit required to elicit 

the complaint narrative, where the narrative is a preferred response. For 

example, resumption 6 shows least call handler effort in moving from a 

standalone resumption to a complaint narrative; whereas resumption 2 shows 

that pursuit through an elicitation and interrogative series were necessary to 

elicit a narrative. 
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4.3 Conclusion 

The aim of this chapter was to examine complaint elicitations from the 

perspectives of position and composition to uncover systematic features and 

patterns. The first data extract showed that a gloss of the complainable, even 

one that specifies a named individual as accountable for the transgression, is 

not sufficient as a responsive action and CHs actively pursue a complaint 

narrative. Narratives provide the interactional space for the telling of 

background details that work to construct the telling as a factual account, 

typically produced with temporal, place and person formulations the 

relevance of which will eventually be unpacked. Other preliminaries include 

health, medical, and delicate personal disclosures which, although not 

discussed in detail due to space limitations, reveal the complex moral work 

and construction of entitlement that accompanies complaining (Benwell and 

McCreaddie, 2017).  

During the narrative telling, participants collaboratively suspend the usual 

turn-taking organisation (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973) as the CH passes up 

turns at talk, responding only minimally while the complainant proceeds with 

a series of extended turns to develop the telling (Drew, 1998; Drew and 

Walker, 2009). The beginnings of narratives may contain an account, for 

example, to divert blame from a third-party or to display personal affect, (for 

example 'I'm so stressed at this here'), but they consistently remain oriented 

to the conditional relevance of the elicitation (Schegloff, 1968, 1990; 

Schegloff and Sacks, 1973; Sacks, 1992). 

In the overall call structure, elicitations normatively appear in the re-launch 

phase in one of two positions; that is subsequent to either personal 

information gathering or consent taking. As the data consistently demonstrate 

that elicitations are best fitted to this slot, I showed that participants' orient to 

their absence. This was illustrated by two deviant cases where either 

complaint implicative talk started before it had been elicited (during the 

personal information gathering phase), or where another institutional activity 

(agenda) filled the slot, thus marking the absent elicitation as accountable. I 

accept that the evidence provided to support this claim may be considered 
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minimal and present each as a single case analysis, each adding a small but 

valuable contribution to the overall analysis. 

A pattern was found with respect to turn-initial components. It was found that 

where elicitations appear after personal information gathering, the vast 

majority are 'and-fronted'. The literature suggests that this frames them as a 

routine activity similar to the activity that precedes them. Where they appear 

after consent taking, they are 'so-prefaced' which illustrates a shift to 

institutional business and a rise from incipiency. Accordingly, this indicates 

that complaining has surfaced earlier in the encounter, most likely in the 

unrecorded call opening, but that talk has been suspended by the CH until 

s/he is best placed as recipient. This provides an interesting insight into 

complaints handling calls and reveals a normative preference feature. 

Finally, I demonstrated that elicitations are designed on a continuum of 'more 

to less open' to 'more or less constrained'. This is similar to 'facilitators' 

designed to elicit workplace complaints in a study by Ruusuvuori et al (2019) 

Those that provide for the most open responses are wh-questions, while 

resumptions are the most constrained. On many occasions, it was seen that a 

resumption alone is not sufficient to initiate the complaint narrative and the 

CH actively pursues a response by launching a second resumption or an open 

elicitation.  

Overall, the variety of design features observed in elicitations prompts the 

asking of CA's fundamental question 'why that now?' Although I have not 

been able to pay attention to all the patterns that have emerged from the data 

and I fully acknowledge the restricted number of instances on which to build 

my case, this analysis sets the foundations for the study of complaint 

elicitations. 

In the next chapter, I will turn away from complainants' experiences to 

institutional concerns, specifically the emergence of business and the 

relevancy of the institutional task. In this phase, call handlers must meet their 

co-participants' expectations of an offer to assist, thus, the call handler's role 

switches away from the environment of troubles-recipient and towards 

problem-solving. 
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CHAPTER 5 

The emergence of institutional business 
 

5.0 Introduction 

With this chapter, I am increasingly mindful of CA's conundrum relating to 

labelling (or rather to do so cautiously) (Sidnell, 2017) and of pre-formulating 

what might be occurring in the encounters under study. Firstly, not to broadly 

speculate that all complainants (just by the very nature of their telephoning a 

complaints department) are positioning themselves as tellers of protracted 

troubles. It is the case that they all have an issue that they wish to remedy, 

and in order to begin remedial work the issue must be made public to (a 

representative of) the culpable institution (Emerson and Messenger, 1977). It 

is also the case (as discussed in chapter 4) that across all encounters, call 

handlers elicit a complaint either through an open elicitation, resumption or 

both, and frequently pursue an extended narrative even in the presence of a 

succinct gloss of the problem (as evidenced by extract 4.1). In short, some 

complainants display an orientation to the telling of an elaborate narrative 

and others do not.   

Secondly, as I turn to CH responses, my dataset has yielded a design of 

offering that has not yet been described in the CA literature to my knowledge. 

Although I am somewhat guarded on claiming to extend the taxonomy of 

offers underpinned only by a small dataset, I believe that the systematicity of 

these structures and how they increase our knowledge of the institutional 

setting qualify the claims herein. Similar to complaint elicitations, it is both 

fortunate and characteristic of the encounter that each typically provides an 

instance of these phenomena (and often, more than one per encounter). At the 

very core of the interaction is the issue of progressing a troublesome matter, 

in some way, through the official channels of a huge public organisation. 

Ultimately, each encounter must move towards the institutional task of 

problem solving which culminates in an offer that positions the complainant 

as benefactor. 
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With the above in mind, I will now turn to ways in which CHs respond to 

complaint tellings of various types, moment by moment; and how participants 

accomplish completion of this phase while mutually negotiating a move to 

institutional business. Intertwined with CH responses is the complaint itself 

(or a set of complainables), whether delivered through an extended complaint 

narrative or collaboratively produced through an interrogative series. I will 

show that complaints are disposed to re-opening and that CHs often have to 

work to close down complaining so that business can be accomplished. Either 

way, CH responses influence the trajectory of both complaint implicative talk 

and the encounter as a whole 'package'. This chapter is concerned with how 

responses may facilitate or hinder the telling, and how participants work to 

ultimately progress the call to the environment of 'service provision' which 

includes an institutionally mandatory 'next step', that is, an offer of assistance. 

I will examine ways in which participants approach this and begin by showing 

how troubles telling and 'service encounter' environments are distinct 

environments, each with their own activities and locations within the overall 

interaction.  

The service encounter environment 

The omnipresent problem of aiming to explicate what kind of encounter the 

complaints handling call is now becomes more relevant; not to banally 

categorise it but to observe the interactional relevancies for call handlers' 

responses to complaints. I am reminded again of the story told by Garfinkel 

who, when asked while waiting for an elevator, "What IS 

ethnomethodology?", responded that it is “working out some very 

preposterous problems” (1996, p.5). Although he reports of rebuking his own 

response, after all he conceived the program and could have said so much 

more, I regard this as a rather charming synopsis. One that applies to CA 

analysts as we approach data and try to step back from common sense 

reasoning, perceivably creating ludicrous problems from something that 

made perfect sense to its members.  

Returning to my question - what type of encounter is the complaints handling 

call? It relates in some aspect to the services provided by the HSC Trusts 

(health or social care) as a public service and the call is occurring because 
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something has gone wrong, or an expectation has not been met. It is not 

framed as a helpline offering specific advice (therapeutic in Feo and 

LeCouteur, 2017; cancer in Woods, Drew and Leydon, 2015; or mediation in 

Edwards and Stokoe, 2007), nor a customer service line offering product 

support (such as electronic repairs in Kevoe-Feldman, 2018); yet call handlers 

sometimes do offer 'advice' in the form of self-help suggestions but are 

unequivocally working towards problem solving. Therefore, at some point 

the interaction resembles a 'service encounter' with an offer becoming 

relevant; and the crucial phrase is 'at some point'. Co-participants are tasked 

with recognising when that point is and how to get there, while attending to 

each other's orientations and remaining aligned to the interactional project.  

What distinguishes complaint calls from these other types of calls is that 

overwhelmingly, the issue cannot be remedied in situ. Like the mediation data 

of Edwards and Stokoe (2007), these telephone calls are "preliminary to a 

possible next step" (2007, p.11). The issue for mediators in initial calls differs 

in that their task is to explain what the service can offer, which involves 

communicating with the neighbour with whom the client has claimed a 

difficulty. In the complaints data, the CHs' task is to accomplish adequate fact 

gathering, record the complaint as official or alternatively undertake initial 

enquiries, prior to progressing the matter to the appropriate directorate. 

Occasionally, the CH orients to possible self-help suggestions but, crucially, 

this is not normatively expectable in these data and only arises in connection 

with a present need (for example, contacting the GP whilst awaiting a hospital 

appointment) and are not a substitute for an offer as an overall outcome. Thus, 

the encounter is 'preliminary to a next step' with a constrained set of 'possible' 

alternatives. 

The CH is not equipped nor presumed to provide an on-the-spot solution to a 

caller's issue, as can be seen in Kevoe-Feldman (2018)58 and Orthaber and 

Márquez-Reiter (2011)59. Rather, the CH's role is twofold across distinct 

environments. The first is complaint recipiency and the second is to progress 

the complaint as appropriate, and it is the CH's task to determine how best to 

 
58 Data from an electronic repair facility. 
59 Data from a Slovenian public transport service. 
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escalate the complaint. Each role comprises distinct activities and 

interactionally both participants should align as speaker or recipient as 

specified for that environment. However, roles of recipient and speaker often 

become blurred, and this only appears to be problematic when the two reside 

simultaneously in different environments. I draw this conclusion in part by 

reference to classic CA research. 

Jefferson and Lee's (1981) paper on the problematic convergence of a 

troubles-telling and a 'service encounter' posed the problem of the rejection 

of advice. The authors state that it is the convergence of two closely related 

yet distinctive environments where talk about a 'trouble' occurs and duly 

becomes problematic. They argue that during a troubles-telling, "the relevant 

local categories Troubles-Teller and Troubles-Recipient constitute a fitted 

pair" (1981, p.410), where one is the speaker and the other is recipient. 

However, when the troubles-recipient begins to offer advice this places the 

troubles-teller in an altogether different category, as advice-recipient. As 

Jefferson and Lee state, 

"The proffering of advice in the course of a Troubles-Telling, with 

its new, and reversed, set of categories and their attendant rights 

and obligations, may implicate an altogether different form of 

talk, i.e., not a Troubles-Telling, but that which various 

interaction analysts call the Service Encounter, in which the 

criterial categories are, say, Service-Seeker and Service-

Supplier" (1981, p.410). 

In that environment, the individual with the 'trouble' is placed as "recipient-

elect" (Jefferson and Lee, 1981, p.410) until a point where the particulars are 

delivered, and the advice-giver is subsequently prepared to convey the advice. 

The giving of advice belongs in this environment then, and not in the 

environment of a troubles-telling. This is perhaps because the focus of a 

troubles-telling is "the teller and his experiences", and in the service 

encounter it is "the problem and its properties" (1981, p.411). Jefferson and 

Lee comment that such shifts must be recognisable as such, specifically, 
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"Upon the offering of advice, an incipient or ongoing Troubles-

Telling converges with a Service Encounter, with the concomitant 

shift of relevant categories and activities, and, as well, the 

concomitant shift of focus, away from the troubles-teller and his 

or her experiences, to the trouble itself, as a 'problem to be 

solved'. Again, then, the rejection of advice may be accomplice to 

a rejection of those shifts; an attempt to preserve the interaction's 

status as a Troubles-Telling" (1981, p.416). 

5.1 Call handler responses to complaints 

As already discussed, many complaints are told through a narrative that 

requires significant interactional space and is locally managed as the recipient 

relinquishes some turns at talk. I have shown how upcoming narratives are 

systematically projected through features such as temporal and place 

formulations that Sacks (1978) and Jefferson (1978) state are typical 

beginnings for stories or 'big packages'. However, there are also some 

instances of complaints being delivered in a more emergent and step-wise 

fashion, as a collaborative enterprise involving joint participation (Drew and 

Walker, 2009). This is most overt where the complaint is constructed (either 

partially or entirely) through an interrogative series (IS) led by the call 

handler. A pervasive matter for participants is recognition of and orientation 

to the type of telling in progress. Where this is an elaborate narrative, the 

complainant must project it as such and the call handler must acknowledge it 

by providing appropriate responses; correspondingly, where the complaint is 

produced across fewer turns it may necessitate an interrogative series as a fact 

gathering exercise. 

I will begin by providing data from three separate encounters, all with 

differing approaches to problem presentation, and will show how co-

participants display orientations to (1) moving away from troubles-telling, 

and (2) shifting focus to the problem-solving environment. As problem 

solving is an essential aspect of the call, this will be accomplished through 

certain institutional tasks which will undoubtedly comprise an offer of 

assistance. I will show that not all encounters comprise the same tasks but 

that interactional and institutional relevancies influence and motivate CH 
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responses. It is important to point out that I am not fully explicating the 

institutional task with these examples but am intentionally deferring this until 

a little later in this chapter60. My rationale for this is to illustrate more fully 

how the CH designs the institutional task as responsive to the presenting 

problem and its affordances as actionable and offerable. In other words, the 

type of offer that emerges is contingent on the problem being conveyed as 

either immediately actionable and offerable (progressing the complaint) or 

actionable but not fully offerable necessitating further CH actions (making 

initial enquiries). Although I am presenting some complaining turns as it 

would be both unfeasible and inattentive not to, my analytical focus is 

primarily with call handlers' turns as s/he makes her response. I will present 

more detailed analyses of the offers (institutional tasks) within these 

encounters later in this chapter, after I have explicated offers more fully. For 

now, my central focus is on co-participants' interactional journey towards that 

point. 

Complaint A - Telling via an extended complaint narrative  

The upcoming encounter is illustrative of how CHs typically respond when a 

complaint is produced through an extended narrative and shows speakers' 

methods for producing troubles-telling through to recognisable completion. 

Massively across the dataset, CHs construct responses in this position as 

minimal tokens, for example, 'mhmm' and 'mm' (as seen in extract 5.1).  

Passive responses such as 'mhmm' and 'okay' may seem decidedly neutral in 

that they provide no explicit assessment or evaluation of the complainable. 

However, Heritage and Clayman (2010) show via a presentation of two very 

different interactional settings, that they are in fact not neutral at all. In the 

primary care environment, such responses "may quite strongly curtail, or 

alternatively prompt, the continuation of the problem presentation" (2010, 

p.113). Whilst in news interviews, interviewers purposely withhold such 

responses as they "could be inferred to indicate support for, or belief in, what 

the interviewee has just said" (2010, p.225). Thus, continuers are rather 

 
60 Section 5.2 'Explicating the institutional task' provides a detailed analysis and appears 
after this section. 
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powerful devices available to recipients during the course of a telling, and 

their achievements can be setting specific.  

Specific to the healthcare complaints setting, Benwell and McCreaddie 

(2017) suggest that minimal responses can propel an extension of the telling 

as the complainant pursues an evaluative stance. This claim goes further than 

that expressed by Heritage and Clayman (2010) as it states that not only can 

responses prompt the telling, but specifically that in this setting, complainants 

pursue an affiliative response from CHs and will extend their complaint until 

affiliation is forthcoming. Ruusuvuori (2007) shows that in Finnish 

healthcare data, minimal responses can be both affiliative and non-affiliative. 

Professionals responding to a troubles-telling can display partial affiliation 

with "nii" ("I see your point", "I understand") (2007, p.600) which implies 

that the troublesome experience is understandable but does not exhibit 

understanding of it (see Sacks (1992) for the distinction between claiming and 

demonstrating understanding).  

 Undoubtedly, responses are constrained in this environment such that a more 

elaborate response could be detrimental to the ongoing activity. For instance, 

Jefferson and Lee (1981) claim that the giving of advice by a story recipient 

is particularly troublesome as it may be rejected by the troubles-teller. 

Mandlebaum (2013) argues that "responses other than continuers or affiliative 

assessments may have serious disruptive consequences for the progressive 

realisation of the storytelling" (2013, pp. 502/3). Responses can therefore 

progress or shut down61 complaint implicative talk, so in providing only 

minimal response tokens the CH is effectively 'passing' on a turn to take the 

interactional floor while simultaneously giving the COM the 'go ahead' to 

continue with the telling (aligned activity). By displaying recipiency in this 

way, the CH is signalling a position as "empathic story-recipient" (Orthaber 

and Márquez-Reiter, 2011), and assists in co-constructing (Mandlebaum, 

2013) and facilitating the telling of the complaint.  

 
61 Shutting down a complaint, for example, through asking a factual question. Some 
authors regard this as disaffiliating (through disattending in Mandlebaum, 1991), and 
others as remaining neutral (Benwell and McCreaddie, 2017). 
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The first excerpt (5.1) is from a complaint call where the issue relates to 

multiple cancellations of the COM's post-surgical review appointment, now 

long overdue. The complaint narrative begins with contextual details (not 

shown62) such as temporal, third-party (non-recognitional) and place 

formulations that project an extended story-telling response (Jefferson 1978; 

Sacks, 1978) to the complaint elicitation.   

Extract 5.1        1-A/190116_0002/5 

1   COM:     [So ] (.) in total I have been->my appointment’s 

2            been cancelled< fo:ur times .h an I h- I still 

3            <have not been seen> .h (.) since my surhgry, 

4            Ehm there wa:s acshilly biopsies that came back 

5            from that ashwell .hh which nobody has discussed  

6            with me so I actually don’t really know what’s 

7            goin o:n .hh, 

8   CH: à   Mm 

9   COM:     An (.) neither does my gee pee=I av (.) since ma 

10           surgery I’ve still been having quite a lot of 

11           SYMptoms an I have been back t’ ma gee pee but 

12           .hh they’ve basically said there’s no: 

13           >yihknow< I need to see my consultant there’s 

14           nothing else they can do:=So .hh ehm when I 

15           received the last letter=the last letter was 

16           dated the eleventh of February t’say that my 

17           >appointment on the twenny fourth of February< 

18           had been cancelled due to unforeseen 

19           circumstances like the o:ther thhree:= 

20  CH: à   =Mhmm= 

21  COM:     =.hh I phoned the girl back eh:m (.) ant yihknow  

22           was sayin .hh wh-(.) like wh-h-what goes-wh- (.) 

23           >how d’I< go forward from hhere= 

24  CH: à   [Mhmm     mhmm]  

25  COM:     [=because I do] ne- yihknow ah ah need to 

26           kind’ve be seen, 

27  CH: à   Mhmm 

 

The extract above begins at a point where the complainant is increasing her 

efforts to portray her affective stance towards the cancellations as being 

 
62 The beginning of the complaint narrative is available in chapter 4, extract 4.7. 
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unreasonable ('cancelled four times', 'still not been seen since my surgery') in 

pursuit of an agreeing stance from the CH. She describes how neither she nor 

her GP have been informed of biopsy results with the support of ECFs 

(nobody has discussed with me) (Pomerantz, 1986) and negative observations 

(Schegloff, 2007b) (I actually don't really know what's going on and neither 

does my GP). In her claim of not knowing she is implying that nobody has 

told her what she has a right to know, and further substantiates this by stating 

that her GP does not know either. This is particularly relevant since her issue 

prevails without adequate treatment or even definite diagnosis (Lines 4-14) 

and assists in building a case through a displayed medical need and 

entitlement. 

During the course of the entire narrative, the CH has provided only minimal 

responses at unit boundaries, thereby relinquishing a turn while displaying 

empathic listening (Lines 8, 20, 24 and 27). Notice that there is no uptake 

from the CH at the reference to biopsy results (Lines 4-7), only an 

acknowledging 'Mm'. This is a point that I will return to later, as indeed, the 

CH herself does. The complainant stresses her efforts at self-help (I phoned 

the girl back) and displays difficulty in articulating herself with lines 22 and 

23 that emphasise her frustration. She continues with a cut-off 'because I do 

ne-', repaired with the addition of  'yihknow' in pursuit of affiliation (Feo and 

LeCouteur, 2017) and then adds a modifier 'kind've' which reduces the force 

of the utterance. 

Moving out of troubles telling 

Extract 5.2         1-A/190116_0002/6 

((35 lines omitted, COM conveys conversations with secretary and learns that 

the consultant is on sick leave)) 

63  COM:     .hh An I shouldn’t really (.) in my opinion (.) 

64           have to be dealing with all the issues that I’m 

65           hhavin=hYihknow I jus want (. ) to be betther. 

66           [.hhh]   

67  CH:      [Mhmm]  

68           (0.3)  

69  CH:      Ok[iay.] 
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70  COM:       [Eh: ] SO she said eh:m (.) No, That I 

71           couldn’t be transferred because I wasn’t a new 

72           patient, An that I was just in hlimbo hreally, 

73           Until this consultant comes hback, Which we 

74           don’t know when it’s gonna hbe. 

75           (0.2) 

76  CH:      Okay. 

77           (1.2) 

78  COM:     So I’m not very happy that I don’t knio:w. 

79           (0.5) 

80  CH:  Okay= 

81  COM:     =For one what’s goin on with me, for two when 

82           I’m gonna be seen, and three (.) <what ahm 

83           supposed to do niow>. 

84           (0.7) 

85  CH:      Okay. 

86           (1.0) 

87  CH: à   .hhh Okay=Well I’m sorry for all those 

88           cancellations= 

 

Extract 5.2 picks up at the point where the COM describes the end of her 

conversation with the consultant's secretary. She exhibits a change in stance 

from empathy towards the consultant who is absent due to illness, to one 

which re-focuses the complaint back on her own experience which she 

postulates through opinion, '.hh 'An I shouldn’t really (.) in my opinion (.) 

have to be dealing with all the issues that I’m hhavin'. Her multi-unit turn 

ends with, 'hYihknow I jus want (. ) to be betther' which displays semantic, 

pragmatic and prosodic completion and signals the complaint as having 

reached possible closure. However, in the transition space is an audible talk 

projective inbreath (Walker, 2013) that overlaps a minimal response from the 

CH (mhmm) at line 67 maintaining her role as troubles-recipient. There then 

follows a short pause as the conversational floor is available to either 

participant, and again, both begin a turn in partial overlap although the CH's 

'Okiay' has a slight advantage on the COM's turn initial continuation 

increment 'Eh:'. The CH's turn now resembles a possible activity switch 

initiated by the lapse at line 63. This is the first of three positions where 
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complaint completion is projected but its occurrence does not rise to the 

interactional surface. 

 

The CH relinquishes a turn and the COM continues with a so-initial turn 

(L65) adopting reported speech that sums up why she could not be seen by a 

different consultant (reserved for new patients) and provides an idiomatic 

expression (that I was just in hlimbo hreally). She then switches from past 

tense (couldn't, wasn't, was) to projecting future events 'until this consultant 

comes hback'. She terminates with a turn that projects semantic completion 

of the complaint for the second time, 'which we don’t know when it’s gonna 

hbe' (Lines 73-74). Again, after a silence the CH acknowledges receipt with 

'Okay' but fails to extend her turn and another long silence follows. This one 

second silence is the maximum period after which a co-participant will begin 

to take a turn as the silence becomes observable and potentially 

uncomfortable (Jefferson, 1989). 

 

For the second time, it is the COM who takes the floor, continuing her 

complaint with an assessment (So I'm not very happy that I don't knio:w). 

This turn has completion prosody and clearly could be linked back to her prior 

utterances detailing the secretary's words, 'I couldn't be transferred because I 

wasn’t a new patient, An that I was just in hlimbo hreally, Until this 

consultant comes hback, Which we don’t know when it’s gonna hbe'. 

Nonetheless, she restarts and delivers a three-point summation that formulates 

the upshot of her current position (Line 78). Unabridged with the terminal 

TCU, (so I'm not very happy that I don't know) '<what ahm supposed to do 

niow>' provides a sense of her hopelessness and implicitly appeals for 

assistance. Once more it marks her narrative as complete, making relevant a 

next suitable action by the CH. We can see similar extended lapses at lines 84 

and 86, as the CH provides opportunity for the COM to re-start her complaint. 

In a departure from the three prior failures to move from troubles-telling, on 

this occasion the CH successfully gains the interactional floor and after a 

further 'Okay', moves towards (but not immediately to) problem solving. 
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These sequences are reminiscent of Robinson and Heritage's (2006) analogy 

of the transition between problem presentation and information gathering in 

primary care consultations as 'the baton-passing zone of a relay race'. As the 

complainant is moving out of troubles telling, she is 'passing the baton' 

(similar to patients presenting symptoms) with turns that project possible 

complaint completion (as indicated with extract 5.2) but not always 

successfully for a number of possible reasons. As Robinson and Heritage 

state, 

"This transfer is interactionally negotiated and not always 

smooth. Physicians can interruptively take the baton too soon; 

patients can hold onto it too long; patients can offer it several 

times before it is accepted, and it can be fumbled	"	(2006, 

pp.482-483). 

In the example presented, the COM has appeared to offer the imaginary baton 

on three occasions and then withdrawn it prior to its acceptance. Ultimately, 

it was successfully passed via a multi-unit turn that strongly projected 

completion and was significantly persuasive as to initiate an apology from the 

CH. With the baton passed, the CH is now positioned to propel the encounter 

towards problem solving through various institutional relevancies. 

Marking the shifting focus to problem-solving 

Next, we observe a shift of focus from "the troubles-teller and his or her 

experiences, to the trouble itself, as a problem to be solved" (Jefferson and 

Lee, 1981, p. 416), shown at the beginning of extract 5.3. 

 

Extract 5.3        1-A/190116_0002/7 

87  CH: à   .hhh Okay=Well I’m sorry for all those 

88           cancellations= 

89           =Ehm Can I take the hna:me ov your consultant? 

90  COM:     hYeah it’s hdoctor iWeatherhford. 

91          (0.7) 

92  CH:      °Doctor Weatheriford°. 

93  COM:     >YEh an she: has been great honestly like I  

94           don’t have any .hh complaint about the actual 
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95           service I’ve received< [it’s just=  

96  CH:                             [Mhmm mhmm 

97  COM:     =the appointment thing=An [like] yihknow #ah-#am  

98  CH:                                [Yes]                            

99  COM:     #ah I’m in limbo now. 

100 CH:      Ye[ah ] 

101 COM:       [Which].hh is frustratin (.) because if I 

102          hadda been a new patient she said that I  

103          hcould’ve been seen by someone helse. 

104  CH:      Oikay.  

  

At this juncture, for the first time since the complaint narrative was elicited, 

the CH responds with a non-minimal response (L87). The CH begins her turn 

affiliatively with an explicit apology (I'm sorry for all those cancellations), 

which is not a typical feature of the dataset nor of institutional talk generally 

where an apology may be regarded as an admission of culpability63.  

 

The literature tells us that apologies are more fitted as affiliative responses in 

direct complaints which target the individual deemed responsible for the 

transgression, and in that environment, are response relevant (Goffman, 

1972). As already discussed elsewhere in this work, responses to indirect 

complaints in institutional settings have traditionally been described as 

predominantly neutral rather than affiliative (Heinemann and Traverso, 2009; 

Ruusuvuori and Lindfors, 2009; Ekström and Lundström, 2014; Feo and 

LeCouteur, 2017). However, Benwell and McCreaddie (2017) argue that 

withholding affiliation may conflict with normative expectations in this 

specific setting leading to escalated complaints. Being subject to a competing 

agenda between personal versus institutional produces an inclination to 

respond in ways that may reflect both, framing the call handler's role 

 

63 I refer to the following quotation from an NHS Resolution leaflet (available online) 
entitled 'Saying sorry' - "The Compensation Act 2006 states; ‘An apology, an offer of 
treatment or other redress, shall not of itself amount to an admission of negligence or 
breach of statutory duty’. (Source: Compensation Act 2006 – Chapter 29 page 3)" (NHS 
Resolution, 2017).  Additionally, the Ombudsman's Report for 2018/2019 states that a 
suitable course of action to remedy an injustice or poor service can include an apology 
(NIPSO, 2019, p.46). 
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somewhat ambiguously (2017). As the CH's apology at line 80 specifically 

targets the offense (all those cancellations) which was not a personal 

transgression, it then seems designed to acknowledge the complaint and 

displays an affiliative stance towards it as regretful.  

 

The CH then launches the IS with a follow up question to elicit a third-party 

formulation. Alongside explicitly naming the consultant in preferred 

recognitional form (Schegloff, 1972; Sacks and Schegloff, 1979), a 

contrastive appreciation (Sacks, 1992) emerges regarding Dr Weatherford's 

'service' and simultaneously ascribes non-accountability. This is delivered 

with increased tempo or a rush through to downgrade and distance from the 

complaint. This is meaningful since at the beginning of the complaint 

narrative, the reference was in non-recognitional form, 'So ehm <I have been 

seeing a consultant…'. Moreover, at this very early point in the complaint, the 

COM explicitly stated that her complaint was not about the consultant. This 

is followed up with the complainable, 'it's just the appointment thing', with no 

explicit naming to ascertain blame.64This suggests a reluctance to name third 

parties during the complaining phase. 
 

The brief re-opening of the complaint is sanctioned by the CH's minimal 

responses. Then, with some interactional difficulty, the COM mirrors the 

idiomatic expression originally attributed to the consultant's secretary, 'I'm in 

limbo now'. This works to conclude the topic (Drew and Holt, 1988) and 

suggests complaint completion (Edwards and Stokoe, 2007). The increment 

'yihknow' appears early in the turn (L88) which intensifies pursuit of 

affiliation (Feo and LeCouteur, 2017) and perhaps seeks a more substantive 

response vis-à-vis problem solving. Rather than ending with 'I'm in limbo 

now', she affixes a counterfactual scenario, 'if I hadda been a new patient' in 

partial overlap. By declaring 'she said that' (the secretary) if she had been a 

new patient then she could have been seen by someone else (another 

consultant) (Lines 101-103), she is implicitly attributing the consultant's 

 
64 There is only one other example in the dataset where the CH's third-party elicitation 
initiates a compliment followed by a complainable; with three cases where the elicitation 
initiates a complainable as the complainant's next activity. 
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absence to her misfortune. This semantic completeness indicates the 

appropriateness of a response away from complaining and towards problem 

solving, typically done through invoking an institutional practice (Ekström 

and Lundström, 2014). 

 

The next extract (5.4), an immediate continuation of the prior, shows the CH's 

first move to institutional actions. This accomplishment is marked firstly by 

'Okay' at line 106, and more explicitly displayed with the turn at lines 107-

108, '.hh (.) I have just (.) taken a note ov what you have hsa:id'. This 

simultaneously marks the complaint as being satisfactorily heard and 

additionally provides the inference that the matter is complaint-worthy and 

will be progressed. This backward-looking turn states the action she has taken 

and, thus, embodies her institutional identity as fulfilling a specific role and 

goal.  

Extract 5.4          1-A/190116_0002/8 

105          (0.2)  
106 CH:     .hhh (0.5) Okay. 

107 CH: à   .hh (.) I have just (.) taken a note ov what you 

108          have hsa:id, 

109 COM:     Yeh 

110 CH:      Ahm and <if I can just get some> hmore details 

111          from iyou= 

112 COM:     =YEH hcertainly.= 

113 CH:      =>Wat we do when we take a complaint over the  

114          telephone< we make a transcript of the call, 

115 COM:     Mhhmm. 

116 CH:      .pt (basically) because you’ve given that to us 

117          verbally .hh we like to assure that that (.) the 

118          information you’ve given us is haccurhate and 

119          correct= 

120 COM:     =Yeh 

121 CH:      .hh and that there’s nothing missing or that 

122          there’s no aimendment to be (made). 

123 COM:     O:hkay. 

124 CH:      .pt So <if I can take you::r> ehm: .pt You’re 

125          Morgan Hart=Is that [miss  
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Next, the CH announces information gathering as an upcoming activity as 

this was absent from the re-launch. She delays this slightly for a partial 

explanation of the process (that a transcript will be made from the verbal 

complaint). Withholding personal information gathering until after the 

complaint narrative has been heard signals that the issue is actionable and 

engenders an expectation of problem solving. Additionally, Orthaber and 

Márquez-Reiter (2011) suggest that delaying such activities marks them as 

institutionally routine and expected.  

 

Obviously, claiming to have 'taken a note of what you have said' necessitates 

tacit common-sense reasoning between participants in understanding that the 

CH cannot possibly have noted down all of what the COM has said. This is 

significant for complaints handling calls as each interactant must fulfil their 

role as complaint teller and complaint recipient respectively. Each must 

communicate and recognise those most significant issues to be moved 

forward for investigation, and this is sometimes achieved through the CH 

summarising the complaint, or even explicitly asking as we will see later in 

this chapter. However, there is no summary at this point of the encounter. 

Instead follows a short descriptive of how telephone complaints are received 

(Lines 113-122), but this appears incomplete as evidenced towards the end of 

the call (to follow). 

The CH does several notable things here (Lines 113-122): - 

(1) She displays a switch in footing, moving from first person singular 

pronoun 'I' (Line 110) to plural 'we' (Line 113), bringing the institutionality 

of the talk to the surface. According to Márquez-Reiter (2005), moving from 

'I' which denotes a level of personal responsibility and agency to institutional 

'we' (Sacks, 1992) indicates a pervasive orientation to institutional task. Her 

role as CH encompasses interchangeable tasks as she progresses from 

complaint recipient (where the institutional activity is to produce a chronicled 

version of the complaint), to being positioned as the individual who escalates 

the complaint towards resolution (by forwarding to the responsible directorate 

within the trust).  
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As an indirect complaint where the recipient is not morally accountable for 

the transgression, there is no outright denial or 'not at fault' response as seen 

with mundane complaints (Dersley and Wooton, 2000). Similar responses 

typical in direct complaints are apologies, remedies or offers (affiliative 

responses), or counter-complaints, rejections or blame (disaffiliative 

responses). However, as a representative of the culpable institution the CH is 

charged with producing a response that fulfils the complainant's expectation 

of a reasonable service.  

(2) The CH states that verbal complaints must be translated into written 

transcript form, and that the transcript must be checked for accuracy and 

completeness. She does not elaborate at this point on who is responsible for 

making those checks, nor how this will be done. The phrase at lines 117-119, 

'we like to assure that that (.) the information you’ve given us is haccurhate 

and correct' is arguably ambiguous because it could imply that the COM's 

version of events requires verification by, say, the consultant's secretary or 

appointments staff. However, this is not what the CH proposes, and the 

COM's minimal responses display uptake but do not suggest any incongruity 

with the suggestion that her story must be fact checked.  

 

In fact, the process for this trust is that the transcript will be typed up and 

posted to the COM and the onus will be on her to check that the CH has 

produced an accurate and complete reflection of the narrative communicated 

to her during this encounter. Unless this information was stated in the call 

opening, the complainant will be unaware of standard institutional procedure, 

yet she does not take offense that her story may be regarded as subject to 

scrutiny. And of course, that is not the case. This points to a tacit 

understanding that the CH's role involves accepting COMs' versions of events 

without judgment or doubt. The first contact between complainant and 

complaints department is an opportunity to make public a matter that requires 

remedial work, and it is only once a complaint becomes explicit that remedial 

work can begin (Emerson and Messenger, 1977). Just as the speaker is 

responsible for telling the narrative as fully and accurately as possible, the 

recipient must recognise all salient points and record them for onward 
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investigation and ultimate resolution. This is necessary to avoid the 

possibility of a secondary complaint arising on the handling of the initial 

complaint, which I have highlighted in terms of the PCC and Ombudsman in 

chapter 2. 

 

Extract 5.5        1-A/190116_0002/9 

((34 lines omitted for personal information gathering)) 
 

160 CH:      .hh So you had your surgery:: in hmay two 

161          thousand and fifteen? 

162 COM:     .hh Yeh I think it was like the twenty seventh 

163          of may or sumthin=It was towards the end of may. 

164 CH:      Okay (.) and you haven’t had a review 

165          appointment since then? 

166 COM:     Noi I’ve had inuthin. 

167 CH: à   Okay=And no outcome from your biiopsy. 

168 COM:     Well I had a hLEtterh, 

169 CH:      Mhmm. 

 

Having fulfilled the mandatory institutional activity of gathering personal 

information, the CH launches an interrogative series designed to gain further 

understanding of the matter. The turns beginning at lines 160 and 164 (extract 

5.5) are declaratives with interrogative prosody that pinpoint more precise 

temporal details, culminating with 'and you haven't had a review appointment 

since then?'. The COM employs an ECF, 'I’ve had inuthin' (Line 166) which 

legitimises the issue as complaint-worthy by amplifying her stance to the 

delay (Pomerantz, 1986; Edwards, 2000; Orthaber and Márquez-Reiter, 2011; 

Benwell and Rhys, 2018). However, this is instantaneously overturned by the 

follow-up question-answer adjacency pair at lines 167 and 168 which 

ascertains that the COM in fact received a letter (as opposed to 'nuthin'). Her 

turn initial 'Well' projects upcoming dispreference in claiming that despite 

receiving a letter, it failed to offer any solutions to her problem.  

 

I refer again to lines 4 - 7 (extract 5.1) to illustrate how the CH postponed 

questioning (and thus the IS) at first mention of the biopsy. This aligns with 

prior research findings that moving too soon to problem solving or advice 
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giving could adversely shape the encounter (Jefferson and Lee, 1981; Feo and 

LeCouteur, 2017). By not switching activity until completion of the activity 

already underway (complaint narrative/troubles-telling), the CH is preserving 

her role as recipient. In so doing, she avoids risking derailment of the 

complaint trajectory during the phase when that is the normatively 

appropriate activity.  

 

For ease of reference, the excerpt below is reproduced from extract 5.1: - 

 
4            Ehm there wa:s acshilly biopsies that came back 

5            from that ashwell .hh which nobody has discussed  

6            with me so I actually don’t really know what’s 

7            goin o:n .hh, 

8   CH: à   Mm 

9   COM:     An (.) neither does my gee pee 
 

The topic of 'biopsy' (and subsequent letter) initiates a re-opening of 

complaint implicative talk as the COM's account highlights the complexity of 

the letter's contents to a layperson and voids its feasibility (Lines 170-174). 

Instead, she frames the letter as being an additional source of confusion (and 

perceivably an additional complainable) since it was incomprehensible to an 

individual devoid of medical training. Her delivery is marked with hesitations 

and repetition displaying difficulty, and the sensitive nature of her troubles. 

 

Extract 5.6        1-A/190116_0002/10 
170 COM:     But eh:m (.) °I’m #not#° (0.2) >I don’t have a 

171          medical background so I don’t acshilly know what 

172          it means:<=It says there wuz .hh eh:m (.) it it 

173          said like >what there wuz< but I don’t know if 

174          that means- (.) cause it said there was 

175          endometrial tissue found like (.) where it 

176          hshouldn’t be .hh so I don’t acshilly know what 

177          that means=There was also cysts 

178          yihknow .hh I kinda want t’know just wat is goin 

179          on and how can I fix myhself because every- (.) 

180          yihknow I’m sure you probly don’t wanna acshilly 

181          know tha nitty(   ) details but ((sniffs)) 
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182          yihknow a-every month I’m havin to go to ma gee 

183          pee because (.) of y-the symptoms that it’s  

184          havin on me,=  

185 CH:      °Mhmm° 

186 COM:     =.hh whatever [it his.          ] Yihhknow. 

187 CH:                    [((clears throat))]  

 

The account relates directly to her experience in the present ('I kinda want 

t’know just wat is goin on' and, 'the symptoms that it's havin on me') and 

imparts a sense of despondency with a desire, but inability, to 'fix' herself. 

Her account is marked with multiple productions of 'yihknow' (Lines 178, 

180, 182) which indicate pursuit of affiliative uptake. Her final standalone 

'Yihhknow' acts as a completion device similar to standalone 'so' (Raymond, 

2004) in prompting a response (Edwards and Stokoe, 2007). 

 

However, rather than responding affiliatively the CH moves to a follow-up 

question which suggests self-help attempts and invokes the GP's expertise 

(extract 5.7, Lines 188-190). This question is an attempt at re-focussing the 

complaint by evoking a professional third-party as possibly able to assist and 

ease some of the burden. This contrasts with self-help questions that arise in 

calls to mediators about problem neighbours (Edwards and Stokoe, 2007) 

which are typically of the type, 'have you spoken to x' (where x is the 

complaint target/problem neighbour). The mediator is suggesting that an 

initial attempt to discuss a problem with the alleged perpetrator may have led 

to resolution, thereby removing any need for mediation services. In my data, 

these questions cannot display a similar stance since call handlers do not 

assess the validity of a complaint. Any such suggestions can only be interim 

solutions and not attempts to invalidate the official complaint. This arises 

from the service user's fundamental right to complain as discussed earlier in 

this work.  

 

The COM's response is marked with re-starts which indicate some difficulty. 

This relates to the latter part of the question (explain) as it transpires that even 

the GP cannot make a firm diagnosis based on the letter's contents and thus, 

is unable to treat the COM's continuing symptoms without input from the 
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consultant. Ultimately this links back to the COM's prior assertion that, 'ah 

need to kind've be seen' (extract 5.1). Uptake and closure of complaint 

implicative talk is displayed with the CH's softly delivered turn at line 189 

(°Okay okay°). 

 

Extract 5.7        1-A/190116_0002/11 

188 CH:      Has your gee pee been able to:: (.) talk to you 

189           ahbout the hletter and exhplai:n a little bit 

190           [(of what it means) 

191 COM:      [Well sh said- sh-she acshilly said to me (.) 

192           yihknow cauz (.) #it# said about the 

193          endometrial t[issue=she was like oh do you have=  

194 CH:                   [Mhmm 

195 COM:     =endometrihosis=I was like.hh wul I don’t know 

196          because ah haven’t seen my consultant= 

197 COM:     =[Yih]know she doesn’t even hreally know,= 

198 CH:   [Mmh] 

199 CH:      iOkay. 

200 COM:     =what-yihknow what the outcome of the letter 

201          really his. 

202 CH:      iOkay. 

203          (0.5) 

204 CH:      .h[hh 

205 COM:       [Eh:m (.) yeah an she said like (.) basically 

206          I asked her what hshe can do for me for the  

207          symptoms sh’said .hh I need to speak t’ma 

208          consultant hfirst uh. 

209 CH:      °Okay okay°.  

 

Institutional task 

With the complaint signalled as complete, the CH now orients to the 

institutional task which relates to the next actions she will take, 'Ohkay .hh 

<what I’ll do then> ((clears throat)) Miss Hart is I’ll type this up (.) and I will 

send that out >t’you in the post<' (extract 5.8). She uses tacit reference terms 

(this, that and it) rather than asserting that 'it' is the transcript that she 

mentioned in her first move to business (see extract 5.4). At this point, she 

clarifies that it is the complainant herself who is responsible for checking the 
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accuracy and comprehensiveness of the details as understood and reproduced 

by the CH. This opens up an opportunity for the COM to add a further 

complainable (I've booked all of these days off) with justification following 

in lines 225-228. This works to re-focus the complaint on practical issues of 

her everyday life, such as disruption to her employment and childcare 

arrangements. 

 

Extract 5.8        1-A/190116_0002/12 
210          (0.2)  

211 CH: à   Ohkay .hh <What I’ll do then> ((clears throat)) 

212          Miss Hart is I’ll type this up (.) and I will 

213          send that out >t’you in the post< 

214          .hh [when y]ou receive hit em if you can have= 

215 COM:         [>Okay<]  

216 CH:      =a review of what I’ve typed=if there’s any 

217          amendments to be made just cross out 

218          and correct that and there’s [a s]ection for if= 

219 COM:                          [Yeh]  

220 CH:      =you need to write in anything additional. 

221 COM:     >Okay=Can I acshilly just add that I have had t< 

222          em: (0.5) notify ma whork yihknow about these  

223          appointments=I’ve booked all of these days ohff,  

224 CH:      iOkay. 

225 COM:     Ashwell=So it’s (.) yihknow (.) .pt it’s a bit 

226          frustratin .h when yer->I’m arranging< ma whole 

227          day an childcare (.) n work around (.)hsomething 

228          an then it be cancelled. 

229 CH:      Yeah yeah (.) Okay well I’ll add that in. 

230 COM:     Thank you very much. 

 

In a possible 65close implicative move, the CH back references her prior turn 

(Lines 231-232. The COM's responding turn provides an upgraded 

personalised appreciation (Woods et al, 2015) displaying satisfaction66 with 

the CH. 

 

 
65 Closings are discussed in detail in the next analytical chapter. 
66 Caller burden and satisfaction are covered in the next analytical chapter. 
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Extract 5.9        1-A/190116_0002/13 
231 CH:      Okay Miss Hart I’ll get this out t’you in the 

232          next couple of diays. 

233 COM:     Thank you I really appreciate your time today 

234          (.) thank iyou. 

 

After the study requirement for consent at the end of the call, the complainant 

makes an enquiry about what will happen next in the process (Extract 5.10, 

Lines 251-252). The start of the turn 'can I just double check' suggests that 

this information may have been stated already. Whereas the recording 

provides no evidence, it is feasible that the CH explained the process in the 

unrecorded call opening. 

Extract 5.10       1-A/190116_0002/14 

((16 lines omitted for study consent and script)) 

251 COM:     >Okay can I just double hcheck<=So once I’ve 

252          acshilly lodged that complaint hwhat happens 

253          after that? 

254 CH:      .hh So we issue that to the service (.)[the= 

255 COM:                                         [Ohkay. 

256          ((throat clear)) 

257 CH:      =the gynae service, 

258 COM:     hYip 

259 CH:      and and there will be a manager, A clinical 

260          senior manhager=  

261 COM:     =Yip= 

262 CH:      =who will investigate ther issues that you’ve 

263          raised, 

264 COM:     Okay. 

265 CH:      And we will respond to you then (.) formally (.)  

266          in writing, 

267 COM:     Okay ilovely. An how long can that roughly take? 

268 CH:      So (.) we-the complaint procedu:re guidance is 

269          to repl-respond within twenty working diays. 

270 COM:     Oikay 

271 CH:      If there’s an issue where we’re no:t able to 

272          reply within twenty working days we will keep 

273          you uphdated. 

274 COM:     Okay that’s igreat. 
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275 CH:      Okay and my contact details will be on the 

276          lettier.  

277 COM:     Okay lovely=thank you very much again for your  

278          time. 

279 CH:      Okay miss hart thank you. 

280 COM:     Have a good day [hthanks hbye hbye. 

281 CH:                  [Thank you 

282 CH:      hBye hbye. 

Whether or not the COM is 'double checking' or indeed, there has been a 

discrepancy in passing on 'what happens next', the CH does not explicitly state 

that the transcript is crucial to the ongoing process. Only when the trust 

receives the approved transcript back from the complainant, will the 'formal' 

complaints handling process begin. More importantly, it is at this point that 

the CH states how the complaints process will develop from the point of 

officially recording the complaint as 'formal'; that is, next steps. Firstly, it will 

be issued to the relevant service (gynae in this instance) (Lines 254 and 257), 

a 'clinical senior manager' (Lines 259-260) will investigate and a formal 

written response will be sent to the complainant (Lines 265-266).  

This is important to the ongoing analysis since it explains the absence of an 

immediate offer to progress the complaint to senior management at the 

appropriate sequential position earlier at the institutional task (which I will 

later show is a normative feature of complaint calls). The practices enacted 

by this particular trust are not inherently different to other trusts, rather there 

is an additional step of constructing a transcript which represents the 

complainant's experience and the call handler's understanding of it.  

In having to push for information on next steps, an additional burden is 

undeniably levied on the complainant which can lead to dissatisfaction67 

(Stokoe et al, 2016). In fact, there is no evidence of overt dissatisfaction in 

this encounter and the call closes smoothly with mutual appreciations and 

terminal exchanges.  

 

 
67 I provide a fuller analysis of this extract in relation to complainant burden and 
satisfaction in chapter 6. 
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Complaint B - a collaborative complaint telling  

In contrast to an elaborate narrative telling, the next complaint is delivered 

concisely across a short sequence, then further expanded with an IS. The 

nature of the complaint is similar to the former in that the complainant is also 

awaiting a review appointment.  

Extract 5.11 represents the start of the recording where the CH asks a standard 

institutionally relevant question at line 1. Rather than providing an aligned 

response, an early complainable emerges (hIt’s acshilly ah:: la:ck of 

treatment ) which is recipient designed to counter the presuppositions of the 

question. This necessitates a reformulation of the question (Lines 4-5) in order 

to progress the call. The response at line 6 is spoken somewhat tersely 

suggesting that a potentially challenging encounter is ahead for the CH. This 

may account for the low entitlement (Curl and Drew, 2008) displayed in the 

design of her request at line 8, 'do you mind if'.  

It should be noted that the CH asks the question at line 1 to establish that the 

complainant is not a third-party caller, with implications for consent. The 

complainant's response orients to an entirely different agenda, that is, 

asserting a complaint at the first opportunity (Márquez-Reiter, 2005).  

Extract 5.11       16-C/190509_0004/4 

1   CH:      Is it in relation to your own treatment an care 

2            or on behalf of someone> 

3   COM:     hIt’s acshilly ah:: la:ck of treatment. 

4   CH:      I know=But are you the patient or’r you phoning 

5            on behalf of a patient? 

6   COM:     Yes_ I am the patient_ 

7   CH:      Lo:vely= 

8   CH:      =Do you mind if I take your detail::s.      

 

Subsequent to personal information gathering at first opportunity, the CH 

then elicits the complaint through an open elicitation (Lines 38-39). 
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Extract 5.12         16-C/190509_0004/5 

((29 lines omitted for personal information gathering)) 

38   CH:      =Pehrfect=An if hyou wan tell me what’s 

39            happened uhg- I’ll take a wee hnote for yih? 

40   COM: 1à Em: I attended Rheumatology in April twenty 

41            seventeen. 

42   CH:      Ahah. 

43   COM: 2à .pt .hh I was supposed to be reviewed three 

44            months later, 

45   CH:      Yeh. 

46   COM: 3à And I am still waiting on that review. 

47   CH:      Okay. 

 

The complaint is then delivered succinctly through a short sequence of three 

presumably factual assertions that summarise the problem. The first states 

contextual details relating to place (Rheumatology) and official temporal 

(April twenty seventeen) formulations of a historical event (marked at arrow 

1). Next, the proposed subsequent action is framed in such a way that suggests 

not having taken place within the specified timeframe (supposed to) (at arrow 

2); and finally, an assessment of the present situation as the complainable (I 

am still waiting) (arrow 3). Each of the turns are met with a minimal response 

(ahah, yeah and okay respectively). The 'okay' at line 47 does more than 

receipt the prior turn, but also marks a shift from complaint receipt to next 

activity. 

Marking the shifting focus to problem-solving 

Next, the CH progresses to an interrogative series to establish person and 

place references (Dr Anderson at the Heaney). Again, the COM provides the 

consultant's name in recognitional form but had held back from doing so at 

an earlier opportunity (L40).  

Extract 5. 13       16-C/190509_0004/6 
48   CH:      And who’s your consulhtant in hRheumatology? 

49   COM:     It is Doctor Anderson. 

50   CH:      An d’you normally see him at the Heaney? 

51   COM:     Yes. 
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52   CH:      Okay. 

 

Following the IS, the CH then constructs the gist of the complaint which 

invokes temporality (beginning at Line 53) with a turn final tag question (isn't 

that right?). 

Extract 5. 14        16-C/190509_0004/7 
53   CH:      So basically you haven’t had the review 

54            appointment in (.) well nearly (0.1) two years  

55            hcoming up this summerh, isn’t that right? 

56   COM:     Two years this summer and (.) every time I 

57            phone I’m told his waitin list is .hhh (.) a  

58            year behind, 

59   CH:      Right. 

60   COM:     And (his review) waitin list is way behind .hhh 

61            Every time I->they put me through to his 

62            secretary< I leave my name my contact 

63            number=Nobody ever gets back to me. 

64   CH:      Okay. 

65            (1.0) 

66   CH:      Not a problem. 

 

As the complaint relates to the unreasonable length of time the COM has had 

to wait for a review appointment (two years this summer), this relational 

temporal formulation (Schegloff, 1972; Pomerantz, 1987) effectively sums 

up the complaint and justifies its occurrence. There is no explicit reference to 

this as being 'a long time' but this is implied and mutually understood as 

excessive. This understanding is emphasised by Button (1990) who claims 

that time formulations are locally invoked and locally available as a mutual 

calendar of events between participants as "member's time" (1990, p.168). 

Thus, the formulation 'two years (coming up) this summer' is mutually 

intelligible as indexing a complaint in the context to which it relates (waiting 

for an appointment). 

This then provides an opportunity for the COM to escalate the complaint by 

drawing upon poor communication. Initially with the ECF 'every time' which 

implies more than one telephone call, and subsequently, completing 

complaining activity with another ECF 'nobody ever gets back to me' (Line 
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63). This displays an orientation to making efforts at self-help prior to 

contacting complaints. After acknowledging receipt of the additional 

complainable and a long silence, the CH provides what appears as an 

assessment turn at line 66 (not a problem). With this TCU she is not directly 

assessing the issue as being unproblematic but is completing the activity of 

complaint receipt and signalling a switch to institutional task.  

The institutional task 

The institutional task begins with next actions that the CH will perform after 

the call ends (what I need to do for you). By stating future intent as a need, 

the CH is accepting the complaint as actionable and progressing to future 

problem solving as a necessary action. The pre-announcement ostensibly 

appears to require approval with the continuation increment 'if you're happy 

enough' (Lines 67-68) but receives only a minimal acknowledgement. The 

next turn proof procedure therefore displays an orientation to the turn as not 

response relevant. Moreover, it is unlikely to be rejected having been framed 

as a necessary next step in the institutional process. 

Extract 5.15        16-C/190509_0004/8 

67   CH:      .hhh What I need to do for you Miz Bennett if 

68            you’re if you’re happy enough for me to email 

69            over to the senior manager for Rheumatology 

70            services .hhh [so that] they can= 

71   COM:                   [Mhmm   ] 

72   CH:      =look at this for us, 

73   CH:      And you’re happy enough for me to pass on your  

74            mobile number if she wants ta hgive you a wee 

75            hcall? 

76   COM:     hCertainly. 

77   CH:      Okay. Perfect. 

78   CH:      I will do that for you this afternoon and I’ll 

79            get it logged as well as a formal but .hhh I’ll 

80            get it over an ask them yihknow if they could 

81            look into it and give you a call back 

82            if if possible 

83   COM:     That would be gr:eat. 

84   CH:      Perfect. 

85   CH:      Miss Bennett thank you very much for phonin. 
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86   COM:     Okay=Thank you. 

87   CH:      hTake care now. 

88   CH:      hBye. 

89   COM:     B’bye. 

In contrast to the complaint just discussed (A), it is at this point that the CH 

invokes hierarchy of the investigating manager (senior manager for 

Rheumatology services) and switches between personal and institutional tacit 

reference terms (they, she and them). The COM responds only minimally to 

the prior (Mhmm) and does not re-open the complaint. Following the 

institutionally mandated question at line 73, the CH provides an arrangement 

which orients to future problem solving and also invokes the institutional 

agenda (I'll get it logged as well as a formal). The COM's response (a 

sequence closing third), 'That would be great' assesses the CH's proposed 

actions as satisfactory. The CH proposes closing the call as she thanks the 

COM for phoning. This is accepted in the COM's response at line 86 which 

confirms no more business, and the call closes smoothly with canonical 

closing components (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973; Button, 1987). 

Given that this encounter began on slightly uneasy terms, it unfolds 

effortlessly and with no sense of dissatisfaction from the complainant. 

Although her pro-forma 'thank you' in the closing sequence does not overtly 

express gratitude with the CH's efforts, the earlier assessment at line 83 

expresses overall satisfaction as the complaint moves towards resolution. The 

absence of any questions regarding timescale or 'what happens next' suggests 

the complainant is assured of the institution's competence to deliver a 

reasonable service.  

Complaint C - Succinct complaint telling 

The next encounter, which also relates to the wait for an appointment, is 

markedly different regarding how complaining is accomplished. Rather than 

the typical extended telling as seen in the first complaint in this section 

(complaint A), or the summary style example in extracts (complaint B); this 

complaint is ostensibly delivered most succinctly of all, helped along by 

pragmatic markers and inferencing.  
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Extract 5.16      6-C/190404_0007/3 

1   CH:      =An you were at your gee pee thi=s’mor:nin? 

2   COM:     Yep. 

3   CH:      Oka:y= 

4   CH:      =Anhwat-hwhat’s happenin? 

5   COM: à  hh Well he says I shudda been seen before hthis 

6   CH:      Who were you referred to Nihgel? 

7   COM:     Ah sorry the eye specialist it’s (    ) 

8   CH:      Oh the ophthalmologyh 

9   COM:     Yes at ah: (0.3) [May- er     ] the Heaney.   

10  CH:                      A[t the Heaney] 

11  CH:      At the hHeaney. 

12  CH:      Okay .hh [and is   ] 

13  COM:              [An I seen] a boy there about a year 

14            ago [an   ] he=  

15  CH:           [Ahhuh] 

16  COM:     =says I’ll put you on a waitin list ta get this 

17           wee thing removed from yer eye but it’s geein me 

18           wile bother an .hhh I’m runnin back an forward 

19           to tha doctor, he says there’s nuthin mare he 

20           can do aboot it,  

21  CH:      [hYeahi] 

22  COM:     [(till)] they see me. 

23  CH:      Ohkay=.hh Ahm so you’ve had the appointment an 

24           you're on the waitin list for a wee procehdure? 

25  COM:     Yeah. 

26  CH:      Okay. 

27  CH:      And hwho’s your consultant do you hknow. 

28  COM:     N[o I don’t] know off [hand]. 

29  CH:       [(Thher:) ]          [°Okay°] 

30  CH:      °Okay° 

Subsequent to a resumption (Line 1) with an important temporal formulation 

(this morning) and then an open elicitation (Line 4), the COM delivers the 

complainable in one TCU that provides the gist, 'hh Well he says I shudda 

been seen before hthis'. The antecedent for 'he' is found in the resumption and 

references the complainant's GP. The relational temporal formulation (before 

this) at line 5 provides adequate recognition as to formulate a complaint 

without further elaboration (Schegloff, 1972). 
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A possible obvious explanation for the contracted complainable is that the 

CH already has some knowledge of the matter which emerged in the 

unrecorded call opening. This information can only have been provided by 

the COM during this encounter as it is an initial complaint call, and the 

evidence confirms that her knowledge of the matter is restricted. The 

presuppositions built into the resumption assume two things, firstly that the 

COM visited his GP and, secondly, when (this morning).  

Marking the shifting focus to problem-solving 

Following the complainable (extract 5.16 above, Line 5), there is an 

immediate shift to problem-solving as the CH begins an interrogative series. 

She displays the additional understanding that the COM is awaiting a referral 

appointment at line 6, 'Who were you referred to Nihgel?'. She then 

reformulates his response 'the eye specialist' to the more official terminology 

'ophthalmology'. The COM attempts to volunteer the hospital name but 

interestingly it is the CH who first identifies it through a candidate completion 

(Lines 10-11). Perhaps this can be explained by her institutional knowledge 

of which specific hospital is responsible for this specialism.  

A further complainable emerges after this sequence which expands the 

complaint from a delayed appointment to an issue that incorporates personal 

experience and affect. At line 17 he begins, 'it's geein me wile bother an .hhh 

I'm runnin back an forward to tha doctor'. The terminal units (he says there's 

nothin mare he can do aboot it/ till they see me) work to summarise the 

complaint and prompts a move from preliminaries (interrogativity) towards 

problem solving. Similar to the other complaints discussed here, the ECF 

(nothing) stresses his need and legitimises the complaint. 

The CH then summarises by stating aspects of actual events, 'so you've had 

the appointment an you're on the waitin list'. She does not incorporate any of 

the experiential details and could even be understood as downgrading the 

anticipated treatment as 'a wee procedure'. However, this is not the case as 

speakers of Northern Irish English typically use 'wee' as a politeness marker. 

Like the previous two cases (complaints A and B above), there are no 

recognitional forms to reference a third-party during complaining talk. On 
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this occasion, the complainant refers to having seen 'a boy' at a prior hospital 

appointment (Line 13) but there is no clear indication that this formulation 

refers to the consultant. Rather than being a case of reluctance to name, this 

is simply due to not knowing the name as evidenced at line 28 following the 

CH's elicitation attempt.  

The institutional task 

Extract 5.17      6-C/190404_0007/4 

31  CH:      What I hneed ta do for you hNigel is get this 

32           over to the senior management team in or-in 

33           ophthalmolohgy .hh [so= ]  

34  COM:                         [Okay]_ 

35  CH:      =that they can look into it. Are hyou happy 

36           enough for me ta forward (.) your telephone 

37           number should they wish to give 

38           you a wee call dihrectly? 

39  COM:     That’s fine dear. Yip. 

40  CH:      Per:fect I will get [tha- 

41  COM:                         [But ah you’d be better 

42           getting me between ten and mididay. 

43  CH:      Te:n and midday not a [problem] 

44  COM:                           [Betwee ]n ten ay ten ay 

45           em and midday every day. 

46  CH:      I’m gonna make a wee note ov that for hyou so 

47           that I can highilight that with istaff.  

48  CH:      .hh And ahm you hyou’re happy enough that I 

49           recorded hthis hcall Nihgel so that  

50           [(        research)] 

51  COM:     [hThat’s fine Keeley] yheh. 

52  CH:      Perhfect=hI’m gonna get this typed up an I’ll 

53           send it over to ophthalmology for yih .hh and 

54           we’ll iget them to look into it and give yih a  

55           wee calli. Would that [ido. 

56  COM:                           [Thianks for your time 

57           iKeeley.                                         

58  CH:      Perhfect=You take care now hNi[gel    ]. 

59  COM:                                   [Right t]ake 

60           care=god bless= 

61  COM:     =[Bye]. 
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62  CH:       [Than]k you=hBye hbye. 

A pre-announcement of the CH's proposed next actions, 'what I need to do for 

you' (Line 31) initiates the institutional task and orients to actionability. 

Again, she invokes institutional hierarchy (the senior management team) and 

checks that the COM is happy to be contacted directly by that team who will 

'look into it'. The CH's turn at line 40, 'Per:fect I will get tha-' sounds closing 

implicative but is cut-off with the COM's addition of new material (an 

unmentioned mentionable) at lines 41-42. Having taken note of the COM's 

contact instructions, the CH moves to the study task of consent taking. The 

back reference starting at line 52 is designed to indicate her future intent, 'I'm 

gonna get this typed up...' and subsequently invokes institutional 'we' (Sacks, 

1992). The call closes with mutual appreciations (Woods et al, 2015) that 

signal complainant satisfaction with the encounter. 

Summary of cases 

Having presented these three encounters it is evident that each differs in terms 

of duration, but they display systematic features for projecting complaint 

completion and moving through the phases of institutional business. The first 

complainant produces an elaborate complaint narrative and actively pursues 

affiliation. Affiliation only overtly emerges with the focus shift as the CH's 

interactional role moves from complaint recipiency to problem solving. We 

saw how the COM attempted to 'pass the baton' as depicted by Robinson and 

Heritage (2006), with some withdrawn attempts before relinquishing the 

conversational floor. The unaccomplished attempts most likely occurred as 

the CH maintained neutrality and did not affiliate which, given her 

institutional role, is a normative response (Heinemann and Traverso, 2009; 

Ruusuvuori and Lindfors, 2009; Ekström and Lundström, 2014; Feo and 

LeCouteur, 2017). In this setting however, some complainants' expectations 

are amplified to embody affiliation as normative, and when absent, a pursuit 

occurs. This finding is in concurrence with Benwell and McCreaddie's (2017) 

study in this setting, but as other examples illustrate, it is not universal to all 

complaints handling calls. 
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In the remaining two encounters, the complaint is not built to require or 

pursue overt affiliation, but primarily to deliver the complainable matter fully 

and exhibit its completeness, thus, projecting the relevance of actionability 

by the recipient. All encounters include a routine phase of interrogativity as 

the CH orients to fact gathering, ensuring that all concerns are adequately 

heard and will subsequently be fully addressed in the ensuing investigation. 

The IS predominantly begins with a third-party elicitation which expresses 

complainants' preference to avoid naming institutionally accountable third 

parties during the troubles-telling phase, although this information is 

generally forthcoming (where known) when solicited by CHs. When 

identified through recognitional forms, we often see COMs' orientations to 

moral obligations with the emergence of a 'contrastive appreciation' (Sacks, 

1992) such as the compliment towards the consultant's treatment in extract 

5.3.  

A comparable study by Rhys et al (2018) found that in NHS complaints 

handling calls, non-recognitionals are directly linked with complaining 

activity. A reluctance to explicitly name third parties reveals participants' 

orientations to moral and institutional accountability. While complainants are 

oriented to building and legitimising their complaint through non-

recognitional formulations, CHs are inextricably bound to institutional roles 

and goals with the fundamental requirement to gather all necessary 

information in order to progress to problem-solving. These different 

affordances are intricately tied in with participants' normative preference for 

affiliation, further complicating the institutional norm for neutrality 

(Ruusuvuori and Lindfors, 2009). 

The IS and, where appropriate, personal information gathering at second 

opportunity, appear as preliminary to the institutional task proper. 

Overwhelmingly, the institutional task is achieved through an offering turn 

which lays out the next steps to be taken by the CH personally and 

incorporates the projected pathway as the formal complaint moves forward. 

Quintessentially, the offer evokes an institutional hierarchy by reference to 

senior staff as future investigators; in complaint A 'a clinical senior manager' 

(extract 5.10, Lines 259-260); B 'senior manager for Rheumatology services' 
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(extract 5.15, Lines 69-70) and finally, C 'senior management team in 

Ophthalmology' (extract 5.17, Lines 32-33). However, what is striking about 

the three examples above is that two of them (B and C) referenced senior 

managers as relevant to onward investigation of the complaint at a much 

earlier point in the interaction. In contrast, the COM in complaint A actively 

pursued this information as it was absent from the initial offer format. As 

stated earlier, I will now focus on the institutional task and show that this is 

best accomplished through a distinct syntactic format that systematically 

relates to the context. 

5.2 The taxonomy of offers 

In this section, I will present a detailed examination of the types of first offer 

that constitute the institutional task in this particular context. I will discuss 

two types of offer identified by Hofstetter and Stokoe (2015) and Hofstetter 

(2016) found in the context of the constituency office which also occur in my 

data. However, these formats (proposal and announcement offers) are rare in 

my dataset and in fact, a new type of first offer emerges in the complaints 

handling environment.  

 

Having progressed to problem solving, the next relevant action for the call 

handler should be remedial. As CHs do not personally provide a remedy to a 

complaint during the interaction, then they should provide some progressing 

action - an offer, suggestion or proposal, that is a step towards providing a 

solution to the complainant's problem or concern. Therefore, by closely 

examining the environment of 'institutional task' the interaction will reveal 

not only the specific methods whereby CHs provide assistance but also the 

next step of the complaints handling process. I will start by introducing a 

distinctive syntactic format that emerges systematically across my dataset and 

show that this structure displays an orientation to the relatively unique 

parameters of the call handler's institutional role. In presenting this 

specialised construction and considering the normative orientations it 

displays about the institution, I will contribute to research by adding to the 

existing taxonomy of offer formats. 
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The pre-announced offer 

Overwhelmingly in the complaints handling data, the first move to 

institutional task consists of a turn with a preliminary 'What I need to do is X' 

format, as seen in extracts 5.15 and 5.17 above. This series of turns emerges 

immediately after the complainant has produced the complaint telling (or an 

IS to establish the problem if necessary) and a move to problem-solving has 

become relevant. Syntactically, it is formed as a pseudo-cleft (or Wh-cleft) 

construction with the basic structure: - 

Wh-clause                                     + BE                      + subordinate clause 

What I need to do (for you)                is                                     X     

    

Using extract 5.17 above as an example from the data (What I hneed ta do 

for you hNigel is get this over to the senior management team in or-in 

ophthalmolohgy, so that they can look into it) to illustrate the structure more 

fully, the cleft can be seen to partition the turns as follows:- 

Wh-clause                                            + BE          + subordinate clause 

What I hneed ta do (for you hNigel)      is        get this over to the senior   

         management team…  

The pseudo-cleft construction starts with a wh-clause that introduces the 

subject and a presupposition (what I need to do = I need to do something) 

announcing the relevance of some future action to be performed by the subject 

(CH). The CH's use of the semi-modal verb 'need' incorporates a necessity to 

perform an action as opposed to a commitment 'I will do X'. The combination 

of a need with the optional increment, prepositional phrase 'for you', 

implicitly suggests that the action(s) will benefit the recipient rather than the 

speaker (Sidnell, 2017). Syntactically, these types of construction are 

designed with the focus (or emphasis) on the information contained in the 

subordinate clause (X), which takes its subject from the relative (wh-) clause 

(Collins, 2015). In the example, the subordinate clause demarcates the 

activity presupposed by the relative clause, which is (I need to) 'get this over 

to the senior management team…'. This encompasses an additional projected 

course of action for completion not by the CH but by other trust professionals 
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(the senior management team in ophthalmology so that they can look into it). 

Thus, a set of obligations emerge through the syntax, 'I do x so they can do y' 

as relevant for future problem-solving. Essentially, the CH's obligation 'x' is 

a pre-requisite for the fulfilment of 'y'.  

 

This distinctive structure then functions to partition institutional obligations 

and accountability demarcating two distinct actions each with autonomous 

agents. Firstly, the future action assigned to the CH, and secondly, the senior 

management team, both with an underlying orientation to problem-solving. 

These turns simultaneously project a series of actions through to potential 

solution and identify the partitioning of responsibilities through the language 

used. The pseudo-cleft design then appears to function as a pre-

announcement that serves as "an alert to recipients that what is to follow is 

built to be an informing or a telling of news (Schegloff, 2007, p.39). Thus, 

the institutional task is pre-announced via the cleft construction, hence the 

label 'pre-announced offer'. 

 

The other problem to be worked out in respect to labelling this phenomenon 

is to establish the social action it is performing, specifically, whether it is 

indeed an 'offer'. In her work on initiating actions, Couper-Kuhlen (2014) 

discussed the cost-benefit possibilities of offers, proposals, requests, and 

suggestions. By virtue of their polysemic nature, these linguistic forms can 

often be understood in various ways in terms of the social actions they 

perform.  She contends, contrary to Schegloff (1984) who argues in favour of 

the principal importance of sequential features over linguistic choices, that 

participants do take social action cues from linguistic forms and understand 

these technical terms by way of, "(i) who will carry out the future action and 

(ii) who will benefit from it?" (2014, p.623). For an offer to be perceived as 

such, participants recognise that self (as speaker) will be the agent of future 

action, and other (the recipient) will be beneficiary.  

 

Thus, the dimensions of offers are distinct from other directives (proposals, 

requests and suggestions) and commissives (invitations and offers), as 

classified by Searle (1976). The action under enquiry satisfies the cost-benefit 
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aspects of an offer as ultimately, the complainant is principal benefactor. 

According to Curl (2006), offers are produced "to satisfy some want or need 

of the recipient's, or proposes to assist in the resolution of a difficulty or 

misfortune experienced by the recipient" (2006, p.1258). Additionally, the 

CH's action is responsive to the COM's overt problem in prior talk, therefore 

an offer of assistance is an appropriate next action. Curl (2006) states that 'do 

you want' (DYW) offers are often used to offer something the recipient needs, 

with a linguistic format that permits acceptance or rejection (yes/no). The 

offer made by the CH does not take this format and is therefore not contingent 

on a response that accepts or rejects the offer. It is formed to pre-announce an 

obligation, 'what I need to do is x', as shown in extract 5.18. Curl's (2006) 

work on offers suggests that the syntactic form permits offerers to, 

 

"foreground either themselves, or the proposed recipients, as the 

subjects of the constructions, and thus either as the agents of the 

problem-resolving activity, or the ones who desire such activity" 

(2006, p.1259). 

 

In sum, the 'pre-announced offer' is a first move to problem-solving that: - 

1. Pre-announces a future action as obligatory for the call handler. 

2. Projects a proposed next action by senior management. 

3. Partitions the distinct obligations and accountabilities for each party. 

4. Does not make acceptance/rejection the relevant next action. 

 

I will now turn to examples from the dataset to illustrate pre-announced 

offers. The first extract begins immediately after personal information 

gathering at second opportunity, with the CH's first turn at line 1 displaying 

receipt of information via a high-grade assessment 'Lovely' (Antaki, 2002). 

Subsequent to a topic shift implicative inbreath (Walker, 2013) the CH moves 

to institutional task by producing a pre-announced offer. 
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Extract 5.18      18-C/190510_0006/9 

1   CH:      Lovely. .hh What I need to do is get this over  

2            to tha senior management team for yih so that 

3            they can look into it and find out yihknow (.) 

4            what's happened here=cause normally there would 

5            be some follow up care (.) ahm by the consultant 

6            and I'm not sure why she didn't discuss yihknow  

7            the end of life pro[cess with yih. 

8   COM:                        [(         ) my daughter 

9            apparently unknownst to me at the ti:me ra:ng  

10           Miss Lees= 

11  CH:      Mmhm 

12  COM:     =as she wasn't happy with the way things were 

13           done, 

14  CH:      Mmhm 

 

The 'what clause'  (What I need to do) pre-announces the obligation produced 

through the semi-modal verb 'need'. While the phrase (get this over to tha 

senior management team for yih so that they can look into it and find out 

yihknow (.) what's happened here) simultaneously partitions institutional 

obligations and accountability. Firstly, for the CH to hand over the case (get 

this over to the senior management team), and secondly, their (the SMT's) 

commitment to ongoing problem-solving (so that they can look into it). The 

pseudo-cleft format brings to the fore, the obligations and accountabilities of 

the various institutional roles, thus it is systematically related to the 

interactional situation and the sequential context. The additional TCUs 

beginning with (cause normally…) at the end of line 4 to line 7 suggest that 

the reported experience counters the normative process through stating a 

negative observation (Schegloff, 2007b). In observing that something that 

should have happened, did not, the CH makes the complaint salient. In his 

next turn, the complainant re-opens the complaint narrative displaying no 

uptake of the offer and an orientation that the pre-announced offer does not 

compel a response. 

In the next example, the same offer type is observed at lines 1 to 3. The turn 

initial 'okay' marks the activity shift from complaint implicative talk 
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(regarding cancelled appointments) and the CH's assessment of the matter in 

the prior turn, 'No it's: it's:: it's not good' (not shown). 

Extract 5.19       27-C/190905_0018/4 

1   CH: à   .hhh Okay what I need to do for you is get this 

2            typed up Mister Anderson, an get it over to the 

3            senior management team for yih so that= 

4   COM:     =Do you need my hospital number as well? 

5   CH:      Ah no, I have your address an your: your date ov 

6            [birth]= 

7   COM:     [Ahuh ]  

8   CH:      =so thur-they’re identifi:able information so 

9            I’ll be able to [find yih] on the system. 

10  COM:                     [Mmhmm   ] 

11  CH: à    But we’ll get it over to the senior management 

12            team for them to look at [er: er:] to look=  

13  COM:                [Mmhmm  ] 

14:  CH:      =into for yih, 

 

The first turn pre-announces the offer 'what I need to do for you', with a 

preliminary task for the CH to 'get this typed up' and then 'over to the senior 

management team for yih so that'. The offer is not fully complete when the 

COM intervenes as shown at line 4, 'Do you need my hospital number as 

well?'. This interrogative functions as an offer to provide an identifier which 

the CH rejects as superfluous (Lines 5-6). The CH then issues a subsequent 

announcement offer (Lines 11-14) which declares future intent in an 'I will 

do x' format (Hofstetter and Stokoe, 2015; Hofstetter, 2016). The 

announcement offer is not a first offer but is "used to repeat already-made 

offers" and, like pre-announced offers they do not make relevant "a response 

to confirm the course of action" (2015, p.739). Hofstetter and Stokoe (2015) 

(also Hofstetter, 2016) show that the announcement offer is responsive to the 

specific demands and limitations of the constituency office and is a method 

for displaying willingness to carry out an action on the recipient's behalf. 

In this example (5.19), the subject of the announcement offer takes the plural 

form (we'll get it over) which indicates a ubiquitous orientation to the 

institutional task (Márquez-Reiter, 2005). Additionally, it serves as an 
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opportunity to include the increment (to look into) missed from the initial 

offer due to the COM's intervening turn. This completes the offer, this time 

appended with 'for you' (Line 14) which "implicitly construe(s) who is to 

benefit from what is to be done" (Sidnell, 2017, p.315).  

Both participants are clearly oriented to problem-solving; the CH by offering 

to progress the complaint for investigation, and the COM by offering an 

institutional identifier with the aim of being accommodating. The CH states 

that having an address and date of birth are sufficient identifiers, having 

carried out personal information gathering in the re-launch phase. Also of 

note here, is that the COM does not wait to hear all of the CH's offer which is 

pragmatically, syntactically and prosodically incomplete. His own offer halts 

its progress (evidenced by 'so that' and the latching at lines 3 and 4) which 

signifies that the pre-announced offer is not response relevant.  

Similarly in extract 5.2068 we see the pre-announced offer arising as a first 

offer at lines 9-14. 

  

Extract 5.20      10-C/190503_0016/4 

1   CH:      °Yeah° Okay: ahm (.) And they haven’t given yih  

2            any reason as to why they’ve been .hh sendin so 

3            many cancellations [in] 

4   COM:                        [NO] it’s just (.) 

5            unfortunately due to unforeseen circumstances 

6            we’ve had to (.) <revise your: appoinhtment>. 

7   CH:      °Ohkay°.  

8            (1.0) 

9   CH: à   .hh What I need to do for you Gina is get this 

10           over to the senior manager .hh em for the  

11           hgastroenterology department in the Heaneyh so  

12           that they can look [in   ]to it for hus= 

13  COM:                        [Mhhmm] 

13  CH:      =and find out what’s going on and if poss:hible  

14           to get you an earlhier happointment. 

15  COM:     Mhhmm. 

16  CH:      °Ohkay°.  

 
68 Note that the turn emerging post-offer, 'You're happy enough for me to pass on your 
mobile number should somebody want to call' (Lines 19-20) is discussed in chapter 6. 
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17           (1.5) 

18  CH: à    °I’ll get this over to them this afternoon er 

19            this morning sorry and em:° we’ll see what we  

20            can do=You’re happy enough for me to pass on 

21            your mobile number should somebody want  

22            [to call] 

23  COM:      [YEah th]at’s grand= 

 

The 'what I need to do' clause addresses the COM directly and frames the 

future action as being to her benefit (for you Gina). Additionally, the turn 

final increment 'so they can look into it for us' provides an additional cue 

regarding the institutional nature of the activity and the availability of 

variance in framing the beneficiary. The implication of switching the pronoun 

from 'you' to 'us' projects more than one person will benefit. Of course, the 

CH is performing an institutional role and will not personally benefit beyond 

her accountability to accomplishment of the institutional goal. However, the 

plural pronoun 'us' displays an orientation to a joint accomplishment for 

interactional co-participants.  On the other hand, the plural may refer to 'us' 

as a sub-section of the institution, specifically, the complaints handling 

department. 'So that they can look into it for hus' would then frame the 

department as a constituent part of the broader institution that is accountable 

to both the institution and the complainant. 

 

Beginning at line 18, we see a second offer designed as an announcement. In 

this sequential position, the announcement offer resembles a pre-closing 

(Schegloff and Sacks, 1973; Button, 1987) with additional new material in 

the form of arrangements (I'll get that over to them…this morning). I refer 

again to the pronoun choice which switched between 'for you' (Line 9) to 'for 

us' (Line 12) which displays the CH's ongoing commitment to problem 

solving in the context where the offer formulation otherwise indicates 

'handover' of the problem to a senior manager. The turn-final increment 'we'll 

see what we can do' (Lines 19-20) again shows an omnipresent orientation to 

combined institutional accountabilities through referencing institutional 'we' 

(Sacks, 1992). 
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All the pre-announced offers shown are the CH's first move to problem-

solving and are sensitively designed to be responsive to the demands and 

limitations of the context. By nature of its syntactic design and partitioning 

effect, the pre-announced offer demarcates institutional accountabilities; 

foregrounding the CH as institutionally obligated to accomplish an initial 

action that projects a next action by senior management. This offer format 

appears systematically across the dataset displaying normative orientations to 

the distinct roles and goals of individuals within the institution.  

I will now move to a variant of the pre-announced offer format, only two of 

which appear in the dataset.   

 

what clause                                + BE                 + independent clause 

What I need to do (for you x)       is                           I need to x 

 

These structures take the same pseudo-cleft construction (extract 5.21 below), 

but with an independent clause rather than a phrase following BE, 'What I 

need to do f'r you Ellen is I need to x' (Line 1). Repetition of the subject and 

verb 'I need' may appear ostensibly redundant. However, the duplication 

emphatically foregrounds the offer as an obligation to be carried out by the 

speaker 'what I need to do is I need to x'. The turn-medial address term (Ellen) 

conveys a sense of informal friendliness (Weatherall, 2015) as opposed to 

functioning as a device to secure the conversational floor (Clayman, 2012) as 

observed earlier in some complaint elicitations. In contrast to elicitations 

containing turn-medial address terms (for example, 'hHow can I help you 

mister Higgins=hWhat’s happened?'), the grammatical and pragmatic forms 

of the wh-clause are incomplete at this juncture (what I need to do for you 

Ellen) with the action of the turn yet to surface. The CH orients to a 

preliminary task 'to get this logged formally for yih first of all' (Lines 2-3) 

which references the institutional agenda of 'formal complaint' and frames the 

complainant as sole benefactor. The same stance is construed by the 

prepositional phrase 'for yih' appended to the projected next action for the 

senior management team (Lines 5-7) (Sidnell, 2017). 
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Extract  5.21      24-C/190820_0018/2 
1   CH: à    What I need to do f’r you Ellen is I need to 

2             get this logged formally for yih  

3             fir[st of all ] and get it over to the= 

4   COM:         [((sniffs))] 

5   CH:      =senior management team for Urology so that they 

6            can see yihknow >they can have a look at it and 

7            see what they can [do for] yih<. 

8   COM:                       [Ahuh  ] 

9   CH:      You’re ha[ppy  ]- are you happy enough for me=  

10  COM:              [#Uhuh] 

11  CH:      =to pass on your mobile number should any 

12           [(one want to give you)]a ca:ll. 

13  COM:     [Yes certainly] 

 

A second example of this construction can be observed in extract 5.22. Like 

extract 5.19, the CH's preliminary activity is to 'get all this typed up first ov 

all' with the main action following 'an get it over to tha senior management 

team' (Lines 6-9). The most striking elements to this offer are the urgency (as 

soon as possible) and the CH's assessment of the COM's current personal 

circumstances (whether mentally, physically or both) 'Cause I know you're in 

a very bad (.) ah way' (Lines 12-13). By asserting this as factual with 'I know', 

the CH is empathically claiming to understand how the COM feels 

(Ruusuvuori, 2007) and mitigating the terms of the offer. The responding turn 

resumes troubles-talk and does not orient to the offer but rather to the severity 

of the COM's ongoing personal situation (my body's deterioratin). 

 

Extract 5.22       22-C/190705_0012/2 

1   COM:     And I've been struggling and strugglin the whole 

2            time. 

3   CH:      Yeah. 

4   COM:     Mentally, physically .Hhh 

5   CH:      Anno, anno.  

6   CH: à   .hh Wh-what I need to do for yih William is I 

7            need to get all this typed up first ov all an 

8            get it over to tha senior management team .hh 

9            that ahm f- (.) Doctor Jones works under, 

10           So that they can look at it an see what we can 
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11           do da get this sorted out .hh as soon as 

12           possible for ya, Cause I know you're 

13           in a very bad (.) ah way= 

14  COM:     =S(  ) love I'm scared not ta take it, so scared 

15           not ta take it cause my body's deterioratin. 

16  CH:      Yeah. 

 

In this section, I have shown that my dataset has provided a new offer 

structure that pre-announces a first move to problem-solving. This structure 

is sensitively designed to be responsive to the particular context in which it 

arises, accounting for the demands of working towards eventual solution yet 

constrained by the call handler's obligation to handover to senior 

management. I will now return to the relevant sequences of the three 

encounters (A, B and C) discussed earlier in this section to show that the pre-

announced offer is optimal in this setting. This is perhaps most salient in the 

analysis of complaint A with no pre-announced offer. 

 

Beginning with extract 5.23 (complaint C) we can see the familiar pre-

announced offer structure (I do x so they can do y) with invocation of senior 

management and projection of a next action by them (they can look into it/ 

give you a wee call directly). As seen here (also extract 5.19), the CH does 

not necessarily need to specify a potential outcome (for example, 'an earlier 

appointment' in extract 5.20) as the implication of further investigation 

appears adequate (That's fine dear. Yip) (Line 39). 

 

Extract 5.23      Complaint C  (presented as 5.17) 
31  CH:      What I hneed ta do for you hNigel is get this 

32           over to the senior management team in or-in 

33           ophthalmolohgy .hh [so= ]  

34  COM:                         [Okay]_ 

35  CH:      =that they can look into it. Are hyou happy 

36           enough for me ta forward (.) your telephone 

37           number should they wish to give 

38           you a wee call dihrectly? 

39  COM:     That’s fine dear. Yip. 
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Complaint B (reproduced as 5.24 below) is much the same with the pre-

announced offer 'What I need to do for you'. The CH's ascribed action (to 

email over to the senior manager) arises as an alternative to the normative 'to 

get this over' and references the same overall action. 

 

Extract 5.24         Complaint B (presented as 5.15) 

67   CH:      .hhh What I need to do for you Miz Bennett if 

68            you’re if you’re happy enough for me to email 

69            over to the senior manager for Rheumatology 

70            services .hhh [so that] they can= 

71   COM:                   [Mhmm   ] 

72   CH:      =look at this for us, 

73   CH:      And you’re happy enough for me to pass on your  

74            mobile number if she wants ta hgive you a wee 

75            hcall? 

76   COM:     hCertainly. 

 

In contrast, the shift to problem-solving in complaint A began with a 

backward-looking turn which asserts the actions the CH has taken (I have just 

(.) taken a note ov what you have hsa:id) (not shown, see extract 5.4). This is 

followed by an inchoate explanation which merely asserts that a transcript 

will be made and should be checked for accuracy and breadth (by whom is 

not specified). Next, personal information gathering is initiated, and no 

further details are provided on the relevance of the transcript nor next 

institutional actions. The CH initiates an IS with a self-help suggestion which 

facilitates re-opening of troubles-talk once again. The next extract (5.25) 

picks up with the move to institutional task and next actions. 

 

Extract 5.25       Complaint A (presented as 5.8) 
209 CH:      °Okay okay.°  

210          (0.2)  

211 CH: à   Ohkay .hh <What I’ll do then> ((clears throat)) 

212          Miss Hart is I’ll type this up (.) and I will 

213          send that out >t’you in the post< 

214          .hh [when y]ou receive hit em if you can have= 

215 COM:         [>Okay<]  
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216 CH:      =a review of what I’ve typed=if there’s any 

217          amendments to be made just cross out 

218          and correct that and there’s [a s]ection for if= 

219 COM:                          [Yeh]  

220 CH:      =you need to write in anything additional. 

 

The CH's first turn, '°Okay okay°' displays recipiency of immediately 

preceding complaint implicative talk, followed by a brief pause and topic-

shift  'Ohkay'. A talk projecting inbreath (Walker, 2013) precedes a forward 

looking turn formed with a pseudo-cleft construction, '<What I’ll do then> 

((clears throat)) Miss Hart is I’ll type this up (.) and I will send that out >t’you 

in the post<'. A series of instructions impose a set of obligations upon the 

complainant (if you can have a review of what I've typed/ cross out and 

correct/ write in anything additional). The familiar pre-announced offer is 

absent with only one of its constituents present, that is the wh-cleft 

emphasising the CH's obligation. For this particular trust, that obligation 

begins with sending a transcript to the complainant which, upon its return to 

the department will represent an official complaint and initiate the formal 

complaints handling process. There is no orientation to onward progression 

to senior management, hence, the partitioning effect of the pre-announced 

offer is absent. As a result, there is no clear trajectory for the complaint's 

progression and no assertions on the delineation of institutional 

accountabilities. As the encounter approaches closing, the COM pursues an 

explanation of next actions (extract 5.26, Lines 251-253) which eventually 

emerges foregrounding the role of senior management.  

 

Extract 5.26       (presented as 5.10) 
251 COM:     >Okay can I just double hcheck<=So once I’ve 

252          acshilly lodged that complaint hwhat happens 

253          after that? 

254 CH:      .hh So we issue that to the service (.)[the= 

255 COM:                                         [Ohkay. 

256          ((throat clear)) 

257 CH:      =the gynae service, 

258 COM:     hYip 

259 CH:      and and there will be a manager, A clinical 
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260          senior manhager=  

261 COM:     =Yip= 

262 CH:      =who will investigate ther issues that you’ve 

263          raised, 

264 COM:     Okay. 

265 CH:      And we will respond to you then (.) formally (.)  

266          in writing, 

267 COM:     Okay ilovely. An how long can that roughly take? 

268 CH:      So (.) we-the complaint procedu:re guidance is 

269          to repl-respond within twenty working diays. 

270 COM:     Oikay 

 

An issue arises in this encounter not because the CH necessarily neglects the 

essential information provided by the pre-announced format, but because the 

institutional orientation is towards the creation, inspection and return of the 

transcript. At this point, the CH's obligation is to prepare and send out the 

transcript, rather than to immediately handover the complaint to senior 

managers. The interaction therefore reproduces the normative practices 

specific to this trust. This example points to the efficiency of the pre-

announced offer. In its absence, the institutional task may not be fully 

accomplished as the complainant is compelled to push for information. It 

appears that the pre-announced offer package is the bedrock of the 

institutional task with its essential component parts and partitioning effect.  

 

I have shown how CHs orient to the institutional task in instances where the 

issue is immediately actionable as a complaint, and this is systematically 

achieved through a pre-announced offer that projects next actions and 

identifies the agents of these actions (the CH or SMT). These offers are not 

response relevant and are constructed as an expected next action to the 

complaint telling. An orientation to the normative process was observed in 

complaint A where it was absent, as this trust adhere to a different institutional 

mandate. While the CH oriented only to the actions she would take in 

response to the complaint and next steps for the complainant, this proved 

inadequate as it did not address onward progression of the institutional task 

nor invoke the role of senior staff. Consequently, the complainant pushed for 
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this information towards the end of the call which suggests that its normative 

sequential position is embedded in the offer itself. 

Most encounters in the dataset are similar to those described above - 

complaints that are immediately actionable and offerable. I will now move to 

instances where the CH is constrained from making an immediate offer to 

assist during the encounter due to other relevancies, for instance, not knowing 

who is responsible and thus, an uncertainty of how to proceed. In these cases, 

the complaint is not immediately actionable and offerable (Zimmerman, 

1992) in the same way as those I have just described. 

Proposal offers in enquiries        

In this initial contact between complainant and institution (or representative 

thereof), there is a need to establish how to progress the issue or even 

determine if it will subsequently be actionable as an official complaint. Each 

encounter conveys an expectation that the CH should produce a solution to 

the COM's presenting problem, and I have shown that this typically emerges 

as an offer to progress the complaint for investigation. Occasionally, the 

matter presents in a more ambiguous way and having heard the complaint 

narrative, it may transpire that the call handler is unable to establish how to 

move forward with the matter or must first make enquiries in order to proceed. 

I should clarify that none of the recordings provide any evidence that a 

complainant explicitly calls to 'make an enquiry'. Essentially, the event is 

collaboratively produced and emerges naturally from the interaction and the 

relevancies therein. 

In enquiry calls, the overall structure of phases of activity is similar to 

complaints but dissimilarities appear following the shift to problem-solving. 

The interrogative series is generally extended as the facts are explicated, and 

the institutional task comprises a suggestion of possible next actions rather 

than an assertion. In these cases, a proposal offer (term borrowed from 

Hofstetter and Stokoe, 2015 and Hofstetter, 2016) may be formulated in 

simplified forms such as 'do you want (us then) to x?' as shown in extract 5.27 

below. Such 'do you want' (DYW) offers are offered in circumstances when 

the complainant is presented with alternatives on progressing the matter or a 
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suggested course of action. They are 'interactionally generated' which 

corresponds with Curl's (2006) claim that DYW offers are never responsive 

to overt problems but are educed. Syntactically, they restrain responses by 

making relevant a yes or no second, and display that the speaker is offering 

something the recipient needs. Furthermore, the DYW offer foregrounds the 

recipient by making them the subject of the turn and displays the speaker's 

understanding of prior talk as 'fishing' (Pomerantz, 1980). 

Extract 5.27       12-B/190417_0005/3 

1   CH:      So do you want us then to just find out today 

2            what we can in relation [to ]                

3   COM:                             [Jus]t ih just what  

4            [y  ]ou hcould=  

5   CH:      [Aye] 

6   COM:     =would be great 

           
The talk in extract 5.28 (below) arises following an extensive interrogative 

series as co-participants work to establish not just who the 'at fault' party is, 

but how to move forward to benefit the complainant with an ongoing issue. 

Involvement of external agencies leads the CH to suggest making enquiries 

as a first action, with the option of 'making a complaint' as an ensuing action. 

Extract 5.28     2-A/190122_0004/5 

1   CH:      Okay .hhh ehm .pt hwhat (.) perhaps might be 

2            useful is <for me> to try and get some  

3            information about ehm .pt (.) what your options 

4            hhare, 

5            ehm .hh At the moment I suppose it’s it’s not  

6            clear really <who:: would be the decision hmaker 

7            about progressing> ehm: an:d the:n <we could> 

8            ehm: .pt >get some initial information 

9            for you and then you could decide whether or not 

10           you then wished to make a comhplaint,< .hh= 

11  COM:     [Yes   ]  

12  CH:      [=about] the service that you are receiving from 

13           the itrust. 
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The COM has explained how he was referred to Occupational Therapy (OT) 

for assistance with mobility problems, but all support has ground to a halt as 

proposed alterations to his home have proved to be beyond his financial 

means. He states that he would be satisfied with the original proposal that a 

stair lift would substantially aid his day-to-day living, but the long-term value 

of this has now been cast into doubt. Despite an extensive interrogative series, 

it is impossible for the CH to identify a particular party as responsible for 

making the decision and providing a solution (the Occupational Therapist, the 

housing organisation and/or the Trust are all potentially accountable). 

Moreover, it seems to go beyond the complainant's realm of knowing where 

to go for help, having stated repeatedly that he feels abandoned and may 

approach his doctor or MP for assistance. This is a complex situation 

necessitating more interactional work than complaint recipiency. She 

undertakes to make some enquiries but requires the COM's agreement since 

this diverges from the trajectory of official complaint. However, given his 

iterations of despondency, an offer of assistance becomes the focal aspect of 

the call. This is done via a proposal offer, through which the CH reduces the 

emotional burden for her co-participant and effectively assumes his cause by 

taking on the practicalities of 'making enquiries'. 

The hedged offer to assist is produced tentatively with a qualifier (Feo and 

LeCouteur, 2017) 'Okay .hhh ehm .pt hwhat (.) perhaps might be useful' and 

rising intonation, implicitly framing it as a suggested next action. The 

suggestion is formulated through a pseudo-cleft construction that pre-

announces a different sort of offer than the pre-announced offer (what perhaps 

might be useful). Rather than foregrounding the CH as agent, the focus is on 

the value of the offer to the COM as beneficiary (for me to try and get some 

information on what your options are). This sets up an obligation for the CH 

to 'get some information' which will benefit the COM by providing him with 

options. He may then decide whether he wishes to make a (formal) complaint 

but this action is formulated such that a complaint is conditional on the Trust 

being culpable (or at least, the decision maker) (lines 5-10). 
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Preference for offering over sign-posting  

On occasion, the matter under discussion does not come under the direct remit 

of the trust and is not actionable as a complaint due to non-accountability 

(Zimmerman, 1992). In these circumstances, the CH offers to take whatever 

action she can rather than to state a not-at-fault denial (Dersley and Wooton, 

2000) and reject the issue. In extract 5.29, the complaint relates to the attitude 

and behaviour of two nurses at a family planning clinic. The CH explains that 

although the clinic was held within an area covered by the trust, the service is 

delivered by another. Through an announcement offer (Hofstetter and Stokoe, 

2015; Hofstetter, 2016) (I'm gonna make some enquiries for you) she states 

her next actions and undertakes to call the complainant back and work 

towards resolution. She makes this offer even though the staff members are 

not employees of this particular trust, but the obligation as service provider 

prevails. 

Extract 5.29       4-A/190301_0001/3 

1   CH: à   .pt Okay Miss Cassidy ehm (0.2) I’m gonna make 

2            some enquiries for you because I (.) do: think  

3            that the sta:ff that run the family clinic-family 

4            planning clinic are employed by the Portway  
5            Trust. .pt= 
6   COM:     =<Oh right okay>. 

7   CH:      Yeh it’s it’s sometimes, So some services ehm 

8            .pt are delivered by them <but within our em (.) 

9            area> 

10  COM:     [>Yeah no I understand< 

11  CH:      [So ehm: I wi:ll ma:ke >Just double check #that< 

12           .pt= 

13  COM:     =M#hmm= 

14  CH:      =And <if that is the case> em .pt then what I’ll 

15           do is I will >I’ll phone #you< and we ca[n work=  

16  COM:                                [            Mhmm.  

17  CH:      =out how best to get the information to them=Ehm 

18           you’ve given it to me today so I’m happy to type 

19           it and then we can maybe get it over to Portway 

20           for them to then investigate if hneeds be. 

21  COM:     O#kay (0.2) [Yep. 
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The second part of the offer begins at line 14 (And <if that is the case>) and 

is conditional on the conjecture that another trust is responsible for the staff 

that run the clinic. The offer states what the CH will do (what I'll do is I will 

>I'll phone #you') with a switch to what they can do together. By switching 

to the modal verb can, the CH is explaining a potential future course of action 

contingent on the enquiries she has offered to make. She proposes the ultimate 

course of action (and then we can maybe get it over to Portway for them to 

investigate if #needs be). This is produced to reflect what the CH is prepared 

to do (I'm happy to type it) and downgrades transfer to the other trust ('maybe', 

and 'if needs be') as a course of action that may or may not be necessary. The 

implication being that the CH is 'happy' to do what she can and is not rejecting 

the complaint as being 'not at fault'. Thus, the CH is orienting to the 

actionability of the complaint by providing an announcement offer that states 

future intent, succeeded by a proposal contingent on the findings. 

 

Finally, in extract 5.30 the COM raises the perceived shortcomings of her GP 

(was no help) as secondary to her complaint about a consultant. She explicitly 

names the GP (Doctor Neil Fitzpatrick) which the CH repeats suggesting 

uptake of a complainable and some degree of actionability. Following some 

indiscernible talk in overlap, the COM assesses the GP as 'dreadful' which 

prompts an attempt to block development of this specific complainable, 'we 

can't look into the issues with regard to your gee pee' (Lines 8-9). The COM's 

response, which starts in partial overlap with the prior turn, seems to portray 

that the referent is no longer her GP (that was my doctor, he was my doctor 

then). This implies that she has already taken some action with respect to the 

GP, not by lodging an official complaint but by removing herself from his 

care.  

 

Extract 5.30       26-C/190902_0016/2 

1   COM:     And my own doctor Doctor (.) Neil Fitzpatrick 

2            (.) was no help (.) >He lives ee<- works 

3            Bellador. 

4            (0.5) 

5   CH:      .hh Bellador= Neil Fit-[Fitzpatrick]. 

6   COM:                            [(         )] Neil 
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7            Fitzpatrick. He was:: (.) dreadful. 

8   CH:      Okay now we-we can’t look into the issues with 

9            regards to [your gee pee.    ] 

10  COM:                [Yes. That was tht]-that was my 

11           doctor, he was my doctor then. 

12  CH:      °Oka:y (.) Oka:y°. 

13           (0.7) 

14           °Bellado:r. Sorry I’m just tryin to write that 

15            down°.         

16           .hh We’ll prob’ly need to forward any issues 

17            with regards to Doctor Fitzpatrick on to the 

18            Health and Social Care Board for yih .hh Sian 

19            because they would be the ones responsible= 

20            .hh Ahm [so-=       ] 

21  COM:        [That’s okay] 

22  CH:      =>So what< Doctor Smith then did he::-did he:: 

23           decide to keep you on the medication did=he r- 

24           reduce it= 

 
By explicitly stating that she is writing down the identifying information, the 

CH orients to problem-solving as relevant despite lack of responsibility for 

GP complaints. Rather than rejecting the issue or sign-posting the 

complainant to the relevant authority (the Health and Social Care Board), she 

states what she can do (Lines 16-18) via an announcement offer (we'll 

probably need to forward any issues with regards to Doctor Fitzpatrick…for 

you). Again, the turn-final increment 'for you' frames the COM as beneficiary 

of a potential future action (Sidnell, 2017). This receives 'that's okay' in 

response (Line 21), overlapping with a cut-off 'so'. The CH recycles her 'so' 

in a new turn beginning (Line 22), to switch back to the relevant incipient 

topic of Dr Smith's treatment of the complainant.  

 

Before closing this chapter, I will return to an earlier point in complaints calls 

to highlight systematic features that mark (i) complaint completeness and, (ii) 

the shifting focus to problem-solving.  

Systematic features marking complaint completeness 

All encounters display systematic features that signal recognisable closure or 

having possibly come to completion. I say possibly as Sacks (1992) remarks 
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that narratives (such as stories or complaints) need some indication as to when 

they are done. Across the dataset are devices that mark the possible 

completeness of the complaint telling and appropriateness of a next action, 

that being CH response. They are by no means a marking of absolute 

cessation of complaint implicative talk as activities such as the interrogative 

series and third-party naming are particularly sensitive to initiating re-

opening of complaints. Nonetheless, there are devices that systematically 

mark the current complainable as complete and are comparable to those found 

in Edwards and Stokoe's (2007) mediation data (appearing at a point just prior 

to mediators' self-help questions). The features marking possible completion 

in the complaints dataset are: - 

(a) Complainant summaries, upshots or gists that mark completion are, 'For 

one what’s goin on with me, for two when I’m gonna be seen, and three (.) 

<what ahm supposed to do niow>' (extract 5.2); 'she said I need to speak to 

my consultant first' (extract 5.7); 'Well he says I shudda been seen before 

hthis' (extract 5.16). And finally, 'Maybe getting screamed at by a doc(h)tor 

poss(h)ibly. But a hnur(h)se hh (.) iNo' (extract 6.9). 

 

(b) Semantic completeness is marked in expressions appearing towards the 

end of the complaint that signal finality and mark it as possibly complete, 

such as 'I've had enough'; 'I c-I can’t let this go because this is permanent  

stuff they’re doing to me'; 'I'm runnin out of energy wi this' or 'we can't do 

anathing, .hh on your bike'. Similarly, turns that express not knowing 

where to turn such as, 'I feel a bit abandoned yihknow'. 

 

(c) Completion devices such as 'yihknow' can signal possible completion 

 (Edwards and Stokoe, 2007) and appear often in the dataset. However, a  

single case of standalone 'yihknow' appears at the end of a complaint 

sequence in extract 5.6. 

 

(d) Idiomatic expressions can mark complaint closure through providing a 

summary of the complaint in such a way that enhances its legitimacy (Drew 

and Holt, 1988) and makes it difficult to challenge due to its generality  
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(Kitzinger, 2000). An example of such is, 'I'm in limbo now' (extract 5.3); and 

finally,  

 

(e) ECFs (Pomerantz, 1986; Benwell and Rhys, 2018) that appear towards the 

end of complaint narratives such as 'nobody' are extremely dominant, for 

example, 'nobody had ever got back to me about getting him an appointment',  

and 'nobody has got the hBLINKIN maniners to answer the question',  

'nobody ever gets back to me' (extract 6.10) and, 'he says there’s nuthin 

mare he can do aboot it' (extract 4.36). Notably, these relate to observations 

about inaction and frames the issue as unacceptable or wrong. 

 

Systematic features marking the shifting focus to problem-solving 

With an appropriate response now relevant, there are various possible 

activities that encompass a shift away from complaint recipiency and towards 

institutional business. In this next phase, the primary roles of speaker and 

recipient are typically reversed (Jefferson and Lee, 1981) as the environment 

of 'service encounter' is invoked and the focus shifts to problem solving. Call 

handlers systematically make this shift by moving to routine institutional 

activities and those which emerge in the dataset are: - (a) move to 

interrogative series, (b) immediate move to institutional agenda, (c) soliciting 

an appropriate next action towards resolution, (d) immediate move to 

institutional task and, (e) personal information gathering at second 

opportunity. The data extracts displayed here all begin immediately after 

complaint completion has been signalled by the COM through one of the 

various methods described above. 

(a) Interrogative series    

The interrogative series is a fundamental activity designed for fact gathering 

after the narrative ends and is predominantly the CH's next move in this 

position. Overwhelmingly, it commences with a third-party (TP) elicitation 

which points to naming as being noticeably absent from the narrative itself. 

An IS can resurface at any point during the CH response as a series of follow 

up questions and is vulnerable to re-opening of complaint implicative talk. 

An example of this can be seen in the first extract below.  
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Extract 5.31      1-A/190116_0002/16 

87  CH: à   .hhh Okay=Well I’m sorry for all those 

88           cancellations= 

89           =Ehm Can I take the hna:me ov your consultant? 

90  COM:     hYeah it’s hdoctor iWeatherhford. 

91          (0.7) 

92  CH:      °Doctor Weatheriford°. 

93  COM:     >YEh an she: has been great honestly like I  

94           don’t have any .hh complaint about the actual 

95           service I’ve received< [it’s just=  

96  CH:                             [Mhmm mhmm 

97  COM:     =the appointment thing  

 

Now oriented to the complaint narrative as markedly complete, the CH begins 

with 'okay' which proposes an activity switch (Weatherall, 2015) to 

institutional business and the problem to be resolved (Ekström and 

Lundström, 2014). Subsequent to the apology which expresses regret for 

cancelled appointments (Line 87), the CH elicits a third-party formulation 

(Line 89). In the next turn, the COM provides the name (Doctor Weatherford) 

in recognitional form which Sacks and Schegloff (1979) claim is the preferred 

form in references to persons. It is important to note however, that person 

references during the complaint narrative appeared in non-recognitional form 

as suggested by Rhys et al (2018). In her next turn, the COM compliments Dr 

Weatherford as having 'been great' (Line 93) which points to her initial 

formulation as being a specific social action indexing a reluctance to name or 

attribute blame to Dr Weatherford personally. With the actual complainable 

emerging contiguously 'it's just the appointment thing' (Lines 95 and 97). 

Again, in the next example, the first move after the complainable is a third-

party elicitation at line 48. 

Extract 5.32       16-C/190509_0004/11 

40   COM:     Em: I attended Rheumatology in April twenty 

41            seventeen. 

42   CH:      Ahah. 

43   COM:     .pt .hh I was supposed to be reviewed three 

44            months later, 

45   CH:      Yeh. 
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46   COM:     And I am still waiting on that review. 

47   CH:      Okay. 

48   CH:      And who’s your consulhtant in hRheumatology? 

49   COM:     It is Doctor Anderson. 

50   CH:      An d’you normally see him at the Heaney? 

51   COM:     Yes. 

52   CH:      Okay. 

 

The and-fronting design of the information seeking interrogatives at lines 48 

and 50 frames them as routine, like the complaint elicitation (Heritage and 

Sorjonen, 1994). The COM responds with the consultant's name in preferred 

recognitional form (Dr Anderson), similar to the extract above. The recipient 

designed turn at line 50 (An d'you normally see him at the Heaney?) illustrates 

how the CH is aligned with the terms of the complainable, that the COM has 

attended previously and is due to return to the same person and place.  

In the next example (5.33), the COM is describing the pain she is enduring 

whilst awaiting laser treatment for kidney stones. The CH's first move is again 

to TP elicitation with a contiguous recognitional formulation (Dr Lennon). 

Extract 5.33     24-C/190820_0018/3    

1   COM:     Now I am stuck in bed an yihknow #hI# can’t even 

2            I can’t urinate (0.7) without being in 

3            excruciatin pain, 

4   CH:      Okay (0.2) An now [who]who’s your consultant= 

5   COM:                       [Ehm]  

6   CH:      =ther Ellen     

7   COM:     Doctor (0.2) Doctor Lennon. 

8   CH:      Lennon okay. 

 

In the final example (extract 5.34) the CH produces an activity switch (Okay), 

then a short IS that begins with a so-initial summary of the current situation 

(Lines 1-2). The next question, although designed to elicit a third-party 

formulation, does not presuppose that the COM should know the consultant's 

name as evidenced by the terminal increment 'do you hknow'.  This turn is 

recipient designed to display uptake of the COM's prior non-recognitional 

reference to the consultant as 'the eye specialist'. Whereas prior examples of 
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third-party elicitations in this work have shown an orientation to reluctance 

to name where complainants know the name of a culpable third-party, this is 

simply a case of 'not knowing' hence, inability to name. However, it should 

be noted that the consultant is not being framed as the transgressor in this 

complaint, rather the issue relates to being placed on a waiting list and the 

GP's subsequent claim that the COM 'shudda been seen before hthis'. In this 

encounter, the GP is depicted as the individual making a claim that the COM 

has waited too long, rather than the COM himself.  

Extract 5.34      6-C/190404_0007/6 

1   CH: à   Ohkay=.hh Ahm so you’ve had the appointment an 

2            you're on the waitin list for a wee procehdure? 

3   COM:     Yeah. 

4   CH:      Okay. 

5   CH: à   And hwho’s your consultant do you hknow. 

6   COM:     N[o I don’t] know off [hand]. 

7   CH:       [(Thher:) ]          [°Okay°] 

 

With the examples provided above, we can see a pattern emerging with 

respect to third-party formulations. Not only is a TP elicitation often the CH's 

first question in the IS, but where known, the complainant is willing to supply 

it at this position in the interaction. Sacks and Schegloff (1979) argue that 

"The specification of the general preference for recipient design in the domain 

of reference to persons is: If they are possible, prefer recognitionals" (1979, 

p.17). This suggests that where it is possible to explicitly name, then this 

option is preferred over not naming, that is, using a non-recognitional form. 

As we saw a name (Doctor Weatherford/ Doctor Anderson/Doctor Lennon) 

immediately forthcoming in the preferred recognitional (and thus analysable) 

form, then we must ask why the COM held back from explicitly naming in 

prior references (in the complaint narrative).  

The evidence suggests that although these complainants possessed this 

knowledge, it was withheld from the locally initial reference (Schegloff, 

1972) during the complaint narrative.  In the complaining phase, 

complainants display a preference for non-recognitional formulations (a 
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consultant) or naming the department (rheumatology), over explicit naming. 

In the context of problem solving, COMs produce names to identify the 

referent when solicited by the CH at the concomitant shift. This reveals 

complainants' orientations to complaining as morally accountable (Benwell 

and McCreaddie, 2017) and gathering facts such as third-party names as an 

institutional obligation. 

(b) Move to institutional agenda 

On occasion, the CH's first move to the problem-solving environment is to 

invoke institutional agenda. By adopting this term, I am not drawing upon 

motivational processes but referring to how the complaint will be recognised 

and handled in terms of official recording as either a formal or informal 

complaint. The institutional agenda is occasioned by wider institutional goals 

and is not ubiquitous to all encounters; in fact, instances of offering 

alternatives are relatively rare and confined to one trust only. 

On their individual websites, trusts define the process in which a complaint 

will be acknowledged within two working days and a response made within 

twenty working days, as a 'formal' complaint. These are the complaints that 

progress to the appropriate directorate for further investigation and may 

culminate in a more extensive complaints process. Accordingly, all 

orientations to the institutional agenda herein arise from explicit references to 

formal and informal complaints made by participants themselves within the 

interaction. Most often, it is the CH who initiates the topic but, in a few 

instances, it is the COM who reveals a distinct agenda by apportioning blame 

towards a named referent. I begin with the former where the CH introduces 

agenda as a first move with the concomitant shift. 

Call handler invoked agenda 

CHs typically introduce the institutional agenda through a proposal offer 

(Hofstetter and Stokoe, 2015; Hofstetter, 2016) that provides two alternative 

routes for handling the complaint - formal or informal. How the matter will 

proceed is then contingent on the COM's preference for next steps. In the first 

example (extract 5.35), the complaint relates to the unacceptable attitude of a 

call-taker on a cancer helpline. A move to institutional agenda emerged earlier 
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as the complaint narrative was underway, in the form of the wh-question, 

'How do you wanna go forward with this' (not shown). The COM responded 

that she merely wanted the helpline call-taker 'checked' about her conduct and 

complaint implicative talk restarted. Complaint completion was signalled 

with the summary, 'An you don't ring the helpline for a bita crack .hh you're 

ringin for help or advice or:' (Lines 1-3). The CH shifts the focus from 

complaining to problem-solving by moving to an institutional activity 

(Ekström and Lundström, 2014) shown at lines 6 to 9. 

Extract 5.35       14-B/190604_0007/3  

1   COM:     Yihknow .hh An you don’t ring the helpline for a 

2            bita crack .hh you’re ringin for help or advice= 

3            [or: 

4   CH:      [No you’re not aye   

5   COM:     Yes 

6   CH:      Ahm Right okay. Ahm Now do you wannae make a 

7            f:ormal complaint Alison or would you like me to 

8            ring ahm maybe the management an: just highlight 

9            this, 

10  COM:     Just ring. I don’t want her sacked I don’t want 

11           her: (0.2) ah: >pulled up in front of people< 

12           but just if she could just mayibe ijust= 

13  CH:      =Just highlight it an [(                   )] 

14  COM:                           [Just somebody check  ]  

15           her about her it. 

13  CH:      [Just to be aware ov it.] 

14  COM:     [And let it go-         ] 

 

Formed as a DYW (Curl, 2006) proposal offer (Hofstetter and Stokoe, 2015; 

Hofstetter, 2016), the CH offers the alternative actions of either (a) making a 

formal complaint or (b) a future action to be performed by the CH (to ring 

management and 'just highlight' the issue). She does not provide an 

explanation of the formal process nor does the complainant seek any clarity; 

neither does the CH use the phrase 'informal complaint'. Given that the COM 

has previously declared a wish to bring attention to the matter 'I would just 

like her checked about it', this is again confirmed in lines 10 and 14. What is 

most striking about this extract is the numerous re-cyclings of the adverb 'just' 
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by both participants, predominantly in turn-initial position. First usage in this 

sequence is by the CH (Line 8) 'just highlight this', and it is reiterated by the 

COM turn-initially in line 10, 'just ring'. She terminates with an incomplete 

utterance, 'but just if she could just mayibe ijust' with collaborative 

completion by the CH 'just highlight it an, Just to be aware ov it', displaying 

alignment and understanding. 

The complainant designs her turns to reduce the impact of complaining, using 

'just' to mean 'only' highlight the matter rather than to officially reprimand the 

staff member, or worse still, for her to be sacked as a result of the complaint. 

By down-grading her desired outcome, she is explicitly distancing herself 

from it while remaining resolute that the issue should not be overlooked. In 

this way, she is orienting to a good moral character by accentuating a matter 

that could potentially happen to others who call the helpline for advice or 

support at what is evidently a difficult time.  

This approach is expanded in the next turn with 'Aye and let it go' (extract 

5.36, Line 15). However, she then justifies her decision to make the complaint 

as one that could prevent her from calling the helpline on a future occasion as 

she would be 'afraid to get her again' (Line 18). As we saw earlier, there is a 

strong preference for recognitional third-party formulations in this phase of 

the call as the COM references not knowing the call-taker's name. The CH's 

response displays the same orientations as she states that investigating 

management (they) will be able to find out (Line 22).  

Extract 5.36      14-B/190604_0007/4       

15  COM:     Aye and let it go=I am not out there to get her 

16           the sack or anything. It wouldn’t do me: me  

17           husband or anybody any good, 

18           but I would be afraid to get her again .hh. 

19  CH:      Mmhmm. 

20  COM:     No I would be afraid. And I don’t even know her 

21           name but she was on duty last night. 

22  CH:      .hh Okay. Well I’m sure they would be able to  

23           find out.[Ahm:] If I could just take some=  

24  COM:              [Aye]. 

25  CH:      =details from you Alison and then I  
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26           [can ring up and jus highlight that ahm and=  

27  COM:     [Aye  

28  CH:      =then I can I’ll feed back to you then ahm  

29           yihknow as t[o= ]  

30  COM:      [Kay] 

31  CH:      =yihknow what measures were taken. .hh But it 

32           won’t be it won't be formal it will just be= 

33  COM:     Aye 

34  CH:      =yihknow highlighted and= 

35  COM:     Aye. 

36  CH:      =and yihknow addressed in that way just to the 

37           [member of=  

38  COM:     [Aye. 

39  CH:      =staff .hhh [So ahm 

40  COM:                 [That’s grand 

41  CH:      Your name is Alison Macdonald is that right 

 

The CH again invokes an institutional practice, this time in the form of an 

offer that reveals intent, 'I can ring up and jus highlight that ahm and then I 

can I'll feed back to you then'. There is an interesting shift from modal verb 

'can' to 'will' (Line 28) as the CH sets out potential future actions. In stating 

what she 'can' do, she is simultaneously explaining and offering (Hofstetter, 

2016), but the switch to 'I will' (I'll feed back to you then) at line 28 is a more 

pronounced announcement of future intent. Therefore, the offer changes from 

a proposal to an announcement offer that satisfies the COM (aye, aye, that's 

grand) and propels the encounter to the next phase of personal information 

gathering. 

Extract 5.37 shows another example of a proposal offer with the same 

alternatives, either to make a formal complaint or to 'highlight this' (Lines 1-

3) with an absence of the term 'informal complaint'. The CH explains that 

there are constraints around how she can deal with appointments and again, 

there is no elaboration of the formal process. The non-conforming response 

at line 8 merely provides agreement and upgrades the CH's turn with an ECF 

that the COM has been 'phoning in all the htime'. The CH accepts this 

evaluation as a decision not to proceed formally and delivers an 

announcement offer, 'Okay then Mary I:'ll look into this for you'. Following 
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the second offer, the CH confirms consent to record and moves to close the 

call. Again, no further complaint implicative talk emerged following the 

announcement offer. 

Extract 5.37      15-B/190409_0006/2   

1   CH:      .hhh Now do you want to make a f::- a formal 

2            complaint >or de you just want us to< tr- 

3            highlight this (.) for you= 

4   CH:      =because as I say an wen ih wen it comes to 

5            appointments and things there’s not a lot we can 

6            do except just te .hhh phone the department let 

7            them know that you’ve been (.) phonin in 

8            and yihknow you’re anxious about the waiting 

9            time .hhh and [(want your operation date)] 

10  COM:                   [Oh (absolut)ahve been     ] yeah 

11           I‘ve been phoning in all the htime. 

12  CH:      Rhight (0.5) tch Okay ah:m (0.7)  

13  CH:      tch Okay then Mary I:’ll look into this for you= 

 

In extract 5.38 the complainant is dissatisfied that her pre-school aged son has 

been removed from the physiotherapy waiting list without her knowledge or 

consent. She explains that he had missed two appointments due to 

unconnected emergency situations but had left messages for the 

physiotherapist to explain the mitigating events, and to confirm that she 

would like to arrange a new appointment. She later found that her son had 

been discharged from physiotherapy and she had no alternative but to take 

him back to the GP for a second referral, thus, a time delay to the child's 

treatment. 

A proposal offer in the form 'would you like me to x' appears at a point in the 

complaint narrative where extreme case formulations (ECFs) emerge such as 

'nobody ever answers the phone' and 'nobody had ever got back to me'. The 

offer (beginning at line 3) appears to come with limitations should the 

informal option be chosen, for instance 'all I can do is highlight it', and with 

the additional burden of putting a formal complaint in writing.  
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Extract 5.38      11-B/190415/0004/1    

1   CH:      .pt Now Anna .hhh ahm I just wanna discuss (.) 

2            your options you know dee dee um .hhh to take 

3            this forward=Um d-Would you like me to deal with 

4            hthis informhally and try and contact 

5            the physiotherapy department ahm directly= 

6            =Now #i:n# that process all I can do is .hhh 

7            highlight it to the department that you’ve 

8            hcalled .hhh An:d uhm (.) try and find out the 

9            details of ah: what had went wrong basically 

10           um An:d if you are yihknow eh whereabouts 

11           basically your son would be on the waiting list. 

12           .pt But um you can also take this forward as a  

13           formal comhplaint .hhh Where um you’d have to 

14           submit it in writhin,  

15           .hhh um And then we can take it forward for 

16           investihgation. 

17  COM:     .hhh Ah yeah that’s fine I’ll put it through as 

18           a formal a formal complaint. 

19  CH:      Okay that’s no bother.  

 

The CH first announces that there are options for progressing the matter, 

putting the onus on the COM to decide (Lines 1-3). The first option relates to 

future actions for the CH personally ('all I can do is') in which she could 

contact the relevant department. Essentially, this is an offer to make enquiries 

in a 'would you like me to x' format which is not dissimilar to DYW type 

constructions as the linguistic format affords either acceptance or rejection 

(Curl, 2006). 

However, she caveats this with multiple constraints which frames this option 

less convincingly than taking it forward 'for investigation' as a formal process. 

There is no explanation of the formal process, nor does the complainant 

question it further. Notably, the pronoun has changed from 'I' and 'me' (Line 

3) for the informal process to 'we' (Line 15) which invokes the institution and 

frames the formal process as the official option.  

The complainant selects the formal option without hesitation (Lines 17-18) 

having stated earlier that she is 'annoyed with the system'. She has managed 
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to get her son back on the waiting list although she 'had to go through the 

whole system again' via GP referral, and adds that an appointment could be 

another six months away. She is motivated to have her complaint heard and 

formally investigated since her opinion is that 'the system' is flawed. 

Moreover, she does not orient to the lack of explanation of 'a formal 

complaint' which remains implicit. 

A further point of interest for this encounter is that if we return to the 

resumption at re-launch, we can see a recognitional third-party formulation 

appear at the first opportunity in the complaint narrative.  

Extract 5.39         11-B/190415/0004/2 

1   CH:      .hh Ahm: .tch yeah so what ehm, what is your 

2            complaint a↓bout ↓then. 

3            (0.5)  

4   CH:      It’s Maycomb [Maycomb hhospital, ye↓ah.] 

5   COM:                  [Ba:sically               ]  

6   COM:     It is yeah. It’s the ehm: physiotherapies: 

7            therapist Alison O’Reilly in Maycomb hospital 

8            that deals well ↓dealt with my son.  

 

The complainant establishes culpability early in the encounter which, as we 

have seen, is not a typical practice for complaints in this setting. The trajectory 

of blame moves unequivocally from Maycomb Hospital to the overtly named 

physiotherapist 'Alison O'Reilly' with the turns at lines 4 and 6-7. Evidently, 

when a complainant claims to be aggrieved by a specific individual, there is 

no hesitation to explicitly name the referent at first opportunity. That the CH 

was equipped with some details sanctioning production of the resumption, ie. 

'It's Maycomb Maycomb hhospital' provides for the possibility that all details 

were provided. The recognisable place formulation had to have been 

communicated during the unrecorded call opening where it is perfectly 

possible, but regrettably unverifiable, that the COM also named the 

physiotherapist at the absolute first opportunity. 

Now with a connection emerging between complainant agenda and third-

party naming, I will move to an exemplary case where agenda emerges as the 
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sole concern of the complainant. It seems appropriate to refer to the words of 

Heritage and Clayman (2010) here, who state that, 

"examining participant's lexical choices, therefore, can give a 

very exact window into how they are oriented to the state of 

affairs they wish to describe, the circumstances they are in, and 

the ways in which those circumstances are to be navigated" 

(2010, p. 49). 

Complainant invoked agenda 

Unlike the encounters I have just discussed, the CH did not invoke the 

institutional agenda via a proposal offer or by any other means during this 

call. Rather it is the depth of feeling towards the complaint targets and their 

alleged transgressions that drives the complainant's objective of depicting the 

state of affairs as overtly complaint-worthy. Undoubtedly, this entire 

recording deserves a much more extensive analysis to explicate the COM's 

substantial interactional work to frame himself as a good person and the 

transgressors as morally unjust. However, I must leave this for another time 

and another place.  

Extract 5.40 picks up (after 9 minutes and 28 seconds) towards the end of an 

extensive and elaborate complaint narrative in which the COM consistently 

rebukes the behaviour of two social workers69 involved in a child custody 

case to which he is party. Leading up to this point, all CH turns have been 

minimal tokens designed to provide 'go ahead' responses, but perceptively 

empathic through their prosodic delivery. I have selected a rather large 

excerpt of data here to illustrate the concomitant shift, having segued 

somewhat from the aim of this section which is agenda arising as the CH's 

first move at that particular position. However, as this case highlights a unique 

display of complainant's motivations to official processes, I did not want to 

exclude it from the analysis of institutional agenda. My intention is not to 

 
69 The complainant has explicitly named the original social worker involved and 
subsequently removed from his case, followed by the replacement SW who is the 'woman' 
referred to in line 15. He attributes blame to both. 
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analyse the entire extract, but to point to the relevant turns and the actions 

they (are designed to) accomplish. 

Extract 5.40       8-C/190409_0010/5 

1   COM:     S-two social workers were ri::pped to pieces in 

2            court by the judge for failing to do their jobs, 
3            And now Roseanne Hastings’ goin round on a 

4            vindictive campaign the past year trying to 

5            destroy: (.) every chance I have ov of  

6            my daughter and me being close. 

7            (0.2) 

8            I find this (.) absolutely abhorrent and very  

9            very illegal.  

10  CH:      °°Okay°° 

11  COM: à  So (.) I wanna make a very formal complaint 

12           about this=And I will be followin this up with a 

13           report to the POLI:CE and my solicitor,= 

14  CH:      =Oikay=   

15  COM:     =I’m not letting this go,= 

16  CH:      =Okay=  

17  COM:     =This woman can’t get away with doing this to me 

18           and my child. 

19           (1.0) 

20  CH:      °Sorry [I was] taking a wee note of that for yih° 

21  COM:            [So:  ] 

22  CH:      .hh Ahm so she at the minute as it stands she’s 

23           still the social worker for your case Kyle  

24           [his that right   ]? 

25  COM:     [Apparently so but] I=  

26  CH:      =but you= 

27  COM:     =I can tell you she’ll never be allowed near my 

28           house me or [my   ] child again. 

29  CH:                  [hYeah] 

30  CH: à   So you-you’re techni:cally here today requesting 

31           a new s::-a new ahm >social worker<?= 

32  COM:     =No I don’t want [no I don’t] want any social= 

33  CH:                       [You don’t ]  

34  COM:     =workers=  

35  COM:     =[I’ve had t ]wo now, 

36  CH:       [want hany  ] 

37  CH:      Okay= 
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38  COM:     =and both of them (.) have broken the law on 

39           behalf of the mother of my child (.) in-c- being 

40           counter productive [of my]=  

41  CH:                         [Mhmm ]                                

42  COM:     =child’s welfare=Both of them=And it was pointed 

43           out in: court by a judge and by solicitors and  

44           me hand the poli:ce aswell= 

45           (0.2) 

46  CH:      Okay. 

47  COM:     =have said what she has done is (.) wrong. So ah 

48           mean where does where does this go (.) from  

49           here=  

50  CH:       [.hhh   ] 

51  COM:     =[because] I’ve lost a:ll confidence in social 

52           services.= 

53  CH:      =Yeah.  

54           .hh Now it goes to a senior manager so it does 

55           for social yihknow for childrens: community 

56           services .hh and they would be: like co director 

57           level for for th-social services would come 

58           under their remit. 

 

Starting at line 8, the COM signals possible complaint completion with an 

upshot, 'I find this (.) absolutely abhorrent and very very illegal'. The CH 

responds with a very softly delivered 'okay' which is hearable as a token of 

empathy in absence of an explicit 'on record' agreement (Hepburn and Potter, 

2007).  Rather than expand her turn to move to institutional business, the 

COM picks up the talk to state his intentions quite resolutely, 'So (.) I wanna 

make a very formal complaint about this=And I will be followin this up with 

a report to the POLI:CE and my solicitor'. His prosodic delivery conveys his 

conviction to fulfil a set of objectives with regard to 'reporting' the 

circumstances via an array of official channels (the Trust and various legal 

avenues). He concludes his turn by again directing blame towards one of the 

social workers, formulated as 'this woman' (Line 17).  

A one second lapse (Line 19) indicates a transition relevance place and 

possible completion of the complaint narrative. However, this substantial gap 

becomes problematic (Jefferson, 1989) as the CH begins a turn with reduced 
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volume (Line 20) in partial overlap with the COM's standalone 'So:' 

Following an orientation to institutional task (note taking), the CH then begins 

an IS at lines 22-24. At lines 30-31, she produces a turn that summarises her 

understanding of the COM's preferred 'next actions' (So you're technically 

here today requesting a new social worker?) which mobilises a fervent denial 

to the propositional content of the question; initiating additional complaint 

implicative talk.  

The complainable appears to terminate with 'where does this go from here?' 

(Lines 48-49) followed by an in-breath from the CH suggesting she is about 

to respond. An additional TCU begins in overlap (because I've lost all 

confidence) (Line 51), providing the upshot of the COM's lack of regard for 

social services. The response begins with a pivotal construction (turn initial 

Now) (Clayman and Raymond, 2015) that firmly switches talk to institutional 

concerns. The CH's cautiously designed explanation of next steps (Lines 54-

58) provides an answer to 'where does this go from here', fulfilling an action 

that may not have been anticipated with its production, but which responds to 

the interrogative's lexico-morphosyntax (Stivers and Rossano, 2010). Rather 

than seeking an answer to 'where does this go from here', this turn appears 

preparatory to the complainable that emerges in the subsequent turn (that he 

has lost all confidence in social services) (Lines 51-52). Moreover, it is 

possible that the CH viewed this as an opportune moment to move from 

complaining to institutional concerns, thereby framing the prior social action 

as a request for next steps rather than for its rhetorical force alone.  

54           .hh Now it goes to a senior manager so it does 

55           for social yihknow for childrens: community 

56           services .hh and they would be: like co director 

57           level for for th-social services would come 

58           under their remit. 

 

With her response (reproduced above), the CH produces a turn that 

incorporates the hierarchy formulations seen in a pre-announced offer (senior 

manager and co-director level). Also, she self-repairs from possible 

production of one department 'social services' (in whom, the COM has just 

stated, he has no confidence), to another, 'childrens community services'. This 
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turn is produced with multiple hedges (so it does, yihknow, elongated 's' in 

childrens, like), and with another SISR at line 57, appears as a very delicately 

produced response designed to appease her co-participant by avoiding overt 

utterance of the offending department 'social services'. 

Nonetheless, the complainant restarts a complaint sequence which is a 

common response to institutional activities across the dataset. Notably this 

was a move to business initially instigated by himself, and perhaps this 

contributes to his determination to restart the complaint and resist closing the 

call. Undeniably, he is focusing his complaint on two non-present third parties 

that he is eager to name at every opportunity. Like other examples, there is a 

link back to earlier in the call where within forty-three seconds of the 

complaint narrative starting, an unsolicited recognitional third-party 

formulation explicitly names first one social worker and then the other which 

indicates an unambiguous agenda for this complainant.  

The dataset contains two other instances of CH invoked agenda with the 

options offered concurrently in list style. Without exception, the chosen 

option is always last on the list of two with four out of five following the 

format of formal/informal, and one being informal/formal.  

All other references in the dataset to 'complaint' or 'formal complaint' are 

made by the CH as either explicit orientations to next actions for the 

institutional task, such as 'What I need to do f'r you Ellen is I need to get this 

logged formally for yih first of all'; or as an arrangement in the closing 

section70, such as '.hh Sian as ah say I’ll get this logged for you an we’ll get 

it formally investigated'. 

(c) Soliciting an appropriate next action towards resolution 

In two instances, the concomitant shift is enacted with a question that displays 

a problem in the CH's understanding of the complainable matter, hence, a 

problem in identifying an appropriate next action. These are,  

So Patrick wha:t would you like me to look into for yih tiday?  

 
70 This will be discussed in chapter 6 on closings. 
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So what-what do you want me to do William for you tiday?  

Both examples are designed similarly with turn-final increments 'for 

you/today'.  These elements also appear in DYW proposal offers but here the 

inverted syntax transforms the proposal to an interrogative.  

Appearing immediately after an elaborate troubles-telling, both complainants 

have described a difficulty constructed with typical complaint narrative 

features such as place and temporal formulations, along with personal and 

medical disclosures. However, despite the detailed narratives and the 

presence of relevant contextual details, there has not been adequate unpacking 

to either enable the complainable to rise to the interactional surface, or 

provide adequate recognition of the complainable (Schegloff, 2005). Once 

the COM has signalled completion of the narrative, the CH appears to be in 

an interactional quandary with respect to producing an appropriate action to 

move the encounter forward.  

An IS designed to do the necessary unpacking seems to be an obvious 

possible next action, but this does not happen as the question facilitates re-

opening of troubles-talk. However, as this follows a natural course through to 

production of the institutional task and announcement offer, then this appears 

to be an acceptable course of action. By possibly inadvertently instigating 

additional troubles-talk, co-participants collaboratively reach a point where 

the complaint emerges as recognisable and actionable. 

(d) Immediate move to institutional task 

The CH's first move to institutional business may be to immediately produce 

a pre-announced offer. As I have already shown how a first offer emerges 

immediately after the complaint telling I will refrain from replicating an 

analysis here. 

(e) Personal information gathering (at second opportunity) 

Where the task of personal information gathering has been suspended from 

the first possible opportunity, its occurrence will emerge at some point in the 

CH's response. This can occur immediately after complaint completion at the 

concomitant shift to institutional activities, although this is relatively rare in 
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the dataset. More often, the second opportunity arises after the first offer 

(institutional task). I have already discussed the normative and-fronting of 

these sequences in chapter 4; therefore, my focus now turns to observed 

variation in this specific sequential position. 

In the next extract, a move to personal information gathering follows a claim 

of understanding 'No I know' (Line 4) that expresses pro-forma understanding 

of the assessment in the prior turn (Ruusuvuori, 2007). Therefore, the focus 

shift begins with the CH's next turn (Line 5) as she moves away from the 

COM's experience and towards institutional business. 

Extract 5.41       21-C/190704_0011/2 

1   COM:     So tha- I mean that that’s been put back an put 

2            back an changed an (.) it jus seems an awful 

3            long time jus to get lenses fitted and ordered. 

4   CH:      Yeah yeah, No I know.  

5       à   .hh D’you mind if I take your name and details 

6            jus so we can get this looked into for yih. 

7   COM:     Yes it’s ah missus Florence Rosa Walkington. 

8   CH:      Florence hRosa Walkington? 

9   COM:     Yes. 

10  CH:      An what’s your date ov birth missus Walkington? 

11  COM:     Twenty first of the ninth fifty. 

12  CH:      And what’s your address? 

What is striking about the turn at line 5 is firstly, it is designed to require 

permission with a 'do you mind if' format, and secondly, an explanation 

follows the CH's request for details at lines 5 and 6 (so we can get this looked 

into for yih). This observation is pertinent since these features are never 

present when these sequences arise at first opportunity (see chapter 3). 

Typical personal information gathering initiations at first opportunity are 

designed as announcements and/or Wh-questions. There is no account 

required to justify the asking of personal details, for instance: - 

1. I’m just °gonna take° (0.7) details from you. So hwhat’s your name first of  

hall. 

2. Let me just take some details for yourself. Wha’ did you say your name 

was hagain? 
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3. And hwhat’s your name please. 

4. An:d what’s your name sorry?  

5. What’s your details please=your name? 

 

In extract 5.42 below, the CH marks personal information gathering at second  

position as a noticeably missing activity.  

 

Extract 5.42      18-C/190510_0006/10 

1   COM:     Becau:se (1.2) there's no point runnin a 

2            scanning scheme if you're not gonna cover (0.2) 

3            the: results ov those scans (0.2) You can't just 

4            leave a patient out like me (0.2) in the cold. 

5   CH: à   °Yeah°. Okay: well (.) let me take your-(    ) I 

6            didn't get all your details at the beginnin.  

7            Dih you mind if I take them-your first name is 

8            Patrick, is that correct?  

9   COM:     (It is) Yes. 
 

She begins with an incomplete utterance, most likely 'let me take your details' 

but adds a repairable (I didn't get all your details at the beginning) which 

orients to a normative positioning of this institutionally obligatory activity.  

This illustrates the priority placement designated to the complaint narrative 

over a routine task in this specific encounter, which Orthaber and Márquez- 

Reiter (2011) suggest is preferable in complaints calls. However, its 

occurrence at this position is as an interactional consequence of the COM's 

continual resistance to shift to institutional business with resulting 

interactional asynchrony.  
 

5.3 Conclusion 

I began this chapter by orienting to CA's cautious approach to labelling 

phenomena but endeavoured to do so since the data systematically yielded a 

distinctive offer design. Before examining these unique constructions, I 

presented three complaints calls as participants journeyed from complaint 

telling through to call closing. This was to illustrate complainants' methods 

for delivering the complaint, either through (a) an extended narrative, (b) a 
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shorter narrative facilitated by an interrogative series or (c) a succinct telling, 

and the subsequent shift to problem-solving. By providing these examples, I 

could present a more complete picture of the overall encounter as a preamble 

to the institutional task. I showed that in (a) where the complainant was 

engaged with an elaborate complaint narrative, she attempted to 'pass the 

interactional baton' (Robinson and Heritage, 2006) on multiple occasions, but 

resisted moving from troubles-teller to advice-recipient in the problem-

solving environment (Jefferson and Lee, 1981). However, the most striking 

aspect arose following the call handler's orientation to institutional task as she 

stated her next actions in relation to sending out a transcript of the call. This 

offer prescribed a series of actions that foreground the complainant as agent 

(checking and returning the transcript) but failed to explain the crucial next 

steps of the complaints handling process which placed the complainant as 

benefitting from future actions. With an offer that lacked essential 

information and next steps, the COM was compelled to drive the interaction 

and push for further information. This pinpoints the inadequacy of this offer 

for this specific context, and points to the need for a more accomplished offer 

format. 

This led me to an extensive discussion of the distinctive offer form found in 

complaints (b), (c) and in many other examples from the data. The pre-

announced offer was presented as a design that appears systematically across 

the dataset that tells us something specific about the institutional setting. Its 

syntactic form as a pseudo-cleft construction firstly pre-announces the CH's 

future action as an obligation (what I need to do is x), and secondly, it 

partitions obligations and accountabilities between institutional roles, that is, 

the CH and senior management (I do x so they can do y). This offer format 

foregrounds particular elements of the offer (Curl, 2006) and is systematically 

related to the interactional situation and the sequential context. As a first 

move to problem-solving, it is sensitively designed to respond to the demands 

of the context by offering a next step towards resolution; and to the limitations 

of the CH's role as not being accountable for producing a solution to the 

problem in situ. Like announcement offers in the constituency office, first 

described by Hofstetter and Stokoe (2015), the pre-announced offer was 
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consistently found to be a first offer. Despite an offer generally being a 

response mobilising social action (Stivers and Rossano, 2010), no response is 

forthcoming, and the CH does not pursue a response which positions the pre-

announced offer as non-response relevant. Whereas I found some examples 

of announcement offers in my data, they were typically second offers and lack 

the crucial partitioning effect of the pseudo-cleft constructions.  

In sum, the findings of this chapter give prominence to the role of the call 

handler as a crucial component in the institutional machinery; a cog that 

facilitates a wider mechanism that accomplishes the overall goal of meeting 

patients' expectations.  
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CHAPTER 6 

The post offer environment and closings 
 

6.0 Introduction 

Having examined ways in which institutional business emerges through 

offers, I will now turn to the final phases of the call - progressing from the 

post offer environment through to closing. Closings in telephone calls are 

complex since they tend to extend across many turns, and having been 

initiated, do not necessarily progress to terminal closing. Movements into and 

out of closing sections can be numerous with many moves from on-topic talk 

to a 'closing implicative environment' (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973; Button, 

1987; Wright, 2011). In this chapter I will show that call handlers often 

redeploy a reformulation of the offer which is typically a reduced version 

formed as an announcement offer (Hofstetter and Stokoe, 2015; Hofstetter, 

2016), at a later point in the call (post first offer) which acts as a vehicle for 

other actions, (1) a move away from subsequent activities that have arisen in 

the interaction, and (2) a move towards closing the overall encounter. Both 

actions relate to different types of closings, firstly, the closing of a topic 

specifically to advance the business of the call (Sidnell, 2007); and secondly, 

the closing of the call as 'a single conversation' (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973).  

Before I discuss the two types of closings, it is appropriate to analyse a single 

routine call handler question that arises in many calls in the dataset. The 

pertinence of addressing this question relates to its sequential position which 

is, more often than not, contiguous to the initial offer. Despite this proximity, 

I argue that it is separate from the offer but can extend the offer sequence by 

practices that I will now clarify. 

6.1 Extending the institutional task: the institutionally mandated question 

There are environments in the complaints call that are particularly susceptible 

to initiating a re-launch of complainables or correlating troubles-talk. One 

such position arises subsequent to the CH's routine question beginning at line 

8 (extract 6.1) below, 'Are you okay for me tih forward on yer mobile number 

if somebody wants tih give you a ca:ll?'.  Interactionally, it can be seen to 

form a canonical three-part sequence 'question - response - sequence closing 
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third' (Schegloff, 2007).  By way of explanation, this question is asked only 

by call handlers at one trust, and it appears on the 'telephone recording form' 

used by complaints staff. The form reads, 'Should Trust staff wish to contact 

you by telephone concerning your telephone call today, are you content that 

your telephone number is provided?'. In this respect, the question becomes 

incorporated into the interaction in some format71, and sequentially it most 

often (but not always) arises contiguous with the first offer.  

Occurring in this sequential position suggests the possibility that the question 

may form part of the offer that arises in the problem-solving phase. However, 

I argue that it is not part of the offer since it can occur at any point prior to 

closing in an unmarked way; and is sometimes missing entirely without being 

noticeably so. It is significant in progressing the call since it reiterates the 

obligations and accountability of senior staff first mentioned in the pre-

announced offer. 

For instance, in extract 6.1 it is contiguous with the first offer, a pre-

announced offer in the 'what I will do' format. 

Extract 6.1        23-C/190705_0013/2 

1   CH:      .hh Well wad-What I cn-What I'll do for yih ahm 

2            is get this all typed up .hh and get it over to 

3            the senior manager for social services=It would 

4            be (.) people above (      )them ahm to get this 

5            looked at an hopefully we can get (.) get some 

6            (.) some kind've resolution for yih .hh an: try 

7            and move things along a bit more quicker.  

8        à  Ahm Are you okay for me tih forward on yer  

9            mobile number if somebody (.)=  

10  COM:     Yes.  

11  CH:      = wants tih give you a ca:ll? Great. 

12  COM:     Yeah. Definitely= 

13  CH:      =Not a problem at all. 

  

 
71 The dataset does not provide any instances of the question being produced in this exact 
'written' format but rather, it occurs naturally within the interaction in a variety of forms 
(to be shown in the extracts to follow). 
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I propose that rather than being an essential element of the first offer, it can 

appear sequentially separate from it but remains a component of the 

institutional task. It is mandated by the institution and interactionally extends 

the offer.  Lopriore et al (2017) show that in a study of calls to an Australian 

healthcare helpline, certain symptom-specific questions arise in all calls, and 

as such are 'institutionally mandated'. In their dataset, these questions relate 

to safety concerns around the 'reason for call', for example, where the reason 

for calling concerns bleeding, the institutionally mandated question 'are you 

still bleeding now?' must occur at the first available opportunity in the 

interaction72 (2017, p.48). Similarly, the question to which I refer is 

institutionally mandated and its occurrence is attached to the overall 

complaints handling project rather than being an essential component of the 

first offer. It may be required to satisfy a formal process of consent, but my 

interest is in how it ties into the interaction and reinforces the offer of 

assistance. 

Extract 6.2 shows that the question canonically forms a three-part sequence 

(question - response - sequence closing third). 

Extract 6.2        16-C/190509_0004/12 

1   CH:     .hhh What I need to do for you Miz Bennett if 

2           you’re if you’re happy enough for me to email 

3           over to the senior manager for Rheumatology 

4           services .hhh [so that] they can look at this= 

5   COM:                  [Mhmm   ] 

6   CH: à1  =for us. And you’re happy enough for me to pass 

7            on your mobile number if she wants ta hgive you 

8            a wee hcall? 

9   COM:à2  hCertainly. 

10  CH: à3  Okay. Perfect. 

 

In this example, the question is formed as a declarative with interrogative 

prosody and the and-fronting suggests that it is routine for the CH (Heritage 

 
72 Anecdotally, this reminds me of the initial question in British 999 emergency calls, 'Is the 

patient breathing?'.  
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and Sorjonen, 1994). In response the COM produces an upgraded agreement 

'hCertainly' (Line 9). In third position, the CH's turn initial 'Okay' (Line 10) 

may function as possible closure in this position following a preferred second 

(Beach, 1993; Schegloff, 2007). The additional increment 'perfect' functions 

as a high-grade assessment (HGA) (Antaki et al, 2000; Antaki, 2002) which 

the authors suggest does not relate to the informational content of the response 

in second position, but signals that the answer is now "done and over, and it 

is time for next business" (2000, p.242). The same can be said to apply to 

'That's great' in extracts 6.3 (Line 10) and 6.4 (Line 6) below. 

Extract 6.3        21-C/190704_0011/3 

1   CH:      What I need to do is get this over to the senior 

2            manager there in Ophthalmology services for  

3            [yih Missu]s Walkington, 

4   COM:     [Mmhmm    ] 

5   COM:     Mmhmm 

6   CH:      So that we can look into it. And ah:m .pt Are 

7            you’re happy enough for them to call you on that 

8            mobile number then= 

9   COM:     =Y[eah yeah 

10  CH:        [=should they wanna contact you=That’s great. 

 

Extract 6.4         19-C/190517_0008/11 

1   CH:      .hh [An: ] you’re happy for me to pass on your 

2            mobile= 

3   COM:         [Okay] 

4   CH:      =number [.hh if they (want to give) you] a call, 

5   COM:             [<YEh that’s fine>             ] 

6   CH:      That's great. 

However, the dataset shows that this routine question can also initiate other 

responsive actions such as informing or upgrading a complaint. Moreover, it 

operates to reinforce the institutional task by proposing direct future contact 

by senior management, which was found to be a crucial component of the 

first offer in the analysis in chapter 5. In extract 6.5 it acts as a topic elicitor 

(Button, 1987) but only after the three-part sequence has been produced. 

Subsequently, the COM delivers 'closure specific' unmentioned mentionables 
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(Schegloff and Sacks, 1973) which inform the CH of the best time for senior 

management to make contact (you'd be better getting me between ten and 

mididay). This new information arises here as it only becomes relevant and 

'fits' in this slot as news that should be told before the call closes. 

Extract 6.5       6-C/190404_0007/7 

1   CH:      What I hneed ta do for you hNigel is get this 

2            over to the senior management team in or-in 

3            ophthalmolohgy .hh [so= ] 

4   COM:                        [Okay]_                              

5   CH:      =that they can look into it. Are hyou happy 

6            enough for me ta forward (.) your telephone 

7            number should they wish to give you a wee call 

8            dihrectly? 

9   COM:     That’s fine dear yip. 

10  CH:      Per:fect I will get [tha- 

11  COM:                         [But ah you’d be better  

12           getting me between ten and mididay. 

13  CH:      Te:n and midday not a [problem] 

14  COM:                           [Betwee ]n ten ay ten ay 

15           em and midday every day. 

16  CH:      I’m gonna make a wee note ov that for hyou so 

17           that I can highilight that with istaff.  

 

In extract 6.6, the question is not contiguous with the initial pre-announced 

offer but rather, with a 'well listen' prefaced reiteration73 that arises post-offer. 

The three-part sequence does not reach completion as the complainant 

responds initially with a preferred second (YES I AM YEH) in partial 

overlap, before a subsequent turn that upgrades the complaint (Lines 8-9 and 

11). 

Extract 6.6       20-C/190614_0010/2 

1   CH:      Yeah well listen I will get this all typed up 

2            for yih Edward and we’ll get it over to the 

3            senior managers so that they can look in to it.  

4   CH: à   .hh And you’re happy for me tih pass on your 

 
73 I argue in section 6.2 that such devices successfully close topics and launch a new course 
of action. This does not occur here, however, the device is re-deployed later in the 
encounter to successfully halt a topic and subsequently launch a closing sequence. 
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5            mobile number .hh ahm [(          )] for them= 

           

6   COM:                    [YES I AM YEH] 

7   CH:      =to contact yih 

8   COM:     Yeah it would be better them contactin me cause 

9            I’m getting fed up phonin [them up      ] all=  

10  CH:                                [Oh the:y will] 

11  COM:     =the time. 

12  CH:      Yeah they >because you don’t know their names<  

13           D’yihknow what I mean it, It’d be difficult for 

14           you to contact them. 

15           .hh So I’m gonna forward your mobile number on 

16           for them to contact you. 

17  COM:     Yeh. 

              

The complainant (6.6) is frustrated that 'appointments' would not supply him 

with a direct named contact and the routine question provides a perfect 

opportunity to reconstruct his grievance and upgrade his complaint with the 

ECF (Pomerantz, 1986) (I'm getting fed up phonin them up all the time). The 

sequence is further expanded with the CH's next turn which, in essence, 

emphasises the COM's central claim that it is difficult for him to make contact 

since he does not know the necessary names. Consequently, the grievance, 

which Drew (1998) claims is a canonical feature of complaints and makes 

them recognisable as complaints, is accentuated and the CH's indirect 

recognition of it works to warrant the complaint. 

In the next extract (6.7), the COM responds with an upgraded agreement 

(hYes absolutelyh of course) and in his next turn orients to being heard by 

other people (senior management) as a welcome opportunity and again 

upgrades the complaint (I'm sicka being bullied and intimidated by these 

people like). The referents being two social workers at the centre of his 

complaint. 

Extract 6.7        8-C/190409_0010/6 

1   CH: à   .hh Ah you’re happy enough for me to pass on 

2            your mobile number if somebody: senior 

3            management wants to give you a wee call? 

4   COM:     hYe[s absolutelyh of course. 

5   CH:         [(                    ) 
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6   CH:      Great [that’s great]    [Well listen] 

7   COM:           [Of course   ] ah [(only) I’ve] nothing to 

8            hide in fact quite the opposite, I want this out 

9            in the open. 

10  CH:      Yeah. No no I ca[n understand] 

11  COM:                     [I’m sicka   ]being bullied and 

12           intimidated by these people like. 

 

Similarly, in extract 6.8 the COM's response displays affect and his 

orientations to the experience as stressful, while reluctant to be perceived as 

a complainer (Edwards, 2005; Benwell and McCreaddie, 2017). The initial 

'PLEA:se PLEA:se' indicates that he welcomes this future action as progress 

and, ultimately, a move towards resolution of his problem. 

Extract 6.8        27-C/190905_0018/5 

1   CH: à   .hh D’you [are you] happy enough I pass on your=       

2   COM:               [Ahuh   ] 

3   CH:      =mobile number tih that team if they want to 

4            [ca:ll          ]       

5   COM:     [PLEA:se PLEA:se] 

6   COM:     [>Because it’s st]artin tih get< It’s I’m not=  

7   CH:      [Okay:           ] 

8   COM:     =tryin tih::: bother you with it iit’s startin  

9            to get very stressfuli. 

10  CH:      No I can [(understand)] 

This type of response clearly demonstrates the relevance of the crucial 

component embedded in the initial offer, that is, that the complaint will be 

progressed to senior management. Complainants consistently respond with 

upgraded agreements suggesting that the institutionally mandated question is 

not merely oriented to as seeking permission to pass on the telephone number 

but provides assurances of future contact with senior staff. Therefore, the 

question may be institutionally mandated to require the complainant's 

permission to forward their telephone number to other professionals, but as 

an interactional achievement it reinforces the initial offer and the partitioning 

of obligations and accountabilities within it. This reassurance of next contact, 
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it transpires, is a key outcome of the encounter for the majority of 

complainants. 

I began this chapter by introducing closings of both topic and the call as a 

'single encounter'. I will now discuss the former type of closing to show that 

even after complaint receipt and subsequent offer to progress the matter 

within the institution (effectively completion of the interactional project) 

there remain some interactional relevancies to be resolved before terminal 

closing can be accomplished. 

6.2 Project completion 

Work on closings began with Schegloff and Sacks (1973) to elaborate a 

'technical basis' for a closing problem, which was built upon by Button (1987, 

1990). The 'closing problem'74, according to Schegloff and Sacks (1973) 

relates to one of two sequential positions, that is either the closing of a 

particular topic in conversation, or the overall closing of 'a single 

conversation'. In chapter 5, I discussed complainants' methods for signalling 

complaint completeness which relates to closing down a topic and permits a 

natural move to next topic and next speaker. In this environment, one 

participant (the complainant) offers a formulation that conveys a sense of 

finality, and when recognised and oriented to as such by the co-participant, 

the topic can be seen to be brought to a close. Schegloff and Sacks call this a 

"topic-bounding" technique (1973, p.306) which serves as a collaborative 

accomplishment in shutting down a topic. Similarly, the authors state that 

utterances like 'okay' and 'alright' project possible topic closing, as illustrated 

with an extract from the study dataset: - 

Extract 6.9        3-A/190204_0005/5 

1   COM:     As ma friend said no’bdy should be in tears from 

2            a nurse. Maybe getting screamed at by a 

3            doc(h)tor poss(h)ibly but a hnur(h)se hh (.) 

4            ino. 

5   CH:      Yeh. 

6            (0.5) 

 
74 Schegloff and Sacks (1973) stress that the closing 'problem' is one for conversationalists 
(participants) and not analysts, and 'problem' refers to the collaborative achievement in 
which closing gets done in an orderly and recognisable way. 
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7   CH:  à  .hh Ohkay .h 

8   COM: à   >Alhright< 

9   CH:      <I have captured> ehm (.) #a#-as much ov that as  

10           I can .pt 

11           eh:m (.) I will >type it up< and send that to 

12           you=>So if I could jus take< some ehm more 

13           deitails, 

14  COM:     Okay= 

15  CH:      =ehm Can I ehm jus check the spelling of your 

16           first name, 

17           =Is that Shannon ess aitch ay en en oh en? 

Having produced an elaborate narrative complaining about the attitude and 

behaviour of a nurse, the complainant eventually brings her narrative to 

completion (extract 6.9, Lines 1-4) by providing the gist of her complaint 

which summarises the behaviour as reprehensible (Drew, 1998). The CH 

provides an acknowledgement token (yeh) in response, and then 'Ohkay' 

which suggests the relevance of an activity switch with further talk projected 

by this and the rapid inbreath. The COM provides a passing turn at line 8 

(>Alhright<) which, with similar intonation to the CH's prior turn 

collaboratively closes this activity. Its production as a rush-through 

acknowledges speaker transition as not being relevant and the conversational 

floor remains with the CH, further enhancing the turn's underlying property 

of complaint completion. With co-participants aligned, they collaboratively 

shut down complaining and switch environment. Closing the call is not yet 

relevant as project completion has not been accomplished and the CH moves 

to problem-solving. This emerges with a backward-looking turn (<I have 

captured> ehm (.) #a#-as much ov that as I can), followed by forward-looking 

next actions (I will >type it up< and send that to you). Personal information 

gathering (at second opportunity) occurs as next activity and no further 

complaint implicative talk emerges in this encounter75.  

This work has shown how participants progress through the phases of 

activities in typical complaints handling calls. I started by mapping out these 

distinct phases in chapter 3, discussed the position and composition of 

 
75 See extract 6.27 for the closing sequence. 
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complaint elicitations in chapter 4 which worked to mobilise a complaint 

telling, and showed how CHs orient to the relevance of service provision by 

subsequently offering to either progress the complaint for investigation or 

make enquiries prior to reporting back to the complainant (in chapter 5). 

These activities combine to form an overall project that occasions the 

encounter, and conceivably once all phases mutually conclude, the encounter 

itself may close. Consider extract 6.10. In this example, although the 

complaint is reprised after the information gathering interrogative series, the 

call then moves smoothly and unproblematically from offer to closing 

(elicitation - complaint - IS - complaint restarts - offer - closing76). 

Extract 6.10      16-C/190509_0004/13 

1   COM:     And (his review) waitin list is way behind  

2            .hhh Every time I->they put me through to his 

3            secretary< I leave my name my contact 

4            number=iNobody ever gets back to mei 

5   CH:      Okay. 

6            (1.0) 

7   CH:      Not a problem. 

8            .hhh What I need to do for you Miz Bennett if 

9            you’re if you’re happy enough for me to email 

10           over to the senior manager for Rheumatology 

11           services .hhh [so that] they can look at this= 

12  COM:                   [Mhmm   ] 

13  CH:      =for us. And you’re happy enough for me to pass 

14           on your mobile number if she wants ta hgive you 

15           a wee hcall? 

16  COM:     hCertainly. 

17  CH:      Okay. Perfect. 

18  CH:      hI will do that for you this afternoon and I’ll 

19           get it logged as well as a formal but .hhh I’ll 

20           get it over an ask them yihknow if they could  

21           look into it and give you a call back if if  

22           possible. 

23  COM:     That would be gr:eat. 

24  CH:      Perfect. 

 
76 There is more to be said here as we see a reiteration of the offer at lines 18-22, but for 
the intended purpose I will simply say 'closing'. The key point is that the complaint does 
not re-open in the post offer environment. 
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25  CH:      Miss Bennett thank you very much for phonin. 

26  COM:     Okay=Thank you. 

27  CH:      hTake care now. 

28  CH:      hBye. 

29  COM:     B’bye. 

Following the end of the complainable as signaled by the ECF (iNobody ever 

gets back to mei) (Line 4), the CH moves to an offer (Lines 8-11 and 13). 

The offer is accepted through the COM's minimal token (Mhmm) prior to its 

completion and in overlap with the turn final increment (so that they can look 

at this for us). The institutionally mandated routine question emerges at line 

13 and mobilises the canonical three-part sequence with COM agreement in 

second position and a sequence closing third HGA 'Okay. Perfect' (Line 17). 

After the reiteration (starting at Line 18) which also follows a three-part 

sequence, the CH produces a close implicative turn at line 25 (Miss Bennett 

thank you very much for phonin) with a first close component arising in the 

COM's next turn (Okay), and appreciations prior to terminal closing (hBye - 

B'bye)77. The point I am alluding to with extract 6.10, is that this encounter 

follows the trajectory of the project with no further departures to troubles-

talk.  

I have inserted these extracts primarily to illustrate the first type of closing 

'problem' to which Schegloff and Sacks (1973) refer, that is, the closing of a 

topic. However, the smooth signalling and adherence to closing accomplished 

above is not characteristic of this setting. In other words, participants often 

restart on-topic talk in the post offer environment; and on occasion the CH 

collaborates in the joint production of complaining activity (Edwards, 2005).  

Two types of talk predominantly emerge in this environment: - (1) troubles 

or complaint implicative talk (sometimes co-constructed), and (2) 

complainant accounts or justifications that warrant the complaint. I will show 

that, in both these cases, call handlers systematically close these topics and 

launch a new course of action to "advance the business of the call" (Heritage, 

 
77 In advance of a fuller description (to follow), an archetypal closing consists of first and 
second closes such as 'okay', followed by first and second terminal units (goodbye etc) 
where each participant produces both components in an ordered sequence (Button, 
1987). 
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2015, p.404) with turns prefaced by 'Well listen'. Designed as announcement 

offers (Hofstetter and Stokoe, 2015; Hofstetter, 2016) these turns are always 

reiterations of the first offer, often a reduced version which correlates with 

reduced openings in institutional talk and may be a feature of the "institutional 

fingerprint" (Drew and Heritage, 1992).  

1. Post-offer complainables  

It has been suggested by Benwell and McCreaddie (2017) that complainants 

pursue recipient affiliation where it has been absent during the complaint 

telling. This may explain some complainants' resistance to move permanently 

from complaint implicative talk and towards closure of the encounter.78 The 

authors claim that escalated complaining occurs in this setting due to the 

restricted affordances of the CH's institutional identity. The conflicting nature 

of the role as empathic recipient versus institutional representative can lead 

to additional complexities which may surface as non-affiliative. As pointed 

to earlier in this work, these types of constraints are typical features of 

institutional talk, alongside goal orientations and inferential frameworks that 

combine to form an 'institutional mandate' (Drew and Heritage, 1992). My 

data display a similarity to Benwell and McCreaddie's (2017) claim that, 

where absent, complainants pursue affiliative responses from CHs. Robust 

evidence for this arises from the many instances of CH affiliation which 

emerges late in the interaction, and of co-constructed complaints which arise 

subsequent to the offer of assistance. 

I will return to the encounter discussed in chapter 3 (mapping out a basic 

complaint handling call) where both participants extend and jointly produce 

troubles talk in the post offer environment. Edwards (2005) claims that joint 

production is a notable feature of indirect complaints with the recipient 

affiliating to the point of joining in with complaining activity. This is evident 

here as, in response to the COM's troubles-talk about potentially taking time 

off from a new job, it is the CH who produces a complaint about waiting times 

at the fracture clinic, displaying empathy with the complainant (Ruusuvuori, 

 
78 Presumably, affiliation is not necessary for each and every encounter and is only 
relevant at specific positions, for example, a troubles-telling experience (Jefferson, 1988). 
Hence, it is not omni-relevant and not pursued by all complainants.  
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2005). This extract illustrates that even when the CH is participating in 

extending the talk, she reaches a point of systematically advancing the 

business of the call with a specially designed turn (Line 28). Notably, the 'well 

listen' prefaced turn is delayed until the CH's empathic responses reach a 

pinnacle, as she delivers the complaint as if it were her own, 'you don’t know 

how long you’re gonna be there for is what I’m yihknow tryin to sa:y' (Lines 

20-21) and, a claim of understanding 'Anno, anno' (Line 28) which 

immediately precedes the 'well listen' turn. This shows how, in the post-offer 

environment, the COM pursues affiliation with the CH joining in producing 

the complaint before switching to business via a 'Well listen' prefaced turn.  

Extract 6.11     19-C/190517_0008/12 

1   CH:      Right oka:y, (0.8) Not a problem.  

2            .hh What I need to do for you Megan is get this  

3            over to tha senior managers there in 

4            fractures=What date was the appointment for that 

5            you’d ar- 

6   COM:     Ehm it’s for the fourth of May. 

7   CH:      The fourth of May=Okay. 

8   COM:     It’s jus >I’ve only started a new job< an 

9            yihknow yourself ther-= 

10  CH:      =Anno= 

11  COM:     =ther- they’re not so happy HEhuh 

12  CH:      (h)~Anno~ I can understand that.  

13           .hh And then to be quite honest with yih, if you 

14           go to the fracture clinic for an appointment  

15           .hh the waitin times at the: outpatient 

16           appointments are quite lo:ng. 

17  COM:     Yeah= 

18  CH:      =Fr[acture clinics y:-y:-=          ] 

19  COM:        [That’s right (   ) it’s like ah-] 

20  CH:       =you don’t know how long you’re gonna be there 

21            for is wha[t I’m] yihknow tryin [to s]a:y. 

22  COM:                [Yeah ]               [Yup] 

23  COM:     An they’re askin (            ) you here Megan 

24           >what time’re yih gonna book your client in< you 

25           need to see your clients that day i:s= 

26  CH:      =Yeah= 

27  COM:     =>an I was like< hehm::: huh. 
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28  CH: à   Anno anno. Well listen [I need to] get this= 

29  COM:                            [HHhhhh   ] 

30           =over to tha senior managers ther in fractures 

31           for yih Megan to see if they can intervene and 

32           help in any way to try an get this resolved, 

33  CH:      .hh [An: ] you’re happy for me to pass on your= 

34  COM:         [Okay] 

35  CH:      =mobile number [.hh if they (want to give) you]=  

36  COM:                    [<YEh that’s fine>             ] 

37  CH:      =a call, 

38  CH:      That’s great. 

39  COM:     Yeah. 

In the next extract (6.12), the COM has phoned to complain about cancelled 

appointments and an offer has been produced. The extract begins with the 

routine question (Lines 1-2) with a preferred response in second position 

'Yeah that's grand' (Line 3). Then a further complainable emerges (it its just 

frustrating), overlapped by the CH's HGA at line 5. The complainable is 

expressed with affect through the complainant's suffering of physical pain 

(you're still in agony). Then the CH affiliates without referring to the pain but 

to the level of appointment rescheduling and subsequent inconvenience that 

the COM has been subject to. She terminates by drawing upon the need for 

childcare which is interesting since the COM has not referred to this as 

relevant, but a young child's voice can be heard in the background throughout 

the call. This illustrates the CH's attentiveness and understanding that 

childcare is a possible issue, even if it remained tacit. Again, the CH 

collaborates to jointly produce the complaint and indeed, produce a 

complainable that was not asserted as being an issue. A claim to understand 

(Ruusuvuori, 2007) emerges at line 20, 'No I underhstand' (similar to 'Anno 

anno' in extract 6.11, line 28) which closes the COM's reiteration of the 

complainable. The CH immediately issues the 'well listen' prefaced reiteration 

and, with the COM's 'Okay' providing agreement to close the topic (Beach, 

1993; Schegloff, 2007), moves on to gather consent to record before call 

closing.  
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Extract 6.12      10-C/190503_0016/5 

1   CH:      =You’re happy enough for me to pass on your mobile 

2            number should somebody want [to call] 
3   COM:                                [YEah th]at’s grand= 

4            =It [it’s just frustrat]ing whenever you= 

5   CH:          [That’s (perfect)  ] 

6   CH:      =hYeah= 

7   COM:     =you think you’re going to the appointment and 

8            you’re breaking it off an:=  

9   CH:      =hMm= 

10  COM:     =you’re still in a:gony (.) from the (last time 

11           you seen him). 

12  CH:      Yeahh. And I mean that was (.) that’s quite a 

13           bit of reschedulin that’s been going on for you 

14           as hwell hyihknow I’m sure it[’s   ]=  

15  COM:                                  [hYeah] 

16  CH:      =caused you a lot of upheabl-upheava:l uh:m  

17           (.)trying to reschedule things and get yourself 

18           sorted out and if you have children childcare= 

19  COM:     =[Yeah] 

20  CH:       [.hh ]and whatever. No I underhstand.  

21      à   .hh Well listen Gina I’ll do this. I’ll get this 

22           typed up and sent over to the senior management  

23           team for yih .hh ahm so that they can look into 

24           it and give you a wee [call ithen. 

25  COM:                           [Oikay.                                            

26  CH:      So you were happy enough with me for recording 

27           that hcall for re[search]? 

 

These extracts clearly show the CH's orientation to overtly affiliating with the 

COM prior to moving to close down complaining to a point where 

complainables are produced on the other's behalf. Therefore, my data concur 

with Benwell and McCreaddie's (2017) findings that complainants pursue 

affiliation when it is not forthcoming, and that call takers withhold empathy 

until institutional business has been completed and the call is approaching its 

end (Weatherall and Stubbe, 2015). In my data, this is most evident where 

complaining activity re-starts in the post-offer environment and call handler 
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turns that claim to understand, such as 'I know, I know' work to close down 

complaining prior to a move to next business (Benwell and Rhys, 2017).  

In the two extracts that follow, there is no obvious pursuit of affiliation but 

again, the 'well listen' prefaced reiteration works to progress the business of 

the call by simply closing a topic and moving to institutional business. 

In both encounters (extracts 6.13 and 6.14), complaint implicative talk had 

re-opened post-offer. The extracts begin with the COM signaling complaint 

completion. Subsequently, the CH produces the 'well listen' prefaced 

reiteration of the offer but with a first move orienting to the initial actions she 

needs to attend to. Extract 6.13 'I will go and get this typed up and I'll get it 

over…' (Lines 6-8) is delivered as an announcement, whereas extract 6.14, 

'let me ge-th-go get this typed up for yih' (Lines 6-7) is designed like a request 

(Hofstetter and Stokoe, 2015). In both encounters, the 'well listen' reiteration 

successfully launches a new course of action to accomplish closure of current 

topic, and advance the business of the call (Sidnell, 2007; Heritage, 2015) to 

a close implicative environment. 

Extract 6.13      22-C/190705_0012/3 

1   COM:     But ah said tih X, I know, it's my body and I  

2            know a hundred per cent what it's doin. 

3            ((sniff)) 

4   CH:      Yeah. Yeah. 

5   COM:     >Know wah ah mean< 

6   CH: à   Alright. Well listen William I: will go and get 

7            this typed up and I'll get it over to the 

8            relevant managers for yih .hh Dih 

9            get them to start lookin at it and see how we 

10           can assist you in this matter, Tih try and get 

11           things movin along a bit quicker= 

12  COM:     =Yeah 

13  CH:      Ahm: and hopefully someb'dy can give you a wee 

14           call in the interim as well to try and get (.) 

15           give you some information 

16           (0.2)  

17  CH:      Would that do:? 

18  COM:     Yea:h. 

19  CH:      Okay. [.hh  ]  
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20  COM:           [Yea:h] 

21  CH:      Well listen, (0.1) 

22  COM:     >Thank iyou< 

23  CH:      hYou know where we are if you need us aga:in.  

 

Extract 6.14      25-C/190823_0019/2 

1   COM:     So she prolonged his treatment for three months 

2            (0.2)  

3            ((sparks lighter)) for nuthin. 

4   CH:      Yeah yeah. Okay 

5            ((COM sparks lighter 3 more times))  

6   CH: à   Wul-well listen let me ge-th-go get this typed 

7            up for yih Jennifer,  

8            And we'll [get it] off then to that senior 

9            management= 

10  COM:               [Yeah. ] 

11  CH:      =team over there that deals with Social Services 

12           .hh so that [(we can)] get this looked at= 

13  COM:                 [YIP  hhh] 

14  CH:      =Ohka::y 

15  COM:     Yip. That's no problem. Thank you very much. 

16  CH:      No worries. Thanks for phonin Jennifer. 

17  COM:     Okay. [Thank you very much]  

18  CH:            [Okay. Take care    ]  

19  COM:     Thank you.[>By<]          

20  CH:                [Bhye: 

 

Despite the lack of a strongly affiliative turn preceding the 'well listen'  

reiteration (as in extracts 6.11. and 6.12), here, the CH consistently closes  

complaining with a turn such as 'Yeah. Yeah', 'Alright' or 'Yeah yeah. Okay'  

which closes the current topic (Beach, 1993; Schegloff, 2007). Through the 

 'Well listen' preface of the subsequent turn, the CH then smoothly and 

unproblematically progresses the business of the call (Sidnell, 2007; Heritage,  

2015). 
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2. Post-offer accounts  

A second feature that can arise in the post offer environment is an account 

either to justify the complaint as being the only remaining option (extract 

6.15), or to account for some other matter that was of the complainant's own 

doing (extract 6.16 below). The complaint in extract 6.15 relates to Social 

Services' alleged lack of care and support to re-home the COM in an 

intimidation case. 

Extract 6.15       23-C/190705_0013/3 

1   COM:     (None ov them. They've just set) me back when ah 

2            needed them. 

3   CH:      >Ahuh Ahuh<. But no. 

4       1à  .hh Well wad-What I cn-What I'll do for yih ahm 

5            is get this all typed up .hh and get it over to 

6            the senior manager for social services=It would 

7            be (.) people above (      )them ahm to get this 

8            looked at an hopefully we can get (.) get some 

9            (.) some kind've resolution for yih .hh an: try 

10           and move things along a bit more quicker.  

11           Ahm Are you okay for me tih forward on yer  

12           mobile number if somebody (.)=  

13  COM:     Yes.  

14  CH:      = wants tih give you a ca:ll? Great. 

15  COM:     Yeah. Definitely= 

16  CH:      =Not a problem at all. 

17           I will [(   ) 

18  COM: 2à        [I really didn't want to complain,  

19           Now Ahhh I've put it off so long= 

20  CH:      Yeah. 

21  COM:     =cause I was hopin (.) things would change with 

22           Social Services. But it just hasn't changed=  

23  CH:      =Yeah= 

24  COM:     =but we're nearly four months down tha line now 

25           and #like I can't# (.) .hh  

26  CH:      Yes you're at the end [ov your    (0.2) ]tether, 

27  COM:                           [#I can't deal with it#] 

28  CH:      You need tih get things sorted, so yih are. 

29           [I wouldn't like to be] livin in a house .hh 

30           where there's= 
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31  COM:     [(   it's a nightmare)] 

32  CH:      =people outside (.) yihknow makin you feel 

33           intimidated an unsafe especially with children 

34           yihknow. .hh [So-   ] 

35  COM:                  [Yeah (]       ) 

36  CH:      It's very difficult, I can understand that. 

37      3à  .hh Well listen I: will get this typed up an 

38           we'll get it over to the senior manager an:d we 

39           can start getting it looked at for yih okay? 

40  COM:     (       ) Listen thank you so much. 

41  CH:      Not a problem=And if there's anything else you 

42           need us tih help you with (.) yihknow yih can 

43           always give us a call. 

44  COM:     Brilliant. Listen thank you (    ). 

45  CH:      Not a problem. You take care now. 

46  COM:     You too. [#Thank you.] #B'Bye.((voice breaking)) 

47  CH:               [Kay.  Bye::] 

 

Post-offer, the complainant begins an account (marked with arrow 2) which 

displays a reluctance to complaint (I really didn't want to complain) and then 

she provides a justification (but we're nearly four months down tha line now). 

By distancing from complaining in a way that frames it as something she tried 

to avoid, the COM is indexing subjectivity and displaying a negative stance 

towards complaining (Edwards, 2005). The CH's response displays both 

alignment and affiliation as she produces the idiomatic expression 'you're at 

the end of your tether' which justifies the complaint. However, the CH then 

goes further and says, 'I wouldn't like to be livin in a house .hh where there's 

people outside (.) yihknow makin you feel intimidated an unsafe especially 

with children yihknow'.  By putting herself in the same situation as the 

complainant, the CH is expressing sympathy rather than empathy. 

Ruusuvuori (2005) delineates the two as per psychotherapeutic literature,  

"Empathy refers to understanding the other's experience: to a 

'state of mind' in which the empathizing person may have access 

to identical experiences, but refrains from 'sinking' into the 

other's feeling state. Instead, the empathizer's orientation is to 

appreciate the other's troublesome feelings. Sympathy, on the 

other hand, implies a true sharing of the troublesome experience, 
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putting oneself in the same position as the other and experiencing 

similar sensations together with the other" (2005, p.218). 

Following a final claim to understanding, 'It's very difficult. I can understand 

that' the CH moves immediately to a 'Well listen' turn (marked with arrow 3) 

that reiterates the prior offer. This works to close the project of the call and 

advances to a closing sequence. 

Similarly, extract 6.16 picks up talk after the first offer. The COM begins an 

account at line 4 (arrow 1) in an attempt to explain why she had changed an 

appointment (which was subsequently cancelled and rescheduled multiple 

times). She explains how an appointment at nine o'clock in the morning is not 

ideal, and the CH constructs a turn that aligns with this stance and displays 

understanding of the problem (Lines 12-14). In a turn contiguous with the 

CH's own claim of understanding (Yeah no that's perfectly understandable), 

she produces a 'Well listen' prefaced turn which, although not a direct 

reiteration of the offer, extends the offer to 'let them know aswe:ll'  that a later 

appointment would be more suitable.  

Extract 6.16      21-C/190704_0011/4 
1   CH:      Brilliant=I’ll get that a[ctioned for you missus  

2   COM:                              [Mmhmm.] 

3   CH:      =Walkington an we’ll be in contact then. 

4   COM:1à  >Ahuh< I’d jus like to say the reason why I  

5            changed from the sixteenth of July to the 

6            fifteenth was I had got (.) an early appointment 

7            at nine in the morning=  

8   CH:      =Right= 

9   COM:     =an then I had changed it but I mean if there 

10           was an appointment at nine in the mornin I would 

11           make an effort to go to it. 

12  CH:      Yeah but it’s very very ah::m tch long  

13           distance for you to  

14           [go especially (         ) I understand] 

15  COM:     [It was you see that’s why I wanted one] a bit 

16           later. 

17  CH:      Yeah no that’s perfectly understandable. 

18  CH: 2à  Well listen [I:: ] I will let them know as 

19  COM:                 [Ahuh] 
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20  CH:      =we:ll yihknow any appointment later in the 

21           mornin would do you given the the travel if 

22           they’re [able t]o schedule= 

23  COM:             [Mmhmm ] 

24  CH:      =something for yih sooner. 

 

I have shown that even when an account emerges in the post-offer 

environment, the CH is likely to respond empathically with a turn that claims 

understanding, such as 'Yeah no that’s perfectly understandable' (extract 6.16) 

or 'It's very difficult, I can understand that' (6.15). This immediately precedes 

a 'well listen' prefaced turn that successfully accomplishes closing of the 

topic. Heritage (2015) states that a 'well' prefaced turn can accomplish 

"moving away from erstwhile conversational projects" (2015, p.101), while 

Sidnell (2007) argues that 'listen' launches a course of action "to advance the 

business of the call" (2007, p.402). With these components in combination, 

the turn accomplishes closure of the overarching project (complaint-offer) 

that encompasses the complaints handling call and permits onward 

progression of the call to 'any other business'. 

6.3 Closing encounters 

To examine call closings with an established theoretical underpinning, I will 

begin by discussing some of CA's seminal work. Schegloff and Sacks (1973) 

state, in attempting to address the sequential organisation of closings of 'a 

single conversation' we are compelled to first consider the machinery of turn-

taking. The basic features of turn-taking79 are that no more than one party 

speaks at a time, and speaker change recurs with transition relevance 

providing an opportunity for speaker change at the point of possible 

completion of an utterance. A possible problem relates to periods of perceived 

silence where no one speaks even though speaker selection may have 

generated a turn for relevant next speaker. The authors state that lifting a turn's 

transition relevance must be established to 'mutually legitimise' termination 

of the conversation, that is to say, no speaker is compelled to take another 

turn and a 'single conversation' can close. However, they state that while the 

 
79 A detailed description of the rules of turn-taking (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974) 
can be found in chapter 2. 
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turn-taking machinery exhibits orderliness for progressing a conversation, it 

does not account for its orderly closing. They pose the question, 

 "How is the transition relevance of a possible utterance 

completion lifted? A proximate solution involves the use of a 

'terminal exchange' composed of conventional parts, e.g., an 

exchange of 'good-byes'…" (1973, p.295). 

Notice that the saying of goodbyes as an adjacency pair is presented only as 

a proximate solution. Schegloff and Sacks observe that while this can 

accomplish closing, "their placement seems to be organised by reference to a 

properly initiated closing SECTION" (1973, p.300, emphasis in original). The 

crucial aspect relevant to the problem of closing then, concerns how topics 

(as units) are organised as "a set of such units within the larger unit 'a single 

conversation'…" (1973, p.300).  

Schegloff and Sacks (1973) describe topics, or what gets talked about in a 

single conversation, as 'mentionables'. Each has a consideration towards 

ordering and distribution, and perhaps with a specific slot for that mentionable 

such as 'first topic'. Some conversations may be "monotopical" (1973, p.308) 

where there is a prevailing topic to be discussed as an overall property, and 

when this activity is completed, closing becomes relevant. This is highlighted 

by Raymond and Zimmerman's study of emergency calls which shows how 

closings may be warranted by project completion, "we'll get somebody there 

- okay thanks - bye" (2016, p.732). In such calls, there is only one topic on 

the agenda (a request for help) and once this is accomplished through an offer 

of assistance (we'll get somebody there) the call can close without the usual 

closing problem. 

The study dataset is quite different to emergency calls. While there may be 

one specific project to complete (complaint handling), there may be a variety 

of topics within that project. The organisation of topics displays a preference 

for local organisation and 'fittedness', that is, to occur naturally during the 

conversation. As some topics or mentionables may not find a fitting place for 

occurrence, then a closing structure must offer such a provision. Since 

terminal exchanges, that is the adjacency pair 'goodbye' sequence, do not 
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make this provision, then some other objects must contain this feature 

(Schegloff and Sacks, 1973).  

These other objects to which Schegloff and Sacks (1973) refer are topically 

devoid pre-closings such as 'well, okay and so', produced with falling pitch 

contours (1973, p.303); and are what Button (1987) calls 'close components'. 

Such objects permit speakers to pass on their turn and thereby provide the 

recipient with a set of alternative options such as developing a topic, starting 

a new topic, or reciprocating the pass with a similar object. These options are 

therefore 'possible pre-closings' where, if a pass is reciprocated, then a closing 

section can be opened up. There are various points or 'opportunity spaces' 

where this can occur; either following a first possible close component, 

following a second close component, and following a first terminal 

component. These elements comprise an archetypal closing - a first and 

second close such as 'okay', followed by first and second terminal units such 

as goodbye (Button, 1987).  

Extract 6.17     (Button, 1987, p.102) 

1   GUY:    I'll be down there, oh en you'll-you'll be aroun' 

2          then when I [(come in) 

3   EMM:                [Yeah 

4   GUY: à Okay.       1st close component 

5   EMM: à Okay dear,   2nd close component   

6   GUY: à Buh bye,     1st terminal component 

7   EMM: à Bye bye,    2nd terminal component 

         …end call… 

The archetypal closing is thus organised as a series of talk and displays an 

orientation to mutually recognising termination of the conversation. This 

design permits either closure (as illustrated in extract 6.17 - Emma 

reciprocates Guy's close component without developing further talk) or 

continuation of the talk. Should a further topic develop (a prior talked about 

matter) or open (as a new topic) at this point, then a move out of closings 

occurs (Button, 1987). In extract 6.18 below, A offers a first close component 

(L4) but then introduces other material which is reciprocated (L6) and 

occupies the turn. 
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Extract 6.18   (Button, 1987, p.104) 

1   A:     I'll see youh t'morrow then 

2             (.) 

3   B:     A:wright.Ketcha in the morning.= 

4   A: à  =Okay.=Hey (b)- 

5   A: à  Bill? 

6   B: à  Yah 

7             (.) 

8   A:     Hey bring that uh:bone saw (.n) I got-I bought  

9          a (p)ork roast. 

 

Building upon those described by Schegloff and Sacks (1973), Button (1987) 

proposes seven types of sequences as graduated moves out of closing. Firstly, 

minimal moves out of closing; arrangements, solicitudes, reasons-for-calls 

and appreciations which do not initiate closure but are closing implicative. 

Secondly, back-references, topic initial elicitors (previously described in 

Button and Casey, 1984) and in-conversation objects, which are defined as 

drastic moves out of closing and are not closing implicative. 

Extract 6.19 below is the closing sequence of a call referred to earlier in this 

chapter (see extract 6.9). Once all business has been satisfactorily concluded, 

the complainant offers a close implicative move at line 12. Turn initial 'Well 

Imogen' is a move away from former conversational objects towards topic 

closure (Heritage, 2015); while the remainder of the turn simultaneously 

offers appreciations (Button, 1987) and projects closure of the conversation.80 

Pro-forma thanks work as an exiting device (Woods et al, 2015), appearing 

prior to terminal close components 'bye bye' and 'bye' from CH and COM 

respectively. 

Extract 6.19       3-A/190204_0005/6 

1   CH:      =So if you-c-when you receive it if y’can check 

2            over it and >anything you want to add do that< 

3            and sign it and send it back to me,  
4   CH:      .hh it’ll come with a covering letter with my 

 
80 This is presumably a returned call from the call handler to the complainant. Without the 
opening, this sequence is my sole evidence. 
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5            name on it and the [address] to [post] it= 

6   COM:                        [Okay.  ]    [Fine.] 

7   CH:      =back to. 

8   CH:      E:[hm and]             

9   COM:       [That’s] perfect. 

10  CH:      My name is Imogen. 

11  CH:      Imogen [Cunningham ] 

12  COM: à         [Well Imogen] hthank you for phoning. 

13           hThank you very much.= 

14  CH:      =(No problem) no problem.= 

15  COM:     =hThanks now.= 

16  CH:      =>Thank you miz Makenna bye bye.<= 

17  COM:     =hThanks now bye. 

 
This is a typical example of how complaints calls move towards closing, with 

potential for any number of topics to emerge before terminal goodbyes. There 

are no examples in the dataset that mirror the canonical closing illustrated by 

Button (1987) in extract 6.18 above. This does not imply that these are not 

normative closings, but rather that the types of sequences suggested by Button 

as 'moves out of closing' are observed in the data. As I am unable to discuss 

all such sequences due to space limitations, I will select one of the minimal 

moves out of closing (Button, 1987). As appreciations are most prevalent in 

the dataset and they will inform us on participant satisfaction with the service 

provided within the encounter, they will be most fitted to the aims of the 

study. 

Complainant burden and displays of satisfaction at closing 

Rather than relying on traditional social scientific measures of satisfaction 

with a 'service' by asking for participants' opinions, CA permits a more 

endogenous approach by examining internal indicators of satisfaction 

portrayed in the talk itself. Complainant expressions of satisfaction have been 

found to be most prevalent in sequences that initiate call closing (Woods et al 

2015), which can additionally place complainants as having benefited from a 

service (Heritage and Clayman, 2010). However, callers in institutional calls 

often use 'thank you' as a pro-forma exiting device rather than to express 

appreciation or satisfaction to their co-participant (Woods et al, 2015). 
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Furthermore, a study by Sikveland and Stokoe (2017) found that patients 

telephoning their GP service withhold 'thank you' until receipt of a summary 

of arrangements or next actions by the receptionist. They argue that 'pre-

terminal thank you' works as a "dedicated device to (withhold) terminating 

service, thereby treating it as (in)complete" (2017, p.455-456). However, if 

prosocial expressions such as 'thank you' are a typical feature of institutional 

calls that function systematically to manage progress of the call, how do we 

determine authentic caller satisfaction? 

In a study of calls to a cancer helpline where callers received advice from 

specialist nurses, Woods et al (2015) found that callers expressed satisfaction 

through upgraded forms of appreciation while initiating closing. The authors 

claim that these are distinguishable from weak or routine expressions that 

may or may not be expressing gratitude, such as 'thanks', since they are more 

extended and can emerge stepwise across turns or within the close initiating 

turn. Examples of upgraded appreciations are 'thanks very much' or strong 

assessment terms like 'excellent' (Woods et al, 2015). Additionally, 

personalising the appreciation by referring to the experience directly, for 

example, 'thank you very much for your time', is regarded as an upgrade. On 

the other hand, dissatisfaction, rather than being explicitly expressed, is 

achieved implicitly through downgraded formulations, "which acknowledge 

but do not fully or enthusiastically appreciate the information/advice given" 

(Woods et al, 2015, p.943); or through withholding 'pre-terminal thank you' 

(Sikveland and Stokoe, 2017).  

Woods et al point specifically to explicit displays of dissatisfaction that may 

be found in some institutional settings, but these strong assessments do not 

occur in the cancer helpline data. They provide an excerpt from a call to a 

bank where the clerk is unable to transact the requested service. Although the 

caller is clearly unhappy with the outcome, she initiates closing with what 

ostensibly appears to be an expression of appreciation, "Okay never mind 

then, hthank you very much". However, in the caller's next turn following the 

clerk's "thank you", she delivers an explicit expression of dissatisfaction and 

abruptly closes the call, "Not really bye bye" (2015, p.948). Such explicit 

displays of dissatisfaction do not appear in the complaints handling data 
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despite a very small number of encounters that may appear to be on a slight 

downward trajectory. 

On the relationship between caller satisfaction and burden, Stokoe et al (2016) 

analysed calls to a GP surgery which revealed that levels of satisfaction fell 

in cases where patients had to 'push' for service. They state that this correlates 

with waiting for the call to progress or pursuing progress themselves, rather 

than receiving a pre-emptive service. Reduced levels of satisfaction occurred 

where receptionists failed to offer alternatives when callers' needs could not 

be met (for instance, in making GP appointments), or they failed to summarise 

relevant details and next actions at the end of the call.  

I have found that the relevancies of service provision emerge tacitly in and 

through the talk, most compellingly in CH responses to the complaint 

narrative and in call closings. Where CH uptake of actionable matters does 

not occur, resulting in unmet expectations, a complaint may arise as a 

consequence. Furthermore, returning to my discussion on the issues service 

users complain about, a small (but nonetheless important) number of 

complaints relate to the complaints handling process itself. Therefore, it is 

crucial that the expectations of complainants are met during the complaints 

handling call so that the encounter itself does not become embedded into the 

ongoing complaint.  

Complainant burden (pushing for information) 

Next, I will return to an encounter discussed previously in chapter 5. In this 

example, the CH has already made an offer as part of the institutional task 

(presented as extract 5.8), incorporating her next actions to send out a 

transcript of the complaint and detailing actions the COM should take in 

return. Extract 6.20 begins with a sequence which suggests the problem-

solving project is now complete (I'll get this out t'you in the next couple of 

days) (Lines 1-2) resembling an arrangement (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973; 

Button, 1987). The COM responds with an upgraded personalised 

appreciation (Lines 3-4). Next, the talk is diverted from its current trajectory 

of project closing towards attending to the study requirement of consent. 
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Extract 6.20       1-A/190116_0002/17 

1   CH:      Okay Miss Hart I’ll get this out t’you in the 

2            next couple of diays. 

3   COM:     Thank you I really appreciate your time today 

4            (.) thank iyou. 

5   CH: à   Sorry just before we(h)go em a[pol]ogies em= 

6   COM:                                   [Yes] 

7   CH:      =with regard to th-the rehcording (.) em ov the 

8            call (.) before you go: can I check that you’re 

9            still okay with the call being reicorded. 

10  COM:     Yeh that’s ifine. 

 

The CH's turn initial misplacement marker (Schegloff and Sacks, 

1973),'Sorry just before we go' (Line 5) strongly displays an orientation to the 

possibility of closing as having been imminent but that some other activity 

intervenes thus marking it as out of place. It should be noted that the phrase 

'before you go' is the beginning of a scripted element for the three-stage 

consent process. However, since this emerges after the justification marking 

an upcoming 'misplacement', then I can evidence my claim that, 'Sorry just 

before we(h) go em apologies em with regard to th-the rehcording (.) em ov 

the call' is naturally occurring talk and does operate as described. 

With eight lines omitted in relation to the research study (the scripted 

element), extract 6.21 picks up with another closing implicative 'next actions' 

type task from the CH. However, it is the COM's turn at lines 22-24 that are 

of particular interest here. 

Extract 6.21      1-A/190116_0002/18 

19  CH:      Okay=So I’ll send you out th-recor-thu .tch the 

20           transcript of our call and with that there’ll be 

21           some information about the recording. 

22  COM: à  >Okay can I just double hcheck<=So once I’ve 

23           acshilly lodged that complaint hwhat happens 

24           after that? 

25  CH:      .hh So we issue that to the service (.)[the= 

26  COM:                                         [Ohkay. 

27           ((throat clear)) 

28  CH:      =the gynae service, 
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29  COM:     hYip 

30  CH:      and and there will be a manager a clinical 

31           senior manhager=  

32  COM:     =Yip= 

33  CH:      =who will investigate ther issues that you’ve  

34           raised, 

35  COM:     Okay. 

36  CH:      And we will respond to you then (.) formally (.) 

37           in writing, 

38  COM: à  Okay ilovely. An how long can that roughly take? 

38  CH:      So (.) we-the complaint procedu:re guidance is 

39           to repl-respond within twenty working diays. 

40  COM:     Oikay 

41  CH:      If there’s an issue where we’re no:t able to 

42           reply within twenty working days we will keep 

43           you uphdated. 

44  COM:     Okay that’s igreat. 

45  CH:      Okay and my contact details will be on the 

46           lettier. 

47  COM:1st     Okay lovely=thank you very much again for your 

48          time. 

49  CH: 2nd      Okay Miss Hart thank you. 

50  COM:3rd  Have a good day [hthanks hbye hbye.] 

51  CH: 4th                 [Thank you         ] hBye hbye. 

 

Appearing in turn initial position and uttered with increased speed, the 

increment '>Okay can I just double hcheck<' (Line 22) is a pre-announcement 

that an activity such as a request or question is upcoming. The COM then asks 

in a latched TCU, '=So once I’ve acshilly lodged that complaint hwhat 

happens after that?'.  This topic elicitor (Button, 1987; Button and Casey, 

1984) arises because the CH has omitted to explain the next steps of the 

complaints process satisfactorily. It is followed up by another interrogative at 

line 38 that asks for the expected timescale. The CH's response begins with a 

repair initiator 'we' which is reformulated from the institutional pronoun 

(Sacks, 1992) to the more specific institutionally framed phrase, 'the 

complaint procedure guidance'. She then explains the 'guidance' time 

stipulations of what should happen rather than necessarily what may happen 

on this particular occasion. Although this does link somewhat to agenda and 
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the formal complaints process, by adding that her contact details will be 

included (Lines 45-46), the CH is invoking personal availability for future 

service should that be necessary. It could be that her lapse to provide all 

necessary information has prompted her desire to point to an offer of future 

assistance, albeit implicitly. However, there is no evidence of COM 

dissatisfaction in having to push for information. In fact, in the first closing 

turn she produces a personalised appreciation thanking the CH for her time 

(Lines 47-48) with a reciprocating acknowledgement in the next turn. The 

extract closes with 'Have a good day' which is standard in closing sequences 

by service providers, but on this occasion, it is asserted by the complainant 

and suggests satisfaction with the call. The COM then repeats 'Thanks' at line 

50 but this time it is an overt exiting device, with terminal 'byes' (third and 

fourth closing turns) finally terminating the talk. 

 

Despite having to push for this information, the complainant has not 

expressed dissatisfaction towards the CH's handling of the call. To the 

contrary, the closing of this call explicitly displays satisfaction and 

appreciation for the CH. Unusually, the CH did not adequately explain the 

next steps to the complainant earlier in the call where this action is typically 

found in the form of a pre-announced offer that partitions obligations and 

accountabilities. Instead, at that structural location (immediately following 

the complaint narrative), the CH apologised for the cancelled appointments, 

prior to eliciting a third-party formulation. Having provided a recognitional 

identification of the consultant, the COM then complimented her treatment 

before re-opening the complaint. This example indicates that institutional 

tasks are sensitive to other intervening practices which can potentially derail 

them and if not attended to, the co-participant may orient to absences and 

omissions. Perhaps of more concern for this study, it reinforces the robustness 

of the pre-announced offer as an optimal design for delivering information 

that complainants firstly, need to know and secondly, want to hear. 
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Overt satisfaction 

Some participants express satisfaction overtly with strong displays of 

appreciation, as can be seen in the next extract (6.22). After a pre-closing 

announcement 'can you leave that with me', the COM asks for the CH's name 

which is generally a practice for call-takers to build rapport in service 

encounters (Huma, 2018). In line 9, the COM provides an upgraded 

appreciation that incorporates the name portraying a high level of satisfaction 

with the CH's performance, 'Thanks a million Gabby'. 

Extract 6.22       14-B/190604_0007/5 

1   CH:      Right .hh ahm can you leave that with me then 

2            ah [Alison= 

3   COM:        [hAye 

4   CH:      =and I will see ehm what I can find out for you 

5            and I’ll [give] you a wee call back. 

6   COM:              [Aye ] 

7   COM:     And what’s your name 

8   CH:      Gabby. 

9   COM:     Gabby=Thanks a million Gabby. 

10  CH:      Not a problem [at all an I’ll speak to you very= 

11  COM:                   [Okay. 

12  CH:      =soon alright? 

13  COM:     Al::right. 

14  COM:     Thank you (   ) Bye bye 

15  CH:      All the best=Bye Bye 

16  COM:     By::e.  

 

Complainants can explicitly display their appreciation at being listened to, as 

in the following example (Lines 7-8). In this encounter, the COM had 

positioned himself as the teller of protracted troubles, with the CH providing 

empathic listening throughout (Ruusuvuori, 2005). A series of closing 

implicative turns arise (Right no probs Keeley; Alright Kyle; Alright listen) 

and the COM expresses both thanks for the CH's time and appreciation for 

her listening to him. This suggests that there is no expectation that CHs should 

be attentive or empathic listeners, but that complainants appreciate when they 

are. 
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Extract 6.23       8-C/190409_0010/7 

1   COM:     °Right no probs Keeley°. 

2   CH:      Alright Kyle.  

3            .hh Well lis[ten I’ll  ] I’ll do that for you  

4            and then we’ll= 

5   COM:                 [An ah okay] 

6   CH:      =be in contact with you ohkay. 

7   COM: à  Alright listen hthanks for your time Keeley=I 

8            rea:lly appreciate you listenin to me. 

9   CH:      Not a problem Kyle, You take care now ohkay. 

10  COM:     Okay all the best n[ow   Alright]. 

11  CH:                         [hBye::      ] 

12  COM:     Byhe:. 

In the pre-closing sequence in extract (6.24) below, we can see another 

example of an upgraded appreciation. After the back reference to next actions 

in lines 1 to 4, the COM thanks the CH for her time and adds a personalised 

address term 'Thianks for your time iKeeley'. Notice that there is no response 

to the tag question suggesting that he is satisfied with the CH's proposal. The 

response 'Perfhect=You take care now hNigel', works simultaneously to 

acknowledge the COM's satisfaction and to wish him well. Next, the COM 

responds in partial overlap with a turn that repeats the good wishes before a 

latched 'god bless' emerges in the clear. This expression of goodwill is 

receipted with 'thank you' in the CH's final turn which closes the encounter 

with terminal 'byes'.  

Extract 6.24      6-C/190404_0007/8 

1   CH:      Perhfect=hI’m gonna get this typed up an I’ll 

2            send it over to ophthalmology for yih .hh and  
3            we’ll iget them to look into it and give yih a 

4            wee calli. Would that [ido. 
5   COM:     [Thianks for your time iKeeley.                                         

6   CH:      Perhfect=You take care now hNi[gel    ]. 

7   COM:                                   [Right t]ake 

8            care=god bless= 

9   COM:     =[Bye]. 

10  CH:       [Than]k you=hBye hbye.  
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Another method of returning good wishes is through a reduced version such 

as 'you too'. In extract 6.25, this arises in a delayed position in response to the 

CH's 'take care Andrea' (Line 6). Having responded initially with 'okay' before 

adding 'you too' in partial overlap with the CH's terminal 'bye', this appears to 

illustrate an orientation to the reciprocal obligation of good wishes (Line 9) 

Extract 6.25      9-C/190409_0011/2 

1   CH:      Well listen I’ll do that for you and we’ll get 

2            that ahm looked into then. 

3            (0.7) 

4   COM:     Great [that’s >brilliant<] thank you= 

5   CH:            [>Not a problem<   ] 

6   CH:      =No problem. Take care Andrea. 

7   COM:     Okay.  

8   CH:      hBye:[:.] 

9   COM:          [You] too= 

10  COM:     =Bye::.          

The dataset also contains some instances where the CH thanks the COM for 

phoning, as in extracts 6.26 and 6.27 below. Rather than expressing 

appreciation however, these turns appear to be moves towards call closing. 

Extract 6.26      25-C/190823_0019/3 

1   CH:      No worries. Thanks for phonin Jennifer. 
2   COM:     Okay. [Thank you very much]  
3   CH:            [Okay. Take care    ]  

4   COM:     Thank you.[>By<]          

5   CH:                [Bhye: 

6            (0.2) 

7   COM:     hBye.  

 

Extract 6.27      16-C/190509_0004/14 

1   COM:     That would be great. 

2   CH:      Perfect. 

3   CH:      Miss Bennett thank you very much for phonin. 

4   COM:     Okay=Thank you. 

5   CH:      Take care now. 

6   CH:      Bye. 

7   COM:     B’bye. 
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Extract 6.28 displays a more profound orientation to institutional activity 

which elaborates 'thanks for phoning'. The CH's turn at line 6 frames the 

complaint as an issue that merits being raised and incorporates the 

institutional 'us'. By its production, this turn displays an institutional 

orientation to welcoming complaints as a means to improve future service.  

Extract 6.28      27-C/190905_0018/6 

1   CH:      Yihknow they’ll be in contact either way. 

2            (0.6) 

3   COM:     Okay. 

4   CH:      Alri:ght? 

5   COM:     That’s brilliant. 

6   CH: à   Thanks [for phonin an for raisin      ] that= 

7   COM:            [Thanks very much for your help]  

8   CH:      =with us, 

9   CH:      Take care now. 

10           (0.3) 

11  COM:     Thank you=Have a good day=[Thank you]. 

12  CH:                                [You too  ]    

13  CH:      Bye bye. 

14          (0.4) 

15  COM:     Good bye. 

The next extract (6.29) is from a call where the complainant is clearly 

frustrated with the service she has received regarding an out-patient referral. 

Furthermore, the COM has persistently pursued affiliation throughout her 

complaint narrative and received only minimal receipt tokens in response. 

The first extended CH response had been an immediate move to the 

institutional agenda which was clearly disaffiliative as there was no uptake of 

the complainable (not shown). Eventually, affiliation emerges at lines 5 and 

6, 'Yeah yeah yeah doesn't make sense', which finally displays agreement that 

the COM is justified in her grievance. While she does not express explicit 

dissatisfaction, her turn at line 14, 'Naw that's fair enough', is not comparable 

with the prior example (extract C14), 'Thanks a million Gabby'. However, she 

then provides an upgraded appreciation in a latched turn, thanking the CH for 

her time (Line 17) which acknowledges the CH's efforts.  
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Extract 6.29      12-B/190417_0005/4 

1   COM:     But the frustratin thing ih-aye jus the 

2            frustrating thing is the fact that I have phoned  

3            about this appointment then why woiuld I not 

4            respond to a letter [yihknow   ] 

5   CH:                          [Yeah yeah] yeah doesn’t  

6            make sense. 

7   COM:     Aye and then just they end up I had just got 

8            discharged an that was it only for me chasing it 

9            again I would have been none the wiser. 

10  CH:      Aye:: (0.5) aye yeah.  

11  CH:      .hhh Okay Jill well sure leave that with us an 

12           I’ll get >hopefully< get back to you later on 

13           today [some time is that ohkay]  

14  COM:           [Naw that’s fair enough ]=Thank (.) thank 

15           you very much.= 

16  CH:      =Okay= 

17  COM:     =Thanks for your tih me [hBye byeh.] 

18  CH:                              [Okay hbye.] 

 
Moving towards displays of dissatisfaction, the complainant in the next 

extract (6.30) had maintained a level and frustrated tone throughout. He 

explains that he has called the complaints department after an unsatisfactory 

call with the hospital regarding his appointment, and orients to this as being 

burdensome. A reiteration of next actions works as an activity switch to close 

down the complaint and initiate closing (Lines 7-9). However, the COM's 

confirmation check that he will not receive a phone call from the senior 

managers for 'a few days' is dispreferred as evidenced by the silence at line 

16 and his responding 'Ri:ght' in the next turn. He issues a challenging turn 

that stipulates that he wants his appointment in August, which is followed up 

by a reiteration that the CH will do her part in logging the complaint and 

undertaking to 'get it sorted for yih' (Lines 23-24). The COM then issues a 

rather unexpected request to exclude certain dates, which is formulated more 

like a demand but nonetheless receives uptake from the CH. Although he 

provides a personalised appreciation, his tone remains level and displays an 

ongoing sense of frustration that has not been resolved. Furthermore, his 

closing turn 'Okay. [That’s ]dead on=>Right okay bye<' which emerges in 
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partial overlap with the CH's 'Bye bye' does nothing to enhance a sense of 

satisfaction. His rather flat intonation 'dead on', which emerges in the clear 

from the CH's overlapping turn, seems to portray neutrality at best. 

Extract 6.30      20-C/190614_0010/3 

1   COM:     Ah ah I’m just fed up havin tih do these here, 

2            .hh phonin up complaints an all- it shouldn’t  

3            BE:: like this 

4   CH:      No. 

5   COM:     It’s quite simple to book an appointment for 

6            somebody. 

7   CH:      Mmhmm mmhmm .hh Well listen Edward, I’m gonna 

8            get this typed up an we’ll get it over to the 

9            senior managers for yih okay::? 

10           (0.3) 

11  COM:     So it’s gonna be a few days diju say  

12           [before I hear about this?] 

13  CH:      [It ca::n                 ] take a few days,  

14           Yeah (.) yeah (.) it won’t be tiday, you’ll not 

15           get a call back tiday. 

16           (0.7) 

17  COM:     Ri:ght.  

18  CH:      Ok[ay:: ] 

19  COM:       [As lo]ng as it gets sorted  

20           [an I get an appointment] in=  

21  CH:      [Yes (.) we’ll get it   ] 

22  COM:     =August. 

23  CH:      Listen we’ll get it logged I can reassure you of 

24           tha:t a:nd (.) we will get it sorted for yih. 

25  COM:     An and by the way if they are givin me an 

26           appointment tell them not tih give me it on on 

27           the fourth or the eighteenth of August cause 

28           I’ve (booked) those days but I think the  

29           Cardiology’s on a Fri:day anyway so (.) it 

30           shouldn’t it shouldn’t clash wi those. 

31  CH:      Okay I’ll make a wee note a that for yih. 

32           I’ll do that then Edward oka::y? 

33           (0.5) 

34  COM:     Alright cheers. Thanks [for helping me]. 

35  CH:                             [Thanks take   ] care 

36           now= 
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37  COM:     =Okay. [That’s ] dead on_=>Right okay bye<.   

38  CH:             [Bye bye]. 

Similar to the cancer helpline data (Woods et al, 2015), complainants do not 

overtly display dissatisfaction but rather include a turn that portrays a neutral 

stance alongside an appreciation of the CH's personal efforts. The two 

examples I have just discussed (extracts 6.29 and 6.30) evidence that 

complainants may maintain their dissatisfaction towards the complaint issue, 

which happens to concern cancelled appointments in both cases. Moreover, 

they both refer explicitly to their own personal efforts, hence a burden that 

they have had to 'chase'. From extract 6.29,  

6   Aye and then just they end up I had just got discharged 

7   an that was it only for me chasing it again I would have  

8   been none the wiser. 
 

And extract 6.30, 

1   Ah ah I’m just fed up havin tih do these here, 

2   .hh phonin up complaints an all- it shouldn’t  

3   BE:: like this 

 

CHs are constrained by their institutional role which limits the extent of 

assistance they can offer. Their role is predominantly confined to complaint 

receipt (and often a degree of empathic listening) and onward progression of 

the matter for investigation by relevant senior managers. In some exceptions 

where next actions are not immediately apparent, they can offer to make 

preliminary enquiries and feed back to the complainant. Thus, appointment 

making is not a service they can offer and in instances where the complainant 

is frustrated in this respect, there is little the CH can do to remedy the matter 

in situ. What the CH can do is listen, make an appropriate offer that explicitly 

signposts next steps in the process, and provide an acceptable level of service 

that meets the expectations of callers and the institution alike. 

6.4 Conclusion  

In this chapter I examined the post-offer environment with a focus on two 

types of closings. Firstly, the closing of topics and secondly, closing the 
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encounter. I began by discussing the institutionally mandated question 

deployed by call handlers at one trust and found that although it forms part of 

the institutional task, it is not an essential component of the first offer. 

Sequentially, it may be contiguous with the first offer or appear later with a 

redeployed offer. Although it canonically forms a three-part sequence with 

recipients providing agreement, it can also initiate other complainant 

activities such as informing or upgrading a complainable. I found that, beyond 

simply providing permission to pass on their telephone numbers to senior 

staff, complainants upgraded their agreement which frames the turn as an 

action underpinned by the obligations set out in the initial offer. 

I then moved to closings and provided an extract (6.10) that adheres to the 

normative patterns of activities discussed in chapter 3 but indicated that this 

smooth trajectory is not typical since complaining activity can re-start in the 

post-offer environment. However, the data show that call handlers 

systematically close down further complaint talk through a 'well listen' 

prefaced turn that reiterates the initial offer of assistance. Crucially, prior to 

initiating this activity switch, call handlers consistently offered an empathic 

turn that claimed understanding (Ruusuvuori, 2007) of their personal 

situation ('I know, I know' or 'I understand'). Thus, my data display 

similarities to that of Benwell and McCreaddie (2017) (also Benwell and 

Rhys, 2017) who show that complainants often pursue affiliation and as a 

result, it most frequently emerges later in the encounter prior to a switch to 

institutional business. I illustrated how CHs frequently go beyond responses 

that 'claim' to understand by jointly producing (Edwards, 2005) complaining 

activity that warrants the COM's concerns. 

The 'well listen' prefaced turn is formulated as an announcement offer which 

concurs with Hofstetter and Stokoe's (2015) claim that this format arises as a 

second offer where an offer to provide assistance has already been made. In 

my data, this reiteration successfully propels the call to closing since it 

reiterates the future actions of senior management and their obligations to the 

complainant; thus, providing additional assurances of action and by whom. 

The specific design of the 'well listen' preface works to re-orient participants 
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to the official course of action and facilitates a smooth progression to call 

closing (Sidnell, 2007; Heritage, 2015). 

Call closings require meticulous preparation prior to terminal exchanges 

(goodbyes), and these preparatory devices include backward-looking 

reinvocations and forward-looking arrangements of the conversation that is 

about to be closed. Moreover, as there is an overall project to be accomplished 

in the encounters under study, then the call cannot close until the recipient 

(CH) has displayed alignment with the project, in so doing s/he provides a 

warrant for closing (Raymond and Zimmerman, 2016). I showed how 

participants align with the call handler's turns that close complaining or 

troubles-talk via a display of empathy, followed by the reiterated offer.  

The most prolific activity in the closing environment was found to be 

appreciations (Button, 1987), typically displayed through upgraded 

expressions of satisfaction (Woods et al, 2015). Like the data of the cancer 

helpline calls, complainants do not overtly express dissatisfaction but offer 

pro-forma thanks which function as closing devices (Woods et al, 2015; 

Sikveland and Stokoe, 2017). The closing environment provides call handlers 

with a final opportunity for uptake of any discernible issues that may remain 

for complainants, therefore, it is preferable that these are handled prior to the 

closing of this initial interaction to ensure the caller's expectations have been 

met. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Discussion 
 

7.0 Introduction 

The aim of this thesis was to provide the first interactional analysis of 

complaints handling in the public healthcare setting in Northern Ireland. 

There is a distinct lack of CA research in healthcare complaints handling with 

Benwell and McCreaddie (2017) reporting on the difficult moral work that 

accompanies complaining, and subsequent studies based on this corpus by 

Rhys et al on temporal (2017) and third-party (2018) formulations, and 

Benwell and Rhys (2017; 2018) on affiliation and ECFs in complaints to the 

NHS. Currently underway, the Real Complaints project will examine the 

longitudinal experience of making a complaint to the NHS from the service-

user's perspective. The aim is to translate knowledge into practice by 

developing accessible training resources for NHS staff (Real Complaints, 

2020). What this small body of work shows is the distinctiveness of the 

healthcare setting, pointing to the need for more detailed examination of the 

interactional/institutional work of complaining and complaints handling in 

this setting. 

At the beginning of this thesis, I discussed the difficulty in finding literature 

pertaining wholly to the healthcare setting in Northern Ireland. Rather, much 

of the independent literature that I cited concerns the NHS as a UK-wide 

healthcare provider with challenges arising across the four nations. Despite 

local concerns forming the basis for high-level investigations, for example in 

Mid-Staffordshire, recommendations to improve service provision have been 

employed nationwide (Francis Report, 2013). Complaint handling is one non-

clinical area that has been regarded as flawed for some considerable time, 

with changes flagged as vital. 

The evidence for a problem with complaints handling in Northern Ireland 

began with the Ombudsman's report for 2015-16 which reported increasing 

numbers of complaints. Concerns about the length of time taken by trusts to 

provide the Ombudsman's office with information on complaints was 

considered a red flag; indicating that not all trusts were complying with 
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guidelines and principles set out by the statutory body (NIPSO, 2016). As 

further evidence of unease, I reported the findings of the Patient Client 

Council who claimed that healthcare service users were dissatisfied with the 

complaints handling service at an increasing rate (PCC, 2016). The claim that 

trusts were not tackling all concerns raised by complainants is significant as 

it suggests problematic communication that needed to be addressed. This 

research therefore focuses on the very core of complaining interactions 

between trusts and service users, beginning at the beginning of a reported 

trouble.  

Having established that it would be beneficial to approach complaints 

handling from an interactional perspective, it was decided to take the initial 

telephone call as the encounter under study since this is the central point of 

information exchange. I began by considering the existing CA literature on 

complaints in both ordinary and institutional talk. One of the main 

considerations that distinguishes the two is the degree to which institutional 

talk is restricted, as shown by Heritage and Robinson (2011). Talk in an 

institutional setting, whether it is doctor-patient interactions (Drew et al, 

2001; Heritage et al, 2007; Heritage and Robinson, 2011), customer service 

(Orthaber and Márquez-Reiter, 2011; Kevoe-Feldman, 2018) or workplace 

interactions (Heinemann, 2009; Ruusuvuori et al, 2019) is shaped for some 

particular outcome. Heritage and Clayman (2010) state that institutional talk 

embodies certain characteristics: participants and their specific roles, identity-

based goals, constraints on contribution and context specific inferences. 

Therefore, complaining will be done differently in various domains of social 

life and the interest lies in how talk is specialised in a particular domain.  

For this work, I was interested in the systematic features and patterns of 

complaints handling and what they reveal about this specific context. The 

findings were presented in four analytical chapters which followed the linear 

progression of the complaints handling call through to closing, starting with 

an overview in chapter 3.  
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7.1 Findings of this thesis 

In the first analytical chapter, I examined the overall structural organisation 

of encounters and found that there is a normative sequential ordering of 

activities (summary reproduced below). Although the official openings of 

calls were absent due to research governance restrictions, I followed the 

trajectory of calls from the complaint elicitation through to closing and 

mapped these out with a single encounter. Throughout the thesis, I found it 

beneficial to illustrate through the context of a single encounter to provide a 

sense of how issues develop, and this was particularly valuable to close 

chapter 3.  

 The phases of activity in a typical call 

1.  Opening - greetings/identification,  

                      reason for call,  

                      introduction to the study, 

                      consent taking. 

2.  Re-launching the call - (personal information gathering - 1st opportunity), 

                                            complaint elicitation. 

3.  Complaint narrative. 

4.  CH response - (interrogative series), 

                            move to institutional task, 

                            (personal information gathering- 2nd opportunity). 

5.  Closing. 

These phases of activities are routine for the call handler and normatively 

oriented to by both participants as expectable for the institutional project of 

handling a complaint. I have shown how call handlers systematically 

reproduce practices such as 'and-fronting' of turns in sequences designed to 

elicit information, such as personal information gathering and complaint 

elicitations (chapter 4). And-fronted questions can therefore perform 

bureaucratic processes but in a normative routine manner that facilitates 

movement through potentially delicate matters (Heritage and Sorjonen, 

1994). 
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However, it is important to consider that although the encounter may be 

routine for the call handler this is generally not the case for complainants. 

Telephoning an institution to complain, albeit an indirect complaint about a 

non-present third-party, is conceivably difficult. A complaint encompasses an 

expression of private viewpoints and emotions (Emerson and Messinger, 

1977) and as the data in this setting have shown, often incorporate disclosures 

of sensitive medical and personal details. Moreover, callers may be oriented 

predominantly to troubles-telling and have little or no prior knowledge of the 

specific official institutional processes or requirements. Callers' talk 

nonetheless reveals orientations not just to the 'unknown' characteristics of 

the call handler's role as potential gate-keeper, complaint-recipient, troubles-

recipient, advice-giver, problem-solver and so on, but also to the normative 

asymmetry of the talk as institutional talk81. 

As this chapter had revealed an overarching alignment to activities, not 

necessarily on a turn-by-turn basis, I demonstrated how participants oriented 

to the overall project of institutional complaining. This was done through 

illustrating analytical points with extracts from across the dataset that display 

orientations to consistent patterns. However, I then presented a single case 

analysis (extracts 3.32 to 3.37) that provided a glimpse of a deviant case 

where participants failed to remain aligned and the implications of this 

became salient. Throughout this encounter, the complainant remained 

focused on his central concern of troubles-telling rather than institutional 

complaining, and I show the resulting difficulties for the call handler in 

attempting to align with her co-participant whilst attending to institutional 

activities. The complainant resisted most of the CH's attempts to switch to 

business by producing interactional pivots and further securing turns to 

continue telling his experience. Thus, the implication of the complainant's 

sustained identity as troubles-teller is a constraint on the CH's role as service-

provider, and the encounter is fraught with interactional contingencies. An 

 
81 Whether the call handler explains the extent of his/her obligations and accountabilities 
at the outset is unknown since call openings are absent. This could manage implications 
such as complainant expectations that CHs can resolve (some) issues in-situ or re-direct 
callers as appropriate. There is no evidence in the recorded talk of reference to prior talk 
about institutional processes. 
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example of which can be seen in the pre-closing turn, 'Well listen Patrick, I'm 

just conscious that I have a number of calls tryin to get through to hmake 

complaintsh'. This differs significantly from the reiteration of the offer to 

assist, typically positioned at this point as a device to close down complaining 

activity or further troubles-talk, and to launch a course of action that makes 

closing relevant. 

In the second analytical chapter, I turned my attention to complaint 

elicitations from the perspectives of position and composition. I found that 

these fit in a specific slot in the interaction and are normatively expected. 

With reference to turn design, I found that there are two main types of 

elicitation that can initiate either an open response or constrain the response 

by resuming prior talk. This corresponds with existing literature which states 

that 'How can I help?' is characteristic of institutional talk due to the 

affordances of its agnostic stance (Heritage and Robinson, 2006; Hofstetter, 

2016; Bloch and Leydon, 2019; Ruusuvuori et al, 2019). Thus, elicitations 

appear on a continuum with standalone resumptions most likely to restrain 

the response which in turn requires more interactional effort from the call 

handler in re-issuing an elicitation. Although a resumption displays the call 

handler's uptake of prior talk and its relevance to the complaints project, it is 

perhaps not the most effective construction for eliciting a complaint.  

Reflecting on the examples from the corpus, the design of resumptions 

appears to prefer a response that agrees with the proposition within the 

resumption itself. For example,  

CH:      .hh So an it’s in relation to Doctor hSmiths: (.)  

         [htreatment to yourself.] 

COM:     [Yes that's (          )] 

 

Rather than an information seeking question, the complainant orients to the 

resumption as an assessment to be agreed with. The resumption is based on 

information provided by the complainant in the call opening which is then 

postponed until personal information gathering has been completed. The call 

handler then attempts to resume the business at hand through the relatively 

K+ resumption which merely receives agreement. She then produces an open 
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elicitation, 'Okay, Dijwanna give me some detail an I’ll take a wee (.) no:te 

for hyih Sian?'. This elicits a response that exhibits the typical complaint 

narrative features of temporality and medical disclosures. 

At the start of chapter 4, I demonstrated the preference for a narrative telling 

rather than a gloss of a complainable. Again, through the example of a single 

case (extract 4.1), I showed that in response to a standard 'How can I help?' 

elicitation, simply stating a gloss such as, 'I want to put a complaint in about 

Doctor X' is inadequate in this slot. Whereas the gloss displays an orientation 

to conditional relevance and states the reason for calling, it does not provide 

the necessary granularity to accomplish complaint recipiency and we see the 

CH pursue a complaint narrative. Narrative beginnings consistently resemble 

story-tellings, with temporal and third-party formulations setting a context for 

a complaint and projecting extended tellings as a representation of reality that 

is complaint relevant (Pomerantz, 1987; Rhys et al, 2017). In this case, the 

complainant showed reluctance to begin an extended narrative until assured 

that this was the expected slot for the activity and that the call handler was 

positioned for recipiency. The implications of this are that participant roles 

(teller and recipient) are impeded and the next relevant activity of problem-

solving is blocked; thus, the business of the call does not progress until 

initiated by further interactional work by the call handler. 

Therefore, while 'How can I help?' was not successful at eliciting the 

complaint narrative in this particular encounter, the dataset contains examples 

where the turn functions effectively as an elicitation (see extract 4.4). In this 

case, there appeared to be a difficulty with recognising the 'turn to business' 

which the call handler understood and subsequently reformulated the turn. 

In the third analytical chapter, I focussed on the problem-solving domain and 

found that the institutional task is accomplished through an offer of 

assistance. A type of offer emerged from the dataset that displayed some 

similarities to the announcement offer described by Hofstetter and Stokoe 

(2015), but with an interesting grammatical form that did more than 

'announce' next actions that oriented to problem-solving. The pseudo-cleft 

construction 'what I need to do (for you) is x' was found to perform a range 
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of social functions above offering to assist. The syntactic form permits this 

type of turn to pre-announce the call handler's future actions as an obligation 

while simultaneously partitioning the obligations and accountabilities of 

senior management (I do x so they can do y).  This is a first move to problem-

solving that is sensitively designed to be responsive to the demands and 

limitations of the context and foregrounds the CH as institutionally obligated. 

It displays call handlers' ongoing commitment to representing complainants 

as they handover cases to senior management for investigation, often 

presenting themselves as allies in the complaint through terminal components 

such as 'for us' rather than 'for you'. 

By responding with this type of offer, call handlers are providing an 

appropriate form of remedial work despite the restrictions of their role. It is 

because there is a tacit understanding of their role as 'gatekeepers' responsible 

for recipiency, information gathering and handover that callers do not 

typically query or reject CH actions. For instance, there is no evidence of 

objection from complainants who may have spent time detailing an elaborate, 

chronological narrative of a very personal experience to be informed that 

either (1) the issue will be passed on to the appropriate senior management 

team, (2) a transcript of the details will be typed up and posted out for 

approval or (3) some initial enquiries will be made, as opposed to presenting 

an immediate solution. The implicit understanding that these options present 

a pathway to resolution displays an orientation to the shared sense making 

practices that CA endeavours to uncover. Most complainants are therefore 

attuned to the same social values and norms as the institution.  

In presenting the pre-announced offer found in this context, I was able to add 

to Hofstetter and Stokoe's (2015) taxonomy of offers. However, by 

establishing the appropriateness of this specialised design it was revealed that 

other designs did not respond to the institutional task in the same way. This 

is tied to a variation in institutional practices across trusts. I refer to my 

discussions in chapters 1 and 2 which highlighted that although all trusts must 

adhere to official guidelines and policies, in practice there are minor 

variations in implementing these guidelines. One such practice is the 

construction of a 'transcript' of the complaint at one particular trust. This is 
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sent to complainants for approval and its return instigates the official 

complaint process. I found that CHs at this trust do not employ the pre-

announced offer but rather produce an offer that frames the complainant as 

obligated to check, amend, and return the transcript. This contrasts with the 

pre-announced offer that locates complainants as beneficiaries of an action 

rather than agents. This in turn shapes the progress of calls as there is no 

explanation of the official complaint trajectory, and consequently, we see 

increased interactional burden as complainants are compelled to push for 

further information. The problem here is caused by a misaligned project, as 

the complainant's concern is to make a complaint whereas the CH was 

focussed on the institutional concern of creating the transcript as a first action. 

Although the overall orientation is to the project of complaining, the CH's 

preoccupation with the transcript (as per the institution's process) results in 

production of a less effective offer format.  

Clear descriptions of obligations and accountabilities were found to be key 

components of the offer to assist. Successful first offers signposted future 

actions of both call handlers (in handing over the case) and senior 

management who would fully investigate and potentially contact 

complainants directly. Less effective CH responses appear to be those that 

move immediately to institutional agenda by presenting callers with options 

for formal or informal complaints. I suggest that there are two primary 

reasons for this. Firstly, in the examples from the dataset, the CH moves 

immediately from the COM's narrative to institutional agenda rather than 

from "the troubles-teller and his or her experiences, to the trouble itself, as a 

problem to be solved" (Jefferson and Lee, 1981, p. 416). There is less 

attention paid to acknowledging the experience as troublesome and solvable 

from the COM's perspective, than there is to the institution's agenda and 

official complaint recording processes. Secondly, there is no clear 

partitioning of obligations and accountabilities, leaving complainants less 

informed and more uncertain of which option is appropriate for them. The 

crucial component that denotes a set of next actions (I do x so they can do y) 

is missing and noticeably so, as COMs often push for more information.  
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In the fourth analytical chapter, I analysed the post-offer environment and 

showed that the offer of assistance is typically re-invoked to progress the call 

through to closing. I began by showing that an institutionally mandated 

question designed to satisfy a gatekeeping process (passing on the 

complainant's telephone number to senior management) became 

interactionally relevant and COMs sometimes used this as an opportunity to 

upgrade their complaint. The fundamental action proposed in this turn (future 

contact by senior staff) reiterates a crucial component of the initial pre-

announced offer, thereby providing reassurance that the complaint will be 

forwarded to senior staff. In absence of a call handler's ability to fully resolve 

matters in situ, complainants display orientations to actions that acknowledge 

their experience, validate their complaint and work towards resolution. 

Another systematic feature emerging in the post-offer environment was the 

CH's display of understanding, for example 'I know' or 'I understand', that 

emerged quite late in the encounter. These empathic turns were often 

responsive to a pursuit of affiliation, displaying a similarity to the findings of 

Benwell and McCreaddie's (2017) study of calls in this setting. This was 

evident even in the highly emotive 'interactional asynchrony' example 

provided in chapter 3. Prior research in institutional contexts suggests that 

call handlers maintain neutrality as a requirement of their institutional role 

(Ruusuvuori and Lindfors, 2009; Holt, 2012; Ekström and Lundström, 2014; 

Weatherall, 2015; Feo and LeCouteur, 2017). However, call handlers in this 

setting are not constrained by neutrality and we find displays of empathy 

emerging after complaint recipiency and problem-solving have been 

accomplished. This adheres to official guidelines that encourage sympathetic 

responses to complainants who are encouraged to speak freely about their 

concerns (DOH, 2019). 

An empathic display can then be followed up by a reiteration of the offer, this 

time in reduced form as an announcement offer (Hofstetter and Stokoe, 2015; 

Hofstetter, 2016) with a 'well listen' preface. This turn was found to 

successfully close down complaint implicative talk and re-launch a next 

course of action (Sidnell, 2007; Heritage, 2015) that projects closing. I 

propose that this format's efficiency for accomplishing closing can be 
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explained by its well-defined design that reinvokes senior management as the 

persons obligated and accountable for resolving the issue. Having been 

asserted initially in the pre-announced offer (What I need to do is get this over 

to the senior management team), the reiterated offer (Well listen I will get this 

typed up and we'll get it over to the senior manager) reinforces the respective 

responsibilities of staff and launches a mutually agreeable complaint 

resolution pathway and makes closing relevant. 

Overall, this thesis has presented a series of consistent patterns that 

participants adhere to and accomplish, moving from one activity to the next 

in an unproblematic way to accomplish the wider project. Participants 

systematically signal completion of certain activities, for instance, 'okay' as 

an activity switch (Beach, 1993; Schegloff, 2007; Weatherall, 2015) or 

complainants' devices for displaying complaint completion, for instance, 

idiomatic expressions such as 'I'm in limbo now' (Drew and Holt, 1988; 

Kitzinger, 2000) (shown in chapter 5). 

I have shown how grammatical form maps onto institutional roles and 

accountabilities, most evident in the pseudo-cleft construction of the pre-

announced offer which in turn, sets up the reiterated offer in a succinct move 

to close the encounter. The recipient design of turns across the dataset 

displays an overarching orientation to the recurrence of systematic practices 

that 'do' complaining and complaints recipiency. 

7.2 Policy and practice 

This research has implications for policymakers, demonstrating the 

importance of observational research to understanding variability in the 

details of implementation which have a consequent impact on the outcomes 

of particular policy decisions (Rhys et al, 2020). Policies are designed to 

produce service improvement but can only be successful if there is an 

understanding of this potential gap between policy and implementation. 

Drawing on detailed empirical research on trusts' actual practices, my analysis 

has revealed some initial insights on the relationship between policy and 

practice in HSC complaints handling. I will approach this tentatively since 

this analysis can only suggest implications for policymakers. 
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Within HSC, all trusts are required to adhere to the same policies and 

guidelines which set specific targets for successful complaints handling. 

However, there are some fundamental variations such as managing 

complaints as either formal or informal, and methods of receiving complaints 

and initiating the official process. On the formal/informal distinction, it 

appears that complaints handling departments themselves regulate this 

option, sometimes in conjunction with complainants themselves. In terms of 

the interaction, complainants are offered a choice, but this often lacks a full 

explanation. In these circumstances, complainants are compelled to push for 

further information and may be burdened with additional decision making. 

They may later feel that they have made the wrong decision, leading to 

increased concerns. In addition, non-reporting of informal complaints reflects 

inaccurate figures which raises further implications for trusts' performance.  

The second matter here relates to how complaints are received and the point 

at which the official process begins. This is relevant as trusts must conform 

to official timescales on acknowledging complaints and providing a response. 

As there is no official stipulation that complaints must be received in written 

form, then perhaps trusts should embed processes into the initial interaction 

that ensure all relevant issues have been noted by the call handler. This could 

be accomplished through establishing that interactants are fully aligned 

regarding all grievances (CH provides a summary of the complainables), that 

complainants are informed of next actions (next actions are stipulated in the 

pre-announced offer format), and that expectations have been met (CH 

confirms with COM prior to call closing).  

7.3 Limitations 

This thesis has been subject to limitations, some of which were out of my 

control and others that could not be fully explicated due to space and time 

constraints.  

1. The foremost limitation may be conceived as being the volume and 

variation of data. Although I recruited all five HSC Trusts in Northern Ireland 

and had completed both NHS Ethics and local permissions for all, with 

recording equipment set up in four of them, only three were able to provide 
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me with recordings of telephone calls. Whereas I believe I could not have 

done much, if anything, to alter this, I was initially somewhat disappointed 

with the scope of my final dataset. However, as I argued in chapter 2, quantity 

is not as significant in most CA studies as a closer look at locations of possible 

relevant occurrence of a practice (Schegloff, 1993). The data were collected 

across a timescale of eight months, from mid-January to mid-September 

2019, and from three trusts that serve a relatively wide geographical area of 

Northern Ireland. I am confident that the data provide sufficient instances of 

recurrent practices and activities across all encounters as to provide an 

accurate first inspection of the setting. Although I provided some single case 

analyses, these were intended to complement a wider set of examples of the 

phenomena under study or to strengthen a claim by highlighting non-

conformity. Moreover, some of these encounters tell such a powerful story 

that they deserve to be shared more extensively than as mere data fragments; 

thus, the number of instances became less significant than the instances 

themselves. 

2. It was also disappointing that I was not permitted to record calls from their 

inception, nor to record third-party calls. Although I put forth what I 

considered to be valid arguments as to why these were feasible and ethical, 

permission was denied on the grounds that consent must be obtained prior to 

any recording taking place. I defended the valuable contribution to research 

that these missing elements would have offered, and of course, my own 

researcher integrity indicates that I would only have engaged ethically. 

However, having 'broken ground' it is possible that future studies may benefit 

from my experience and this study will show that the healthcare complaints 

handling setting is a prime site of investigation. 

3. There are undoubtedly aspects of the data that I was unable to develop 

further due to the restrictions of this limited piece of work, specifically, in 

respect to callers' domains. The data display the immense degree to which 

complainants build their own morality and deconstruct the character of non-

present others (Drew, 1998), thus lending themselves to further study using 

Membership Categorisation Analysis (MCA). This was particularly evident 

in a case where the complainant has a strong agenda to 'making a formal 
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complaint' (shown in part in extract 5.40). I was unable to show the data that 

display his portrayal of 'self' as morally sound, for instance:- 

Extract 7.1        8-C/190409_0010/8 

1     COM:      An I’m forty one years old=I’ve no criminal  
2            record. I’ve no-.hh all I do is cycle and work, 

3   CH:      [Yeah] 

4   COM:     [an l]ook after my child that’s hit.  

5            I don’t take drugs, 

6            I’m a fitness fanatic,  

7            I don’t drink really cause it killed my sister,  

8            I don’t do anything (0.3) like ahm I’m prit- 

9            priddy bloody boring. 

10  CH:      iYeah. 

 

This extract is crammed with categories that depict the complainant as 'clean 

living', 'law abiding' and a 'good parent'. Compare his defensive detailing 

(Jefferson, 1985) with the description of his former partner, the mother of the 

child at the centre of their custody battle: - 

Extract 7.2         8-C/190409_0010/9 

1   COM:     .hh Social services are protecting a se:rial (.) 

2            hli:ar=  
3   CH:      M[hmm  ] 

4   COM:     =[and ch]ild abuser. 

5   CH:      Oikay. 

6            (0.7) 

7   COM:     And I am never ever (.) gonna be happy with my 

8            daughter in her custody= 

9   CH:      =hYeah= 

10  COM:     =I have see:n what she did to her other daughter 

11           (.) I have hear:d and seen what she has done to 

12           cou:ntless other men, 

13           .hh I think she’s got a serious personality  

14           disorder. 

15  CH:      °Right°. 

16  COM:     Like narcissism o:r (.) bi polar disorder=Cause  

17           she kept throwin this stuff up about me, 

18  CH:      [Mhhmm] 
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Not only does he implicate Social Services as 'protecting' this alleged morally 

reprehensible character, but he incorporates allegations of child abuse, 

'unfounded' accusations against other men (Lines 10-12 and others not 

shown) and his own opinion regarding her mental health. All these 

descriptions account for what the complainant has 'seen, heard and thinks' and 

go beyond the level of detail required to justify his complaint against Social 

Services. This encounter provides multiple examples of the complainant's 

attempt to describe the conduct of others as accountable through recognisable 

displays of "(im)propriety, (in)correctness, (un)suitability, 

(in)appropriateness, (in)justice, (dis)honesty, and so forth" (Drew, 1998, 

p.295). 

In chapter 2, I referred to criticisms that CA was deviating somewhat from 

micro to macro, specifically in the applied domain, and I would like to revisit 

this topic briefly.   

In her article “Moving forward with membership categorisation analysis” 

(2012), Stokoe suggests that MCA, as established in Sacks’ “Lectures in 

Conversation” (1992), is in danger of being overlooked by analysts, unless it 

regenerates to develop a more systematic style of analysis. She argues that 

MCA has two options – to remain as a distinct and individual 

ethnomethodological practice or to survive within CA as a basic instrument 

in its toolkit. In both respects, Stokoe (2012) states that category work 

requires a clear analytic procedure, a ‘systematics’, to permit analysts to 

robustly approach category work. Her suggestion is that debates around 

categorisation may be constructively advanced by using a systematic 

approach which unifies MCA and CA in a suitably congenial manner. 

Stokoe (2012) offers ‘five guiding principles’ supported by ‘ten key concepts’ 

for doing systematic membership categorisation. These steps, Stokoe claims, 

will enable us to demonstrate orderliness in the “intuitively messy discourse 

phenomenon” of categories (Stokoe, 2012, p.277). 

In response, Gardner (2012) cautions that, while Stokoe’s keys are useful in 

showing how participants orient to categorisation devices ‘turn-by-turn’ and 

ultimately provide a rich description, analysts must adhere to Schegloff’s 
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(2007a) warning that attention to how members make these orientations 

relevant to one another is central. Rapley’s (2012) stance is similar to 

Schegloff as he argues for a more modest approach to category work. 

Invoking categories, whether implicitly or explicitly, is a resource for 

members’ actions which is inherently ambiguous. Whilst valuable from the 

analyst’s viewpoint, we must be suitably cautious about making ‘wild’ 

claims.   

On MCA’s future, Fitzgerald (2012) regards Stokoe’s analysis as veering 

somewhat from ethnomethodology thus suggesting that MCA could 

dependably diversify into other research exemplars. A proposition that 

Silverman (2012) can arguably be seen to disagree with, since his view is that 

Sacks treated MCA and CA as 'two sides of the same coin'; and Whitehead 

(2012) who states that it is irrelevant into which discipline category work 

should belong, provided that the analysis is truly empirical. 

So where does the future lie for membership categorisation analysis – and 

what significance does this have for conversation analysts? Stokoe’s (2012) 

response to her commentators focuses on ‘categorial ambiguity’, which she 

argues is a matter for participants, and not analysts. Moreover, she states that 

ambiguity is a feature endogenously present in interaction generally, not 

merely in categories. Analysts cannot make claims where there is not 

sufficiently strong evidence. We may refer to inferences but should not lay 

claim to that which is not empirically evidenced through participant 

orientation.  

As to the relevance of MCA for this research, while I was limited by space 

and time here, an obvious next step could be a study of the categories found 

throughout the dataset. This would build upon the sequential work set out in 

this thesis, and additionally contribute to the micro/macro relationship in this 

context.  

In conclusion, there is still more to be said about how complainants design 

their turns as to display complainability. The data show that complainants are 

not only willing to divulge sensitive personal information, but they do not 

hesitate in so doing, often producing such detail early in the telling. This 
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indicates a high degree of trust in their co-participant's capacity for 

maintaining confidentiality, and in the face of complaining to a large 

institution which would generally be considered unfamiliar territory for most 

individuals. This may be explained to some degree by the distinct institution 

persons are complaining to and about, which takes me back to my initial 

discussion in chapter 1 regarding the public's affection for the NHS as a vital 

public service.  

As I write this discussion, we, as a country and a global community, remain 

in the depths of the COVID-19 pandemic. We are inundated with daily news 

that reports hospitals reaching capacity and over-worked NHS staff asking 

the public to adhere to government restrictions, to protect us and the 

institution whose reason for being is to care for our health and well-being. 

That being said, it will be interesting to see how the current situation 

influences future complaints and to what extent service-users hold the NHS 

accountable. 

7.4 Directions for future research and communication training 

Considering the above, I believe that my thesis provides an adequate first look 

at this setting but that there are many aspects yet to be uncovered or that may 

be developed further. Additionally, I have examined only one locale of the 

complaints handling process which is potentially only the start of a much 

longer course of action. I chose the initial interaction as it is crucial to 

establish early good interpersonal communication, thus providing the best 

opportunity for resolution. As claimed in my review of the literature, this first 

interaction does not always satisfy complainants' expectations resulting in an 

escalated complaint. This will inevitably involve additional representatives of 

the institution, further interactions that may be face-to face, written reports 

and so on, that the complainant must contend with. Therefore, there is a need 

for more extensive longitudinal research that can track complainants' journeys 

with a view to identifying problematic interactions and working to establish 

interventions. 

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, already underway is some 

exciting work by a team of researchers undertaking a qualitative study of the 
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entire complaints journey. The 'Real Complaints' study will combine CA with 

ethnographic research to identify key outcomes for both the patient and 

complaints handler; to improve the complaints handling experience for 

complainants, potentially reduce litigation and support complaints handlers 

in their role (Real Complaints, 2020). With data from this research being 

incorporated into learning materials to enhance future communication 

training for CHs, we should begin to see improvements and fewer reports of 

dissatisfied patients.  

Findings from this thesis may also supplement future service improvement 

by incorporating key insights into training materials for complaints call 

handlers. Drawing upon proven training techniques such as the Conversation 

Analytic Role-play Method (CARM), recordings of real interactions are used 

to facilitate a form of role-play where practitioners can reflect on interaction 

on a turn-by-turn basis and identify best practice (Stokoe, 2014). Some 

features that may be used in this way are indicated below. 

1. Call handlers could specify the limits of their role early in the encounter, 

confirming their position as gatekeepers rather than providers of immediate 

solutions (as appropriate).  

2. In line with official DOH guidelines (2019), complainants should be 

encouraged to speak openly and freely about their concerns. This could be 

facilitated by specific word choices in open complaint elicitations that provide 

for such responses, for instance, requests for 'the details' or 'what's happened'. 

Additionally, informing complainants that call handlers are taking notes 

displays an orientation to the obligations of his/her role and reinforces the 

gate-keeping process. 

3. Explaining next steps in the process is crucial as failure to do so may result 

in dissatisfaction or increased interactional burden as complainants push for 

information. The pre-announced offer format has emerged as an optimal 

package for partitioning accountabilities and obligations and could be 

implemented as best practice. This may be most beneficial for the Trust that 

produces a transcript of the complaint for verification and return by service-
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users. In these encounters, this preliminary process tends to surpass 

explanations of what happens next which can prove problematic. 

It is important for training opportunities that methods are tailored to the 

specific setting. What works best in one particular setting may not be most 

effective for another, and this accounts for CA's success in providing 

institutional interventions. While public healthcare complaints handling has, 

thus far, remained out of the CA spotlight, I believe that this thesis and the 

work that is to follow will massively expand our knowledge of the intricate 

workings of a setting that was tempted to deny access on the grounds of 

fragility. I trust that my undertaking to deliver a non-evaluative and non-

judgemental analysis of these sensitive interactions has yielded some benefit, 

both for my discipline and for those at the frontline of complaints. 
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Appendix A: 
Jefferson Transcription Symbols 

 

 

[       ]   Overlapping talk (marked for each speaker) 

  =    Latching. End of one TCU and beginning of 
next              with no gap/pause in between  

 (.)               Micropause    

(1.0)              Silence in seconds 

Word               Underlining indicates emphasis 

Wo::rd            Colon(s) indicate stretched sound 

  h              Marked rise in pitch  

  i               Marked fall in pitch  

  .           Final or falling intonation 

  ,          Slight rising intonation 

  ?          Sharp rising intonation 

  _          Flat intonation or continuation of intonation 

   -    Cut off sound 

.hhh         Hearable aspiration (inbreath) 

hhh      Hearable aspiration (outbreath)    

w(h)ord   Aspiration/laughter (within words) 

°Yeah°    Quieter then surrounding talk 

>word<             Increased speaking rate 

<word>   Decreased speaking rate 

£word£   Smiley voice 

~word~   Shaky voice (crying) 

#word#   Creaky voice 

.tch    Tut 

.pt    Lip smack 

(word)   Transcriber unsure of word (indiscernible) 

((sniffs))   Transcriber comment 

((lines omitted))       Indicates material omitted 
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Appendix B: 
Script for 3 Stage Consent 

 

SCRIPT FOR 3 STAGE CONSENT PROCESS 

                         Callers may opt out verbally at any point during the call 

 

1. START OF CALL: Consent stage 1 

“Before we start, is the complaint about yourself?”       

 

No – excluded from study 

 

“We would like to record our calls for research purposes to improve how  

we receive complaints. Calls will be analysed by a PhD researcher at Ulster  

University to help us improve how we respond to complaints calls in  

the future. All personal identifiers will be removed by the researcher to make  

your call anonymous. Are you happy for me to record this call?” 

 

                  No   -  do not record 

                  Yes  - start recording 

 

“For the benefit of the recording can you confirm that you are happy for me 

 to record this call? You are free to change your mind at any point during the  

call and this will not affect your complaint”.                                                         

 (Consent confirmation for the recording) 

 

****************************** 

         Once the usual process is complete and before closing the call, please confirm  

        consent at stage 2. 
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2. END OF CALL: Consent stage 2 

…”Before you go can I check that you are still ok with this call being 

 recorded?” 

        No  - delete call from voice recorder 

        Yes - continue recording 

 

“If you change your mind within the next 3 days, please call back and let  

us know. Meanwhile, we will send you some information about how the  

recording will be used. This form will also give you a further opportunity  

to withdraw in writing should you change your mind over the next two 

 weeks. Do you have any questions in the meantime?" 

        ****************************** 

 

3. AFTER THE CALL – Consent stage 3: Retrospective opportunity to withdraw 

 

Participant pack- personalised participant information sheet plus return  

envelope addressed to the research team. To be posted to patient in envelope  

provided on day of call or next day. 

 

If the caller changed their mind at any point and opted out verbally -  

please delete recording. 

 

 

 

 

 

(Original layout appears on one page only) 

 

   Version 4           Consent script           7 March 2018            Project ID: 224383  
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